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ABSTRACT

Patterson, Theodore William.
Ph.D. Purdue University, August 1970.
Legal and Organi zatio nal Tools and Techniques for Implementing Lan d
Use Plans'
Major Professor:
Harold L. Michael.
]

The contention central to this research is that the tools and

techniques for implementing land use planning and policies have proven
to be generally inadequate to the task of achieving the timing, pattern

and quality of development and protection of the environment established
as a result of the planning and policy making process.
in the current experimental

This is evident

planning-related legislation, especially by

the states and local governments.

The primary objective was to closely

examine land use planning and policy implementation legal and organizational

tools and techniques currently being used, innovations in these

modifications most commonly used, other tools and techniques which
might prove to be useful, proposals for improving the implementation
process, and innovative legislation directed toward improving the

implementation of land use planning and policies at various levels of

government with

a

view toward making recommendations for action most

likely to result in improving land use planning and policies implementation.

Analysis revealed that there is

a

need for more coordination of

often conflicting programs and policies at all levels of government;
a

need for making the existing tools and techniques more flexible

through providing more incentives for developers to produce better

designs ana by granting more discretionary authority to planning controls administrators within carefully drawn criteria;

a

need to in-

tegrate planning controls and other land use legislation into

coordinated omnibus ordinances for better coordination and greater
ease of administration based on improved state enabling legislation;
a

need for more systematic land use planning and policies implementation

programs; and

a

need for continued experimentation in improving

XIV

implementation processes.

The analysis also indicated that there has

not been enough cumulative experience for empirical

research to be

conducted to demonstrate the most effective combinations of legal and

organizational tools and techniques for carrying out land use planning
and policies.

INTRODUCTION

There is no intention here of developing an hypothesis, collecting
new data, analyzinq it, and coming to conclusions.
is

something rather different:

an attempt will

What is intended

be made to describe and

critically analyze all the principal tools used for implementing urban
planning, the limitations of these tools, innovations and reforms in
these tools, and proposals for new modes or systems of planning imple-

mentation.

This work is inevitably derivative because most of the in-

formation to be dealt with has been reported by others but not in any
one source.

Four fairly recent books contain

plementation tools.

a

broad overview of planning im-

several chapters of Goodman and Freunds'

In

Principals and Practice of Urban Planning

there is

a

description of

most of the tools now in use but very little on innovations and reform
proposals.

In

Delafon

s

Land Use Controls in the United States

is a good description of the principles of American controls

2

from

there
a

British point of view but little detailing of their operation or discussion of reform proposals.

velopment Control Law
vices from

a

3

Hagman's Urban Planning and Land De-

In

there is a description of present control de-

legal point of view with only brief discussions of reforms

enacted or under serious study.

Management and Control of Growth

There is also the Urban Land Institute's
4

which is

a

compendium of articles on

growth controls.
The balance of the information on planning implementation tools is

scattered broadly in other books, pamphlets, and periodicals.
The problem in assembling and putting this material

in

writing

mainly one of selection, analysis, emphasis, and criticism based on
the author's twenty-odd years of experience in the practice and

teaching of urban planning.

is

.

Notes

c

or the Introduction

1.

William I. Goodman and Eric C. Freund, eds., Principles and
Practice of Urban Planning (Washington:
International City
Managers' Association (1968)

2.

John Delafons, Land-Use Controls in the United States (Cambridge:
The M.I.T. Press, 1969).

3.

Donald G. Hagman, Urban Planning and Land Development Control Law
(St. Paul:
West, T97TT.

4.

Randall W. Scott, ed., Management and Control of Growth (Washington:
The Urban Land Institute, 1975), III vols.

CHAPTER ONE:

THE CONTEXT IN WHICH LAND USE PLANS ARE IMPLEMENTED

The Role of Urban Planning

Urban planning is experiencing
From

a

a

dramatic growth as

a

profession.

handful of architects, landscape architects, and civil engineers

who declared themselves planners in the early

1

920'

s

the number of

planners has grown to where American planning schools in 1973 had an

enrollment of just under 5000 students of which 286 were in planning
programs.

doctoral

Originally rooted in the design professions,

since the 1950's there has been an influx into planning from the social

sciences, law and other fields.
cal

The traditional emphasis on the physi-

development of cities is being modified by an increasing concern

for social, economic, and environmental problems.

The planning pro-

fession has come to view its role far more broadly than previously.

There has been

a

parallel increase in the public's concern for these

problems which in turn has made itself felt in the urban development
process.

2

Expansion of the planner's role has not met with ready acceptance
by the public employers of planners.

Local planning commissions and

local governments still see physical

planning as the dominant task of

the planner except in locations where there is strong and articulate

public expression for charging planners with

Consequently the planner
redefining his role.

is

a

broader range of tasks.

often in an advocacy position in regard to

Further, both within and without the planning

profession long-range comprehensive planning has come under attack as
being ineffective, unrealistic, and even irrelevant.
it is apparent to most planners that not only physical

As a consequence

plans and

policies but the traditional tools and strategies for carrying them out
are either too weak or otherwise defective.

"

Before describinq the various planning tools, thpir strengths and

weaknesses, innovations now beinq tried, and reforms prooosed, it is
This involves

necessary to discuss the context in which they are used.

looking at American urban problems, the roles of the various levels of

government and the state of the land development market.

American Urban Trends and Problems
More than two thirds of the population of the United States lives
in

its metropolitan areas

(68.6% by the 1970 Census).

Although there

are many significant differences between American cities,

similarities are far more striking.

their

They have qrown in many parallel
The viability of our metro-

ways and share the same basic problems.

politan areas is of deep concern as problems mount and the concentration of most of our people in them continues.

Assessments of the urban condition ranoe from John Reps' critical
.

view:

3
...

It

the American urban environment is qrossly unsatisfactory.
is

inefficient, inconvenient, unattractive, uneconomical,

and unloved.
to the more moderate view of Martin Meyerson and Barbara Terrett that

the metropolis is

a

crazy quilt "...both haphazard and unolanned.

but essentially sound.

5

.

4

.

They go on to argue that the deterioration

of housing and community facilities is more ranid than the purely

physical aging;

it is

in part

a

product of cultural obsolescence as

a

result of our high economic and social mobility; that "Urban

communities.

.

.by their very diversity seem to encourage adaptation,

birth, growth, transfer, or demise of activities as their importance
rises or declines."

James Q. Wilson observed that:

historical perspective, and taking American cities as

"Viewed in the
a

whole, the

conditions of urban life have, by most measures, been getting steadily
better, not worse."

He noes on to point out that much of what

considered the present urban crisis is

a

is

crisis of risinq expectations.

Urban conditions do not seem to be improving as rapidly as we feel
they should.

Fdward C. Banfield takes the same point of view in The

Unheavenly City

J
.

He points out that:

"...in many important respects

conditions in the large cities have been getting better;" that there
is

less poverty than ever before; housing is improving rapidly; that

more children complete highschool; that the treatment of racial and
other minority groups is obviously better; but the talk of an urban
crisis is based largely on the improvements in performance not keeping
pace with rising expectations.
is

g

He concludes that "...although much

seriously wrong with the city, no disaster impends unless it be one

that results from public misconceptions that are in the nature of self-

fulfilling prophecies."
While there may be no "urban crisis" per se, it is clear that many
urban problems are stubbornly persistant and others are growing,

especially those attendent on the growth of metropolitan areas in both
population and geographic size.

It

is also

clear that with the in-

creasing professional ization of general purpose governments in metropolitan areas that planning processes are being more frequently relied
upon to help in the solution or management of

a

widening array of urban

problems.

What follows is

a

brief description of some of the major urban

trends, problems and the tools being used to carry out remedial plans
and programs.

The character of our metropolitan areas has changed markedly in
the last half century.

Shortly after World War

I

the great suburban

boom began in which for the first time the suburbs grew at
rate than the central cities.

a

faster

This was largely the result of growing

wealth, increased automobile ownership, the construction of major

arteries and boulevards, and in some cities the introduction of rapid
transit.

However the central cities and core areas remained strong

although the separate incorporation of the surrounding suburbs and
the difficulties of meeting legal

annexation to

a

halt.

requirements had brought most

The suburbs of this period were still tied

tightly to the central city because most of their inhabitants still

worked there, did most of their shopping there, went there for much of
their entertainment, and relied on central city labor and services.

3

The next great suburban boom came after World War II.

In

the

decade of the 1950's rural-urban migration was so extensive that more
than half of the counties in the United States lost population.
rate of migration slowed down by the late
rural

1

960

's

This

as the size of the

farm population was reduced to a size too small to contribute

significantly any longer to urban growth, (Table One).

Around many

large cities the rural nonfarm population was and is actually in-

creasing but this new growth is made up largely of commuters.
The major metropolitan areas continue to gain population at the

Within metro-

expense of the smaller cities and towns in rural areas.

politan areas the suburbs gain population and all except the smaller
central cities lost population between 1960 and 1970 after having

gained population largely through annexation in the previous decade as
shown in Table Two.

The most significant aspect of the post World War

migrations

II

both to and within metropolitan areas has been its socio-economic

character, especially in regard to race.

In

1940 less than half the

black population of the United States was urban and much of that in
By 1970 about eighty three percent of America's blacks

small cities.

lived in metropolitan areas and almost two thirds lived in central
cities,

1

particularly the older central cities of the larger metro-

politan areas.

Meanwhile all except the older inner suburbs have re-

mained predominantly white.

14

The distribution of incomes in the country has followed this

migration pattern.

The older city centers are dominated by low income

families most but not all of whom are black (Table Three)

.

The white

families remaining in the city tend to be either low income families
and the elderly who cannot afford to live elsewhere or affluent young

adults and elderly people who want to be close to the center's

facilities.
suburbs.

Middle class families with children predominate in the

Clawson comments that "Sharp differences in life style arose

or were accentuated, and some part of the tensions and violence of the

postwar period is due to this sorting out of people by race, income,
and age."

15

S

1-1:

TABLE

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION 1950-1970
1970:

Urban Places (all)
Urban Places (over 100,000)
Rural

Source:

1970 Census Vol.

TABLE 1-2:

1,

URBAN/RURAL

1950

1960

1970

64. OX

69 9%

73.5%

--

65.1

63.6

36.0

30.1

26.5

Part A, Section

.

1

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION 1960-1970:

CENTRAL CITY/URBAN FRINGE
1960

1970

Central Cities

46.3

42.

Urban Fringe

30.2

36.5

Note:

Source:

Between 1960 and 1970 all size categories of central city
lost population except those under 50,000.

1970 Census Vol.

TABLE 1-3:

1,

Part A, Section

1.

1969 MEDIAN INCOME BY RACE AND LOCATIOr
All

White

Negro

$10,577

$13,639

$6,863

Central Cities

9,545

10,212

6,826

Nonmetropolitan

7,828

8,160

4,071

Metropolitan Areas

Source:

1970 Census PC(2)-8A.

World War

created

II

materials shortages and recovery from the depression

pent-up demand for new housing as materials again became

a

available.

Long-term, low-interest loans insured by the Federal

Housing Administration and Veterans Administration enabled far more

suburban residential development than would have been possible with
conventional financing.

Although it was intended for

FIIA

to

take

risks, the banker-like conservative policies of the agency favored the

development of middle-income housing in the suburbs.

The income tax

laws also favored home-owning as opposed to renting and contributed

further to suburbanization.

After 1950 the building boom leveled off to
With increased wealth there came

a

a

fairly steady rate.

steady upgrading of new housing

lasting until the mid-1960's when increases in interest rates, the

dramatically rising cost of building sites, and construction costs
restricted the market for new single family housing (excepting mobile
homes).

Higher density housing, mostly town houses and garden apart-

ments, has overtaken single family housing in numbers of dwelling units

started in most metropolitan areas in the last few years.

Lack of

central city sites has meant that most of this multifamily housing has
been and is being built in the suburbs.

The decline in the quality of life in the central cities

particularly as

a

suburban growth.

place to raise children has also been

Concerning this Ranney says:

crime, the growing presence of slums, and

a

a

factor in

"Noise, dirt, congestion,

growing concentration of

Negroes became forces which pushed those who could afford it to move
out of the city."
In this

period of suburban expansion the decentralization of

living places has been accompanied by

a

decentralization of economic

activities and hence employment opportunities.

The growth of suburban

retail markets and automobile ownership has resulted in the development

of modern, automobile-oriented shopping centers of various sizes, some

rivaling the central business district itself.
have also been proliferating in the suburbs.

Highway commercial uses

Consequently the retail

functions of many central business districts are either barely maintaining themselves or are declining.

The scarcity of available land for off-street parking and loading,
for outdoor storage, and for plant expansion together with the costs

of congestion and the conversion of manufacturing processes from

vertical to horizontal have caused industry also to seek suburban

locations where more land is available less expensively.
Suburban residential development

on the whole a disorderly

is

patchwork of subdivisions, large and small, multifamily housing in
large and small groupings, interspersed with various sizes of shopping

centers, straggling strip commercial, industrial areas, community

facilities, and skipped-over undeveloped land.

But these areas are

substantial and have proven to be more to the taste of Americans than
their detractors claim.
The long-range impact of low density sprawl, however,

immediately apparent because of the many factors involved.

not so

is

Low

densities mean longer, higher cost utility runs, more street length to
be paved, longer travel

times to work, school, shopping, and community

activities and facilities.
is

Low density development consumes more land,

more expensive to service and cannot support mass transit.

As the

energy crisis becomes more acute the inefficiency of heating and
cooling physically separated units becomes
In

a

long-term public concern.
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support of these contentions the Real Estate Research authored,

federal government sponsored, The Costs Of Sprawl

,

concluded:

20

...'planning' to some extent, but higher densities to a
much greater extent, result in lower economic costs,
environmental costs, natural resource consumption, and
some personal costs for a given number of dwelling units.
The proliferating suburbs have most often chosen to incorporate

separately from the central city in order better to protect their
property values, their way of life, and to avoid responsibility for
central city problems.
is

This had led to

a

pattern of development which

discriminatory to the poor and the minorities.

The suburbs have

indulged in exclusive and fiscal zoning practices, allowing only low

density housing and trying to attract light industries for the taxes
they will bring in.

Low densities mean higher land costs and taken

together with current high building costs the lower income groups can
afford to live in suburbia only in subsidized housing if it is available.

10

Furthermore the suburbs have resisted efforts to locate low income
housing in them even on

a

"fair share" basis.

The future of housing subsidies is in doubt.

Sections 235 and

236 of the National Housing Act were modified in the 1974 Housing and

Community Development Act to limit single family mortgage and eliminate

multifamily dwelling mortgage insurance for lower income families while
continuing direct family housing allowances on
basis.
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a

limited, experimental

Critics of family housing allowances have pointed out that

allowance programs may induce higher rental levels without encouraging
the building of more housing because they are not tied in directly to

new housing production and they point out that the Kansas City housing

allowance was largely

a

failure.
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Meanwhile in the central cities deterioration continues at
faster rate than building and repair.

a

much

Many residential buildings are

abandoned in the face of the high costs of bringing them up to housing
code standards and few cities have adequate programs for coping with
this situation although urban homesteading programs are increasing.

The central core areas of many cities are undergoing

a

boom in the

construction of new hotels, office buildings, and convention centers
at the same time making many older structures obsolete.

Urban renewal

programs are inadequate for the task of stopping the decline of the
vast areas of deterioration around the core even if they were not
being held up or stopped because of the inevitable disruption of the
social and physical

fabric of project areas and the failure to resolve

conflicting goals.

The disadvantaged in renewal areas have all

too

seldom been the beneficiaries.
The poor and minorities are increasingly concentrated in central

cities and the inner suburbs.

The housing supply available to them

continues to be both inadequate and overly expensive in proportion to
their incomes.

Most new jobs are opening in suburban locations

difficult to reach for those without cars.
city services which they require.

The poor cannot afford the

The declining financial

position of

the cities makes the delivery of adequate services ever more tenuous.

11

Federal general revenue sharing promises some relief for central

cities if they decide to use the money to supplement rather than

supplant local revenues.

The crucial question is whether localities

will use these funds as intended by Congress

strings.

without effective federal

The philosophy of the New Federalism of decentralizing

decision-making by abolishing categorical programs is seen by some as
a

means of abdicating responsibility.

Although there is

a

need for

consolidating programs, increasing flexibility, and simplifying review
procedures, there is an equal need for increasing accountability to
insure that the most pressing problems are given the attention they

deserve.

Although the problems of the suburbs and C2ntral cities are
clearly interrelated the fragmentation of government in metropolitan
areas leaves them without

a

sufficiently strong instrumentality to

make and carry out plans and policies.
general

Few metropolitan areas have

purpose umbrella governments with plan implementation powers.

Although the governments in metropolitan areas are increasingly
pressed for solutions to persistant urban problems they find themselves
at cross purposes and unable to make effective inroads toward solutions

which are politically acceptable.
The federal

and state governments have been promoting the

formation of metropolitan and regional councils of government made up
largely of elected officials for the purpose of

formulating comprehensive

plans, coordination of policies, coordination of services, and the

review of federal grant applications.

Rarely have the states granted

these councils more than review and recommending powers and most of
them are dependent on their constituent governments for voluntary

contributions to their budgets.

The Federal

Minnesota is

a

significant exception.

Involvement in Urban Affairs

Largely in tne absence of any substantial help from the states
the cities have come to look increasingly to the federal

for help in solving their most intractible problems.

have met with singular success.
"age of creative federalism"
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government

In this they

The present age has been called the
The isolation of the cities from

12

concern, symbolized by their not even having been mentioned in

federal

the federal constitution, is no longer

so.

There are no clear cut lines

between the domains of the national government, the states, and the
various local governmental entities.
The principal

involvement of the federal government in local

affairs until just recently is by way of federal grants-in-aid hedged
in by numerous requirements of the requesting recipients.

In these

programs the Congress has taken the reasonable position that if it

dispenses funds to the localities it wants to be assured that the

money is being thoughtfully and well spent.

Accordingly rules have

increasingly come into being requiring projects funded to be in accord
with comprehensive plans, coordinated, and not in conflict with other
projects or plans of neighboring jurisdictions.

usually

Further, there is

requirement for citizen participation in an effort to ensure

a

that those most affected will have

a

voice in the decision-making.

Often, however, local governmental

There has been

a

problems have been compounded.

tendency with each new federal program to develop

a

new administrative mechanism which is superimposed over the already
The persistent use of semi-

great proliferation of local entities.

independent special districts and authorities tends to result in

splintering and reducing the authority of chief executives.

The net-

work of working relationships becomes more tangled with each new
program.

With the advent of the Nixon administration and what is called
the New Federalism there has been some attempt to counter this effect.
In

grant programs,

1971, when there were over 530 separate categorical

integrated grants were introduced as

assistance with local work programs.

new way of harmonizing federal

a

Under this new program selected

state and local governments were allowed to apply for
federal assistance grants by means of

represented

a

a

a

number of

single application.

This

very considerable simplification over conventional grant

administration and has been extended under the 1974 Housing and
Community Development Act.
began.

returned

In

1973 federal general

revenue-sharing

Under this program for the first time the federal government
a

portion of the federal

income tax to the states and

13

localities without the funding being designated for specific programs
or any detailed accountability being required.

Whether the money will

prove to be effectively spent remains to be seen.

Certainly one of the problems in the array of federal grant programs has been the lack of consistent goals for the programs as

whole.

In

a

fact, many of the programs have conflicting primary and

secondary effects.

been politically expendient for the Congress

It has

to satisfy the conflicting goals of local

groups with conflicting

programs and leave it to the localities to resolve the resulting

differences,

fortunately this

is

increasingly coming to be seen as

very wasteful process and the pressures for

a

national

a

urban policy

are increasing.
In the

Housing and Urban Development Act of 1970 the Domestic

Council Committee on National Growth was established "to assist in the

development of

a

urban growth policy", reporting to the

national

The first report of this committee in 1972

Congress e^/ery two years.
was

\/ery

conservative.

It

recommended congressional passage of the

President's government reorganization proposals, especially the

consolidation of programs affecting urban areas in

a

new Department of

Community Development; both general and special revenue sharing, expanded rural credit, planning and management assistance, encouraging
the states to assume responsibility for dealing with development

decisions that have

a

significant land use impact, state programs for

power plan siting, new tax policies for the conservation of natural
and cultural values, and welfare reform.
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Throughout the report

reflected the New Federalism philosophy of the federal government

assuming less responsibility for policy decisions in favor of more

responsibility being assumed by the states and localities.
The second report in 1974, while still

difficulties of developing
plan, is less conservative.

take

a

a

taking note of the

unified national growth and development
It calls

for the Domestic Council

to

more active role in policy and program coordination at the

national

level

and for the improvement of communications between all

levels of government.'"

Accordingly, it seems unlikely that the

—
14

Congress and the constituencies '.enefiting from myriad of federal
programs will allow the partnership between the federal establishment
and the cities to be more than temporarily disarranged.
4.u

4.

j-

notes that:

Graham Finney
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.. the picture today is characterized by an extensive
lobby representing the nation's cities in Washington
among others, the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the
National League of Cities, plus individual city
representatives alert to the interests back home.
.

Also there are newer lobbying organizations like the Urban Coalition
and its political

arm, Common Cause.

The State Involvement in Urban Affairs
Local

governments are entirely dependent on the state governments

for the powers which enable them to plan and implement plans and

policies.

These powers are conferred by means of state planning

enabling acts and supplementary legislation.

legislation dates back to the

1

920

'

in

s

Planning enabling

most states and much of it is

modeled on the Standard State Zoning Enabling Act of 1922 and to

a

lessor degree on the Standard City Planning Enabling Act prepared by
the U.S. Department of Commerce in 1926.

Under most of this state enabling legislation planning is optional

California and Oregon are among the more

rather than mandatory.

notable exceptions.

Of course, the federal

viously noted have had

a

planning requirements pre-

widespread effect in causing local planning

bodies to be formed under the state legislation and have caused states
to broaden their enabling legislation

in

the direction of regional

and state planning.

Within states there is often

a

lack of uniformity of local

planning procedures and almost every jurisdiction has differing
planning implementation ordinances.

The resulting legal jungle has led

to recent proposals for some sort of review and appeals mechanism at

the state level which would result in establishing uniform statewide

standards for legal procedures and the legality of local ordinance
content.
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:;

1

The domination of state legislatures by rural and small

town

representatives resulted in most state governments lacking interest in
urban planning and urban problems, especially those of large central
cities.

For some time their interest has been focused on industrial

development and the administration of federal 701 planning funds in
counties and urban places having populations under 50,000.

Re-

districting mandated by the U.S. Supreme Court has eased this situation
somewhat but with the major population growth in the suburbs and with
the central

cities losing population the major interest is likely to

shift to suburban areas and problems.

Although at present most metropolitan areas receive federal funds
directly there are proposals that these funds be channeled through the
states thus strengthening the state role in metropolitan planning and

development.

State planning has had federal funding available since

the 1960's and there are proposals to make more money available for

state-wide planning purposes.
The increased interest in state planning has been expressed in
the creation in

a

number of states of departments of urban affairs.

These departments make it possible for these states to better co-

ordinate all state activities which have an effect on urban areas of
all

sizes.

They can give attention to problems of local government

such as structure, organization, finance, and planning.

Increasingly

the states are setting up liaison units to coordinate federal programs

within them.
The state legislatures have been more active in the planning area.
Both Florida and Massachusetts have new planning legislation.
is

Hawaii

exercising statewide zoning as part of its state planning process.

And New York has established a State Urban Development Corporation
to undertake and assist in urban development throughout the state.

These and other innovations are described in

later chapters.

States undertaking state planning have found that the division
of the state into multi-county planning regions is an efficient tool
for administering state programs.

The regions are then able to

qualify for federal planning funds and to function as coordination
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review agencies for local federal grant applications as

is

now re-

quired by the federal Office of Management and Budget (A-95 review).

Governments in Metropolitan Areas
With few exceptions the government in America's metropolitan areas
is

split between

of government.

a

bewildering number of frequently overlapping units

In 1967 these areas were served by 20,703 different

local governments or an average of 91

Pittsburgh area has 704.

In

in

For

the Chicago area has 1,113; Philadelphia has 871; and the

example:

10 local

per metropolitan area.

Only 20 metropolitan areas have less than

governments each.

population and physical size most of these local governments

metropolitan areas are extremely small.

Two thirds of the units

have populations of less than 5,000 and about half occupy less than

single square mile of land.
at least

a

a

Most metropolitan residents are served by

county, a municipality or township,

one or more special districts such as

a

a

school district, and

sewer district, street improve-

ment district, or fire protection district.
These small units are usually quite weak.

They generally lack

the population, area, or taxable resources to apply modern methods in

The overlapping layers are also

solving current and future problems.
a

source of weakness.

They are always in

a

struggle to obtain revenue

The division of power among them often

from the same land parcels.

leaves no unit with sufficient power to cope with urgent community
needs.
In

Modernizing Local Government

,

the Committee for Economic

Development points out further inadequacies in the local unit.
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They

note that popular control over local governments is ineffective or

sporadic, characterized by

a

low level of interest in local

politics.

The confusion of the many-layered system with its profusion of

elective offices without policy significance together with population

mobility contribute to disinterest.

Policy-making mechanisms in many

units are weak and inhibit the kind of long-range planning and decision-

making essential to effective local government.

Antiquated

.
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administrative organizations lacking
a

in

a

single executive authority is

common fault causing the quality of administration to suffer.

Except

the large cities and some wealthy suburbs there is a lack of

technically qualified in positions requiring modern skills.

Low pay

scales, the spoils system, and the attitudes of influential citizens
have contributed to amateurism in local government.

3D

At the same time that metropolitan areas are lacking administrative

structures capable of handling overall systems-wide problems there
at the other end of the scale

a

is

lack of responsiveness to the localized

problems of neighborhoods, especially in the central cities.

Minority

groups feel particularly distressed at their lack of control over

policy matters local to their individual communities.
a

The desire for

strong sense of local pride and community identity is shared by

both the suburbs and the inner city neighborhoods.

These divergent needs in metropolitan areas have led the Committee
for Economic Development in its metropolitan government reform

proposals to advocate

a

two-level governmental system:
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The interdependence of activities within metropolitan
areas requires area-wide institutions for some functions
or parts of functions of government.
Just as clear is the
need for units of government small enough to enable the
recipients of government services to have some voice and
control over their quality and quantity.
To gain the advantages of both centralization and decentralization, we recommend as an ultimate solution a
governmental system of two levels.
Some functions should
be assigned in their entirety to the area-wide government,
others to the local level, but most will be assigned in
part to each level

The CED proposal, however, conspicously avoids suggesting which

functions should be allocated to which level and this has been

a

matter

of major contention wherever federated metropolitan governments have

been formed.

In

Metropolitan Dade County, for example, the constituent

local governments have vigorously fought every attempt of the metro

government to take over locally exercised functions and the second
county manager, Irvinq G. McNayr, after trying to cope with the

continuing local entities came to the conclusion that they should be

abolished in favor of

a

single unified government.

32

On the other

13

hand Banfield and Grodzins in criticizing metropolitan consolidation

arguments raise

a

number of significant questions concerning the

economic, political, and social benefits of metropolitan reorganization
to the population involved.

33
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They conclude that no general

recommendations can be made either for or against metropolitan reorganization; each situation must be individually evaluated.

Attempts to form area-wide general purpose metropolitan governments have met with only

a

few qualified successes; Toronto, Miami,

Nashville, Jacksonville, and Indianapolis being the most notable
examples.
special

More widespread has been the setting up of metropolitan

These in-

purpose districts to deal with area-wide problems.

volve such dissimilar purposes as parks and recreation, sewer and

water utilities, public transportation, and metropolitan planning.

34

Where the planning function has been established at the metropolitan level

it has very rarely been accorded either the ability to

fund itself or to exercise any of the important tools for the

implementation of plans and policies.

35

Being only advisory, these

agencies have had relatively little success in getting major plans
and policies carried out.

Partly as

a

result of this some areas es-

tablished councils of governments made up of elected officials from
the metropolitan area's local

function.

governments and gave them the planning

It was hoped that these councils would be more effective

than commissions having appointed members in coping with the

essentially political nature of the problems of coming to agreement
on plans and policies and getting them carried out.

point of view, the federal government

is

Sharing this

now promoting the formation

of councils of government by requiring them in all metropolitan areas
as planning and review bodies necessary to the process of applying for

grants under an ever-increasing list of federal programs.

Although

these councils are voluntary and essentially weak there is some hope
that they represent

a

faltering step on the road to the reform of

government in metropolitan areas.
At the neighborhood level planning that has failed to take into
account citizen reactions, especially transportation planning and

19

urban renewal planning, has run into serious trouble.

As

result

a

metropolitan planning agencies have begun to experiment with different
means of obtaining local citizen input.

The Planning Agency
The relationship of the planning function to local government
takes a number of forms.
it can or must take place.

There is no uniformly prescribed way in which
Some of these serve particular governmental

situations better than others.
locality with
with

a

a

The three major situations are:

1)

the

strong executive form of government; 2) the locality

weak executive or commission form of government; and 3) the

area with geographically related but varying units of government

served by

a

single overall planning agency.

Where the municipality or county has

a

strong executive form of

government the planning agency must be close to the executive and
usually

a

department of government which may or may not have

a

is

lay

advisory commission.
Where the municipality or county has

a

weak executive or executive

responsibilities are divided among the legislative group, the planning
agency either reports directly to the legislative group as
indirectly through

a

varying but geographically

a

related group of governments it usually reports to
regional planning commission or is

a

lay advisory

department reporting to

single county, in some instances

takes planning for the county as

a

a

If the grouping of governments

regional council of governments.
a

whole or

lay advisory commission.

Where the planning agency plans for

within

a

a

a

is

county-wide agency under-

whole, reporting to both the

county government and to the municipalities within it.
The prevailing form of agency arrangement involves responsibility
to an independent or semi -autonomous commission.

part

a

This is in large

result of requirements spelled out in state planning enabling

legislation.

Most of this legislation reflects at least in part the

proposals in the State Standard Zoning Enabling Act (1922, revised
1926) and/or the Standard City Planning Enabling Act (1927, revised

20

1928).

Most students of government and an increasing number of

planners feel

that the staff departmental form of agency leads to

more effective implementation of plans and policies because it brings
planners into more direct contact with the politicians responsible for

making implementation decisions.
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Frequently in the departmental
Similarly,

form an advisory lay planning commission is retained.

because councils of government are made up of elected local politicians,
the federal government has come to support the location of the planning

function under them in preference to under appointive regional
planning commissions.

Another organizational form of planning agency in increasing
favor is the urban development department which typically combines in
one administrative entity:

planning, urban renewal, public housing,

This has the value of putting most of the

and code enforcement.

planning implementation means under the control of

a

single director

where they can be more effectively coordinated toward comprehensive
planning ends.
The administrative planning agency as exemplified by the New York

City Plan Commission and the Puerto Rico Planning Board is still

another, though infrequent, variation of organizational
the planning agency operates essentially as an
38

form in which

independent regulatory

agency.

Because so few metropolitan areas have consolidated governments,
the usual metropolitan planning situation is one in which there are

a

collection of local planning agencies over which regional planning by
the planning staff of

a

metropolitan-wide council of governments has

just recently come into being.

Where regional planning had been al-

ready going on it is now being reincorporated under such councils.

Because councils of government are voluntary agencies lacking statutory
powers and made up of representatives of local entities having vastly

varying goals and degrees of sophistication in looking at urban

problems it is difficult for these councils to cope with tough
problems of resolving value conflicts.

Usually the more populous

localities are underrepresented on these councils which makes them

.
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grossly undemocratic and the problems of just representation are now
being fought in
tool

a

number of metropolitan areas.

The most important

these councils now have is their influence as review bodies over

federal funding for public expenditures pursuant to U.S. Bureau of

Budget and Management requirements.

Through helping to direct public

investments and federal programs in metropolitan areas they may well
come to have

a

significant role in influencing metropolitan development

if they can be strengthened.

Planning and the Urban Land Market

Americans traditionally have great faith in the concept of the
free enterprise market.

The ideal market presumably would result in

the most equitable distribution of the goods being traded at least

from an economic point of view.

Similarly it is reasoned that

a

free

and unrestrained urban land market should result in each parcel being
put to its optimum "highest and best" use.

market

is

one of the least perfect markets.

Unfortunately the land
Almost none of the re-

quirements for such an ideal market are met in dealing with urban land.
Benson and North describe some of the characteristics of that

market as follows:
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The market for urban real estate is localized because of
the characteristics of real estate.
For example, if
there is no demand for a particular kind of real estate
where it is located, it cannot be transported to where
there is demand.
The real estate market is unorganized to the extent that
there is no fixed market place, no daily quotations on
real estate, and no machinery for short selling.
The
market is largely an 'over the counter' market, made by
brokers
The market for real estate tends to be thin, sluggish,
and erratic.
It is thin because a large investment is
usually involved, and therefore at times buyers are hard
to find for particular properties.
It is sluggish
because there are technical difficulties involved in
passing title and in giving possession. Then, too every
transaction involves a careful investigation of the
particular property in order to decide what price shall
be paid.
It appears to be erratic because the market
tends to be very active or very inactive.
This condition
is due to the fact that real estate does not respond
quickly to changing economic conditions.

1'L

Richard Andrews observes that the land market lacks

the

characteristics of the buyers and sellers being well informed because
of the great variability of physical properties and locations, and
the infrequency of market transaction experience by most of the

participants.

Professional brokers and the relatively new procedure

of multiple listing mitigate this information gap only slightly.

Further there is an inability of the supply to expand and contract

quickly in response to increases and decreases of demand.

No two

pieces of property are identical and this adds to the difficulties of
The ability to finance purchases may vary

making valid comparisons.

sharply with property size and location.
heavily dependent on credit availability.

Demand effectiveness

is

Because of tax pressure

vacant lots are liable to stay on the market much longer than vacant
buildings.

The deliberate withholding of land from the market for

speculative reasons is

a

violation of the perfect market requirement

that the seller will always sell at the prevailing market price.
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Moreover, local governments cannot avoid affecting the land market
through their tax policies and investments in public facilities such
as

streets, schools, parks, and utilities.
In

the built up portions of cities it is often assumed that

according to succession theory the land uses undergo
growth, decline, and rebuilding automatically.

a

process of

And in some older parts

of cities it is clear that private market conditions make it feasible
for obsolete uses and/or structures to be replaced by those more

appropriate to current market conditions.
a

At best, however, this is

spotty and time-consuming process which is inefficient and contributes

greatly to urban ugliness, especially in the transition period.

As

obsolescense spreads outwards from the city center it occupies more
and more space.

The area of obsolescence then frequently exceeds that

needed by successor uses or lacks the locational amenities necessary
to support these uses.

When this occurs the property reaches

plateau of value marked by

sucli

a

characteristics as dilapidation,

abandonment or clearance and land vacancy.

low
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Inner city residential areas are particularly subject to the

various aspects of property dereliction.
residential
fail

Attempts to maintain them in

use through building and housing code enforcement often

because the populations in these areas are already overburdened by

disproportionately high rents and cannot afford the extra increments of
rent necessary to pay for bringing these properties up to code.

Suburban properties, on the other hand, suffer the inefficiencies
of spotty development.

Many properties ripe for development are by-

passed because they are overpriced or the owners are for one reason or

another unwilling to sell.

The resulting extra costs of utilities and

services are passed on to the community as

a

whole.

Many planners feel that planning intervention in the land market
is

necessary to compensate for the distortions in land use patterns

which would otherwise occur as

natural

a

of the market described above.

result of the characteristics

Lloyd Rodwin has said that the planner's

position "...presupposes in effect the correction, sometimes even the

elimination of the market process."
elaborates on this:
At

41
In

Nations and Cities he
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present, we have neither accurate tools with which

to anticipate urban growth nor the equivalents of thermostatic devices with which to alter its direction and
scale.
Market mechanisms are supposed to perform these

functions.
However, when there are sluggish or inflexible adjustments to price signals, differences between private and public costs, and inadequate or wrong
information, these market mechanisms work badly. And,
for groups living outside the economy or for groups which
are unresponsive to economic rewards and penalties, they
do not work at all.
To make the mechanisms perform
better, we would need more relevant information, some
effective incentives and controls, and a reasonable
concensus on what we want to occur.

Marion Clawson states it this way:
in economic terms,

is

to

"The basic role of urban planning,

maximize the favorable land use externalities

and minimize the adverse ones."

'

The private market does not require

the entrepreneur to consider the externalities which his development

decisions visit on others.

He is free to create conditions which

might blight neighboring properties as filling stations usually do
when located next to residences.
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The present tools the American planner has at his disposal are for
the most part inadequate for effective intervention in the land market

for the purpose of carrying out land use plans.

A brief discussion of

these tools follows after which each will be examined in greater depth.

The Tools for Implementing Plans
The tools for carrying out comprehensive plans have not been de-

veloped systematically.

Zoning and subdivision regulations, two of the

most important tools, came into existence to solve specific land

development problems independently of the planning process and have
frequently been used in the absence of planning.

Most of the tools

used for carrying out planning have been adapted for this purpose

rather than having been designed for it.

Nonetheless there are

a

recognizeable group of instrumentalities and strategies for carrying
out plans as part of the planning process which can be described and

evaluated against their relative usefulness in solving urban development
problems.

Most of the legal

tools—controls by code or ordinance—are re-

stricted to the governmental entities to which legislative powers are
delegated:

the counties and municipalities.

be exercised by the state government itself.

In some cases

they may

The noncoercive tools

such as the right to plan, to review proposals, and to participate in

giving planning advice have been more broadly delegated.
The legislative tools are established through grants of authority

from the state.
of government:

They consist in delegations of the four basic powers
the police power, the power of eminent domain, the

taxing power, and the spending power.
The police power is directed to the enactment and enforcement of

legislation designed to protect and enhance the public health, safety,
morals, and general welfare.

Several planning controls used for

guiding urban development and carrying out plans are based on this
power.

The most important of these are:

zoning, subdivision

regulations, official maps, building codes, housinq codes, health codes,
fire codes, and business licensing.

There are also miscellaneous
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ordinances controlling such things as signs, esthetics, historic preservation, mobile homes, and flood plains which usually should be made
part of the zoning ordinance itself.

Eminent domain is the power to take land for public purposes with
just compensation.

It

is

usually exercised in conjunction with the

spending power which is the right of government to spend public monies
for public purposes.

These two powers are often involved in the con-

demnation of land for road and utilities rights-of-way and for develop-

ment sites for such community facilities as civic buildings, schools,
parks, fire stations, and other public uses.

These powers are also

the basis for public housing and urban renewal.

The use of eminent

domain, however, is usually avoided whenever it is possible to

negotiate

a

purchase instead because its use tends to create adverse

public reactions.
The principal

use of the taxing power is to raise money for the

financing of government spending.
right to borrow as well.

To

a

A related part of this

power is the

lesser degree taxing has been used to

redistribute wealth and to encourage or discourage certain kinds of
private expenditures and the activities associated with them.

Although

the property tax remains the principal backbone of local government

finance, local sales taxes, local gross income taxes, and federal

revenue sharing are rising percentages of local tax income.

Except

for tax incentives to businesses and industries intended to cause them
to

locate within the localities and partial exemptions for restrictions

placed on historic properties, local
little used directly as

a

taxes and tax policies have been

planning tool.

There has been an increasing

amount of discussion, however, by planners and other professionals

concerning more direct use of the taxing power in the guidance of urban

development and as

a

relief to agriculturalists who want to resist the

pressures toward urbanization.

The proposed reforms include land-only

taxes, unearned increment taxes, tax deferral, differential

taxation,

and tax-base sharing.

The spending power of government can be used to direct growth

through public investments and influence economic activities through
public expenditure patterns.

Spending may be used to create or control

2G

access, to attract private investments through the creation of nuclei
of public investment, to reserve scenic views and create public open

space, and to reserve open land for future development.

In

the case

of overpriced land by "write downs" to marketable price levels.

Closely related to the spending power are the administrative tools of
financial planning and capital budgeting.

Through these devices

government expenditures can be systematically coordinated to carry
out the public portions of the comprehensive plan.
The comprehensive plan carries weight as

a

statement of public

intentions, especially if adopted and adhered to, and may itself be

considered an administrative tool for helping to carry out the plans
As such it is one of the group of tools
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Included in
which may be categorized under "advice and persuasion".

and policies it contains.

this group are the public information functions of the planning office,
the formal and informal working relationships which the planning staff

and commissions have with other public agencies at all

levels of

government, and public relations including citizen participation.
Public authorities are another important category of planning
tools.

They may be single or multiple purpose in nature and are es-

tablished to carry out

a

wide range of purposes which may involve

housing, transportation, new towns, center city development, industrial

development, land acquisition and almost any other aspect of the

development process.

Public housing and urban renewal are usually

undertaken by such authorities.

Their most severe limitation as

planning tools derives from the high degree of policy-making autonomy

which many of these authorities enjoy but where effective cooperation
and coordination can be secured they can be very useful

in carrying out

planning purposes.
The succeeding chapters examine each of the major planning tools
in turn, evaluate various aspects of them, describe reforms

that have

been experimented with or proposed, and suggest the most hopeful

directions for improvement within the American context.
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CHAPTER TWO:

ZONING

Background
Zoning was developed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries

primarily as
of land uses.

a

means of protecting property values through the regulation
It has proven

to be a vast improvement over the resolution

or prevention of land use conflicts through nuisance litigation or the

enforcement of private restrictive covenants.

It provides

the benefit

of preventing conflicting uses from coming into being through public

action before development takes place but it has not proven to be

a

good device for solving existing conflicts or promoting desired develop-

ment envisioned in

a

land use plan.

Most early regulations dealt only with those uses considered

a

danger to life itself and they were not retroactive as were actions
taken under the law of nuisance.

In

1915 the U.S. Supreme Court upheld

the use of the police power to eliminate

a

nuisance by regulation.

The

first significant modern ordinance in the United States was adopted by
New York City a year later in 1916.

It provided for the division of

the entire city into districts for differing land uses, building heights,

and lot coverages.

A decade later zoning was firmly established as

constitutional use of the police power in the Euclid, Ohio case.

a

2

The U.S. Department of Commerce in 1922 developed the Standard

State Zoning Enabling Act (revised 1926) and in 1927 prepared

a

Standard

City Planning Enabling Act (revised 1928) as models on which states
could base their planning legislation.

3

The Planning Act provided for

independent city planning commissions with the power to enact zoning
ordinances.

This act was adopted by

a

great many state legislatures

during the early 1930's subsequent to which many cities set up planning

commissions.

At the urging of their city councils these cities fre-

quently moved directly from the level of wery general plans to detailed
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zoning regulations without acquiring any local

tablishing ongoing planning programs.

planning staff or es-

4

Nature and Purpose
Zoning provides for the division of

a

local

governmental unit into

districts by categories of allowed and/or prohibited land uses.

Within

the districts zoning regulates the height and bulk (cubage) of buildings

and other structures, (such as walls and fences), minimum lot sizes, the

amount of open space (yards), and requirements for such uses as parking
and off-street loading.
Most property owners look to zoning for protection from nuisances
and preservation of the value of their properties through control over
the physical

character of the local area.

This control

is

now being

extended to include historic preservation and the esthetic aspects of
development.

Americans have tended to interpret the right of protection of
property to mean protection not only from impingement by government but
also from impingement by competing private interests such as speculative

developers and unwanted newcomers or the dominance of

over less influential private interests.

a

private developer

However, the courts have de-

clared that the use of zoning to accomplish racial segregation or to

create private monopolies in opposition to the public interest is

clearly unconstitutional and the use of large-lot zoning or other

restrictive measures to accomplish exclusion of lower income groups is
under severe attack and will be discussed later.

Legal Basis of Zoning

Zoning is an exercise of the police power.

As previously mentioned,

the other basic powers of government are eminent domain, the taxing

power, and the spending power.

The police or regulatory power is used

to establish laws for protecting the health, safety, morals, and general

public welfare.

Zoning ordinances must prove to be

a

reasonable

exercise of this power or they risk being in conflict with the state or
federal

constitutional requirements of "due process".
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Regulation based on the Standard Enabling Acts has been upheld in
the courts as satisfying constitutional

requirements.

The creation of

large zones governed by prestated regulations segregating conflicting
uses from one another satisfies due process,

uses in particular zones was not viewed as
but rather as

a

a

"...prohibiting particular
'taking' of property rights,

regulation of externalities --

of which was attested to by the nuisance law."

a

process the propriety

5

The courts continue to examine individual

zoning requirements for

their constitutionality although, as previously noted, that of zoning

itself is no longer in question.

Not only must zoning ordinances meet

the test of constitutionality but local

units of government must

exercise their delegated right to zone in accordance with state

enabling legislation.
governmental

Pursuant to the enabling legislation the local

unit may pass

a

comprehensive zoning ordinance.

ordinance must include the entire jurisdiction.

must fall within some zone designated
differs from most other kinds of local

in

right.

land within it

the ordinance.

But zoning

laws in that the regulations for

each district are distinct and different.
the provisions must be uniform for all

All

This

Within each district, however,

those uses generally permitted by

Some uses may be allowed conditionally in certain zones, being

permitted only if certain specific criteria are met, possibly including
geographical relationships.
Zoning ordinances based on the Standard Act attempt to detail all
aspects of regulation and give little scope for discretionary authority.
Of this tendency in American controls John Delafons observes:

Since
the values conferred or denied by land-use controls
are great, their administration affords exceptional
opportunities for graft and by the same token exposes
The result, in America, has
them to strong pressures.
been a determination to eliminate the scope for discretion
in land-use controls by formalizing them in a set of
standard regulations and by laying down in advance the
conditions under which, if at all, change may be allowed.

Most of the recent experiments and reforms in land-use controls have,
however, been in the direction of flexibility and increased delegation
of discretionary authority.

2
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The Relationship of Zoning to Planning

Zoning was not originated as

a

tool

for planning but planners have

tried to use it for implementing plans with mixed results.

many state enabling acts require zoning to be based on

In

fact,

comprehensive

a

Kentucky legislation, for example, even goes so far as to require

plan.

that the comprehensive plan contain as

a

minimum certain specified

elements and that it shall be based on adequate research.
The courts in reacting to the requirement that zoning be based on
a

plan have, unfortunately, concentrated on the question of whether the

zoning ordinance itself constitutes

a

comprehensive plan rattier than on

whether the zoning map and ordinance are based on

a

separate land use

Acceptance by the courts of the zoning map

plan or planning process.

and text as constituting a comprehensive land use plan for legal
in

spite of enabling legislation requiring

a

purposes

separate long range land

use plan has weakened the case for zoning based on comprehensive

planning.

9

As

a

consequence, as Handel ker puts it:

"While zoning

in

accordance' with a comprehensive plan has been required by statute in

most of the United States,

a

firm planning foundation for the zoning

ordinance has been the exception rather than the rule.

A recent,

welcome reversal of this stance by the Oregon Supreme Court in which it
states that "...zoning must be in accordance with
plan,"

a

comprehensive

just possibly may presage more legal support for zoning based

on planning.

The attempted use of zoning for implementing comprehensive

planning is beset by several kinds of problems.

Zoning is generally

a

weak tool for changing already existing uses to those envisioned in the
plan.

Even in developing areas the designation of vacant properties for

given uses in no way compels them to come into being.

Usually unwanted

existing uses are classified as nonconforming and subject to limitations
intended to discourage their maintenance or expansion.

The designation

of vacant land for specific uses can only deter its development for

nondesignated uses rather than bring into beinq the planned uses.
Zoning creates vested interests and is vulnerable to political pressure.

1
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An often unwanted effect of zoning in developing areas is

that

through zoning for intensive uses eventually desirable the price of

vacant land may be driven up beyond the possibility of any developer
being able

afford to develop it for the long range intended use.

to

This is particularly true for shopping center sites.

corner of such

Often the prime

commercially zoned site will be sold for

a

a

filling

station (an activity which can afford high land prices) which

constitutes

a

kind of commercial

then

intrusion into the overall site which

makes it unattractive to shopping center developers.

As

a

result the

rest of the site is likely to remain overpriced and vacant until

eventually
piecemeal

is

it

subdivided into smaller plots likely to be sold off

for strip commercial

Some attempt to counter

development.

this kind of problem has been made by the use of "floating zones" and

"contract zoning" which will be discussed later.

Another kind of problem in relating zoning to planning has to do
with the time gap between the present reality of the zoning map and the
future orientation of the land-use plan.

1

3

It is simply impractical

to

the uses envisioned in the long range plan as being

zone now for all

ultimately desirable twenty years or so in the future as this would
encourage sprawl and spotty development.

The comprehensive plan also

tends to be looked at as an end-state document despite the usual

existence of machinery for its periodic revision.

Reactions to this

problem vary from one of abandoning the traditional land use plan in
favor of having

a

body of land use policies to that of T. J. Kent's

who would make land use plan
of the local

a

legislative body.

continuously revised working document

Another possibility would be the

development of stage development plans for shorter intervals of time
detailing how land uses should be altered from the present to the time
horizon of the long range plan.

14

In this case the zoning ordinance

could be tied to the shortest range of these staged plans.

For success

the short-range plans would have to reflect an intimate understanding
of the land conversion process and a better understanding of the

political process than do most current plans.

Despite these problems zoning is one of the most powerful

tools

develop-

the planner has for controlling the characteristics of physical

ment and efforts are continuously under way by planners and the legal
profession to make zoning into

a

more effective planning tool.

Some of

these innovations and proposals for the reform of zoning will be

discussed

later in this chapter.

Property and Territory Subject to Zonin g
Inasmuch as zoning is primarily intended for the control of private

development, all privately owned property is usually subject
control.

zoning

to

An example of an exception is Kentucky where utilities are

exempt from local control.

Zoning may extend to include submerged

lands within the jurisdiction of the locality.

This latter coverage is

important for the control of marinas and marine industries.
The zoning ordinance should also be concerned with public uses

whether or not state legislation provides for control of such uses.
Robert Leary says:

As

IS

Even if this control is not legally required, it is
desirable to specify in the zoning ordinance the districts
in which recreational facilities, schools, libraries,
city garages, land fills, incinerators, fire stations,
city halls and other public buildings are permitted, and
the regulations controlling them.
The zoning ordinance should also provide for

a

special

review process

whereby all public projects are subject to planning review for their
conformance to the comprehensive plan.
are generally exempt from local

Federal government facilities

zoning ordinances but it is encouraging

that the General Services Administration which is responsible for
federal

installations has recently adopted

future projects to be in accord with local

a

policy of requiring all

land use plans.

Because much of new development takes place outside municipal

boundaries it has proven unsatisfactory to limit the power to zone to
municipal boundaries.

In

reaction to this well over half the states

have authorized county zoning to bring controls to the urbanizing but

unincorporated areas.

Other states have established special planning

regions encompassing urbanized and urbanizing areas permitting

a

single

3G

zoning ordinance to serve
of conditions.

group of local governments under

a

a

variety

A third approach adopted by a few states has been for

the states to grant the cities extraterritorial

zoninq powers.

Through enabling legislation, then, the states may confer the
power to zone on municipalities, counties, or regional organizations.
In

fact, some states authorize all

three types of zoning.

the power to zone is restricted to the localities.

county level

is

In others

Zoning at the

becoming of increasing importance as an understanding

spreads of the usefulness of zoning in both urbanizing and rural areas.

Only Hawaii has used state-wide zoning as
its state plan.

All

a

tool

for carryinq out

land there is classified into four zones:

urban,

agricultural, rural, and conservation with regulations for each zone
except the urban zones where the counties are delegated the right to
control
In

land uses at their own discretion.
1969 Oregon passed

a

1

8

law making zoning mandatory for all

its

cities and counties by the end of 1971 and giving the governor power to

adopt plans and zoning regulations for those that failed to do so.

19

Some other states have legislation enabling state control of certain
land uses such as industrial

location (Maine) or shoreline development

(Wisconsin) or in certain critical areas (Florida and New Jersey).
It should be pointed out that extraterritorial

20

zoning has the

distinct disadvantage of being undemocratic in that those affected
citizens in the extraterritorial areas have no political representation
on the council

zoning it

is

of the zoning locality.

And in the case of regional

usually only the recommendatory power that is conferred

upon the regional authority, the final

right to zone being limited to

the counties and municipalities.

Establishing

a

Zoning Ordinance:

STANDARDIZATION.
fits most localities.

No model

General Considerations

zoning ordinance exists which generally

The patterns of land use and development differ

widely from city to city and region to region.

Accordingly each

ordinance must be tailored to the needs of the locality, although, some
zoning standards and procedures may be widely applicable.

Many planners

.
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and planning lawyers feel

that much of the content of zoning ordinances

could be standardized throughout the whole of

state so as to make the

a

handling of planning court cases more equitable.

More uniformity of

planning standards might also contribute to simplifying zoning for
large-scale housing development.

Nonetheless,

there are important

idiosyncracies about each locality which make complete standardization
of zoning ordinances impracticable beyond the extent of

region.

a

metropolitan

Chief among these obstacles are the historic pattern of older

development and the local characteristics of new development.
DRAFTING THE ORDINANCE.

In

drafting

a

zoning ordinance the

locality must follow the provisions of its enabling legislation very
closely.

The prescribed procedures in the relevant enabling legislation

must be rigidly followed or the courts may declare the entire ordinance
invalid.

The substantive requirements must also be met for the

ordinance to be legally valid.
Most state planning enabling legislation requires the existence of
a

planning or zoning commission to be responsible for the task of

drafting the zoning ordinance for adoption by local government(s)
In the departmental
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form of planning agency there may be either no

commission, an advisory commission or

a

special commission set up

temporarily for the purpose of preparing the zoning ordinance.
Close participation by the locality's chief legal officer can help
insure conformance to the legal procedural requirements.

The use of

competent professional planners, either staff or consultant, to do the
major drafting of the ordinance helps insure conformance to the substantive planning requirements.

The active collaboration of both the

legal and planning professionals should be required despite the

argument of some members of each profession that they are rightfully
the ones to do the whole job.

INTERIM ZONING.

If there is

no zoning ordinance in existence

in

the locality then the question of whether to pass an interim ordinance

arises, especially if the local urban growth rate is high and the pro-

jected time for the preparation of the intended ordinance is lengthy,
as it often is.
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The courts have invalidated ordinances which cover only part of
the community so an interim ordinance must cover the community as

Usually these ordinances do not designate districts on

whole.

a

map

a

but provide for either maintenance of the status quo or are based on
the predominant use in each block.

The use of interim ordinances, however, is usually unwise because
they are crude, unfair to many property owners, and qive

impression of the zoning process.
these ordinances has varied.
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a

false

The attitude of the courts toward

Those decisions in their favor have

tended to take into account their overall objectives and consider them
as precautionary measures designed to prevent undesirable development

while the more permanent ordinance
adoption.
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is

being written and considered for

Interim ordinances are also less likely to be upheld in
or

court if the enabling legislation makes no provision for them.

NECESSARY RESEARCH.

The first task to be undertaken in connection

with preparing the ordinance is information gathering.
kinds of information are required:

Two principal

information concerning the community

itself and information concerning good zoning ordinance practices

based upon responsible professional observations and examples of
successful ordinance provisions, especially recent experimental
The community information must include

provisions,

detailed accounting of

a

land use, parcel by parcel, including such information as primary and

auxiliary uses, building coverages, building heights, yard sizes,
number of occupants, lot dimensions, and street widths.

This information

must be gathered, mapped, and analyzed to determine the predominant
patterns for each kind of data.
in effect it is

If there

is

a

zoning ordinance already

important to compare existing uses with currently

allowable uses to determine the extent of nonconformance.

The land use

information will probably be or have been collected in connection with
the preparation of the land use plan.

FORM AND CONTENT.
parts:

a

Zoning ordinances are generally made up of two

map showing the boundaries of the various zones or districts

within the locality, and written regulations which explain the ways in
which property within each district may be developed and used.

The map
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and the regulations have to be prepared in

Involved is

a

careful

a

closely coordinated way.

reconciliation of the intentions of the compre-

hensive plan with the existing realities of urban development in terms
of what is appropriate in the way of controls for each proposed district
at the time of instituting the ordinance.

The zoning map must take into account the number of districts,

the

space to be allocated to each type of district, the suitability of the
land for each type of district, the

geographical relationship of each

district to one another, and the exact boundary lines of each district."

Considerations of use, height, coverage, density, and other
factors are usually combined in each zone into which the locality is
This simplifies the

divided rather than being separately districted.

use of the ordinance by consolidating information in fewer places.

The number and kinds of districts varies from community to

community and is

a

reflection of the degree of specificity which the

drafters think desirable.

The tendency in American ordinances is to

be very detailed in what is permitted and the conditions under which
it is permitted rather than to give any discretionary authority to

administrators of the ordinance.

the

This often results in unreasonable

rigidities which are contrary to the intentions of the comprehensive
plan.

Part of the root of this problem lies in the usual separation of

zoning administration from planning and in the reluctance of American

legislative bodies to delegate discretionary power to administrators.
In

Britain and other European countries there does not seem to be this

reluctance and this has allowed considerable flexibility in the

administration of planning controls as

a

result.
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Where administration

of zoning is done within the department of planning or development and

where professional competence of the administrators can be assured it
should be possible to write more simple ordinances delegating more case
by case discretionary authority within clearly stated guidelines.

The development of use districts also involves compromise between

permitting that which exists and adhering to the use standards embodied
in

the comprehensive plan.

Land use plans tend to be very general while

zoning ordinances must usually be guite specific.

Accordingly many
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detailed decisions have to be made in translating the land use plan
into a zoning map.

The whole idea of zoning districts is predicated on the notion that
the segregation of certain uses from others reduces the effect of

negative externalities which some uses have on others.

Districting

provides spacial segregation of conflicting uses but it does not solve
the externality problem where conflicting use districts have common

boundaries.

Segregation of uses into districts may also have the

benefit of increasing positive externalities because many uses find an

advantage in being grouped with other similar uses.
Early zoning ordinances developed
uses allowed were cumulative.

heirarchy of zones in which

a

Single family residence was considered

the highest use and was placed in a zone allowing that use exclusively.

Multifamily housing came next and in zones where it was allowed one
could also build single family houses.
all

residential

uses allowed in them.

Commercial

zones came next with

At the bottom of the list was an

industrial zone in which all previous uses were permitted.

This system

of cumulative use zoning persists to some extent in many zoning

ordinances despite the resultant problems.

Experience has shown that

single family residences in an industrial zone, for example, may be as
detrimental

to industrial

in residential

zones.

Consequentially, many recent ordinances attempt

to group compatible uses

discovering

development as the introduction of industries

into separate zones.

Further, planners are

that through architectural and site design requirements

many uses not thought to be compatible may be made so.
The form in which the ordinance

is

put together is important to

its being easily understood and accepted.
in

Wherever it can be presented

tabular or graphic form, it should be for ease of use.

Carefully

worded statements of intent at the beginning of each section may also
be used to increase ease of understanding.

It is

also important to

have complete and unambiguous definitions in the ordinance in order to

avoid confusion in administration.

ADOPTION.

After the tentative draft of the zoning ordinance has

been completed it is necessary to hold formal public hearings.

These

hearings are in addition to any formal or informal public or semi-public
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meetings with citizen groups which may have been held during the
drafting of the ordinance.

spelled out
followed.
then

a

in

The procedure for these hearings is usually

the state enabling legislation and must be rigorously

If the hearings result

in

revision of the proposed ordinance

second round of hearings on the revised proposal

is

necessary.

The adoption of the ordinance by the legislative body of the

locality follows the same procedures as for any other kind of local

ordinance.

The ordinance itself usually provides

for the mechanism by

which it goes into actual effect, describes the procedures for amendment,
and spells out certain aspects of enforcement such as:

duties of the

enforcement officer; right of entry to private premises; stoppage of
use orders; and revocation of zoning permits.

Amendments to the zoning ordinance take the form of major amendments
which are really

a

general overhauling of an outdated ordinance, minor

revisions of the text to solve problems which have arisen in the use of
the ordinance, and revisions in the zoning map.

It

is

revisions in the

zoning map which are most frequent and occupy most of the time the

Because of the number

planning staff (and commission) spends on zoning.

of requests these revisions are so time-consuming that they can easily

become the principal preoccupation of the planning controls administration

staff and the commission.

achieve

a

activities

A major problem

balance of concern for zoning
28
,

in

for planning directors is to

relation to other planning

especially in the smaller agencies.
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Because our cities usually develop and change in small
and zoning map changes are involved in very many of

tiiem

it

increments
is

extremely

important that each of these changes should have the most careful

attention that the planning staff can possibly give them.

Unfortunately

some planners are so disenchanted with zoning that they do not use
as effectively as

it could be used,

it
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Land Use Districts
The predominant practice in use districts is to segregate each use
or group of compatible and similar uses into separate districts.

Some

ordinances in recent times have taken the approach of increasing the
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number of use districts in order to deal with as many specific
situations as possible and reduce the need for administrative discretion.
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As previously mentioned, another more promising approach has been
to reduce the number of districts but control

the mix of uses through

the use of design criteria aimed at eliminating undesirable externalities

such as glare, noise, ugliness, traffic generation, parking,

and landscaping.

It is felt that in

loading,

this way many uses formerly thought

to be incompatible and blighting can be brought into harmonious relation-

ships.

Such districting often combines a list of uses-by-right with a

list of conditional

uses for which the conditions are made very specific.

This approach requires the careful identification of all

which determine use compatibility.

the factors

Extensive utilization of conditional

use listings, on the other hand, has often been frowned upon by the
32
courts as granting too much discretionary power.
It is

increasingly common for some zones described

in

the text of

the zoning ordinance to appear infrequently or be absent altogether

from the zoning map.

These have been called "floating zones" and are

granted to applicants when the use allowed in them is indicated on the

comprehensive plan (often by symbol rather than district) but it is not
deemed practical to indicate specific sites on the zoning map in the

absence of

a

This technique is particularly

bona fide developer.

applicable to such uses as shopping centers where early designation on
the zoning map may actually indirectly prevent their coming into being.
It is also particularly applicable where a limited area of a particular

use is appropriate in

a

location but the designation of the

general

particular site for the use is not necessary to satisfy the intentions
of the comprehensive plan.

This technique is subject to abuse and is

less desirable than the conditional

use technique where most of the

criteria can be specified in advance.
The treatment of certain large projects often containing

a

mixture

of land uses is sometimes handled under special procedures, usually

termed planned unit development

.

Large-scale housing projects, shopping

centers, office parks, and various combinations of these may be dealt
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with under these special procedures which involve detailed review of
their design and local

impact.

There

nave been an increasing number of

innovations in this kind of zoning which will be examined later.

RESIDENTIAL USES.

Residential uses continue to be the predominant

uses of land in urban areas and of these, single-family housing consumes
the most residential

land.

In the last decade,

however, multifamily

housing has exceeded single-family in the number of dwelling units

Another trend has been

started each year in many metropolitan areas.

the increase in the number of modular and mobile homes as

of the total single-family units each year.

a

proportion

These trends are having an

impact on zoning ordinances leading to attempts at accommodation to
them on one hand and to attempts at resistance on the other.

The standard practice in zoning ordinances in the past has been
to segregate residences by housing type and density simultaneously,

grading the districts from low density single-family to high density

multifamily with

a

number of districts in between.

describes the reasoning behind this approach:

Leary very aptly
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the arguments made for this classification
were that multiple family developments might damage property
values in single-family districts, that they tended to cut
off light and air of single-family neighbors, that their
tenants took up all the curb parking space in the neighborhood, that the increased population density overloaded the
street and utility systems, and that rental tenants did not
take as good care of their properties as did owner-occupants
"In general,

in single-family residences."

The use-segretation approach to zoning districting is a very crude
tool

for solving the problems described above.

Moreover, its use has

resulted in the very characteristics of American suburbia most

criticized by urbanists.

Segregation of housing types has most often

resulted in segregation of family types and income groups.

A lack of

other than superficial visual diversity is also likely to accompany the
lack of diversity of uses.

Social exclusionary values thrive in these

settings and the political expression of them increases the difficulties
of implementing more general metropolitan-wide goals in regard to

housing and community services.

more fully later in this chapter.

This aspect of zoning is dealt with
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Recently, however, planners have been experimenting with eliminating
the adverse features of mixing dwelling types through more detailed control

of access, site design, and landscaping with districting based on

residential density rather than housing type.

single set of standards for

all

Rather than providing

uses within a zone,

a

the standards for

each use are separately tailored to significantly reduce or internalize

externalities in relationship to all adjacent uses possible within the
zone.

The new zoning code for University City, Missouri

It specifies

an example.

the range of different housing types allowed in each

district and the site planning standards for each type.
a

is

In addition

review of site plans is required for some of the housing types in

particular districts.
Most zoning ordinances rely on the space between buildings as

a

means of increasing privacy and reducing other negative externalities.
This often results in unusable sideyards which are an inefficient use
of land and not very effective in providing privacy.

The newer

ordinances require such devices as fences, walls, landscaping screens,
provision of off-street parking and loading, density maximums, and the
control of performance characteristics to insure privacy, adequate

light and shade and to create compatibility between adjacent uses.

They may also have certain locational requirements such as permitting
the denser uses only where their parking and loading areas can empty

onto feeder streets or some higher level of street (with reference to
an official

street plan classifying the streets) so as to avoid excess

traffic on local residential streets or so as not to empty into

major arterial

and be detrimental

to flow characteristics.

a

Where all

of these conditions are spelled out in the text these uses become uses
by right wherever in the district all

the conditions can be met.

In

some states writing this kind of ordinance may be difficult because of

requirement for uniform provisions within districts but as long as it
can be demonstrated that each category of use is being uniformly

treated within

a

district

a

legal

conflict should be avoidable.

Leary notes that it is argued that residential areas composed of

mixed dwelling types are more interesting esthetically, more satisfying
socially, and have the advantage of offering housing appropriate to the

different stages of family needs without the necessity of the family
leaving the neighborhood.

may make possible

a
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In

addition the mixture of housing types

wider range of housing costs thereby permitting

a

better mix of income levels from the point of view of metropolitan
housing policies.

Further, it should be pointed out that residents in

multifamily housing should be able to enjoy the same rights to environmental protection afforded those in single-family housing.

Mobile

home parks should be allowed in residential zones subject to special

criteria.

This will be dealt with later.

A number of nonresidential

uses have customarily been associated

Educational institutions,

with and permitted in residential areas.

religious institutions, social organizations, cultural centers,

cemeteries, health facilities, recreational facilities, and semi-

agricultural uses are among them.

Sometimes these are permitted in

residential zones by right and in other ordinances they may be per-

mitted only as conditional uses.

Most of them present traffic

generation and parking problems and should be permitted in these zones
only where these and other externality problems can be solved.

Some

of these uses may no longer be appropriate in residential zones and

should be provided for in separate zones as will be argued later.
Efforts to confine them to commercial zones may also be inappropriate
and the courts have not looked on this approach with favor.

Some home occupations have customarily been permitted in

residential districts.

Professional offices such as those of doctors,

dentists, architects, beauty parlors, and art studios are examples.

While these uses may in some cases be innocuous they can often create
severe problems.

If they are permitted at all

restrictions which must be rigidly enforced.

they require severe

Among the items to be

regulated are the size of establishment, number of people permitted to
be employed, hours of operation, amount of traffic generated,

provisions

for off-street parking and loading, signs, and visual appearance.

COMMERCIAL USES.

Districting

for commercial

the most difficult problems in zoning.

In
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uses involves some of

built-up areas old

convenience shopping clusters are shrinking and their fringes becoming
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derelict as more and more organized shopping centers with ample parking
Increased use of the automobile has also had the impact

come into being.

of decreasing the density and increasing the quantity of auto-oriented

strung-out commercial strip development along major streets.

In both old

and new centers problems of traffic conflict and overloads abound.

The

increase in the number of grade-separated freeway interchanges has also

brought new problems in zoning for highway-oriented commercial uses.
The proliferation of new commercial service uses of a drive-in nature
has been happening faster than planners have been able to come to grips

with their land-use characteristics.
It is quite clear that many commercial

uses are incompatible with

one another and that finding the means of minimizing undesirable

externalities may be far more difficult than simply segregating them
as a whole.

It is even less clear which uses could feasibly be grouped

compatibly or even beneficially, especially among uses not usually
found in organized shopping centers.
In an attempt to learn how to deal with existing highway commercial

strip development better, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development gave

a

demonstration grant to Woodbridge, New Jersey in

1967 for an intensive study of 1.9 miles of Route

1.

The planning firm

of Candeub, Fleissig and Associates undertook the study in cooperation

with the Woodbridge Department of Planning and Development.

report recommended

a

many-pronged program using

a

The summary

number of devices

beside zoning but it is interesting here for the zoning proposals.

In

addition to tightening up all the other provisions of the zoning

ordinance it proposed
uses.

a

finer breakdown of the permitted commercial

Four commercial subgroups were proposed:

group, a highway retail group,

a

an automotive service

highway service group, and

highway-oriented) general use group.

a

(non-

This regrouping of commercial

uses into more mutually compatible groups is

a

process which should be

"30

continued and further refined.
At freeway interchanges and at some major arterial crossings it

may be appropriate to locate

a

highway service zone which generally in-

clude service stations, motels, restaurants, travel trailer parks, and

other uses catering especially to the travelling public.
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The grouping of automobile sales into organized sales centers on

circulation has met with some success

large properties with internal

Cincinnati, St. Louis, and Riverside.

in
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Scale of development also poses special problems.

Large develop-

ments such as shopping centers and office parks do not lend themselves
well to the usual sort of treatment applied to incremental

developments

Furthermore, the use of zoning map

made up of small properties.

districting to locate them in advance of development is rarely workable.
Shopping centers can be economically healthy only if there are not
too many of them.

market area.

Each center must have a partial monopoly on its

On the other hand

a

complete monopoly would result in

inconvenience and lack of choice for consumers.

An intimate knowledge

of shopping center economics is essential to the planner in determining
feasible and desirable locations.

The precise location of any given

center may be of little consequence in carrying out the intentions of
the comprehensive plan.

What is important is the general spacing of

centers of various sizes from the point of view of both economic

viability and consumer convenience and the relationship of sites to the

transportation network.
advance of

a

Designation of sites in the zoning map in

bona fide development proposal

in question out of the market because a

is

likely to price the land

locational monopoly has been

prematurely accorded.
As a result, Leary says:
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A number of jurisdictions have resolved this dilemma by
spelling out in their ordinances the conditions under
which an area will be rezoned for shopping center purposes
and by placing the burden on the applicant to demonstrate
that his tract meets these conditions.
The city and county
of Denver is one of many jurisdictions, experiencing rapid
suburban growth, which reports success with this technique.

This technique is somewhat similar to that of the employment of

"floating zones" but has the advantage of spelling out the criteria for

establishing shopping center districts.

These criteria should tie in

with the comprehensive land use plan where shopping center locations
are shown usually by symbol

indicating general

location.

4a

Although office space is growing in central areas, it is also
growing in the suburbs, principally on the fringes of shopping centers
and in planned office parks.

There is

a

need for special commercial

districts to recognize this trend and accommodate it.

Commercial and

office parks can often best be dealt with under non-residential

provisions of the planned unit development section of the zoning
ordinance.

Special enabling legislation such as New Jersey's may be

necessary in some states in order to avoid trouble in the courts.
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Central business districts are often treated separately from other

commercial areas and the larger ones may even be divided into subdistricts

according to function.

Lively downtowns are likely to have

a

great

mixture of uses but the intrusion of some uses may produce dead spaces
which discourage the pedestrian concentrations necessary for the

continued health of these areas.

Much downtown redesign and redevelop-

ment has been underway in recent years as downtowns have through increasing obsolescense lost many of their functions to outlying organized
commercial developments.

Studies for downtown redevelopment have often

led to the overhaul as well

business districts.

of zoning ordinances as they affect central

Careful control of the mix of downtown uses is

important if these areas are to remain in good functioning order.

This

mix includes vertically related uses as well as horizontally related
uses.
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In

order to keep downtown areas alive at night and economically

viable, higher income residential

uses are now being encouraged in

these areas, often in buildings which also include retail business,

garage parking, and office space as well.
In older areas

unorganized retail areas need to be protected from

intrusion by such incompatible commercial uses as filling stations, and

non-shopping uses which can produce dead spaces in the district.

These

less compatible uses can be separately districted in more general

commercial areas.

Economic and physical compatibility must be carefully

determined in drawing up use lists in commercial districting.
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INDUSTRIAL USES.

Most early industrial development occured along the

railroads in central locations and was oriented also to workers' housinq
Factories were frequently multi-story and little if any pro-

districts.

vision was made for off-street parking and loading or room for expansion.

Growing industries met with difficult and often impossible problems when
they needed additional

land.

This usually meant acquisition and demo-

lition of adjacent residential or commercial properties.

Zoning for industry was originally the most cumulative in regard
to permitted uses and the least restrictive.

Industrial zones gave

little or no protection to industry and required of it little or no
amenity.
As more and more industries adopted the single-floor assembly line

type of organization and as they became more and more dependent on goods

coming by truck and workers coming by car, they became larger consumers
of land who were no longer able to afford central area development

costs or to cope with central area land scarcities.

Industry also be-

came more image conscious as it established itself in outlying areas and
came to nrize the amenities of better architecture and
part for their advertising value.

exclusively industrial

landscaping, in

Some industrial realtors developed

"parks" and demand for the protection of the new

image of industry led to the exclusion of residential and commercial
uses from industrially zoned districts and to the establishment of

stricter controls including the introduction of industrial performance
standards.
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Industrial districts have customarily been divided into classifi-

cations of "heavy" or "light".

More recently "industrial park" districts

have commonly been added which tend to be most restrictive of all.
is common

It

for some industries deemed as nuisance or dangerous industries

to be allowed only as conditional

or special

mission rather than being allowed by right.

uses requiring special per-

Zoning by means of perfor-

mance standards rather than by use lists obviates the necessity of going
through the difficult task of classifying each type of industrial use.
Instead, there is substituted the control of such externalities as noise
and vibration, smoke and fumes, odor, dust and dirt, glare and heat,
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fire hazards, industrial wastes, outdoor storage, traffic generation,
and appearance.

Districts are then established according to the strict-

ness of the imposed standards, those unable to meet the stiffer standards
45
being relegated to areas where lower standards are required.
The use of performance standards requires sophisticated techniques

of measurement and well-trained personnel
sure continuing compliance.

in

sufficient numbers to en-

This is a costly business beyond the capa-

bilities of most smaller cities but is gaining favor in metropolitan
areas large enough to afford it.

Sometimes the costs are partly trans-

ferred to the individual industries concerned in technically complicated
situations.

With the new state and regional environmental protection

programs also comes the prospect of the locality relinquishing responsi-

bility for enforcing the air and water quality portions of their performance standards unless they wish to maintain higher standards and are

allowed by law to do so.
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PUBLIC, QUASI-PUBLIC, AND INSTITUTIONAL USES.

Although, as previously

mentioned, government entities have been traditionally exempt from zoning
controls, it has become good zoning practice to subject them to the same

restrictions as private owners in the interests of carrying out comprehensive planning.

Whether land is publicly or privately owned is not

in itself relevant to the purposes of

controlling the way in which the

land should most appropriately be used.

Whether schools, assembly halls,

or recreation areas, for example, are publicly or privately owned does
not affect the externalities they may visit upon or have visited upon

them by adjoining development.

Furthermore, failure to zone publicly

owned lands can result in inappropriate development by the public or
in inappropriate zoning if the land is sold for private development.
It is quite clear that government should not be permitted to develop

at lower standards than private developers if it is to influence the

quality of development in

a

positive way.

Because of inherent similarities public uses can conveniently be

grouped together with quasi-public and institutional uses into

category which may be called civic activities (as it
California zoning ordinance).

is

in the

a

larger

Oakland,

"Civic activities include the performance

of utility, educational, recreational, cultural, medical, protective,

governmental, and other activities which are strongly vested with public

.
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Such semi-public uses as churches, clubs, and

or social importance".

fraternal organizations are included.
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Once the decision has been made to treat civic uses seperately in
the zoning ordinance there are three principal ways of handling them:

"...the conventional or multi-district approach, the special district,
and the public use district.
sive;

a

These alternatives are not mutually exclu-

community might choose one of them or all three".
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Of these

approaches there has been least experience with the public use district.
Under the multi-district approach the civic uses permitted in each

district are listed district by district.
of regulating these uses.
uses into

a

It

is

This is the commonest form

also usual to break up lists of civic

number of subgroupings by similarity of characteristics

and allocate these to the appropriate district or districts by degree

of mutual compatibility.

Civic uses may be permitted in districts by

right or as conditional uses having to meet special criteria.

Many of

them have unique characteristics requiring special treatment.

Because

most of them are major traffic generators it is common to restrict them
to on or near arterial

streets, particularly in residential zones.

Special districts are often established where functionally-

related civic uses are clustered or where the comprehensive plan indicates
that such clustering should occur.

Civic centers, medical centers, and

institutional districts adjacent to major shopping centers are examples
of groupings which often cluster naturally and can be both encouraged
and protected through special districting.
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Such districts may also

include non-civic uses which are compatible such as related residential

and/or commercial uses.
The number and kinds of special districts is
land use patterns and city size.

a

function of local

Where the planning policy is to create

or strengthen activity nodes within the community the special district
can prove to be

a

useful

tool

The third approach involves putting all public and sometimes quasi
public uses in

a

seperate "Public Use" zone.

-

Unlike special districts

no attempt is made to subgroup these uses according to compatibility

criteria and the emphasis is on public ownership.

This is

a

cruder tool

than special districting and is subject to the accusation of it being

spot zoning if used for small parcels of land.
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OPEN LAND ZONING.

certain land areas in

a

number of reasons cities may want to keep

predominantly open state either temporarily or

a

They may want to keep some land open temporarily because it

permanently.
is not

For

yet ripe for development because it is not contiguous with exist-

ing development or because it lacks an adequate public service infra-

structure and the community is not prepared to provide it.

They may

want to keep some land open temporarily because it will eventually be
but is not yet needed for recreational or other public uses.

They also

may want to keep some land permanently in open land uses as part of

a

greenbelt or green wedges system (as in the National Capital Planning
Commission's Year 2000 Plan), expressing major policies of the comprehensive plan.

Restricting land to agricultural, recreational, and other predomi-

nantely open land uses in high land value areas is often looked on by
the courts as confiscatory, beyond the proper exercise of the police

Nevertheless agricultural

power, and necessitating compensation.

zoning is common and has won court support where backed up by adequate
planning.
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It is often

accompanied by legislation for reduction of

tax assessments or tax deferral.
tural

In

urbanized areas, however, agricul-

zones usually permit also very low density residential develop-

ment on large lots.

"...prohibit conventional subdivisions and

It can

other urban uses which (would) encroach upon the preservation of the
prime agricultural resource.

It is used as a holding zone to contain

urban areas and force denser development rather than allowing sprawl
and destruction of agricultural

areas".
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Such open land zoning can

be used to prevent premature development or,

if carefully tied to the

comprehensive plan, be used to implement permanent open space where
the courts

are willing.

Otherwise compensation for all or part of the

property rights will be necessary for keening the land open.
MIXED USE DISTRICTS.

Planners are increasingly concerned with the

problem of accommodating complex mixes of land uses at close quarters,

especially in central cores and satellite high density nodes.
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The

introduction of multifunctional megastructures such as Chicago's Marina
City and John Hancock

Building pose the problem of providing for uses
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mixed vertically as well as horizontally.

Older development in

a

state

of changing use mixes also may be amenable to the application of re-

gulations permitting more complex use intermingling in

a

way which will

protect and enhance both old and new.
The use of deed restrictions, particularly in urban renewal areas
(and all over Houston) has achieved much in ensuring the compatibility of

complex use mixes but there remains the substantial possibility of adapting
zoning regulations to the same tasks.

order to do this much better

In

information is needed concerning the interrelationships of differing land
uses at close quarters in regard to how and when compatibility can be

established and maintained through regulation.

Extensive information is

also needed concerning real estate market conditions in the areas where

mixed use zoning is to be applied so that market conditions can be used
to advantage to make possible the intent of the regulations.

The mix of uses must be designed in

a

way which will encourage the

replacement of obsolete uses such as marginal stores while protecting
uses which are not obsolete such as low income housing.

The encourage-

ment of redevelopment through overzoning for intensive uses must be
avoided because it may drive out healthy existing uses or in some developments absorb the entire existing market for the new uses.

Also great

care must be taken in mixed-use districts to encourage an increase of

levels of amenity at the same time that some increase in use intensity
is

permitted.

Failure to do so may result in premature obsolescense of

the new development.

Mixed-use districts may be appropriate, for example, in cities having
inner city neighborhoods made up of large, old houses which are ripe for

conversion into small apartments or offices.

These districts may also

have corner groceries and other minor commercial uses which should be

retained.

The commercial uses could be brought into

a

state of compati-

bility through the imposition of design standards with adequate provision
for off-street parking and loading, screen walls, open space, landscaping,
signs, and architectural appearance.
Special Use Regulations

addition to the use controls embodied in the lists of uses permitted in each district there are other provisions in zoning
ordinances
In

.
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affecting uses and dealing with special land use problems.

These include:

special handling of large development projects under provisions for

planned unit development; regulating development in flood plains; review
of building and site design for esthetic quality; preservation of historic

districts, buildings, and sites; provision for conditional uses;

and

provision for phasing out non-conforming uses.
PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT.

The zoning districts previously described

were designed primarily for lot-by-lot development.
park districts is
fied.

In the

a

Only in industrial

minimum overall district acreage likely to be speci-

urbanizing parts of metropolitan areas, however, most new

development now occurs in sizeable acreages, each under the control of
one development organization.

Most of these developments are predominantly

residential but may include ancillary commercial, recreational, and

institutional uses.

Usually

a

mixture of housing types is part of the

proposal

When these developments are forced to conform to the usual zoning

restrictions the result is almost unvaryingly unimaginative, rigid, and
lacking in amenity.

In

order to achieve both greater economy and higher

design standards the planned unit development concept has come to be
employed.

As it is applied to residential

cept is not new.

It dates back to a model

by the Committee on the Regional

development alone

this con-

planning enabling law promoted

Plan of New York in 1925.
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Only in

the last decade or so, however, have large acreage developments become
the dominant kind of development and the need for more flexible appli-

cation of zoning requirements more obvious.

explanation for the time lag:

Jan Krasnowiecki gives one
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Uniform lot, uniform dwellinq type, residential development
remained the safest and easiest form of development and
there was nothing in the market or in the prevailing competitive conditions that would justify a departure.
Planned unit development involves

review of the proposed develop-

a

ment plans and authorizes the review body to modify the District zoning

requirements for the proposed development area in accordance with
criteria, standards, and limitations set forth in the planned unit de-

velopment (PUD) section of the ordinance.
usually designated as the review body.

The planning commission is

Less frequently this responsi-

bility is given to the board of adjustment, an unsatisfactory arrange-

ment because of the board's less intimate contact with comprehensive planning.
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Concerning planned unit development Mandelker comments:'

To the extent that the planned development method forces
large tracts into the zoning process, of course, the
chances for implementing the objectives of the comprehensive plan through any one development proposal are

increased.
Special state enabling legislation is usually necessary and desirable

before local ordinances are enacted although they have been upheld without it.
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The New Jersey Municipal

Planned Unit Development Act is one

of the most comprehensive and well-written.

It provides for a wide

variety of land uses including industrial and enables either the planning
board or municipal council

to make the final

decision on development

decisions as provided for in the local ordinance.

Where the planning

board makes the final decision the courts have determined that this is
not an illegal delegation of the power to zone.

designation of

a
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In

some states the

PUD development is looked upon as a zoning change and

reguires action by the elected local body.

This more conservative

two-step process is advocated by Daniel Mandelker.
Because most planned unit developments involve the subdivision and
sale or lease of land it is necessary for most of them to obtain subdi-

vision approval along with their zoning approval.

For this reason the

PUD ordinances need to provide for integrated coordination of the zoning
and subdivision approval

processes.

Large projects are usually developed

over several years and the regulations should protect developers from

changes in what is reguired of them between initial aporoval of the
overall plan and their submission of the detailed plan for the last

stage of a project.
The permit for

a

PUD involves approval of

plan must indicate in detail all

precise plan.

a

This

land and building uses, their location,

the bulk and height of buildings, and other pertinent information.

Often

it becomes desirable from the developer's point of view to vary from

the plan somewhat as the development proceeds.

The ordinance should

state very clearly the degree to which the plan may be deviated from

without the necessity of securing

a

new or modified permit.

Most planned unit developments provide for

a

substantial amount of

open space which is seperate from the constituent individual properties
but is provided primarily for the benefit of the occupants of the
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development.

Except for major parks and community facilities serving

large areas the locality i:annot be expected to accept dedication of
this open space and assume maintenance of it.

Accordingly it

is

neces-

sary to require in the zoning ordinance that the developer of the PUD

provide an effective mechanism for the ownership and maintenance of the

development's common open space.

A frequent solution

to this problem

involves the cooperative or condominium ownership and responsibility
for the open space by all

which

is

property owners or lessees in the development

made part of the deed or lease of the individual properties.

FLOOD PLAIN ZONING.

The regulation of land uses in flood plains

has increased rapidly since having such regulations in force became

necessary for obtaining subsidized flood insurance under the 1963
Housing and Urban Development Act.

Although the TVA and U.S. Army Corps

of Engineers had both long advocated enactment of such controls by

states and local governments, it required

a

incentive to bring them into widespread use.

federal

insurance funding

Flood plain management

involves coordination of zoning with other regulations and often with
the construction of dams, reservoirs, levees, and channel

improvements

but only zoning of flood plains will be dealt with here.

Despite immense federal, state, and local expenditures on flood

prevention measures, flood losses continue at about
each year and are increasing.

a

billion dollars

Structural controls alone are unlikely

to eliminate the losses even if fundings were unlimited.

With the help

of regulatory controls, however, there is hope of reducing them sub-

stantially.
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Standards for regulation generally require that in those parts of
the flood plain most susceptible to flood losses land uses such as

residences be entirely prohibited but that in the less susceptible parts
a

much wider variety of land uses be permitted.
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Where the flood plain is free of development, zoning can be effective
in preventing future losses but where there is substantial

development

already in the flood plain, flood-protection structures may be the only
feasible means of preventing damage and blighting because it is difficult
if not impossible to bring very large numbers of nonconforming uses

conformance.

into
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Some uses are more easily and more extensively damaged by flooding
than others.

Agricultural, forestry, horticultural, and recreational

parkland uses are subject to substantially less flood damage than most
residential and some commercial and industrial uses.

Hater-oriented

uses such as many utilities, some warehousing, and some commercial or

industrial uses may find it necessary to their effective functioning
to be in the flood plain at the cost of undertaking such flood-proofing

of their installations as is practicable.

Local

land shortages may

also indicate that it is in the best interests of the locality to make

more intensive use of the flood plain than would be justifiable elsewhere.
Flood plain restrictions usually severely limit development and
65
this may lead to problems of having them not upheld by the courts.

Because the courts are skittish about restrictions of land use which
leave the property owner few economic options holding them to verge
on the confiscatory, it is essential

in

establishing flood plain zones

to have adequate information on which to base the levels of restriction.

Necessary data for this purpose includes information concerning the
This

kind of flooding, its frequency, depth, velocity, and duration.

information is necessary for establishing the degree of hazard on which
the regulations will be based.
in light of the degree of hazard
.

courts.

The reasonableness of the regulations
is

an essential

consideration of the
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Several approaches to flood plain zoning are possible.

There

is

a

single-district approach suitable for rural and urban areas where land
values are low and accurate data is difficult to obtain.

recommended for metropolitan areas.

There is

a

It

two-district

is

approach

which distinguishes between the floodway and flood-fringe zones.
is usually most appropriate for metropolitan areas.

not

This

Sometimes both

approaches are combined using the single district approach only for

smaller streams for which there may be inadequate data for distinguishing
two districts.

In some

instances still another district may be added

to deal with basement flooding in situations where there are protracted
69
floods affecting basements in buildings outside the flood zone.
In the two-district approach it is usual

to prohibit dwellings,

fill, and any structures which would seriously affect flood flows in
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Permitted uses include agriculture and horti-

the designated floodway.

culture; industrial -commercial uses such as parking, loading areas and

airstrips; and

a

wide variety of recreational uses not involving sub-

stantial structures.

In

the flood fringe district all otherwise appro-

priate uses are permitted subject to the requirement that the lowest

habitable floor be above the flood protection elevation either on fill
or appropriate structures.
is

Sometimes the appropriateness of structure

controlled by requiring special permits involving planning review.
State action in regard to flood plain zoning is usually either aimed

at penalizing localities failing to enact flood plain zoning or at the

adoption of regulations on their behalf.

California refuses state finan-

cial aid for land acquisition in connection with federal

flood control

projects if there is no flood plain zoning by the locality.
on the other hand, has

a

Wisconsin,

state agency authorized to adopt regulations

unit which fails to adopt them for itself.

for any governmental

DESIGN AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION.

The control of the appearance

of new buildings and sites, sign controls, and the preservation of

historic buildings and sites are inextricably related because they are
all

part of the process of establishing and maintaining the visual and

cultural character of the community.

together in

a

They are sometimes considered

design section of the comprehensive plan.

Although the

controls dealing with these aspects of physical development are sometimes
embodied in seperate ordinances, their being integrated into the zoning

ordinance facilitates the coordination of land use implementation policies and plans.

Esthetics
cult history.

.

The regulation of community appearance has had

a

diffi-

The courts have traditionally held invalid regulations

based on esthetics alone.

Nonetheless there has been no lack of

communities willing to risk passing esthetic regulations of one kind or
another.

Now "however, since the United States Supreme Court ruled in 1954
(Berman v. Parker) that aesthetic objectives may be considered in the

exercise of legislative judgement and power, the judicial trend in many
states has been to

.

.

.

uphold zoning laws which have aesthetic objectives,
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An example of this is the recent decision of the hinhest appellate Court

of

flew

York.

In this case the court stated:
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is now settled that aesthetics is a valid subject
It
of legislative concern and that reasonable legislation
designed to promote the governmental interest in preserving
the appearance of the community represents a valid and
permissable exercise of the police power...

The esthetics provisions in the zoning ordinance can attempt to
spell out the requirements in detail, leaving little or nothing to the

discretion of the administrator or it can set forth criteria for judge-

ment and place the discretionary authority in the hands of

a

design

review board.
Esthetic provisions may control signs, (dealt with later in

a

se-

perate section) building heights, building appearance, building arrange-

ments on the land, and landscaping.

Although the control of signs and

building heights are amenable to detailing in the ordinance, the other
elements are best handled by

a

design review board.

Such

a

board should

be required to be made up of competent professionals in the desiqn area

such as art historians, architects, landscape architects, and urban designers.
An example is provided in the zoning ordinance for Bratenahl

The ordinance establishes

a

,

Ohio.

Design Review Board made up of experts.

They

are responsible for reviewing all aspects of design for development pro-

posals submitted to them by the Planning Commission to which they, in turn.,
74
make their recommendations.

With reference to the comprehensive plan, different sets of

criteria

may be formulated for different sections of the city to achieve what is
appropriate to each district.

These districts may have different bound-

aries than the zoning districts.

For example, in the central business

district there may be regulations for entertainment areas much less restrictive than for the retailing and financial areas.

Land marks,

historic buildings, and historic preservation areas need seperate attention.

Sound old neighborhoods having

a

good visual character need

protection from intrusion by incongruous structure,

flew

neighborhoods

need protection against the worst excesses of eclecticism and poor imi-

tations of earlier styles.

Commercial areas need more careful coordina-

tion of design and to be protected from gimcrackery and "advertizing
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architecture".

Mew views and vistas need to he established and existing

onew protected.

However well they are written and administered, esthetic controls are
more effective at preservation of existing beauty and the prevention of
new ugliness than they are in guaranteeing new beauty.

Nevertheless much

of value can be accomplished with esthetic regulations.
Sign Controls.

The contorl of sings involves concern both for

esthetics and visual communication.
useful

Some signs give necessary and

Others

information to those who use the public rights of way.

serve no useful public purpose, may even be safety hazards, and create
visual

static in that they interrupt the view irregularly and uneces-

sarily.

The Chicago Plan Commission stated the situation as follows:
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The Plan Commission believes that billboards and signs,
especially those whose function is not to advertise the
business or service carried out on or furnished from the
premises, should be subject to strict regulation beyond
the usual interpretation of the police power because:

Outdoor advertising is in fact the use by private interests of
public property for commercial gain, since the total value of
billboards lies in their ability to be seen from public
thoroughfares.
The "right to be seen" from the public ways is not an inherent
right in the land and exists solely by sufferance of the
public and should be considered as subject to restriction
or prohibition.

Ugliness which offends the public and which the public cannot
readily avoid is a nuisance which ought to be regulated to
the same extent as the nuisances of offensive noises and air
pol lution.
Signs generally fall

into three categories by purpose:

1)

signs

on the premises of a business explaining the name and/or character of

the business; 2) off-premises signs which are essentially directional
in they they advertise a product or service and direct the viewer to

where the product or service may be obtained; and
of

a

3)

general

advertising

product or service without reference to location.
Sign controls should clearly distinguish these categories, their

usefulness to the public, and the character of the district in which
they are located.

Permitted signs should be regulated as to size,

location, amount of information, kind of information, and design.

Usually

a

design review committee is involved as disucssed under

esthetic zoning. WhWhile it may be shown that general advertising signs
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serve little if any public purpose and are

a

nuisance in most loca-

tions it may be considered that they would serve an esthetic purpose
in

some downtown entertainment districts where the objective may be

to deliberately encourage

a

lively, vulgar "Times Square" sort of

atmosphere.
Sign controls must be very carefully drawn.

If they are very re-

strictive, obtaining political support for their adoption will be very

difficult because of the considerable political strength of the advertising
industry as evidenced by their sucess in resisting regulation.

Historic and Cultural Preservation

preservation

tural

is

seperate discussion.

a

special

.

Zoning for historic and cul-

instance of esthetic zoning which merits

Programs for preservation may be aimed at scattered

single buildings, small groups of buildings, or entire districts.

The

degree of preservation sought may involve all elevations, street facades
alone, some interior rooms, all interior rooms, landscapinq, and open
space.

Buildings and grounds may be chosen for preservation for his-

toric or architectural reasons or because they are significant local
landmarks.

Zoning is only one of the tools used alone or in concert as part of
an historic and cultural

preservation program.

The others include out-

right purchase, scenic easements, urban renewal, federal grants, and
tax incentives.

Because historic zoning often restricts the use of property

in parts of a city where densities are high

it is frequently combined

with compensatory tax or other incentives.

The tax incentives may take

the form of tax reductions, tax freezes, temporary exemptions, and tax

rebates.

Often the city enters into

a

contract with the property owner

to insure maintenance in return for the tax concession.

It has also been

suggested that in high density areas where except for historic zoning
the properties could be developed at much higher densities, the square

footage which could otherwise be built should be salable and transferable
to other properties or deposited in a kind of developments right bank.

Where historic buildings are in

a

compact area which is easily de-

finable rather than on scattered sites it may be sufficient to establish
in the zoning ordiaance one type of historic district with provision for

bl

permitted uses, heiqht and bulk, yards, remodeling and renovation standards,
and provisions for an architectural

review board.

scattered or need different degrees of control

a

Where the sites are
more complex and flexible

system of zones, subzones, and supplementary regulations may be needed.
To prevent historic and cultural

zones from being surrounded by

incompatible uses it may in some instances be necessary to protect
by special

them

regulations for the transition areas.

The existence of adequate enabling legislation may be necessary to
forestall adverse court action especially in regard to historic zoning
of small areas or single properties lest the question of spot zoning

arise.

follows:

The Norfolk Department of City Planning argued this point as
80

Protection of individual historic buildings and premises by
creation of small districts is clearly distinguishable from
cases branded by the courts as illegal spon zoning.
Size
alone does not determine the appropriateness of district
boundaries.
Where courts have held small zoning districts
illegal, the opinion usually notes that the action was
taken for the benefit of an individual owner, that the
primary motive was private profit, and that there was inadequate consideration of, or interest in, the general public
welfare, a comprehensive plan, or sound comprehensive
planning principles.
The procedure proposed herein permits such zoning only on
application by a public body (not a private individual)
for a purpose appropriate to comprehensive planning
principles, and one which may indeed be a key element in
A
the success of the comprehensive plan for the area.
building may have major historic or cultural significance
without being part of a group of similar buildings.

Where an architectural or design review board is provided it is

especially important that the ordinance contain clear guidelines concerning esthetic purposes and criteria by which they shall make their
decisions.
ous one.

The pitfall of restricting architectural styles is

a

seri-

Historic buildings are not enhanced by being surrounded by

fakes nor should new buildings contrast in an uncomplementary way with

older buildings by attracting undue attention to themselves.

Contem-

porary design should be encouraged but it should be subdued and through
careful use of scale and materials complementary to the historic or

culturally significant buildings in the area.
ordinance can help achieve the objectives.

Careful drafting of the
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Fredrick H. Bair, Jr. has proposed the creation of Special Public

Interest Districts as

a

device for controlling

a

wide range of special

zoning problems including historic and cultural preservation.

They

would also control such special use areas as river fronts, convention
centers, financial districts, old retail districts, and central business districts.

These special districts could supplant or overlay

existing districts and would have provisions appropriate to the nature
of the district.

CONDITIONAL USES.
mitted in

a

Conditional or special uses are those uses per-

given zone or zones only if special criteria or conditions are

met, usually in addition to those specified for other uses.

If all

of

the special conditions to be met can be detailed in the ordinance then
it is possible to give the zoning administrator the authority to issue

the special permit upon receiving sufficient evidence of the conditions

being met by the proposed development.

More commonly

the ordinance

requires review of each individual development proposal by the planning
staff and either the planninq commission or the board of adjustment depending on the relevant enabling legislation.

In

this case the ordinance

sets forth conditions to be met and/or criteria for judgement and the

review body may be empowered at its own discretion to require supplementary conditions which it deems necessary in the public interest or may
be necessary pursuant to the stated criteria.

The courts have frowned on the use of special or conditional use

permits where specification of conditions or criteria to be met have
been too general as giving too much discretionary authority to the re-

view body and resulting in arbitrary decisions.
be made of special

If extensive use is to

permits the conditions or criteria to be met must be

very carefully and reasonably worked out if the courts are to be expected to uphold them.
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The guidelines within which discretionary de-

cision making is to take place must be as clear as possible.

Planned unit development may be considered to be
the use of special

a

special case of

permits as are esthetic controls involving a review

board.

NONCONFORMING USES.

originally or as

a

When a zoning ordinance is adopted, either

major revision, there are almost always many uses
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and structures which do not conform to all

the provisions of the ordinance.

These nonconforming uses consist in nonconforming buildings, conforming
uses of nonconforming buildings, nonconforming uses of conforming buildings,
83
and nonconforming uses of land.
Such nonconformance may also be created
'

from time to time as the ordinance is amended.

Early zoning ordinances usually allowed such uses to continue because
of the financial, political, and judicial
in

problems likely to be involved

forcing their removal or discontinuance.

They were restricted, however,

in the hope that the restrictions would result in their elimination in the

The restrictions usually involved prohibition of their enlarge-

long run.

ment or extension, their resumption after

a

specified period of discontin-

uance, their conversion to another nonconforming) use, and their being re-

built after

a

specified amount of damage or destruction.

These provisions have not led to
In fact,

a
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satisfactory rate of elimination.

Webster says: "The number of nonconforming uses in most cities

instead of decreasing with the passage of time as expected, has actually

increased, due to the excessive number of variances which have been granted
by boards of adjustment".

The use of retroactive regulations for the

elimination of nonconforming uses, however, has met with many objections
by the courts.

Of the forms of retroactive regulations those providing

periods of time for amortization of the investments in nonconforming uses
have met with the most judicial support.

Amortization of nonconforming uses
owners of these uses

a

is

based on the view that by giving

reasonable time in which to recoup their investments,

it is then fair to require the elimination of these uses.

Because the

amount of investment in these uses varies and the degree of nuisance
their continuance causes also varies, the period of time which they are

allowed to continue is also varied.
The amortization period can be established in

a

fixed schedule in

the ordinance or the ordinance may delegate the fixing of the period to
an administrator or administrative board within stated guidelines.

Scott reports that:

"The courts look more favorably upon terminations

made by an administrative board or through voluntary agreement which
avoids termination of the nonconforming use merely for the sake of

homogeneity".

Robert

The time period may be set to begin with the passage of the zoning

ordinance or may be backdated property by property to the latest date
of the transfer of ov/nership.

there is

a

The latter is more equitable provided

minimum period given.

It is

also likely to result in less

political pressure for wholesale extensions by way of amending the

ordinance because of the diffusion of termination dates.
The Scott report on amortization of nonconforming uses concludes as

follows:
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The most conclusive finding from our research is that most communities have not adopted amortization ordinances either
(1) because nonconforming uses are not priority problems, or
(2) because of a fear of judicial invalidation, or (3) because
homogeneous uses were not preferred over an existing pattern.
Among those communities having provisions, consistent enforcement is rare for nearly the same reasons.
In those instances
where enforcement has met with limited success, the success is
due to its deterrent effect or because there has been clear
The
community support for elimination of particular uses.
aesthetic and practical objectives of homogeneity must be satisfied in the individual case.

Given these conclusions, then, drafters of zoning ordinances
need to rethink how much time, effort, and money should be
spent on solving a "problem" about which practitioners and
Hi nor
the general public are not particularly concerned.
nonconformities do not deserve the attention they have received in the past.
What really needs to be done is to identify
those nonconforming uses that are in truth harmful and to make
efforts to eliminate these.
These conclusions support the contention made previously that com-

patibility rather than homogeneity of uses should determine what is per-

mitted in each zoning district and consequently which uses would be
nonconforming.

Size, Siting, and Density Requirements.

MINIMUM PROPERTY SIZE.

Minimum property sizes are frequently sti-

pulated in residential districts or for properties to be developed for
residential use where allowed in other districts.
a

The specification of

minimum lot size is the most primitive. and yet common menas of density

control.

Together with yard regulations lot size regulations are used

as a means of controlling the character of

a

neighborhood.

The establish-

ment of very large minimum lot sizes is sometimes (with decreasing approval of the courts) used to keep land free of conventional

subdivisions
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as was discussed in the section on open land zoning.

Large lot zoning may

also be used where the terrain is very rough and more flexibility is
Still another use of minimum lot sizes is

needed for siting residences.

to ensure enough space for the sanitary use of septic tanks and wells
in areas not served by water and sewer but this kind of problem is better

handled by way of health and sanitary codes.
Lot sizes are intimately related to development costs and the re-

quiring of large minimum lot sizes in very frequently used by suburbs as
a

means of preventing an influx of middle and lower income groups.

Where

localities have zoned most or all of their residential land for large
lots this is clearly exclusionary zoning and is not more frequently

being struck down by the courts.

(A discussion of exclusionary zoning

appears later in this chapter).
In

addition to lot area requirements it is customary in residential

areas to specify minimum lot widths or frontages.

These provisions lead

to problems in lotting out the ends of culs-de-sac and at abrupt turns
in streets.

In

order to ease these problems many ordinances specify

that minimum widths be measured at the building line which is usually
some distance back from the street.

Some ordinances provide for smaller

lot widths for lots on culs-de-sac.

SETBACKS, YARDS, AND COVERAGE.

Setbacks and yard requirements are

easily confused and are often terms used interchangeably in zoning ordinances.

Setback lines are generally imposed to facilitate the subsequent

widening of streets.

They were not provided for in the Standard Act. They

may be tied in with official man provisions where they exist.

The re-

action of the courts to setback provisions has been as confused as the
use of the term in the ordinances with the result that the use of setQO

back lines is not as legally secure as are yard restrictions.
Yard requirements are imposed for the purpose of providing space,

light, fire safety, privacy, usable open space, and for (sometimes dubious)

esthetic purposes.

They depend on the distance between buildings and the

surrounding property lines for achieving these purposes.

The ordinance

may require front yard setbacks to be measured from the front lot line,
the center of the street, as

a

percentage of lot depth, or as established

by the setbacks of existing structures in the block.

They usually produce
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monotonous regularity of building siting (which should be determined in-

dividually thorugh careful study of the relationship of the building
being sited to any neighboring buildings).

Side yards and backyards

are measured from the side and back lot lines, respectively.

Most

ordinances require side yards too narrow to guarantee effect privacy
or serve as usable open snace.

Yard requirements are usually imposed on

space in the middle of the lot.
on their lots often results in

This approach to locating buildings
a

severe reduction of the potential usable

open space.
The requirement for usable open space is usually specified as

centage of the total lot area.

a

per-

Where there are required off-street park-

ing or loading areas, driveways, or outdoor storage areas, these are

usually excluded from being counted as usable open space.

In

high density

residential areas balconies and roofdecks are sometimes allowed to be

counted as usable open space.
Other yard requirements include limitations on projections overhanging required yards, maximum building coverages as a percent of total

lot

area, and the construction of walls or fences and the provision of land-

scaping along lot lines, especially in high density residential areas and
along boundary lines between zones.
The lack of flexibility in most yard requirements has led urban de-

signers to propose reforms intended to give developers more freedom in
how they locate buildings on the land.

Some of these proposals offer

the possibility of alternative ways of locating buildings depending on

such provisions for maintaining privacy between buildings as the elimi-

nation of windows in sidewalls, the use of translucent fixed windows,
or providing walls, fences, and/or landscape screening between properties.

BUILDING HEIGHT AND BULK.

The problems of height, setbacks, and

building bulk are closely interrelated.
concern in urban design.

The first two are of immense

The character of the skyline in all

the districts

of a city is largely determined by building heights and setbacks.
ingly

a

primary purpose of height limitations may be esthetic.

Accord-

Setbacks

on the other hand, are usually required for reasons of ensuring that an

adequate amount of light reaches each window.

Bulk is controlled indirectly

by height and setback requirements, or directly by bulk control
or by floor area ratios.

planes,
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Heights may be regulated by soecifying

maximum number of stories, or

a

a

maximum number of feet,

number of feet determined as

of the width of the street on which the building fronts.

a

a

multiple

Height may also

be made dependent on the distance back from the lot line in the form of

setbacks.

This kind of regulation results in the wedding cake profiles

characterisitc of buildings in central areas of so many cities.

Usually

"...such structures as chimneys, spires, monuments, domes, cooling towers,
and elevators towers..."

are allowed to exceed the height limitations.

As part of its urban design plan San Francisco has recently

(September 1972) adopted height regulations to preserve or enhance the
visual character of its various districts.

Because of its hilly topo-

graphy great care was taken to preserve existing views.

Although the

height district boundaries were made to conform with land use district

boundaries where possible, they are not entirely congruent.
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For urban design reasons some cities have attempted to establish

minimum as well as maximum height limits or

a

cornice line in some of

their denser areas or along particular streets.
in

When tested in the courts

the past these regulations have usually been declared invalid because

they were based entirely on esthetics.

Berman vs. Parker
is a
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But since the court decision in

concerning esthetics as

a

legal

public purpose there

stronger possibility of establishing cornice lines where clearly

desireable.
A special

instance of height limitations is that imposed around

airports at the ends of runways.

Rather than specifying

a

particular

specific maximum height over an area these may take the form of

a

fan-

shaped height limitation plane starting at the runway ends and getting
both wider and higher with distance out from the runway.

Setbacks and bulk are jointly controlled where the regulatory device
used is

a

bulk control

plane or angle of light obstruction.

This kind

of device establishes inwardly inclining planes on one or more sides of
the lot beginning at the base on the lot lines or center of the street
and creating
to be built.

a

builidng envelope within which the building is permitted
A more complicated version of this permits averaging the
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angles of light obstruction to allow compensatory ppnetration of the

building envelope for parts of the building which do not fully fill

the

envelope.
The most common device for regulating bulk is the "Floor Area Ratio".

This ratio is computed by adding the areas of each building floor on or

above grade and dividing the total by the lot area.
varies with the district.
in central
a

The allowed FAR

residential districts it may be below

In

business districts it may be as high as 16.

1

and

The FAR is not

substitute for yard, coverage, or height requirements because in any

one district it would allow low buildings with high coverage or high

buildings with low coverage in the absence of any other regulations.
In 1963 the Federal

Housing Administration introduced

a

new measure

of the relationship of land and buildings called Land-Use Intensity
(LUI)

for use in their evaluation of multi family housing projects for

mortgage insurance.

This measure "correlates the amount of floor area,

open space, livability space, recreation space and car storage space of
a

property with the size of its site, or land area".
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It

is

a

more

sensitive, less variable, but more complicated tool for intensity control.

It has

not found its way as yet into many zoning ordinances but

over time it may prove better than floor area ratios especially in
planned unit developments.

Recently there has been much experimentation with bulk controls
which offer developers bonuses of extra floor area if they agree to

achieve certain urban design objectives through inclusion in their projects specific features at

a

sacrifice of allowable high income space or

some additional building costs.

New York and San Francisco are signifi-

cant among those cities applying the bonus concept in large central

business districts and Rosslyn, Virginia near Washington provides an

example of the application of this concept to metropolitan subcenters.
New York Theater District
in recent years

investment.

.
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The value of land in the theater district

had risen too high for theaters alone to remain a tenable

The prospect was that they would be torn down and replaced

by office space or some other high yielding use.

As a result it was de-

cided to offer at the discretion of the planning commission the builders
of new office buildings an incentive of up to 20% more floor area than
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otherwise permitted if they would incorporate legitimate theaters into
So far the ordinance seems to be working well.

their structures.

To encourage development surrounding

Lincoln Center Area (Hew York).
Lincoln Center which would enhance it,

a

similar bonus arrangement has

Developers who provide continuous arcading along the

been devised.

streets facing Lincoln Center and who provide for open plazas at ground
level

and who provide better interior connections to the subway stops

are granted floor area bonuses.

Greenwich Street Development District (New York).

the Special

In

Greenwich Street Development District adjoining the World Trade Center
in lower Manhattan, which encompasses an area expected to be privately

redeveloped over the next 10 to 30 years, by

a

recent zoning amendment

developers are offered FAR bonuses for undertaking to provide parts of
below ground and second level

according to
well.

a

improvements for pedestrian circulation

plan which sets forth some mandatory improvements as

Also included in the plan are provisions to assure the continuity

of street facades and the continuity of retailing along the pedestrian
95
system.
San Francisco

.

subject to bonus space provisions.
are as follows:

business district is

A large section of the central

The items for which bonuses are given

good access to rapid transit and parking, provision of

multiple entrances and shortening access between public streets, ground
level

plazas or setbacks, low coverage at upper floors, and provision of

an observation deck.

The schedule of bonuses was based on theestimated

extra cost to the developer of providing the incentive items.

Figure

One on the following two pages illustrate these provisions.
Rosslyn.

Facing an office boom in the 1960's

a

plan was prepared

for the obsolete commercial center across the river from Washington.

plan featured pedestrian linkages throughout the development and
ture of residential and commercial uses.

a

The

mix-

The strategy was to zone the

area for an intensity of use far below the market demand and offer greater

intensity bonuses for developers conforming to the plan.
has been somewhat successful

The strategy

although the desired use mix was not achieved

and there were holdout problems.
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OFF STREET PARKING AND LOADING.

The provision of space for off

street parking and loading is usually dealt with separately from other
yard requirements.

It

is

considered undesirable to permit the usable

amenity open space intended for recreation and gardening to be encroached
upon by vehicles.

Accordingly, separate space must be allocated for off

street parking and loading to suit the needs of the uses in each zone.
The necessary space may be provided on the ground or in structure.
In the case

of parking it may be provided for on separate property owned

by the same owner (to avoid the effect of lease cancellations and other

problems which might result in diminishing the number of parking spaces)

within

a

specified maximum distance from the development in question.

The amount of space needed is dependent on the potential allowable
uses of the development.

In the case of commercial

development where

several different uses may subsequently occupy the property, the parking
and loading requirements must be based on the allowable use with the

largest requirements.

Host noncommercial uses have more stable require-

ments which can be more easily handled in the ordinance.

In the case

of housing for the elderly lower parking requirements may be allowed.
In central

business districts and other older parts of cities all

development except the newest is likely to have insufficiencies of parking and loading space.

In

these areas zoning can only help with new

development and other planning means must be used to upgrade these
districts as

a

whole.

To few zoning ordinances provide adequately for the landscapinq of

parking lots -- particularly for the planting of trees -- and the result
is ugly "seas of asphalt".

Landscaping should be required as part of

the parking area requirements and coordinated with other esthetic provi-

sions as part of the cost of development.

DISTRICT SIZE, SPOT ZONING, AND FLOATING ZONES.
sizes need to exceed the size of
if the size is as small

a

Generally district

property in one ownership especially

as a city lot.

There is the danger of

'Jery

districts being declared illegal for constituting "spot" zones.

Hagman

describes the conditions under which the courts may find spot zoning
invlaid:
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a small parcel of land singled out for special or priveleqed treatment; 2.
the singling out is not in the public
1.

small
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the
interest but only for the benefit of the landowner; 3.
...If spot
action is not in accord with a comprehensive plan.
zoning is invalid, usually all three elements are present...

There are cases where

a

single property developed in

a

contrasting

or more intensive use than the surrounding property is in accordance

with

a

comprehensive plan and is in the public interest.

The most ob-

vious case is that of the neighborhood grocery or small shopping center.
If the land is so zoned while

it is vacant the price of the land will

go up and the proposed development is unlikely to occur.

indicated by

a

symbol on the plan but not so zoned

a

If the use is

potential developer

may have several sites to choose from, and if after making satisfactory

arrangements with the owner he applies and
change of zone, this is in effect

a

is

granted the necessary

case of the planning commission

treating these small centers as floating zones.

Unless the zoning cate-

gory granted has the necessary safeguards, land use conflicts with nei-

ghboring uses can result and there is

a

chance of the change of zoning

being declared invalid by the courts.
The development of these small

conditional uses in

a

properties can be better handled as

larger zone, with the conditions, including location

and spacing, very carefully spelled out with reference to the comprehensive

Because of court decisions in regard to spot zoning

plan.

it is better to

keep most districts large.

Districts are usually mutually exclusive but some communities have

mapped overlapping zones in which
taneously.

a

property may fall

simul-

in two zones

Where this happens usually those regulations apply which

are applicable to the district in which the use to which the property

This practice is of doubtful
93
lity, difficult to administer, and inadvisable.

owner puts his property is allowed.

lega-

Another unusual practise is the use of "Q" zones in which the addition of the letter Q to the zone designation indicates that it is tem-

porary.

zone if the property owner does not develop the per-

In such a

mitted use within

a

stipulated time period the zoning designation of the

property reverts to the previously designated zone.

The legality of

this practise has not yet been adequately determined in the courts.

Administration of the Zoning Ordinance

.

Public confidence in zoning can easily be lost if the ordinance is
not carefully enforced and does not reflect the intentions of the compre-

hensive plan.

The enforcement officer, the board of adjustment, the

planning commission, and the legislative body may contribute to the
erosion of the plan and of zoning through their respective roles in laxity
or indifference of enforcement, too easily awarding variances and special

permits, and the too frequent amending of the zoning map contrary to the
intent of the comprehensive plan.
THE ZONING ADMINISTRATOR.

The job of administering and enforcing

the zoning ordinance is too frequently divided among several
local government.

agencies of

Host commonly the primary responsibility for zoning

administration is vested in the building department.

This department

administers the building and, often, housing codes and may be

a

division

Because of the complexity of the newer

of the public works department.

zoning ordinances building permits may be forwarded to the planning de-

partment for planning approval in situations where administration

is

vested

in another department.

The administrative division of the planning department provides

public information on zoning, processes applications for zoning amend-

ments, and makes recommendations concerning zoning changes to the planning commission.

This same staff may, as in Kentucky, process applica-

tions for variances and special permits and make recommendations con-

cerning them to the board of adjustment.
With the increasing need for professional competence in dealing with

zoning matters, there is

a

growing tendency to consolidate some or all

of the tasks mentioned above in

a

zoning administrator who is head of

a

zoning administration division of the planning department or development

department where one exists.
In some cities the zoning

administrator

is

empowered with discre-

tionary authority in the matter of variances and special permits subject
to appeal of his decisions to the board of adjustment.

Concerning this

trend Piero Faraci says:
A major problem in the effective application of land-use
controls is the reluctance to recognize the need for the
trained technician.
Professional ization of the administrative
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function in zoning, as reflected in the use of zoning
administrators who assume certain functions of lay boards, is
a sign that the situation is changing for the better.
However, the usual situation is that the zoning administrator, where-

ever located in the government structure, has the responsibility for
carrying out the provisions of the zoning ordinance, literally, without

discretionary authority to make any modifications.

He issues zoning

permits, handles building inspections, and issues certificates of occu-

pancy when buildings have been built according to the issued permits or
the building uses change to other permitted uses.

He administers the

provisions of the zoning ordinance concerning nonconforming uses.

In

the case of violations of the ordinance he initiates court action.
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It is unfortunate that most zoning administrators lack adequate

staff to look for violations in cases where there has been
obtain

a

building permit.

In these cases he

a

failure to

is forced to rely on

citizen

complaints and casual observation by other memebers of the government for
information.
It is difficult to draft a zoning ordinance

THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT.

and map which is effective and not in some ways arbitrary.
in

All

situations

which it is to be applied cannot be forseen and undue hardship for some

property owners avoided.
decided

upon.

Special

permits for conditional uses have to be

Only rarely is this duty given to the planning commission.

Further, there is sometimes

zoning administrator.

a

need for appealing the decisions of the

Accordingly enabling legislation pursuant to the

Standard State Zoning Enabling Act provides for
(or appeals).

a

board of adjustment

Usually these are five member, citizen boards whose members

are appointed by the chief executive(s) for staggered terms.

serve without pay or are paid

a

They either

nominal amount for each meeting they

attend plus expenses.
The functions of the board of adjustment are quasi-judicial

in nature.

They are set forth in the enabling legislation and the zoning ordinance.

They have three general areas of responsibility:
1.
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to correct errors or abuses in the administration of the ordi-

nance by the zoning administrator in interpreting the regulations;

.
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to consider applications for conditional

2.

use permits ("special

use permits" or "special exceptions");
to grant relief ("variances") when hardship results

3.

from

strict application of the terms of the ordinance.
It is most important that the board of adjustment understand the

comprehensive plan and the zoning ordinance if they are to act in

manner which will forward the community's planning objectives.

a

Effective

liason must exist between the planning commission, its staff, and the

board of adjustment.

This may be furthered in several ways: one or more

members of the board may also be members of the planning commission; the

secretary to the board may be

a

member of the planning staff; the planning

staff may have the responsibility for processing applications to tne board
and making recommendations to the board.
is

Of these possibilities the last

usually the most effective.
Decisions of the zoning administrator may be appealed to the board

of adjustment.

When it is alleged that he has misinterpreted the meaning

of the ordinance or misapplied its provisions in

a

particular case the

board must judge the meaning of the ordinance, the facts in the case,
and the application of the ordinance in the light of the facts.

The

decisions of the board are subject to appeal to the courts and possible
,

reversal
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Applications for the development of uses which are conditional
the zones where they are requested require conditional
the board of appeals.

a

use permits from

The proposals are examined by the hoard to see

if they meet the criteria listed on the ordinance.

must issue

in

If they do

the board

permit but the board has broad discretionary power to require

additional conditions which are "reasonable" in view of the impact of the

requested uses on their surroundings.

requirements in the regulations.
quires the granting of

a

The board may not waive any of the

Any modification of the regulations re-

variance.

Concerning the granting of variances Leary says: "Probably the major
reason for the creation of the board of adjustment is to take care of
the special

situations that cannot be dealt with in the ordinance with-

out making it unduly complicated.
will

The ordinary workings of the ordinance

produce hardship cases that otherwise would have to go to court for

relief".
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Host state enabling acts are patterned after the Standard Act, as

noted previously, which provides for the granting of variances under
special conditions where the "...literal enforcement of the requirements

of the ordinance would result in unnecessary hardship upon the applicant.

Such

variance can only be granted where the general

a

of the ordinance will not be impaired".

intent and spirit

This is generally construed

by the courts as not permitting the granting of use variances and many en-

abling acts are more specific.
says:

For example, the Indiana legislation
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Neither the board of zoning appeals nor the county board of
zoning appeals nor a city board of zoning appeals shall
grant a variance from a use district or classification.
The consolidated government of Indianapolis (Unigov) is exempt from this
108
legislation and its special planning legislation permits use variances.
As a result developers can go either to the planning commission or the

board of appeals for

a

change of use depending on their case and which

body they feel will be more sympathetic to it.
on the zoning map a use variance is in effect

Although it never appears
a

change of zoning classi-

fication and if isolated has the same effect as spot zoning.

Where the enabling legislation and/or the zoninq ordinance carefully
spell

out the conditions for proving hardship they usually include the

following tests of the owner's situation:
1.

If he complies with the ordinance he can make no reasonable

use of his property,
2.

His hardship is peculiar to his property.

3.

His hardship was not self-created.

4.

His hardship is not economic.

5.

Granting the variance will not adversely affect the neighboring
properties nor the public.

Most justifiable hardships involve odd-shaped lots, unique topographic,
or soils conditions where the request is

requirements of the ordinance.

a

variance in the dimensional

Many kinds of cases could be avoided by

the use in the ordinance of the flexible yard requirements discussed

earlier.
In

order to avoid charges of favoritism it is very important that

the board of appeals be thoroughly conversant concerning the zoning
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ordinance and the comprehensive plan, that they have good rules for processing variances, and that they have good backup staff so each case will
be adequately researched and the facts presented in

way.

a

clear and orderly

Detailed records should be kent for each case including the reasons

for the board's decisions.

Lack of adequate information in the record

may cause the court on appeal to remand the case for amplification or rehearing.
The means of administering and enforcing the zoning ordinance must
be clearly spelled out in the ordinance itself if the risk of having it

invalidated by the courts as involving an unlawful delegation of legislative power is to be avoided.

The appointment of and specification of

powers and duties of the zoning administrator and the board of adjustment

must be provided unless covered in the enabling act.
the issuance of building permits and special

nonconforming uses must be covered.

Also provision for

permits and the handling of

Penalty provisions for dealing with

violations of the ordinance must also be specified.
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Review in the Courts of Zoning and Board of Adjustment Decisions.
There are

a

number of situations in which various parties may wish

to resort to seeking court relief in regard to zoning practices:
1.

The planning commission or the local governing body may ask
the court to terminate a violation.

2.

A property owner who has failed to obtain local

relief may

seek court review.
3.

Owners objecting to

a

rezoning or board of adjustment deci-

sion concerning neighboring property which they feel

ad-

versely affects their property may seek court review.
4.

Property owners adversely affected by
.

,.

a

zoning violation may

,110

seek court relief.

Not since the case of Euclid v. Ambler sustained the validity of

comprehensive zoning have many attempts to having zoning ordinances invalidated been successful.

There have been many cases where zoning

was alleged to be unconstitutional

as applied.

Also there have been

many cases where it was alleged that the statutory procedural requirements had been violated, particularly in regard to adequate notice and
The importance of good administrative practices
112
in minimizing apoeals to the courts cannot be over emphasized.

the holding of hearings.
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Special Problems in Regard to Zoning

MOBILE HOME AND TRAVEL TRAILER PARKS.
of mobile homes and travel

The production and purchase

trailers is steadily increasing.

Mobile

homes are providing permanent housing for more single family house buyers
as

land and conventional

house prices continue to rise.

The readjustment

of comprehensive plans and zoning ordinances to satisfactorily accomodate
them is currently a problem in many metropolitan areas.

Mobile homes are distinguished from travel trailers in their intended use as permanent housing as opposed to short-term vacation use.

Mobile home parks belong in residential zones with other permanent
housing while travel trailer parks belong in highway service zones with

other tourist facilities or at recreation sites.

To segregate these

uses by themselves would be to risk either spot zoning or confiscatory
114
litigation.
-,

.

.

.

Many states, counties, and localities have regulations other than
zoning which affect mobile homes and travel
homes and travel

trailers.

Zoning for mobile

trailers should take account of other existing regulations

and avoid duplication except for the purpose of setting higher standards.

When drafting regulations for mobile home parks it is well

1

to be

familiar with the latest edition of FHA's "Minimum Property Standards for
Mobile Home Courts" because many developers will want to finance their

developments with FHA insured loans and have lots which qualify mobile
The supplementary regulations

home purchasers for FHA insured loans.

permitting mobile homes in the appropriate residential zones may include
provisions for location on or access to major streets, minimum size and

dimensions of

a

park and of sites within

a

park, provisions for internal

commercial and recreational facilities, minimum siting and yard dimensions, street and parking provisions, and landscaping and other esthetic

provisions.
Most existing mobile home ordinances have been inadequate in regard
to their landscaping and esthetic standards especially in view of the

generally low standards of exterior design of the models in production.
Until

this situation improves substantially these parks should be ade-

quately screened from the public rights of way and neighboring properties.

15
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Supplementary regulations for travel trailer parks need not be
nearly as restrictive as for mobile home parks.

To compensate for the

lack of facilities in the trailers the community facilities may have to
be more generous but the lots can be smaller.

Maximum periods of occu-

pancy must be regulated to prevent use of travel trailers for permanent
housing.

Landscaping and screening provisions are also needed, especially

along the property lines.

EXCLUSIONARY ZONING.

Exclusionary zoning practices are those

which have the effect of preventing the building of housino for people
of low and moderate incomes.

They are motivated by concern for the

population already in the community rather than concern for the overall
housing needs of the region of which the community

is

a

part.

They are

widespread among suburban communities in most of our metropolitan
areas.
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Fiscal

zoning -- zoning for the uses which will produce the most tax

revenue for the least cost in community services -- is one kind of practice
that results in exclusion by preopting land.

From racial and economic

prejudices and social snobbery other communities set unnecessarily high
and expensive development standards.

They may severely limit or entirely

exclude multifamily housing and mobile home parks from within their
boundaries.

The setting of unnecessarily high standards involves such

requirements as very large minimum lot sizes, frontage widths, yard and
open space requirements, and minimum floor areas.

Limiting the number

of bedrooms in multiple-family housing so as to exclude large-families
is

another tactic.

As with fiscal

zoning, overzoning for industry and

agriculture can have the exclusionary effect of limiting the supply of
land for low cost housing.
A different kind of tactic is

the use of the referendum to approve

or disapprove public housing projects (California) or to reverse legis-

lative rezonings for low cost housing on petition (Michigan and several

other states).
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Opposition to public and public-assisted housing has

always been particularly strong and generates political pressure on local

governments to use whatever legal devices are at hand to prevent such
development.

122
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The attitude of the courts toward suits seeking relief from exclu-

sionary practices is mixed.

The U.S. Supreme Court has been inclined to

limit its review to cases involving

a

clear breach of the rights specifi-

cally enumerated in the constitution such as cases involving race.

This

would tend to remove from review cases involving questions of education,

welfare, and housing in relation to economic class.
right of referendum regardless of motivation.

rezoning decision in another referendum case

1

24

,

23

It has

upheld the

Although upholding the

'

125

1

the Sixth Circuit Court

ordered Union City to take steps to house its low income residents within
a

specified time limit.

in suits

The federal courts have also responed favorably

involving discrimination by administrative delaying tactics such
1

as refusal

2fi

to extend utilities.

Of the state courts only those in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and

Michigan have heard enough exclusionary zoning cases to begin to set

a

pattern but these cases are important for the precedents they will set,
for other states.

1

27

Lauber states that:

"The Pennsylvania court deci1

po

sions have been uniformly hostile to exclusionary zoning practices".

The same is generally true of the New Jersey courts,

1

29

In

October 1971

the Superior Court of Middlesex County "struck down the entire zoning

ordinance of Madison Township on the ground that it prohibited as much
as 90% of the population from obtaining housing
A similar decision was made the

Burlington County flAACP

Superior Court.

1

31

In

v.

in

the Township".
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following year in the case of Southern

Township of Mount Laurel by the New Jersey

Michigan the courts have ruled against exclusion

of multifamily housing and mobile homes from communities.
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Future court decisions are likely to follow this pattern because as
133
Norman Williams, Jr. puts it:
...it has always been recognized that it is an essential
part of the judicial function to watch over the parochial
and exclusionist attitudes and policies of local governments, and to see to it that these do not run counter
to national policy and the general welfare.

Obtaining redress in the courts is
decisions.
be

a

a

slow process involving case by case

Accordingly approaching the problem through legislation should

shorter and more satisfactory route.

Two options are open: 1) amend-

ing the enabling legislation to prohibit exclusionary zoning practices

and 2) creating

a

state agency with power to preempt local zoning authority.
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The first approach would be the most sweeping but by mid-1973 no state had
taken this route and with the widespread domination of state legislatures
town representatives there is small likelihood
134
this kind of state action.
On the other hand several states have

by suburban and small

or are considering the second route.

of

New York has created an Urban

Development Corporation with powers to override local zoning but the
Corporation has been reluctant to use
siderable local opposition.
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this authority in the face of con-

Attempts by the Corporation to build

'

housing in Westchester County resulted in the legislature stripping it
of its override authority in villages and towns.

In

Florida under

the 1972 Land Management Act the "...Governor and Cabinet have the power
to reverse local rejections of projects and developments of regional
137
impact".
In Massachusetts the Housing Appeals Committee of the Mass-

achusetts Department of Community Affairs may issue building permits refused by Local governments.

1

38

Similar legislation is pending in other

states.

The federal government has recently been requiring that metropolitan
regional planning bodies have

a

housing element as part of their compre-

hensive plans and have generally insisted that the plans include provision of housing for all

income groups throughout the metropolitan region

as a prerequisite for receiving federal

funds.

But the cooperation of

the federal government in providing housing subsidies is essential

carrying out housing plans for the low and middle income groups.
time of this writing there is
the future of all

a

to

At the

moritorium on all housing subsidies and

federal programs affecting housing and planning is in

doubt.

Elimination of exclusionary zoning is likely to be

a

slow and spotty

process but there are some signs that the problems are being recognized
and

corrective action increasingly being taken.
CONTRACT ZONING.

Contract zoning involves an agreement between the

property owner and the planning commission or the legislative body that
the property owner as a condition for approval of having his property

rezoned will record certain deed restrictions on it often making the

requesting body
properties.

1
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a

party to them as well as the owners of neighboring

The requested restrictions are in addition to those

84

imposed in the zoning district in which the property is to be included.

They may involve further restrictions on use, height, bulk, yards, signs,
or any other aspect of property development.

The courts have sometimes upheld this kind of extralegal arrange140
ment where it did not involve spot zoning
or contract away the govern-

ment's future right to rezone

141

or conflict with the comprehensive plan

but where the courts have construed the zoning ordinance to

the com-

be_

prehensive plan contract zoning has been declared invalid as outside the
Norman Williams, Or. states the issue as follows:

plan.

1

4?

Under the enabling acts, zoning regulations must be 'in accordance with a comprehensive plan.'
In all the confused
litigation over this cryptic language, the clearest (and
most valid) principle established has been that such special
deals, outside the zoning ordinance, are invalid.
If the
comprehensive plan does not include the land-use categories
inherent in the structure of zoning districts, it is difficult to say what there is left that it can mean.
Moreover,
such deals are equally obnoxious on practical grounds, for
they open up all sorts of possibilities for political pressure, favoritism, and the breakdown of the rule of law.
Further the use of contract zoning indicates deficiencies in the zoning

ordinance and the willingness of official bodies to abide by its propisions.

Nevertheless the practice is fairly widespread.

GROWTH CONTROLS.

With the recent weakening of the traditional

American growth ethic as the result of increased concern for the environment, increased awareness of rising costs to the community of providing
the infrastructure necessary for urban development, growing fear of

economic and social change in residential areas, and other factors,

a

political climate has been created in which some local governments are

attempting to slow down or stop further urban development.

143

Land use

controls such as zoning and subdivision regulations are being amended
to accomplish growth management, sometimes in concert with capital

budgeting.

Two of the more significant examples are Ramapo, New York

and Petaluma, California.
Ra mapo .

tack.

144

Others are described in Chapter Seven.

Recently the town of Ramapo, Mew York has taken

Ramapo amended its zoning ordinance to create

a

a

different

new kind of

"Special Permit" use designated "Residential Oevelopment Use".

No resi-

dential development can take place in the community without obtaining

85

this kind of permit.

Permits are granted if certain standards are met for

minimum services and facilities available to the new development.

These

include sewerage, drainage, parks (and recreation), schools, access roads,
and fire protection.

A point system is used to evaluate available services

Permits require

and facilities.

a

specified number of development points

as a minimum for obtaining a permit.
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The Ramapo ordinance was challenged in the courts and finally upheld
by the highest New York appeals court.

Important in support of this de-

cision was Ramapo's record of taking "...great care to provide reasonable
procedures, with appeals, variances, and opportunities to developers to
speed up the process by putting in improvements on their own, tax relief
146
appeals, and continued use of land at present low density".
The Ramapo ordinance is significant for its establishment of

direct connection between zoning and capital

a

improvements programming,

relating private to public development.
Petal uma

means of

a

1972 Petaluma chose to try to control

In

.

quota basis under

ordinance using

ment permits.

a

a

development by

Residential Development Control System

point system similar to Ramapo's for awarding develop-

This ordinance combined aspects of zoning and subdivision

controls and was administered by

a

seperate Residential Development

This ordinance was declared unconstitutional in
143
Federal District Court in early 1974.
This decision was reversed on

Evaluation Board.

'

appeal to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals on August 13, 1975 and

that decision seems likely to be upheld if it in turn is carried to the
149
Supreme Court in the light of their recent decisions.
B oca

Raton

.

Feeling that "Rapid, uncontrolled, and mindless popu-

lation growth..." would mean destruction of their highly valued way of
life, the citizens of Boca Raton, Florida in 1972 approved

a

city

charter amendment limiting permanently the total number of dwell ing
units within the city to 40,000 or
two and

a

a

population of about 105,000, about

half times the 41,000 population estimated for 1973.

150

To implement this population ceiling, unique to Boca Raton,

a

series

of moratoria were established for all housing construction except duplexes
and single family housing from November 8, 1°72 through March 28, 1974
to enable a study to be made of replatting and rezoning designed to re-

duce the residential densities scheduled for undeveloped land so that

when the city is fully developed it will achieve the charter amendment

86

A Moratorium Variance Advisory Board was set up to review all

goal.

re-

platting and rezoning in the light of interim densities established in an

interim zoning ordinance to control densities while the studies necessary
for permanent rezoning could be completed.

Other Uses of Mora tori a

151

Beside moratoria on building permits as in

.

Boca Raton, local governments have imposed moratoria on water line con-

nections, sewer permits and connections, for the evaluation of environmental

impact, and rezoning.

152

Cities and counties that have used vari-

ous of the moratoria also include:
St.

Metro Dade County (Miami), Florida;

Petersburg and Pinellas County, Florida; Washington, U.C.; Phoenix,

Arizona; Alberquerque, New Mexico; Marin County, California; and Prince

William County, Virginia.

1
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Total moratoria have rarely been upheld in

the courts but those of short duration and having
154
some development have more often been upheld.

a

mechanism for allowing

Concluding Obser vations.
It has been

difficult to adapt zoning, an essentially negative tool,

to the purposes of carrying out comprehensive plans in both developing

and developed areas.

In

developing areas for economic reasons low density

development usually occurs even where the plan envisions high density
nodal development.

In

developed areas zoning is

a

poor tool for altering

existing uses to those envisioned in the plan especially if they are to
Even where current enabling legislation re-

be lower intensity uses.

quires that zoning be pursuant to comprehensive plans the courts have

usually chosen to construe the zoning map

to_

be the land use plan.

155

There are other difficulties in using zoning to carry out land use
planning:
1.

The long range comprehensive plans may be too general and give
no clues concerning staging.

Without more detailed, intermediate

range plans they may be difficult to translate directly into

zoning decisions;
2.

In

undeveloped areas zoning for future intensive uses may be

self-defeating by causing land prices to exceed those conducive
to developing the desired uses;
3.

In

undeveloped areas zoning for low intensity uses in order to

keep the land open either permanently or as

likely to raise

a

a

holding action is

problem of compensation to the owner for so

restricting his options;

87

Zoning ordinances generally contain no mechanism enabling or

4.

requiring coordination of zoning policies with the other planning

implementation tools;
Zoning is also

a

poor tool for achieving

maximum choice in living

a

and working environments in respect to building type, rental or purchase
price, site design and general amenity because;

Zoning ordinances are essentially negative, often involving rigid

1.

dimensional and

requirements designed to control small,

real

a

incremental developments;

Where more flexibility is needed there has been

2.

a

reluctance

to put the appropriate discretionary authority in to the hands

of administrators;

There are localized vested interests in retaining obsolete pyra-

3.

midal and cumulative zoning patterns which perpetuate the pro-

mote economic, social, and housing-type segregation.
However, there are recent, scattered efforts to modify zoning and

introduce new devices in reaction to these faults including:
1.

The amortization of non-conforming uses;

2.

The introduction of performance standards in place of use lists;

3.

Substituting density for use as the primary characteristic of
zones;

Introducing conditional

4.

uses which require special permits and

review by either the planning commission or the board of appeals;

Introducing historic, cultural, and esthetic zoning requiring

5.

development review by

a

panel of experts;

Introducing provisions for planned unit development involving

6.

review by the planning commission;

Introduction into the ordinance of incentives for developers

7.

who agree to provide certain amenities.
Some observers feel that zoning is past reform.
more hope for reform.

1
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Others hold out

The American Law Institute has completed

a

new

Model Land Development Code which goes beyond zoning to include other

controls.

ment of

a

(This will be dealt with more extensively later).

The develop-

better guidance system for land use is essential but it is un-

likely that zoning will be entirely abandoned rather than incorporated
in some modified form.

,
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CHAPTER THREE:

SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS

Subdivision requlations, together with zoning, are important in the
implementation of land use plans in developing areas.

Unlike zoning,

the regulation of the subdivision of land into parcels derives from local

ordinances used in some of the earliest American colonial cities.
ever, the concept of making subdivision requlations an integral

How-

part of

the land use planning process stems largely from the Standard City

Planning Enabling Act of 1928.

Nature and Characteristics

Whenever

a

2

.

tract of land is subdivided into two or more smaller

tracts for the purposes of lease or sale there occur the problems of

establishing an adequate legal description of the new boundaries and

establishing the quality of the eventual development if the resultant
plots are of developable scale.

At this point the locality within

whose jurisdiction the subdividing takes place has an opportunity to
impose development standards and other requirements which will
the resulting land use pattern.

Accordingly, Webster states that:

"The primary objective of subdivision control

subdivided will constitute

a

influence

is

to assure that the land

permanent asset to the community, and will

provide the maximum degree of health, comfort, convenience, and beauty

consistent with true economy.

3

Philip Green summarizes the essence of subdivision regulations
as:

...locally-adopted laws governing the process of converting
raw land into building sites.
They normally accomplish
this through plat approval procedures, under which a developer is not permitted to make improvements or to divide
and sell his land until the planning commission has approved
The
a plat (map) of the proposed design of his subdivision.
approval or disapproval of the commission is based upon compliance or noncompliance of the proposal with development
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standards set forth in the subdivision regulations. In the event
that the developer attempts to record an unapproved plat in
the local registry of deeds (or county recorder's office)
or to sell lots by reference to such a plat, he may be subject to various civil and criminal penalties.
A wide range of purposes are served by subdivision regulations

affecting many local governmental departments, agencies, and other
instrumentalities.

They affect public health

that new development will have
age disposal system.

a

objectives by insuring

safe water supply and an adequate sew-

For tax officials they are

a

means of securing

records of land titles and alerting them to the need for reassessment.
For the city engineer or public works director they are

a

means of

assuring good design and adequate construction of streets, drainage,
and utilities.

For the fire department they are

adequate firefighting water and vehicle access.
recreation officials they are

a

a

means of assuring

For education and

means of reserving or securing the
For

necessary school and park sites to serve the local development.
the local governing body they are a means of assuring the quality

design of the development and the equitable allocation of costs involved
between those directly benefited within the development and the taxpaying public as

a

whole.

For the ultimate buyer of property in the subdivision they are

assurance of adequately served property whose value is more likely to
hold up over time.

And to the developer they are protection against

cost corner-cutting, substandard, adjacent development which might

adversely affect the value of his own development.

5

The question of infrastructure cost allocation in new development
will be dealt with more extensively later in this chapter.

It

is one

of the major issues in the establishment of subdivision controls.

Because from the local government point of view there is no justifiable reason for the general public to assume the financial burden
of captial costs for the infrastructure of streets, public services,
schools, and recreational open space which is of primary or even exclusive benefit to the owners and occupants of the subdivision itself,

these improvements are usually required to be financed by the subdivider.

Where necessary improvements serve

a

larger area than the subdivision
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in question some prorating of the cost is usually made between

the sub-

divider and the local government on the basis of the shared benefit.
The vast majority of subdivisions are for residential purposes. In

recent years, however, there has been an increase in subdivision for
industry and
uses.

a

small amount of subdivision for commercial

and other land

6

The legal basis for subdivision regulations, like that for zoning,

derives from the regulatory or "police" power.

Usually the authority

for local governments to exercise this power is established through

state enabling legislation.

Limitations on the exercise of this power

are set by the state and federal constitutions as interpreted by the

courts as well as being delimited in the authorizing legislation.

Localities operating under "home rule" charters may, however, have more

discretionary power.
Most states exempt minor subdivisions (2-3 lots and sell-offs of
part of a parcel to the neighboring owner) from regulation but some

states, like Kentucky, include even selloffs of land from one owner
to an adjacent owner and subdivision for leasing as well

as sale.

Extraterritoriality allowing communities to control subdivision
for five miles beyond their corporate boundaries was

a

feature of

the Standard Act which has been embodied to differing degrees in

state enabling legislation.

Counties are granted subdivision control
Q

authority outside of municipal jurisdictions in most states.
Various state agencies such as highway and health departments,

usually by way of county and municipal health departments, may participate in the approval process.

Some states, notably Florida,

Hawaii, New York, and Vermont can intervene in the local subdivision
process to overrule local subdivision control decisions.
The states vary in regard to whether they require subdivision

ordinances to be adopted by the planning commission or by the local

governing body on recommendation of the planning commission.

They

also vary in regard to whether final approval of subdivision plats
is

granted by the planning commission or the local governing body.

The most common arrangement is one in which the regulations are

adopted by the legislative body and the approval function is
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delegated to the planning commission's decision subject to appeal

directly to the courts.
Permissable requirements vary from state to state but usually are
Q

based on the requirements of the Standard Act:
Such regulations may provide for the proper arrangement
of streets in relation to other existing or planned
streets and to the master plan, for adequate and convenient
open spaces for traffic, utilities, access for fire-fighting
apparatus, recreation, light and air, and for the avoidance of
congestion of population, including width and area of lots.

Such regulations may include provisions as to the extent to
which streets and other ways shall be graded and improved and
to which water and sewer and other utility mains, piping,
or other facilities shall be installed as a condition precedent to the approval of the plat.

Professor Green describes them as including:
...provisions (1) making sale (or negotiation for sale) of
land by reference to (or other use of) an unapproved plat
unlawful and subject to a civil penalty, (2) authorizing the
city to enjoin such a sale, (3) making it unlawful for the
county recorder to file or record an unapproved plat,
(4) forbidding improvements in or on new streets in unapproved
subdivisions, and (5) forbidding issuance of a building permit
for a structure on a lot having access only to an unapproved
street.
The constitutionality of subdivision regulations has been upheld
in court decisions on grounds of the furtherance of public health and

safety, conditions simplifying land title transactions, conditions nec-

essary to the local government's acceptance or declining of responsibility for maintaining local streets, "...a necessary aid in the maintenance
of proper tax records and land titles, and

a

protection of lot purchases

against sharp marketing practices".

Differing sections of subdivision regulations may require differing
legal

theory for support.

Subdivision regulation results in

ing process between the developer and the local

a

bargain-

governmental agency ad-

ministering them and as such rarely leads to court action.

12

Coordination with Other Planning Implementation Measures
Coordination of subdivision controls with other planning measures
is

of utmost importance if they are to be used effectively for implementing
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the plan.

Recent attempts to combine subdivision controls with zoning

and other planning controls into integrated development controls is

symptomatic of the need for coordination.

Among the more important

planning measures to be coordinated are the land use plan, the community facilities plan, the major street plan, the official map, the
capital

improvements program, zoning, and the health regulations.

13

The

THE LAND USE, COMMUNITY FACILITIES, AND MAJOR STREET PLANS.

land use plan, community facilities plan, and major street plan are

commonly elements of the general or comprehensive plan.

Examination of

them will show the appropriateness of the uses for which

a

prospective

subdivision is planned, the possible need for reserving land within the
subdivision for community facilities, and the general

location within

the subdivision of land to be reserved for major streets if any are

planned to pass through it.

Accordingly many states require that

a

general plan containing these elements be adopted before a locality can

enact subdivision controls.

The general plan also provides legal proof
.

.

that requirements inaccordance with it are not arbitrary or capricious.

14

Coordination of subdivisions with the general plan is an improtant
means of enabling the subdivider to dedicate or reserve land needed for
public uses.

Through the subdivision approval process agencies of local

government have an opportunity to obtain needed land by dedication or
purchase.

OFFICIAL MAP.

The official map, where one has been adopted, de-

tails the specific locations of future streets and other public facilities which are given only generalized locations on the comprehensive
It serves to give notice to developers of the public

plan.

to purchase for public use such land as
It also

is

not required to be dedicated.

prohibits construction on the indicated sites for

time during which the public agency
k
purchase.

intention

a

period of

oncerned may arrange to make

16

The need for coordination of subdivision designs with the provisions of the official map is obvious and legally embodied in the

official map ordinance.
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT

described in detail in

a

PROGRAM.

The capital

later chapter, outl ines

improvement

program,

the locality's in-

tended expenditures for streets, utilities, schools, and other public

development expenditures year by year usually over
period.

Consequently if there is

or scheduled to serve

a

a

a

five to six year

lack of public facilities in place

proposed development it is in the public in-

terest to disapprove the proposed development unless the developer is
in a

position and willing to supply them himself.

However the legal

position for refusal is weak except in regard to required utilities.
As previously described two notable examples of city experimentation
in development timinq control

are Remapo, N.Y. and Petaluma, Calif.,

who chose to limit growth by way of the zoning ordinance or

a

separate

ordinance through limitations on the issuance of building permits
rather than by way of subdivision controls.
ZONING.

(See Ch.

7

also).

A number of requirements specified in the zoning ordinance

are often also specified in the subdivision regulations; for example:

minimum lot sizes and lot dimensions, and setbacks and yard sizes.

Accordingly most subdivision regulations require that the subdivision
also conform to the relevant provisions of the zoning ordinance.
Often subdivision approval requests require concurrent zoning
changes.

The planning commission (or department) and its working com-

mittees must then arrange for concurrent staff studies and for concurrent

consideration of these requests in order to insure proper coordination.
Request for variances in connection with the proposed development may
These procedures are usually

also need concurrent, coordinated review.

ad hoc in nature and vary from planning agency to planning agency.

HEALTH AND SANITARY REGULATIONS.

Increasingly health officials re-

quire minimum lot sizes where wells or septic tanks are intended to be
used.

These requirements are related to local soil and geological

conditions.

In some areas wells and/or septic tanks may be forbidden

altogether.

Zoning ordinances and subdivision regulations must,

therefore, take cognizance of and be coordinated with such regulations.

Because the health agency may be part of

a

the problems of effective coordination may

higher level of government
be

difficult.
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DEED RESTRICTIONS.

In

order to make property more saleable de-

velopers frequently place restrictions in the deeds of sale which

are

more restrictive than the provisions of the relevant zoning ordinance or

subdivision regulations.

These restrictions are not enforceable by

exercise of the police power but require recourse to the courts by
those made party to the restrictions.

The parties named are usually

limited to the developer and property owners within the subdivision.
In some

instances an agency of local government such as the planning

agency may be made party to the deed restrictions during the bargaining
process of getting the subdivision approved.

This situation was dis-

cussed in the previous chapter in the section on contract zoning.

The Subdivision Approval Process

Despite differences in enabling legislation from state to state
there is
lations.

remarkable similarity in locally adopted subdivision regu-

a

In

part, this is the result of imitating the ordinances of

other localities and in part it is the influence of the HUD-FHA

sub-

division standards on which federal mortagage insurance commitments
are made.

19

What follows is

description of the most common subdivision regu-

a

Where the process is unsatisfactory in practice will

lation procedures.

be emphasized and the most important policy issues will

seperately in

a

PROCEDURES.

be developed

later section.
In

jurisdictions where sell-offs and other minor sub-

divisions are regulated there are often simplified procedures prescribed,

These variations from the usual procedures are not important enough to
describe here because they have minimal effect on the implementation of

subdivision with which we

the comprehensive plan.

It is the more usual

will be concerned here.

The larger-than-average subdivision processed

as a planned unit development will

Preapplication

.

also be dealt with seperately.

Many subdivision regulations either suggest or

require that before submittinq
sent to the administering staff

preliminary plat the subdivider pre-

a
a

rough sketch of what he intends to

do so that he may have advice from the staff which may save him time

and money in site planning.

The Louisville regulations, for example,
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specify the following:

"The subdivider shall

submit for discussion

a

rough sketch showing generally the boundaries of the proposed subdivision, the proposed street and lot pattern and any other pertinent in-

formation then known to the subdivider".

Preliminary Plat or Plan

.

After the preappl ication conferences

the subdivider submits a preliminary plat or plan for approval by the

planning commission or other agency charged with administering the sub-

division regulations.

At this stage the most important decisions are

made concerning the acceptability of the subdivision design.

The regu-

lations usually describe in detail the information required on this
plan.

For example, the Louisville regulations relate the required for-

mat and materials, legend information, designation of easements and
public areas, boundaries, ownership of adjacent property, contours,
areas subject to flooding, proposed land use, key map, and title block.
The preliminary plan must be submitted with

a

21

sufficient number of

copies so that all the interested agencies will have an opportunity to

review the plan and comment on it as it affects them.

These include

the locality's director of public works or engineer, the parks depart-

ment, school board, public health department, and other relevant agencies,

The recommendations of all the reviewing agencies must be sent to the

administering agency prior to its hearing.

22

The administering agency, usually the planning commission, either

approves or disapproves the preliminary plan.

At this time there may

be considerable bargaining between the subdivider and the administering

agency.

Most often this bargaining takes place in an informal hearing

with the subdivision committee of the planning commission prior to the
formal public hearinq of the planning commission as

a

whole.

This

arrangement allows more effective bargaining to take place than would
be possible in the formal commission hearing where the primary business
is likely to be zoning change applications.

Professor Green notes that

although unusual, "Some regulations provide for an appeal to the local

governing board from the decision made at this time..."

23
'

Usually the

planning commission's decision is final with appeal only to the courts.

Construction of Improvements

.

The developer is required to con-

struct the agreed upon necessary improvements between the approval of
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the preliminary plan and approval of the final or record plat.

Before

he beqins construction his construction drawings must be approved as at

least equivalent to the locality's standards as embodied in the subdivision regulations and/or building code.

After construction he must pro-

vide "as built" drawings showing accurately what has been built as
partial evidence that he has met the regulations as agreed.

If the

administration is satisfied he can then submit the final plat for approval
However, as Webster comments:

"Most regulations

permit the sub-

...

divider to apply for final approval of only that portion of the approved
preliminary plat which he may propose to record and develop at
cular time.

24

parti-

This allows the developer to save capital and interest

by developing in stages.

Further, most jurisdictions allow the sub-

divider in lieu of actual construction to file
formance within

a

a

specified time period as

a

bond guaranteeing per-

a

protection to the locality

and prospective purchasers.

Recording of the final plat may involve other state legislation pertaining to legal documents as to both form and content.

Reference to

a

plat and lot number is the most convenient way of describing real pro-

perty in

a

deed and gives the prospective buyer

may be purchasing than does

a

better idea of what he

a

The older way of

written description.

describing property by "metes and bounds"

is

cumbersome and no longer

legally possible in many states.
Fees

It

is

customary to require the subdivider to help defray the

costs of processing his application although there is considerable vari-

ation in this practice.

Some local governments set

a

flat fee per appli-

cation; others base the fee on the area or number of lots involved.

The

fee may include filing costs, charges for processing and data verifica-

tion, and expenses for required legal advertizing and recording.
in lieu of providing for required open space will

Fees

be dealt with later in

this chapter.

DESIGN STANDARDS AND RELATED REQUIREMENTS.

Most subdivision regula-

tions set forth certain general overall requirements in regard to loca-

tion and type of subdivision, followed by more specific design standards

involving layout, street patterns and widths, lot shapes and dimensions,

utility and access easements, recreational open space, and provision for
community facilities.
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The general provisions may specify where in the locality subdivi-

sion is altogether prohibited because of adverse soil, subsoil, or

flooding conditions which are potential health or safety dangers, compliance with the general

land use plan, and provisions for coordination

with adjacent development, especially in reqard to streets and
......

utilities.

27

Streets

.

The design of the street system for

subdivision

a

critical to the effectiveness of the overall design.

is

Streets provide

vehicular access to all properties and are paralleled by the pedestrian
access in most designs.

Street rights of way also provide space for

utilities not otherwise provided for in seperate rights of way.
The street system is generally classified into

a

heirarchy of

local streets, collector or feeder streets, and arterial or major

streets.

The latter are usually shown on the general

the major street plan if there is one.

land use plan and

Coordination of the differing

levels of street design is important to their effective functioning.
Local streets are low speed streets designed primarily to give

direct access to individual properties.

They should be designed so as

to discourage or prevent through-traffic, through the use of loops or

cul-de-sacs or other means of achieving discontinuity because of the
safety hazards of freguent driveways and playing children.

Collector streets should be designed to collect the traffic from
local

streets and group parking areas and to provide for minimal access

to single family lots.

Access to the latter should be primarily to local

streets wherever possible.
Arterial streets should be restricted to giving access to collector
streets.

Properties along them should front on local or collector

streets or parallel service streets, thus allowing the arterials to

carry higher volumes safely at higher speeds.
The limiting of street access through subdivision ordinances,

possibly backed by deed restrictions, may not be possible in some states

where it

is

not provided for explicitly in enabling legislation because

of adverse court decisions.

None-the-less it

is

a

worthwhile planning

objective in subdivision design for reasons of safety and increased
street capacity.
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Overall street design should take proper account of the terrain,

avoiding steep slopes, following the contour lines where possible but
having sufficient slope for gravity-flow sewerage systems where they
are in the street rights of way.

Multi-street intersections, off-set

intersections, and other than right-angle intersections should be
avoided.

The reader is referred for detailed standards to the latest

edition of "Recommended Practices for Subdivision Streets" of the
90

Institute of Traffic Engineers.
An aspect of street design which needs regulation but is often

overlooked

that of street naming.

is

Lack of designation controls re-

sults in confusing duplication and seriously compounds the difficulties
of locating addresses.

It

may result in needless delay in goods delivery,

critical delay in recieving police and fire protection, and irritation
to one's social

callers.

A number of schemes are available.
29

scheme is illustrated by Green.

One such

The numbering of streets by the

quadrant system centered on some important central intersection
simplest and most direct but the least esthetically engaging.
the other systems are the alphabetical

is

the

Among

systems which by giving names

rather than numbers to streets seem less impersonal.
Util ity Easements

.

Those utilities not in street rights of way

need to be in dedicated easements which guarantee access for maintenance

Increasingly electrical and telephone lines follow rear lot

purposes.

lines and are placed underground.

This practice is required in FHA

insured subdivisions except where it can be demonstrated to be econo-

mically or physically impractical.
locating these easements so that
the natural

30

Great care should be taken in

building sites are not impaired or

landscape needlessly disturbed.

Minimum widths of ease-

ments should be large enough to accommodate heavy maintenance equipment.

Where natural water courses are followed or used for stormwater

drainage care should be taken to avoid damage from construction or
flooding so the valley areas will retain their esthetic appeal and re,

,

creational value.
Lotting Out

.

31

The depth of lots is dependent on the pattern of

street locations and the distance between parallel streets, required

minimum lot widths and minimum lot areas.

Minimum lot sizes and re-

strictions on buildable areas are set forth in the zoning ordinance
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and possibly in the health regulations; accordingly there is

no

necessity to specify them in the subdivision regulations except by reference.

COMPULSORY DEDICATION OF
developers to provide:

LAilD.

There is

a

long history of requiring

"...the land needed for streets and for various

public areas such as the town common, squares, narks, and public building
sites."

32

Colonial town governments, royal charters, and early state

charters required such dedications.

modern subdivision regulations that:

Accordingly the requirements in
"...developers dedicate street

rights-of-way, utilities easements, recreation areas, and school
sites are nothing new in our law, but merely

tradition."

a

continuation of an old

33

The regulations often distinguish between dedication

reservation

,

the holding of land off the market for

of time in anticipation of purchase of it by

a

a

,

a

gift, and

specific period

public agency for public

A certificate of ownership and dedication is usually required

uses.

to accompany the final

plat and be recorded when the subdivider dedi-

cates land to the public.

The "...approval of the subdivision plat

does not in itself constitute an acceptance of such dedications, because

that would make the local governmental unit immediately liable for

maintaining the facility in

a

safe condition", explains Professor

The decision to accept dedications is usually made seperately.

Green.

Reserved land is held out of development for the specified period in

which the appropriate public agency has the exclusive option to execute
a

purchase agreement with the subdivider.
In

court tests subdivision regulation requirements for the dedica-

tion of land for street rights-of-way have usually been upheld, especially

when tied in with

a

master street plan and in situations where the

right-of-way dedicated clearly serves the subdivision in question.

In

the special case of arterial streets or freeways where the amount of

right-of-way involved is extensive and the properties in the subdivision
are not the ones primarily served the public agency concerned may have
to purchase all or part of the necessary rights-of-way, depending on

the provisions of the subdivision regulations, the relevant court de-

cisions, and the bargaining process involved in getting the subdivision
approved.
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Subdivision regulation requirements of the dedication of land for
schools, parks, and recreational uses have met with mixed reactions in
the courts.

In

order to justify these requirements it would seem to be

necessary to demonstrate that the need for the land dedicated

is

generated primarily by the subdivision in question.
At any rate dedication requirements need to be clearly tied to

benefits directly to the subdivision involved and these requirements
should be clearly spelled out in the ordinance togther with the

criteria for applying them.

Reservation requirements are not as severe

a

burden on the sub-

divider but they also must be clearly related to an official map,
adopted land use plan, or clearly set out criteria.
PAVYMENTS IN LIEU OF DEDICATION.

37

There are often problems of equity

and suitability in regard to required dedications and reservations.

Public uses may serve more than one subdivision and the most appropriate
site for public uses serving any given subdivision may lie outside the

subdivision entirely.

Accordingly it may be impractical to apply dedi-

cation or reservation requirements uniformly to all subdivisions under

consideration for approval.
As a remedy for these situations many localities permit or require

the developer to make monetary payments in lieu of dedication.

This

alternative is often left to the discretion of the administrators of
the ordinance.

The amount may be based on the number of lots or the

total acreage involved.

Court reactions to this approach have been mixed.

The likelihood

of a favorable court reaction is increased if there is specific statu-

tory authorization for the requirement, the money so collected is kept
in a seperate fund for school

and park purposes, the regulations re-

quire that the money collected be spent in

a

manner which will benefit

the subdivision in connection with which they were collected, and that
the amounts collected bear some reasonable relationship to the actual

costs of serving that subdivision.

REQUIRED IMPROVEMENTS.

Effective subdivision control involves more

than achieving good standards of design and obtaining adequate dedications and reservations of land needed for public uses.

It also requires

no

the installation of an infrastructure of adequate streets and utilities.

This infrastructure is of direct economic benefit to the purchasers of
lots and affects the costs of providing services and maintanace for the

locality.

39

Standards for improvements must be sufficiently high to ensure

adequacy of benefits for and reasonable maintenance costs in the subdivision.

Unnecessarily high standards in residential subdivisions, on

the other hand, may price some income groups out of the market and have
the same effect as exclusionary zoning.

Standards should vary by land

use, intensity of use and location.

Improvements required may include streets, curbs and gutters, side-

walks, street lights, street signs, water and sewer mains, fire plugs,
storm drainage facilities, the placing of monuments to mark lot boundaries
1 1

and street rights-of-way and even planting of street trees.

Actual

installation of utilities may be done by the utilities themselves, often
at the developer's expense.

developer or his agents.
more than

Other improvements may be installed by the

Where

a

particular required improvement serves

the subdivision involved as may occur in the case of sewer

and water mains and arterial streets and costs more to install

than

necessitated by the subdivision alone some means of cost sharing with
the locality or other areas served is usually provided.

42

If the matter is one of extending utilities to the boundaries of

the subdivision from the nearest terminus the developer may have his

subdivision turned down, delayed until the locality has scheduled the
extension, have the option of paying part or all the cost of immediate
extension, or have the alternative option of installing and maintaining

temporary utilities (package plants) to serve his subdivision until
the utilities are extended and he is required to connect to the

locality's system.

TIMING AND FINANCING OF IMPROVEMENTS.

The timing of the required

improvements must be carefully programmed so that they are installed in
the most rational order and are in place when needed.

Large subdivisions

are usually developed in stages and the programming of improvements must

take this stage development adequately into account.

Ill

In

order to guard against faulty or improperly constructed improve-

ments or the inability of the developer to finance the required improvements it is usual for the locality to require the developer to provide
a

performance bond from an approved bonding company to guarantee com-

pletion of improvements to the required standards.
is

If the developer

allowed to install temporary facilities he may be required also to

post a maintenance bond to guarantee satisfactory operation of these

facilities.

These bonds are

a

purchasers in the subdivision.
VARIANCES.
in unusual

safeguard to both the locality and
43

Where rigid application of the subdivision regulations

circumstances causes unavoidable hardship to the developer

the regulations may enable relief by authorizing the administrating

agency to grant minor variations on condition that they do not violate
More rarely

the intention of the standards set forth in the ordinance.

this authority is given to the zoning board of adjustment.
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This

authority needs to be exercised with great caution in order to avoid
erosion of the effectiveness of the controls by yielding to the sub-

divider's desire to cut costs and maximize profits by avoiding some
of the requirements of the ordinance and thereby lowering the quality
of the development or shifting costs to the community as

a

whole.

As

with zoning only noneconomic hardships arising from specific peculiarities

of the property in question should be taken into consideration.

Furthermore the courts have ruled that although conditions and requirements may be modified by the administrating agency if authorized, they
may not be waived.

45

Subdivision Control Problems
ENABLING LEGISLATION.

Although all states have some kind of

subdivision control legislation, some acts are poorly drawn, some are
not state-wide in their coverage, and others are inadequate in other
ways.

These inadequacies are reflected in the requirements of city

ordinances indicated in Table One.

Yearwood is of the opinion that

improvement 1s needed in many state subdivision control enabling acts
if a high level

46
of quality in subdivision development is to be achieved.
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TABLE III-l rSUBDIVISION IMPROVEMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR 692 CITIES OVER
10,000 Ifl 1958.
Cities Requiring Installation at
Developer's Expense
Number
Percent

Type of Improvement

Street grading
Street grading
Surfacing
Curbs and gutters
Sidewalks
Water mains
Sanitary sewers
Storm sewers
Street trees
No improvements required
?<

Source:

437
505
^54
323
516
539
443

63%

131

19

77

11

73
66
47
75
73
64

Richard M. Yearwood, Land Subdivision Regulations,

FRAGMENTATION OF CONTROLS.

Subdivision approval may involve

of city, county, and even state agencies.

zoning must also be secured.

Often

a

p.

a

227.

variety

concurrent change

of

There may be conflicts in the various codes

and delays in securing the various approvals which are needlessly costly
to the developer.

Integrated land controls ordinances with simplified

procedures would greatly improve this situation.

AMATEUR DEVELOPERS.

47

The development of most large subdivisions is

accomplished by experienced developers with the capital and expertise
to develop soundly to the benefit of the community, but the most numerous

subdividers and developers are small, amateur with limited, often sporadic

experience, developing without adequate professional assistance.

It is

difficult to write regulations detailed enouqh to induce good development;
at best the regulations can prevent substandard design and be flexible
48
Often the only means of
enough to enable really inspired design.

achieving acceptable design is to have the local government's planning
staff virtually redesign the subdivision for the developer.

This

undoubtedly happens now and then out of sheer desperation on the part
of the administering staff even though that staff is not available to

offer design services to private developers at public expense.

LIMITATIONS OF CONTROLS.

49

Subdivision controls are limited by both

the adequacy of the state enabling legislation in regard to what is

authorized and by the completeness of the locally enacted ordinances.
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Inadequacies in either level of legislation may allow evasion of the

controls or inaporopriateness of the standards for the contemplated
development.
Evasion of subdivision regulations most frequently takes the form
of property being subdivided without an approved plat and sold by metes
and bounds descriptions or by reference to an unapproved, unrecorded
50
plat.
It is unfortunate that so much enabling legislation has been

written in accordance with the Standard Act providing for approval only
One remedy lies in restricting

as a condition for recording a plat.

the issuance of building permits to lots on recorded plats and/or

having frontage on dedicated streets.

51

Another form of evasion is that of leasing the land or developing
rental

units on

single plot of ground and serving them by means of

a

private streets which may be below standard and whose maintenance is
far from assured.

52

Kentucky took this problem into account by having

their enabling legislation also cover leased land but most states
have not gone this far.

Unconventional designs like cluster housing and double-tiered lots
are rarely provided for.

53

A remedy

for this situation lies in tying

subdivision approval to the zoning ordinance and having

a

well -written

planned unit development section in the latter.

Hillside subdivisions need special consideration and special development standards.

There are often problems of potential earth slides,

erosion, and steepness which must be taken into account.

The developer

may need to be required to provide more detailed information on geology
and soils, larger lot sizes may be required, cut and fill operations

may need to be closely regulated with maintenance easements provided
for cut and fill

slopes on the subdivided lots, drainage and

sewage

disposal systems may need to be designed so as to prevent accumulations
of subsurface liquids, and streets may have to be permitted to be

narrower or have steeper slopes that otherwise allowed.
observes that "experience shows

...

Philip Green

that if the controls written for

flat lands are not modified for hillside use, subdividers will simply
level

the hills."

54
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Waterfront subdivisions may also entail special problems and require
special provisions.

These may include control of pumping and filling,

provision for bulkheads, provisions for the control of flooding and
erosion, special standards for sewage systems placed below the water
table, provision for access to the waterfront from inside lots, reser-

vation of appropriate shoreline areas for public recreational use and

attendent parking, and limitation of the use which can be made of bodies
of water within the subdivision.

55

SUBDIVISION FOR OTHER THAN CONVENTIONAL SINGLE FAMILY DEVELOPMENT.
Where land in mobile home parks is subdivided for sale there may need
to be provisions

(beyond those in the zoning ordinance) for special

standards for required improvements adapted to the scale of mobile home

developments.

There may also need to be provisions for shared owner-

ship and maintenance of common facilities.

56

Commercial and industrial subdivisions need different standards
than residential subdivisions.

Higher standards of street construction

are needed because of the heavier vehicles using the street system.

Larger water requirements and amounts of liquid wastes in turn need
larger water and sewerage systems.

In

addition, lotting out is usually

incremental and tailor-made to the needs of the purchaser so the provisions for processing these subdivision must be modified to take this
into account.

Accordingly industrial subdivision blocks are usually

platted without lots.

57

Also the requirements for land to be set aside

for public use may be quite different because there is no need for schools
or parks in these subdivisions.
THE TIMING AND GUIDANCE OF DEVELOPMENT.

Another significant failure

of subdivision regulations lies in their inability to control the timing,

balance of uses, and location of new development.

Although development

can be banned from flood plains and dangerous slopes, as Yearwood indi-

cates, the "...courts have ruled unfavorably on attempts to prevent,

through zoning amendments or subdivision regulations, subdivisions that

would burden municipal facilities, services, and/or finances."

59

(Note:

Some of the more recent court decisions in regard to the guidance systems

described in Chapter Seven show

a

reversal

in this trend.)

.
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It

has been very difficult through subdivision regulations alone to

accomplish this.

Yearwood suggests that the best approach lies in basing

control on a comprehensive plan, in having a sound policy for extention

of street and utility infrastructure which is reflected in an adopted
capital

improvements program, and in zoning land not yet scheduled for

development for agriculture or industry.
The problem of development guidance systems will be dealt with at

greater length in

a

later chapter.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND POLITICAL DIFFICULTIES.
a

Poor enforcement is also

problem in subdivision regulation as with other land use controls.

There is

a

reluctance of some administrators to apply the regulations

rigorously enough; enforcement is subject to erosion through political

pressure from developers and their cohorts; and there are special difficulties attendent on administering regulations which apply extraterritorial ly.

These problems can be overcome only through having pro-

fessionally competant administrators who have the strong support of
their superiors, the governing body, and full cooperation of related
.,.

.61

public agencies

Concluding Observations
For subdivision regulations to be effective in guiding the pattern

and quality of development they must be backed up by adequate enabling
legislation, supported both in the courts and by local government,

well-drafted both in the legal sense and in the sense of requiring

a

high level of design, and be well administered.

They are most effective in regard to large subdivisions because of
the problems involved in coordinating small scale development.

Anthony

Downs, for example, in discussing this problem suggests that 1500 acres

should be the minimum size of development
quire land banking as discussed in

divisions are small

a

but this would probably re-

later chapter.

Because most sub-

this limits subdivision regulations as

a

tool

for

carrying out land use plans.
The principal weaknesses in subdivision regulations lie in inadequate

enabling legislation, concentration on single-family residential develop-

ment to the exclusion of other uses for which land may be subdivided,
lack of procedural coordination with other related control devices, and
the concentration of concern by the courts for private property rights
64
rather than on the general public good.

,
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CHAPTER FOUR:

SUPPLEMENTAL REGULATIONS AND TAX POLICIES

Although zoning and subdivision controls are the most important of
the controls currently available for implementing land use plans, there

are other regulatory controls and governmental

pattern and quality of urban development.

policies which affect the

This chapter will explore

a

miscellany of regulatory devices which may directly or indirectly support
or otherwise affect the implementation of land use plans and policies al-

though not necessarily designed to be planning implementation tools.

It

will also explore the effects of various tax policies on urban develop-

ment, especially in urbanizing areas.
The regulatory devices to be examined here are building codes, housing

codes, and the licensing of businesses and professions.
tax is the principal

The real property

be looked at but the influence of other forms

tax to

of taxation will be commented on.

Building Codes
Building codes are designed primarily to ensure that buildings will
be safe and healthy for human occupation.

They are applied mainly at

the time of construction; they also may be applied in the case of derelict

or unsafe structures when condemned.

istered by local government.
and administered locally.

Usually they are adopted ana admin-

Less usually they are adopted by the state

As Webster states:

"The primary function of

such codes is to ensure that within the community the design and construction of all structures and the installation of all utilities and fixtures
shall be in accordance with established principles and practices in the

interest of public safety".
To the degree that building codes ensure sound development they are
an instrumentality for deterring physical

of the general

regulations.

blight and accomplishing some

goals of comprehensive land use planning.

As with other

If they are to be effective they must be well-written and

well-administered.

2

Building codes are tied in with zoning in that

5
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building permits may be issued only if the proposed construction meets
the zoning requirements as discussed in Chapter Two.

They should also

be coordinated with housing codes so that completed construction will

required to meet compatible standards.

be

3

Building codes are based on the police power of government.

They

are administered through reviewing construction and site plans for con-

formance with the code as

a

condition for issuing building permits which

are required before any construction can take place legally and through

inspection of construction at critical points when it is underway to
ensure that it conforms to the approved plans and the issuance of occupancy permits when the construction is satisfactorily completed.
The most exhaustive research into building codes and their effect on

urban development was undertaken by the staff of the Advisory Commission
on

Intergovernmental Relations in the mid-1960's.

Commission's findinqs is as follows:

The summary of the

4

The Commission finds that:
1.

Obsolete code requirements, unnecessary diversity of such
requirements among local jurisdictions, and inadequate
administration and enforcement, taken together tend to
place unjustified burdens on the technology and economics
of bui lding.

2.

Too many building codes contain unnecessarily high
standards, prevent the use of economical methods and
materials in building, and include provisions extraneous
to the basic purposes and objectives of building controls.
Local governments in the exercise of their
building regulatory powers often include provisions that
go beyond establishment of minimum requirements for
public health, safety, and welfare. The cost of adhering to excessive requirements bearing only superficial relation to health and safety, limits the economic
range of housing that can be made available within a
community.

3.

The full benefits of a comprehensive building construction
code cannot be realized unless the construction aspects
of mechanical (i.e., plumbing, electrical, elevator), fire,
and special-use (factories, hospitals, hotels, theaters,
etc.) codes are integrated within the requirements of a
single building construction code.

4.

Approval procedures for buildinq materials, components,
and systems by a myriad of public and private groups has
made the development and acceptance of new products a
difficult process.
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5.

Many States have adopted mechanical codes that apply uniformly throughout the State, but to date only a handful of
States have provided for adoption of statewide general
building construction codes.

6.

Intergovernmental problems of code uniformity are greatest
metropolitan areas.
Current efforts in a number of
metropolitan areas to achieve a common building code hold
considerable promise in reducinq diversity.
But even if
successful, these efforts have the inherent limitations of
differing from the codes in other parts of the State and
independence upon a variety of inspection practices among
the localities adopting the code.
in

7.

Although the Federal Government is involved in building
code uniformity and modernization through direct construction, specifications for housing, housing guarantees,
support of research, testing activities., and administration of anti-trust laws, it has followed no consistent path
or objective toward modernization and uniformity codes.

8.

Resistance by various interests to the Federal Government
playing a major role in the field of building techniques
and methods because of fear of Federal involvement in product approvals has been accompanied by fragmented and
disparate approaches to building research in the United
States.

9.

Insufficient knowledge is available at the present time
for the writing of full and complete "performance codes"
(i.e. codes based upon performance such as load-bearing
requirements, in contrast to specification of type and
thickness of material).
The availability of knowledge
to establish performance criteria would go far toward
encouraging development of new and improved building
materials and reduction of restrictive building code
practices.
The Commission concludes that a widely adopted uniform
building code would go far toward eliminating arbitrary
restrictions adding to the cost of new construction materials
and techniques by making possible a prompt, wide market
for such products; it would eliminate the conflict arising
from responsibility for both issuance and enforcement of
codes; and it would reduce the cost of research, testing,
maintenance, and servicing of building codes.

Finally, the Commission concludes that even if the
building industry continues to increase its efficiency
and economy, the continuance of obsolete and diverse
building codes will remain a formidable obstacle to
Remedial
the fullest exploitation of new technology.
action is needed by local, State and Federal governments

...
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These findinqs need some elaboration:

Obsolete code requirements exist where there is no institutionalized

way of updating the codes.

Several of the national model codes have re-

search organizations which test new materials and construction methods
and send updated amendments to their subscribing localities for an annual

The updated standards vary from codp organization to code organiza-

fee.

tion resulting in bewildering differences from code to code.

These

differences result in increased building costs for builders who build
in many different jurisidictions.

Inadequate or unevenly administered and enforced codes contribute

further to costly uncertainty in the construction process because if
the provisions of the code are not clear or the interpretations of the

code by the building department are arbitrary or in doubt there may
have to be costly revisions of construction plans before

a

building permit

can be obtained and/or delays on the mob caused by the building inspector.

7

The problem of "unnecessarily high standards" is often the result
of code obsolesence.

This in turn is often the result of mistrust of

new or relatively untried materials and methods together with inability
There is

of the locality to get reliable information.

recognized up-to-date building research.

In some cases

a

lack of nationally
the problem is

complicated by political pressure from materials suppliers and/or construction unions.

Materials suppliers may pressure for the code to re-

quire more expensive materials, those on which they make the largest

percentage of profit, or those for which they have an exclusive dealership

-

all

in the interest of maximizing their income.

The unions simi-

larly want to maximize income for their members through pressuring for
the code to require labor-intensive construction techniques and require

materials which must be site-fabricated or otherwise take more labor to
assemble.
Where the building regulations involve

a

collection of codes appli-

cable to various aspects of construction rather than

a

single integrated

code there is likely to be overlapping and conflicting requirements which

makes for confusion and inefficiency in administration.
The lack of state-wide building codes in most states together with
the multiplicity of varying local codes limits the possible economies

3

"
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to be obtained through factory manufactured housing by limiting the pos-

sible market areas.

It is obviously uneconomical

to modify a factory pro-

duct to meet varying requirements from local jurisdiction to local jurisdiction.

9

There is also

a

problem of under-construction inspection of

factory models produced outside the code area of jurisdiction.
Architects who design for and builders who build in several different

jurisdictions where there is

a

wide diversity of building codes are dis-

couraged from introducing new methods for building better and at lower

Similarly this code diversity and the time and difficulty in-

cost.

volved in getting code clearance discourages materials manufacturers
from introducing product innovations which would reduce construction
costs.

10

The nature of building codes is changing and most commentators feel
that building codes based on the "performance characteristics" of building

materials and methods of construction are preferable to "listing" allowable materials and methods but even the most advanced performance codes
do not cover every item or method and must rely in p3rt on "listing".
In fact, Sanderson in discussing

specifications and performance standards

observes that:
As a practical matter, a pure performance code would be
impossible to enforce because the only proof of inadequate design or poor construction would be the failure
of the building.
What is important about a performance

code is that where specifications are used, provisions
are made for the substitution of alternative systems and
materials that can be proved adequate by tests or engineering calculations.
To remedy the problems in regard to building codes the Advisory

Commission on Intergovernmental Affairs Recommended:
1.

A Federal

program coordinating public and private efforts

"...designed to develop national performance criteria and standards
and testing procedures for building construction ".

T2

This recommen-

dation aimed at improving performance and other technological information together with elimination of duplication of research.

As previously

noted this recommendation is now in the process of being implemented.
2.

research.

Establishment of "...a continuing national program of building
.

.

involving identification of problem areas, gaps in knowledge,

integration of knowledge, provision for demonstration projects, and

coordination of the related work in Federal agencies.
would be aimed at stimulating building research.

1

This program

5
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3.

The establishment "... by appropriate State agencies and institu -

tions of higher education ..." of programs in buildinq construction re-

search.
level

This proposal

is aimed at

encouraging research at the local

-- especially research adapted to peculiarly local

conditions of

climate, topography, soils, and geology.
4.

"Development of

a

Model Code by

a

national Commission"

1
.

This

recommendation aims at reducing the unnecessary differences in building
codes from locality to locality.

The Commission goes on to say:

The benefits resulting from a widely-adoped uniform model
building code may be summarized as follows:
(a)

Elimination of arbitrary restrictions which add unnecessarily to the cost of construction and the price
to the buyer.

(b)

Stimulation of initiative and innovation on the part of
material suppliers and builders by reducing the cost and
delay involved in securing wide approval.

(c)

Improvement of the legal climate for codes by relieving
enforcement agencies of conflicting responsibility for
the promulgation as well as the enforcement of codes.

(d)

Assistance to code-promulgation bodies having limited
access to technical guidance in resisting the prejudicial influence of selfserving voluntary advisors by
making available the benefits of technically sound
conclusions embodied in a uniform code.

(e)

Assist in combining and harmonizing standards originating
in different industry groups.
These would he brought
into proper relationship in a uniform code.

(f)

Reduction in the cost and the local technical requirements for maintaining and servicing a code which would
by kept abreast of the demands of a modern building
industry by the promulgating agency.

(g)

Assist in the training and in establishing qualifications of local inspectors needed for rational, as distinct from arbitrary, interpretation of a code..

It also urges the development of "...appropriate permanent machinery

for keeping the code revised and up-to-date".
5.

"Uniform Standards for Federal Construction"

18
'

.

By adopting

uniform standards for Federal construction the federal government would
be both setting an example and encouraging widespread adoption of the

National Code.
6.

"Development of

a

19
State M odel Building Code"
.

These state

codes would be based on the national code except as affected by the

..
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peculiar needs of the state concerned.
by the state codes.

Local

codes would he superceded

Such direct action by the state would advance

the

adoption of modern and uniform codes by localities throughout the state

without disturbing the traditional authority of the localities in regard
to the administration and enforcement of building codes.

"Establishment of

7

a

State

C o nstruction

20

Review Agency to Develop

Statewide Standards Through an Appeals Procedure"

6

This would help

.

ensure uniform administration of the code throughout the state, especially
in reqard to the

application of standards.

Because building codes would

be written more in terms of performance standards, it would be likely

that the technical
as the legal

findings.

22

"Enabling Legislation for Local Adoption by Reference of Model

8

Codes"

findinqs of the local appeals board would be as useful

23
.

Where states do not preempt code adoption at the state level

this would encourane localities to adoot future code chanoes by adminis-

trative rather than legislative action.

This means that as the model

code adopted by the locality is revised by the organization promulgating
it to take into account new materials and the most recent research find-

ings that the local

code would be automatically revised through adminis-

trative action by the local government rather than having to be revised
through enacting an amendment to the code by ordinance.

This procedure

would avoid destroying the uniformity of the code through local legislative tinkering and take some of the pressure off the local officials
to modify the code requirements.
9.

24

"State Licensing of B uildi ng Inspectors".

rage the professionalization of buildinq

25

This should encou-

inspectors, improve the quality

of code administration and consequent evenhanded treatment of developers.

The state licensing program would establish minimum training standards
for buildinq inspectors, examine candidates for their competancy in
or

this field, and certify those who have passed.
10.

"Training Programs for Building Inspectors"

27
.

This is

a

recom-

mendation in support of the previous one.
11.

"Provision of Local Buildinq Inspection Services".

28

Under this

recommendation the states would establish minimum staffing requirements
for localities and be enabled to supply services on

a

reimburseable basis
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where localities requested them or wished to share services with adjoining
localities.

This provision would be especially useful

areas with many small jurisdictions.

in

metropolitan

29

Two years after the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Affairs

made its recommendations, another commission studying the same problem,
the National

Commission on Urban Problems, duplicatinn much of the earlier

study, made substantially similar recommendations.

Quite

a

few of the recommendations of these two commissions have

been or are in the process of being put into effect by both the federal

government and the state.

In

1967 in response to the ACIR recommendations

the National Conference of States on Building Codes and Standards was

created to act as:

31

...a forum for the states to discuss problems relatino to
the administration and enforcement of building codes and
standards. ... Program activities undertaken by MCSB S
have directly related to several of the ACIR recommendations (No. 6 through No. 11).
For example, MCSBCS in
cooperation with the Department of Commerce and others
have recently developed several pieces of model legislation. ...State Building Code Act, Mobile Home Act, and
Manufactured Building Act.

regard to the other recommendations in the ACIR report,
very little has been done to establish new national pr ograms for performance standards development, building
construction research and the development of a model code
by a national commission...
In

A Center for Building Technology has been created in the National Bureau
32
of Standards
and pursuant to the recommendations of the National Commis-

sion on Urban Problems the 1974 Omnibus Housing Bill

National

Institute of Building Sciences.

provided for

a

33

There has also been some progress at the state level.
the March, 1972 "State Building Code Profile"

According to

at that time there were

13 state-wide building codes, many of which were preemptive, and most of

which excluded 1-3 family site-built housing.

Also at that time

states had building codes coverinn factory-built housinq.

21

And mobile

homes were covered by state codes in 23 states.

Indiana is an example of

a

state which has

a

statewide building code

which supercodes local codes and has special provisions for mobile homes
and factory-built housing.

35

.
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Housing Codes
Housing codes differ from building codes in that they are designed
to be applied to housing already built for as

long as it can be occupied.

They are intended to insure the continued safety and heal thfulness of
buildings for human occupation.

Unlike building codes they are custo-

marily applied only to places of residence.
Also based on the police power they prescribe the minimum conditions under which

a

building or dwelling unit may be legally occupied.

The conditions usually include the condition of the structure, the ade-

quacy of plumbing and heating, the level of building maintenance, and
the size of rooms in relation to the number of persons occupying them.
All

housing within the locality's jurisdiction

housing code.

is

subject to an adopted

Enforcement of the code is by means of periodic inspec-

tions by housing inspectors.

On the discovery of failures of a building

to meet code requirements the owner is notified by the issuance of a

notice of nonconformance indicating what he must do and the penalties
for his failure within

formance.

a

reasonable time to bring the building into con-

Buildings meeting the code are nrant.^ occupancy nprmits in-

*•

a*
dicatmg
conformance.

37

Housing codes are one of the tools used in urban renewal areas to

upgrade existing substandard housing or to determine deterioration.
Code administration is subject to severe erosion and abuses.

38

It is

also responsible for unwanted side effects such as housing abandonment

where upgrading may be uneconomic or the necessary financial resources
are not available.

As a consequence housing codes and their application

are often involved in controversy and code enforcement programs need to
be carefully coordinated with other related programs

successful

if

they are to be

39

The first housing code in America was enacted in Baltimore in 1941.
It required

'"...that dwellings be kept clean and free from dirt, filth,

rubbish, garbage and similar matter, and from vermin and rodent infestation and in good repair fit for human habitation, and authorize the

Commissioner of Health of Baltimore City to issue orders compelling the
compliance with said provisions, or to correct the condition, at the
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expense of the property owner, and charge the property with

lien to the

a

extent of the necessary expenses'".

Generally housinn codes cover "...three main areas:" according
to an in-depth report of the National

Commission on Urban Problems:'

(1)

The supplied facilities in the structure, that is,
toilet, bath, sink, etc. supplied by the owner;

(?.)

The level of maintenance, which includes both structural and sanitary maintenance, leaks in tiie roof,
broken banisters, cracks in the wall, etc;

(3)

Occupancy, which concerns the size of dwelling units
and rooms of different types, the number of people
who can occupy them, and other issues concerned on
the whole with the usability and amenity of interior

4

space.

This commission found that the "...provisions established in the codes

for 'minimum' standards of health, safety and welfare are often inadequate
to provide even

lation.
a

a

'minimum'

level of performance for the bulk of the popu-

A house can meet the legal

standards set in

a

local

code, pass

housing code inspection, and still be unfit for human habitation by
fly

the personal

standards of most middle-class Americans".

Contending that current housing standards lack an adequate research
base, Eric Mood says:

examination of the existing data upon which housing
codes and standards are based will reveal that little is known
about the requirements for family life.
A majority of present
housing code provisions are usually a combination of rule-ofthumb, personal experience, and professional judgement with
limited supportive scientific data.

A critical

The impact of

a

housinq environment on public health is hard to measure,

in part, because housing environments are composites of many components
44
capable of influencing health in many different, often unrelated ways.

The process of developing housing code standards involves the deve-

lopment of criteria and then the promulgation of standards.

The standards

must be feasible and practical if they are to be useful and there is
great need for developing

a

a

satisfactory definition of substandard housing

which is usually loosely defined as housing substantially failing to meet

accepted minimum housinn code provisions.
Even if the codes contained sounder

45

standards

as l.ieberman points

out, "...the weakest link in the process is their administration and en-

forcement".

Part of the problem lies in the ambiguities in the
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administrative provisions in the national and model codes but much of it
lies with the local governments themselves.

47

Often there is no organized

program of inspection and inspection is made on complaint alone.
is

clearly unsatisfactory as well as unfair.

This

There are wide variations

in notice of violation and compliance provisions and usually the only course

of action lies in bringing criminal

rather than civil court action thus

making the owner rather than the building the principal issue.
A study by

Lieberman made in 1965-66 covering 39 selected municipa-

lities made the following findings in regard to housing code administration:

49

The following chart shows the status
Organizational status.
of the code agency in the various size cities covered by the
report.
(For the purpose of analyzing the organizational status, a ''department" under a mayor or city manager was considered as the "too or first level", a "division" or a "bureau"
within a department as "second level", and a "section" or a
"unit" within a division of bureau as third level).

Population of
Municipal ity

Under 100,000
100,000 - 249,000
250,000 - 499,000
500,000 - onn^pno
Over 1 ,000,000

First

Organizational Level
Third
Second

1%)

(%)

None
None

50
33
43
25

14
13
60

None

UT
50
62
43
62
40

The codes officials in
Planned Program of Code Enforcement
10 percent of the municipalities covered frankly admitted they
Most of these involved
made inspections only upon complaint.
Although the code
municipalities under "100,000 population.
officials in the remaining municipalities stated they also
made house-to-house inspections in prior selected areas, it
was clear from their description of these area programs that
they could nut be considered "systematic" or "planned inspection programs under a strict interpretation of the Workable
Program requirements.
.

It was found that the individuals
Administrative Initiative
engaged in the direction of housing inspections in the cities
covered by the study were of surprisingly high quality. These
However, they were being
men were anxious to do a good job.
hampered by a lack of resources, by lack of status in the local
municipal organizational structure, unsympathetic superiors
in many cases, and the lack of understanding by the community
Obof their role in the total urban development picture.
motivation
to
is
little
there
conditions
viously, under these
initiative.
exercise administrative
.
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Coordination
It was generally found that an area was selected
for house-to-house inspections in the following manner:
.

(2)

Use of the I960 report on housinn to determine substandard areas,
The code official's personal knowledge of bad areas in

(3)

his municipality,
Organized citizen pressures to clean up

(1)

a

slum area.

In only 28 percent of the localities did the planning agency
play some part in selecting the areas for code enforcement.
Only 20 percent of the municipalities mentioned that Community Renewal Program studies were under way in their communities.
Many of the completed CRP studies failed adeguately
to discuss plans for the use of code enforcement in the city
program.
Fifty-four percent of the municipalities stated
that the "tie-in or coordination" with the local urban renewal agency was "minimal".
Thirty-four percent of the code
officials answered "none" to the question:
"To what extent
is code enforcement tied in or coordinated with the urban
renewal or the public housing programs?"
It was significant
that no code official mentioned the Local Public Agency as
playing any part in the selection of code inspection areas.
Only 10 percent of the code officials described the relationship between their local urban renewal agency and the code
agency as "close".

Development of Compliance Policies
"Jot more than six code
officials had any definite policies to be applied or methods
Only two of the 39 code officials involved in
to be used.
the study had given any thought to compliance policies.
For
instance, in one of the larqest cities a deficiency point
system was developed and different procedures were followed
Properbased on the seriousness of the housing conditions.
to
presumed
were
ties with more than 59 deficiency points
the
make
to
notice
If the first
be in serious condition.
necessary repairs was not complied with, the policy was immediately to hold a hearing to declare the property unfit
In cases where the deficiency points
for human habitation.
did not exceed 20, two notices to comply were issued and
then if compliance was not obtained the non-complying property owner was "Summoned" to appear before a representative
of the code agency to show cause why he should not be proThis had a good psychological effect and in twosecuted.
thirds of these cases compliance was obtained without the
necessity of legal proceedings.
.

Sixty percent of the municipalities did not require full
compliance with the minimum standards of the housing code
had not
in the worst areas of the city even when the areas
in
Action
been scheduled for clearance and redevelopment.
the
then
and
these bad areas was taken only upon complaint
requirement to comply applied only to the serious items of
safety and health. It appeared that the code officials stopped
code inforcement in these exceedingly bad areas as soon as
an area became "an urban renewal gleam in the eyes of the
planners".
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The lack of conscious enforcement policies was due to the failure of top city officials to qive some direction to the code
official and the low status of the code agency requiring the
code official frequently to nass on his ideas through two and
three intermediaries in the line of authority before they could
reach the city policymakers.
Frequently the code official's
superiors were unsympathetic to code enforcement.
Further, the
record-keeping of the code agency was usually inadequate so
that the code official, even if he wanted to, did not have
sufficient information on which to base enforcement policies
and procedures.

Factors Hampering Code Enforcement
Two-thirds of the officials listed the chief obstacles to improved code enforcement
in the following order:
lack of resources, lack of political
leadership and political support, lack of public interest,
and lack of planning.
Some of the other obstacles most frequently mentioned were lack of better trained personnel and
adequate salaries for the personnel, need for better coordination with other urban renewal efforts, need for housing maintenance traininq for owner-occupied houses, the increase in
tax assessments after rehabilitation is completed, racial
antagonism, need for greater tenant education and easier
financing for owners who want to fix up their properties.
.

In

make

a

New Approaches to Housing Code Administration

Slavet and Levin

number of practical proposals for the improvement of housing code

administration.

First they set forth

housing code programs should be based:
1.

,

a

series of principles on which

50

The programs focus on people rather than on building alone
and on the needs of all families and individuals in the
community for housing at costs they can afford; high standards of housing maintenance depend on people and how they
1

ive.

2.

The programs emphasize services and incentives designed to
encourage high standards of housing maintenance and voluntary rehabilitation rather than the enforcement of a legal
code:
services and incentives to tenants, to property
owners, to community and neighborhood groups.

3.

The programs accent the positive not the negative; they
stress the rehabilitation and conservation of neighborhoods and housing instead of the narrow exercise of
police power and law enforcement.

4.

The programs lean heavily on techniques of prevention in
recognition of their logic, lower cost and more permanent
benefits as compared iwth corrective and treatment techniques.

133

5.

The programs give priority to persuasion and to voluntary
compliance, legal compulsion being reserved as a measure
of last resort where it can be fairly, consistently and
successfully applied.

6.

The programs encourage and support efforts to expand the
numbers of owner occupants, including cooperatives and
condominiums, since owner occupancy stimulates continuing
high-quality maintenance of housing and since maintenance
rather than the provision of mechanical facilities is emerging as a major problem of housing code administration.

7.

The programs promote the development of a constituency of
tenants, property owners and community groups dedicated
to housing code administration and neighborhood improvement and allied closely with code administration agencies.

8.

The programs evolve from and are designed to be subjected
to continuing planning and evaluation; they also reflect
a comprehensive thrust and systematic analysis and application.

9.

The programs complement, supplement and ar n closely coordinated with public and private activities designed to
develop, improve and conserve the physical environment
and human resources of a community.

10.

The programs are oriented toward entire neighborhoods
rather than individual structures and their operations
are decentralized and neighborhood-based.

11.

The programs incorporate activities and/or are allied
with actions which qenerate clearly-visible neighborhood improvements, thereby producing a constructive
image for housing code administration.

12.

The programs reflect adaptability to changing patterns
of housing supply and demand for different groups of
people and give consideration to the housing needs and
choices of persons for whom government has become a
special advocate:
low-income families, especially large
families; the elderly; and minority group families.

13.

The programs provide for the constructive participation
in program planning and execution of tenants, property
owners and representatives of neighborhood and community
groups concerned with housing.

14.

The programs make adequate provision for relocation of
families and persons displaced as a result of code compliance activities into decent, safe and sanitary
housing.

Subsequently they describe program differences based on the character of the neighborhoods involved.

would be designed for stop-gap
of urban renewal

treatment.

holding

In

the worst areas the program

action oendinn the annlication

For declining gray areas they propose

a

.
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combination of code enforcement with local public and private rehabilitation and improvement.

For good areas

a

three-year inspection schedule is
51

proposed to keep these areas from deteriorating.'

They further recommend that programs be planned consisting of services and incentives, making use of

a

complete range of inspectional

devices, involving substantial citizen participation, recognizing and

emphasizing the need for tenant education, and incorporating
sure of administrative remedies and workable court remedies.
Frank Grad in Legal
the legal

a

full mea-

52

Remedies for Housing Code Violations discusses

problems involved in housing code administration.

He suggests

that the building rather than the owner be the focus of attention, that

through administrative tribunals repair schedules be set up and that

violations be handled through special housing courts capable of levying
53

cumulative per diem penalties.'

Health and Sanitary Regulations
Health and sanitary codes are another form of regulatory device
having some influence on urban development patterns though less than

building and housing codes.

Health and sanitary regulations are

usually adopted at the state rather than local level and administered
by the state or

local

governmental unit acting as an agent of the

These codes vary greatly in scope and content from state to

state.
state.

a

54

Subjects covered by these regulations may include air pollution,
sewage disposal, water supply, public and private swimming pools,

restaurants and food service, and certain classes of housing such as
hotels, motels, rooming houses, and mobile home parks.

Zoning regula-

tions need to take these codes into account in order to avoid con-

flicting standards and unnecessary duplication.

55

These codes may affect the geographic location of certain uses
(for example: where septic tanks and wells may be used and how they

must be related) or construction standards (for example:

required

screening of outdoor eating areas or required fencing of swimming
pools)

13S

Miscellaneous Other Regulations
States and localities sometimes enact other supplementary regulations affecting land use patterns and hence the implementation of land

Most of those locally enacted would better serve their intended

use. plans.

purposes if they were incorporated into the zoning or subdivision controls as appropriate and remarked on previously.

These regulations may

pertain to such things as architectural, sign, or esthetic controls,

historic preservation, mobile home parks, flood plain controls, and the
licensing of businesses, to list the most frequent of them.

Business

licensing is the only one of these not previously discussed and deserving
of seperate consideration.

57

The licensing of businesses may have

a

number of different purposes.

Where it is persons who are being licensed, the licensing is usually

being directed at ensuring in the interests of the public that those
licensed are competent to perform the services in which they are engaged.
The licensing of premises on the other hand may have more diverse purposes

affecting the land uses as to number, location, distribution and operating
,

Those aimed at health, sanitation, and safety have been dis-

conditions.

cussed in the previous section.

Others, such as the licensing of restau-

rants, bars, and stores for the sale of alcoholic beverages may affect

neighborhood planning goals, especially those based on the British standard of providing

a

every neighborhood.

pub within walking distance of every resident in
J

On the whole, however, the general effect of licensing regulations
on the implementation of land use plans is minimal

rarely been considered important as

a

and licensing has

planning tool.

The Influence of Tax Policies on Urban D evel opment

Like the supplementary regulations of the various levels of govern-

ment just examined the tax policies of governments influence directly
or indirectly the patterns of urban development and may have some potential

to aid or hinder the implementation of land use plans.

Although

tax policies are primarily designed to raise revenue for funding public

expenditures, it may be possible to desiqn them to serve planning purposes
as well.

real

The forms of taxation to be examined here are income taxes and

property taxes because these are the most pervasive and potentially

influential

.
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INCOME TAXES.

Individual

federal

modeled on the federal tax have had

a

income taxes and state income taxes

great role in shaping land use con-

figurations and affecting the timing of development."

fact, the

In

effect of income taxes are essential to any discussion of land development.
Federal

and some state income tax policies encourage the purchase of

as opposed to rentinq and

homes

speculation in land with the consequent

result of the fragmentation of land tracts, rising land prices, and the

promotion of sprawl.
to Clawson,

6°

The encouragement to home ownership, according

takes three forms:

53

1.

The imputed rent of the owner's dwelling does not have to
be included as part of his income, for federal income tax
purposes.

2.

Payments for real estate taxes may be deducted from gross
income.

3.

Interest on home mortgages may also be deducted.

Speculation in land is encouraged because with some exceptions income
from land sales qualifies as capital gains which are taxed at

a

lower

rate than ordinary income.

The encouragement of home ownership affects single family houses,
town houses, condominiums, and mobile homes.

How this affects various

income groups is illustrated in Table One.

Although the countervailing policy of accelerating the rate at which
commercial and rental housing could be depreciated for tax purposes, be-

ginning in 1946, stimulated the development of apartments and shopping
center,

the scales were tipped heavily in favor of home purchase.

Consumer preferences led to space-consuming single family housing being
the predominate housing type .contributing to suburban sprawl

until

in

the mid 1960's the rising cost of land, construction labor, and building

materials led multi family housing and mobile homes to have

a

steadily

increasing share of the housinn market in most metropolitan areas.

Another undesirable effect of present federal

income tax policy is

that because of the ability to write off depreciation under the laws,

owners of deteriorating rental housing make more profit hy not rehabilitating it, thus furthering the decline of blighted areas.

present federal

'

All

in all,

income tax policy is not only not lending itself to the

purposes of carrying out land use plans but is interfering with their

60
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implementation.

The national Commission on Urban Problems summarizes

the questionable or undesirable features of federal

tax laws as they

affect housing as follows:
(1)

Tax provisions make no distinction between investment
in rental housing and in other income-producing real
estate, despite the special public concern for housing.

(?)

They provide little or no effective preference of tax
treatment for investment that actually enlarges the
stock of usable housing (through new construction or
renovation), as compared with investment that merely
involves ownership of existing structures.

(3)

They stimulate relatively frequent changes in the
ownership of rental housing, and thereby in at least
some instances would against acceptable standards
of maintenance of such housing.

(4)

They tend to reinforce, rather than to offset, the
unfortunate economic and social conditions that inhibit adequate maintenance and renovation of rental
housing in deteriorating city neighborhoods.

(5)

They include no preferential treatment for investment in low and moderate income housing, relative
to other rental housing.

While there is considerable agreement about the effects of federal
income tax policy on urban development among planners, housers, and
land economists there is no clear consensus on how it snould be modi-

fied.

In

early 1972 Representative Keogh of

"lew

York recommended modi-

fication of the capital gains tax to apply only to the sale of properties held for seven years or more as
real

property.
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a

means of curbing speculation in

Clawson in 1071 raised the question that if the tax

laws were changed to allow housina rental

payments to be deductable

would this not reduce the advantage of single family housing over other
forms of housing where rental

is

the predominant form of tenure

and

consequently support the higher densities envisioned in most metropolitan
study of

a

wide variety of proposals the National

Commission on Urban Problems made

a

series of proposals as follows:

land use plans.

After

a

Recommendation No. 1 - U.S. Treasury Study. The Commission
recommends that the President direct the Treasury Department
to make an intensive analysis and submit explicit findings
and recommendations concerning tax law changes best suited
to provide materially more favorable treatment for investment in new residential construction (including major rehabilitation) than for other forms of real estate investment.

73
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Recommendation No. 2 - Tax incentives for upkeep of older
rental housing.
The Commission recommends that the Internal
Revenue Code be amended to provide specific incentives for
adequate maintenance and rehabilitation of rental residential
property by allowing, within appropriate limits, for expecially generous tax treatment of investor-owners' expenditures for these purposes with respect to structures of more
than some specified age, such as 30 or 40 years.

Recommendation No. 3 - Tax incentives for low and moderate
income housing investment.
The Commission recommends
prompt revision of the Federal income tax laws to provide
increased incentives for investment in low and moderate
income housing, relative to other real estate investment,
where such housina is governmental! y subsidized and involves
a legal limit upon the allowable return on investors' equity
capital.
Soecif ical ly, we propose that the Internal Revenue Code be amended to provide especially favorable
treatment (whether through preferential depreciation allowances or through investment credits) for investments made
under governmental ly aided limited-profit programs for the
construction and rehabilitation of low and moderate income
housing.
Nevertheless the Commission qualifies its recommendations with the

conclusion that "...governmental efforts to encourage the construction
and rehabilitation of housing for low and moderate income families should

rely primarily on direct subsidy programs rather than upon special

benefits".

tax

73

Of the tax policy recommendations cited here all have somewhat dif-

ferent objectives.
its

Keogh is concerned with curbing land speculation and

impact on land prices and patterns of development (sprawl and leap-

frogging).

Clawson is concerned with rental vs. ownership of housing

and its consequences in regard to the mix of housing produced

density, and sprawl).

(variety,

The Commission is concerned with increasing

housing production, rehabilitation of older rental housinn, and increasThese objectives are all com-

ing investment in lower income housing.

patible with the objectives of comprehensive plans in most of our metropolitan areas

though they may not accord with the planning objectives

of smaller cities and suburban communities.

policies at the state or federal
interests of all localities.

No one set of income tax

levels is likely to further the planning

National

and state goals can be furthered

by their respective income tax policies but these policies are rarely

available to be used as

a

tool

for local

land use planning purposes and

the income tax policies in effect are often at odds with local planning

purposes.

14U

Host local
a

income?

taxes are in the form of gross income taxes or

surcharge on state income taxes where they are permitted at all.

75

Consequently the localities have very little opportunity to design
income taxes in support of local

local

land use planning.

On the other

property taxes, as will be seen in the balance of this

hand, real

chapter, offer somewhat more opportunity for adaptation to local objectives.
RF_AL

real

Both the equity and developmental effects of

PROPERTY TAXES.

property taxes have been

a

subject of discussion since the 18th

Century if not before in regard to urban development.
of the real

property tax

is

Consideration

also important because it is the largest

single source of revenue for local governments.

76

As

such it will

be

dealt with in the next chapter in connection with financial planning.

Using the Property Tax for Land Use Objectives
It has been suggested

that although the main prupose of the property

tax is to raise revenues, it may also be viewed as

motion of sound urban development.
contend that:

real

means for the pro-

Charles Abrams went so far as to

"The taxation of land is

trolling its use than regulation is".

a

73
'

a

more effective method of con-

Accordingly here the effect of

property taxes on urban development and proposals for using this

tax for achieving land use planning objectives will

be examined.

term "property tax" as used herein after in this chapter will

(The

refer

only to the tax on real property).
The property tax has two distinct components:
and the tax on the improvements on the land.

the tax on the land

These may seem as con-

flicting because heavy taxes on improvements may discourage development
and light taxes on the land may discourage development and encourage

speculation.

Furthermore, tax policies may have quite different

effects in the central city than in the urbanizing fringe.

Land use

plans generally seek to promote urban redevelopment in the central

areas and seek to discourage sprawl and the leap-frogging of development
80
caused by speculation and other problems/'

Pickford and Shannon contend that tax and land use policy objectives
should be coordinated in

a

way which would:
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(1)

encourage the rehabilitation of slum property,

(2)

ensure the timely fill-in of vacant land in areas
that are largely built uo, and

(3)

prevent the premature development of open snace on the
outer fringes of suburbia.

They further suggest that preconditions for this coordination include an
efficient uniform assessment system, an adequate land use control system
and effective capital budgeting for community facilities.

'

Other objectives include incentives for new development of various
land uses in accordance with land use plans and policies, the preserva-

tion of open space, and the preservation of historically or esthetically

valuable areas and structures.
The devices to be discussed here are the land tax, differential

taxation on land and buildings, tax defferal

,

tax subsidies, taxation of

unearned increments, selective taxation, and tax-base sharing.

Issues of

equity and developmental effect arise differently in each of these, but
the stress here will

THE LAfW TAX.

be put on the latter.

Henry George, one of the most avid advocates of

a

sin-

gle tax on land alone was interested primarily in questions of equity
and argued that the increase in the value of property is not the result
of action by the owner but instead is created by the community and

therefore should be shared by the community.

He also felt that the

American system of taxation of land and improvements was inconsistent
with the best use of land.

83
'

Others who have argued for the land
id tax

on the basis of equity are Lindholm, Heilbrun, Brown and Netzer.

34

The question of greater interest for land use planning is that of
the developmental effect of taxing the land alone or at a heavier rate
than the tax on improvements (differential

taxation).

The argument in

favor of the land tax is that by taxing the land alone the tax would fall
as heavily on undeveloped

land as on developed land so that it would be

too expensive to keep land vacant for speculation and this would encourage

in-filling and development or redevelopment in areas ripe for development.
In a

study of taxation in British Columbia for the Urban Land In-

stitute Mary Rawson observes:

85
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One may say then that the components of the property tax
work at crosspurposes as far as the development of the city
is concerned.
The tax on improvements evidently contributes
to the shortaqe of housinn and to the deterioration of our
cities by its inhibitinq effect on building and capital investment.
The tax on land, tnrough its tendency to lower land
prices, lowers the real cost of housing.
By providing a
stimulus to the efficient use of land, it encourages rebuilding in central areas and it checks the practice of
holding land in a vacant or ill-used state.
In

1069

a

blue ribbon panel

representing

from government, industry and the universities

a

wide variety of interests

87
J

advocated

a

shift to the

land tax and in doing so quoted an Urban Land Institute Study as out-

lining the expected results of

a

shift to the land tax as:

1)

increasing

the tax take on idle land, narking lots, qas stations, deteriorating or

obsolesent structures and ill-suited land uses in

a

way which would

make it almost prohibitively unprofitable to keep developable or redevelopable close-in land idle or misused; 2) shifting the tax burden away from
sound development; 3) reduce the need for subsidizing redevelopment;
4)

stimulate new construction;

5)

make good urban planning more necessary

and effective; 6) increase the profitability of qood development; 7) the

shift would stimulate more intensive use of land in close-in areas; 3) it

would reduce land values and development pressures in outlying areas; it

would reduce transportation costs by encouraging more compact development;
9)

it would simplify the task of assessment and increase its accuracy;

and 10)

it would reduce the tax burden on most owner-occupied homes.

38

The panel goes on to say that some of their contentions have been borne
out in Southfield, Michigan after

a

partial shift in the tax burden

on
from improvements to land.'
90
91
advocate the land tax as
Walker"
and Gaffney

urban development.

They present closely

but without supporting evidence.

reasoned,

a

stimulant for

persuasive arguments

Similar arguments were made in an

anonymous article in the Yale Law Journal

92
'

and by Larsen in

a

paper on

93

Arden, Delaware."

A number of empirical

studies have been made of the effects of the

land tax and the differential

Australian taxes;

04

tax.

Hutchinson made

a

study of

Williams has examined differential taxation in

Pittsburgh where the tax on land is at

a

rate twice that on improvements

95
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Rawson has made

a

96

study of land taxation in British Columbia"

broader study was made by Brown.

97

and

a

One of the latest studies was made

by Clark and concentrated on cities in Mew Zealand.
qq

rather than statistical evidence, Cowan"

'

Using eyewitness

and Woodward with Ecker-Racz

1QQ

made still other studies.
Most of these studies conclude that the use of the land tax does
not result in siqm'ficant differences in land use patterns.

Clark

suggests that the complex causes of bliqht and fringe-ar^a sprawl

unlikely to be affected very significantly by
differential taxation.

None-the-less it

a

is

^\re

switch to land or

strongly advocated by

many planners and economists in spite of no firm evidence being avail
able.

1

useful

02
in

-

Hopefully further research will reveal t^e land tax to be
the implementation of

for it are so very persuasive.

l

A

n^ u^e pl^ns because the arguments

J

PREFERENTIAL TAX INCENTIVES.

In

order to encourage certain kinds

of developmpnt, t^ discourage premature development, or to compensate

for regulations preventing channe of use, some states have permitted
local

governments to establish various preferential tax incentives.
The most widespread form of tax incentives now in use are those

directed at the purpose of preservinq open space and keeping land in
forest, agricultural or horticultural uses, especially in urban fringe
areas where development pressures are most severe.

101

In

previous

chapters the use of aoricultural zoning and restrictive agreements to
preserve open space have been discussed but the use of tax incentives
has not.

The two most prevalent t*x incentives are preferential

assessment and tax deferral.

105

Preferential assessment, the more common approach to the problem,
provides that land actively farmed or predominantly onen shall be

assessed only for its aoricultural use value not taking into account

alternative development values.

This approach is simple and direct but

it raises problems of defining which land should qualify and of arriving

at true farm values in urbanizing areas.

Tax deferral

approach.

is a

(See Table Two)

variation on the preferential assessment

The deferral method involves two assessments on each agri-

cultural property:

one of the land's value for agricultural

uses and
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another on its value for more intensive urban uses.

The land owner

pays only the tax on the lower agricultural value until the land is

developed and then he pays part of the back taxes at the higher level.
Usually the back taxes are collected for the last three to five years
and some states charge interest on the deferred taxes.

The same
1

no

definitional problems exist as for preferential assessment.
The states using preferential assessment as of 1969 were Arizona,

California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Iowa,
New Hampshire, New Mexico, and Utah.

The states using tax deferral

schemes as of 1969 were Maryland, Minnesota, New Jersey, Ohio, Oregon,

Rhode Island, and Texas.

1

09

Table Two shows the increase by 1974.

Preferential taxation has also been applied as well to other than
open space, forest or agricultural land uses by dividing uses into

classes, each of which are assessed at differing percentages of market
value, according to current use, or according to uses permitted in the

zoning district in which the land falls.

A number of states singled

out historic sites, historic buildings and conservation areas for special
tax treatment.

Some of these more inclusive use approaches were in

effect in 1969 in Arizona, Connecticut, Hawaii, Minnesota and New
Hampshire.
a

New York City is an example of

a

municipality which has

program of granting exemptions and abatement of property taxes for

the purpose of encouraging specific types of improvements or re-

habilitation.

In

rehabilitation areas the abatement of taxes is used

as an incentive for owners to bring their buildings into compliance

with building and housing codes.

Boston, on the other hand, negotiates

assessed valuation with developers before construction,

a

practice which

would run into legal difficulties in most communities where uniform

assessments are required.
Tax abatement has been used to encourage home ownership,

(e.g.

homestead exemption in Florida) relieve the tax burdens on the elderly,
and to attract industry but Netzer points out that these selective

measures are "...clumsy and inefficient..." and often benefit others
than those for whom they were intended and tend to shift the tax
112
None-the-less they are
lain taxed.
burden unfairly to those who remain
113
still being experimentally used.

TABLE

IV-2: STATE PREFERENTIAL ASSESSMENT PROGRAMS
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Alaska

Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut

Delaware
Florida

•
•

Hawaii

;

:

•

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Minnesota

Montana

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
!

North Carolina
North Dakota

Oregon
Pennsylvania

Rhode

Island

South Dakota
Texas
Utah

Vermont
Virginia

Washington

Wyoming

1

Agriculture— In addition

to

crop land Includes pasture, nurseries, horticultu

re.

and apiary.
General Open Space— includes land used (or outdoor recreation in general.
Special— land devoted to a specific category such as golfing, country clubs, and
planned development.
* Predesignahon — land which has been designated for a particular use by a city.
town or county. To receive preferential assessment land must fall within such a
designated area nnd meet other eligibility criteria.
With the rollback penally, il the land Is converted from its preferred use, the
owner Is required to pay an amount equal to several years worth of the additional
properly taxes ho would have hail to pay bad his property not received the benefit
of preferential assessment,
•"Other Penalty" is usually the assessment ol Interest charged on the rollback
'

*

*

penalty.
' In
Connecticut, open space land must bo recommended for preservation and
designated open space by n municipality's planning commission In its plan of
development.
1 Connecticut nnd
New Hampshire hr.ve adopted a lax, similar to a convey a nee
tax, which Is Imposed at the tune the Mini use is changed.
In Iowa and North D.ikota (ho land must be within the limits of a municipal corpo
ration and in South Dakota it must be within a school district
" In Maryland, the land to be assessed and taxed as planned dovolopniont land
must bo In an area covered by a current master plan or otherwise designated n) a
I

satellite city or

town.

Open space must be

pre designated by a town or city, end floodplams by the
Flood Plain Commission.
11
In Virginia the land must be designated tor its use (as agricultural land, timber
land, etc.) in a town or county land use plan.
II

Source; Economic Research Service. U.S. Department ol Agriculture, SfJfe Pro
for the Differential Assessment or* Farm and Opan Space Land ( 474).

Qrem%
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Preferential taxation and tax deferral have not been in use long

enough for empirical studies of their effect on urban fringe development
to have been made and their effect on the preservation of open space to
be conclusive but the obvious intent of these practices is to reduce

urban sprawl by enabling owners of agricultural land in urbanizing areas
to resist development pressures until

the land is ripe for development.

Of the two methods it is reasonable to suppose that tax deferral will

prove to be the more effective because of its rollback feature.

TAXING UNEARNED INCREMENT.

Real

property values may rise because

of population growth or public expenditures on expressways, mass transit,

or community facilities.

Because this kind of value increase is not the

result of anything the property owner has done, it is called unearned
increment.
real

114

Most of the arguments for taxing unearned increments on

property are made on the grounds of equity:

that increases in

values resulting from the community rather than the owner should be

However, it can be argued that the lack of

returned to the community.

such taxation encourages speculation and discourages development and
this is of importance in discouraging sprawl

use plan.
tax

1

15

Hagman has made

a

persuasive argument in favor of such

a

but this author has been able to unearth only one example, the

City of San Jose, California which has
tax,

and carrying out the land

and no empirical

a

city real property sales

studies concerning the land use implications

of such a tax.

Because of the lack of examples and studies of land use effects
it remains unclear what utility taxing unearned increments in real

property have for carrying out land-use plans.

SELECTIVE TAXATION.

In an article in Planning Pickford and Shannon

suggest that "...a highly selective or pinpoint approach to the meshinq
of tax and planning objectives might be the most feasible way of making
sure that the property tax promotes rather than undercuts.

.

.the orderly

development of the urban landscape."
They argue for

a

series of coordinated measures:

shielding ab-

normally low-income familes from the full impact of property taxes,
creating partial tax abatement districts in built-up districts having

abnormally low building to land val'up ratios, imposing special

147

assessments against owners of vacant land being held speculatively out of

development where development or redeveloDmpnt is the intent of the land
use plan, and protecting land for future development through tax de-

ferrments until it is intended to be developed.

ll R

Their arguments are convincing and such selective measures should
be beneficial when coordinated with land use planning but they raise

serious legal questions, especially where state constitutions require

uniform taxation, and practical questions of coordination where local
Placing these selective powers in

governmental units are fragmented.

the hands of planning agencies would be

a

very difficult if not im-

possible to achieve given present day political and legal obstacles.
TAX BASE-SHARING.

In

urbanized areas with many local governments

it is often impossible to implement rational

land-use plans because

of the competition between these governments for development yielding
Tax base-sharing is

the highest property tax revenues.

a

scheme for

the reallocation between local governments of propertv taxes raised by

them.

says that it is desianed to "...strengthen the fiscal

Lyall

capacity of local governments to respond to local public service
demands including those for more rational land development, open space,
and environmental preservation."

119

Base-sharinq legislation has been adopted in New Jersey for the
Hackensack Meadows reclamation area
Cities area.

1

21

1

20

and in Minnesota for the Twin

In Maryland in 1975 a state-wide base-sharing bill

under consideration.

was

122

Lyall contends that by incorporating in the formula for local

property taxation links with the pattern and pace of land development
in adjacent jurisdictions, local

autonomy is strengthened and this

rearrangement of market incentives will favor more rational land use
planning.

123

Some of the advantages Lyall lists as being claimed for base124
sharing as affects land use patterns are as follows:
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1.
Base-sharinq would reduce competition among jurisdictions for commercial and industrial development to
help relieve the property tax burden on residential
property by granting special assessment, depreciation,
and tax privileges.

Base-sharing would reduce the incentives for "fiscal
zoninq" which has created barriers between the central
cities and their suburbs, locking into the cities lowincome population unable to contribute in taxes enough
to carry the existing average share of suburban public
services at current levels of provision and spending.
2.

3.
Base-sharing would aid environmental preservation
and rational lonq-term economic and land use planning
by partially "compensating" localities that voluntarily,
or in compliance with a land use plan, provide open
space and recreational resources for the region and by
reducing the pressures to locate public investment as
political spoils.

The Twin Cities plan, enacted in 1970, encompasses Minneapol is, St.
Paul, and seven adjacent counties including some 300 independent taxing
units.

1

25

Under it 40% of the net growth of commercial-industrial

valuation after 1971 will go to the Twin Cities Metropolitan Council
for redistribution among member governments according to population and
J

or
In the Hackensack Meadowlands Reclamation program in New

need.

Jersey the redistribution of taxes serves to compensate localities
whose land is withdrawn frnm potential
environmental conservation.
plan would establish

a

127
'

In

industrial use

fo<-

reasons of

Maryland the state-wide base-sharing

"growth pool" to which would be assigned 60%

of all increases in the assessed value of commercial and industrial

properties occurring after
all

a

The average tax rate of

specified date.

24 counties would be applied to this assessed value and the

resulting revenue would be redistributed to them on the basis of
I

OQ

population and per capita residential wealth.
After

a

detailed discussion of possible effect of base-sharing

unsupported by any empirical evidence, Lyall concludes that base-sharing
offers

a

useful

instrument in the kit of tools for implementation of

land use plans and one that should not be overlooked.

129
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In view of the lack of hard evidence the utility of base-sharing

have to await further accumulation of experience

as a planning tool will

and conclusive research as do the other tax proposals.

Conclusions
Because this chapter dealt with

a

miscellany of laws and ordinances

affecting development, each somewhat differently, no generalization

about them as

a

whole in regard to their usefulness in the implementation

of land use plans is appropriate.

However, as was pointed out in dis-

cussing them individually, some of them have promise and should be

seriously considered in developing land use implementation programs.
The next chapter will explore financial planning in relation to the

implementation of land use plans.
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CHAPTER FIVE:

FINANCIAL PLANNING AND CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMMING

Planning agencies are interested in the financial aspects of
municipal and local governments for

a

number of different reasons.

They

are interested in plannina for local government income in order to insure

that there will be enough money for financing operational and capital
budgets.

Their concern about operational budgets includes the financing

of the planning process and the economic and social programs which are

part of the comprehensive plan.

They are concerned about public improve-

ment programs because they determine capital expenditures in support of
community facilities plans and in turn influence the timinq and location
of private development in support of land use plans.

The extent to which planning agencies can intervene in financial

planning and public improvement programs as

a

means of implementing land

use plans is the principal concern of this chapter.

Participation by

planning agencies in financial planning and public improvement programming

decision makers in the

is an important way of influencing political

direction of carrying out physical plans in

a

coordinated manner.

2

In

discussing operating and public improvement programs, Heikoff asserts
that they should "..have as their main pumose the statement of the

community's development objectives and of the financial program by which
these objectives are to be achieved."

3

He observes further that:

Although much has been written about municipal planning
and municipal budgetinq, comparatively little has been
said about the relationship between these two important
Planning is not even an organized
governmental activities.
activity in many municipal governments. .Neither is
formalized budgetinq a universal practice in municipal
management.
.

.

Planning may be conceived of... as one approach to management... It is... a method by which the efficiency of
management in meetinq its responsibilities may be
improved.

4
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Except for the determination of the operational needs of the planning

agency itself, planners have traditionally been excluded from the
operational budget-makinq process, this being the province of the

Planning for the

locality's chief executive and his finance department.

locality's financial income has also until recently been the province of

budget departments and the executives and councils to whom they are
Increasingly, however, planning agencies are being consulted

responsible.

for their advice concerning income, especially that which is t^ be

assigned to capital items and for physical development programs related
to planning.

5

For

a

improvements

much longer time assembling capital

programs and budgets has been

task for planning agencies where per-

a

mitted or required under state enabling legislation.

Figure One is an

illustration of how Heikoff proposes that planning be related to other
agencies and departments and to the executive in the budgeting process.

Long-Ranqe Financial Planning
Only

a

few cities have undertaken long-range financial planning

closely relating it to comprehensive planninq but it

is

a

process

essential for attainino maximization of benefits for the largest number

of people within the limit of available resources.
plans may cover

a

Long-term financial

period up to 20-25 years and set forth estimates and

objectives for both public services and public improvements together
with the means of financing them.
The financial plan serves

a

number of important purposes in the

allocation of governmental monies in light of the usual condition in
which the demand for public services and capital expenditures far
exceeds available revenues.

As an economic document the financial

identifies and allocates budget resources.

As a political

plan

document it

serves to hold decision makers accountable to their constituencies.
And as

a

decision-making document it serves to support the policy
o

decisions financially.
Major general considerations in drawing up the financial plan are
the decisions concerning the allocation of funds between capital and

operating budgets, the choice between borrowing and pay-as-you-go, and
the choice between regressive and progressive forms of taxation.

g

Also
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ENVIRONMENTAL
PLANNING COORDINATION

ENVIRONMENTAL

ECONOMIC

FIGURE

Source:

V-l:

COORDINATION OF DEPARTMENTAL PLANS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOCIAL, AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT THROUGH LAND USE AND
EXECUTIVE PLANNING

Joseph F. Heikoff, Planning and Budgeting in Municipal
Management, p. 5.
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involved 1s the consideration of the allocation of funds in regard to
need, equity, and geographic distribution.

The elements which make up

long-range financial plan are:

a

the

public services program, the public improvement program, the long-term

revenue program, the capital budget, and the annual operating budget.
The public services program is a long-range plan for all public services
such as public safety, recreation, welfare, planninq, etc.
a

projection of the annual operating budget.

It represents

The public improvement

program lists comprehensively all the capital investments in community
facilities necessary to carry out the agreed upon program of public
services.

The long-term revenue program details the funding of the

public services.

The long-term revenue program details the funding of the

public services and public improvement programs.

The capital budget re-

lates on

a

shorter term (5-6 years) the highest priority public improve-

ments in

a

schedule of intended expenditures, and the annual budget

allocates revenues and expenditures for regular and recurring operations
of the local government and is the primary instrument of planning and

financial control.

Responsibilities for Long-Range Financial Planning
The chief executive of the local government is responsible for the

preparation and maintenance of the long-term financial plan and for the
submission of the annual operatinq and capital budgets to the governing
bodv of the local government.

12

Much of the preparatory work is done,

however, by delegation to the finance or budget officer, the planning

agency and other local government department and agency heads both

individually and working together.

13

The chief executive, however, is

the focal point of the endeavor.

The Public Services Program

This program is an extension of the annual operatinq budget in that

current local government services and activities budgets together with
budget needs for anticipated new services and activities are projected
over the long term as related

tn

program goals and anticipated revenue.

15
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One reason for preparina the public services program in conjunction

with the other financial planning activities is to make clear to all
concerned, in and out of government that:
...there is a fundamental difference between expenditures
for continuing operating requirements and expenditures
for capital improvements which are nonrecurring and of
value... A second reason for a long-term operating
enduring
budget is the practical problem of keeping total costs of
regular operations and capital improvements within the
limits of sound financing and a reasonably uniform tax
rate.
This can hardly be accomplished unless an estimate
is made of future operating costs including the additional
costs of operation of contemplated capital improvements.
Costs of substantially increasing services of one kind can be in-

curred only by decreasing other services, reducing capital expenditures,

raising more revenue or developina new sources of funding.

Failure to

anticipate the operational costs of capital improvements can result in
such anomalies as inoperable or undermanned facilities (parks, play-

grounds, schools, libraries, etc.).

Operational costs are relatively

inflexible and are likely to increase from year to year because of inflation, population growth, staff seniority, and neighborhood deterioration.

17
In programming municipal

services the objectives of each department

or agency must first be determined and then the need for these services

must be projected in relation to the locality's expected growth and
development.

The statements must be comprehensive and will inevitably

set forth both concrete and intangible objectives.

Standards of adequacy

for the services to be provided must be determined and related both to
I

o

cost and citizen demand.

Heikoff cites three approaches to the evaluation and synthesis of
budgetary information:

19

The 'accounting' approach has the objective of good houseThe
keeping.
Its criteria are economy and efficiency.
'economic' approach seeks objective economic criteria,
such as marginal analysis, for allocatinq resources among
government programs. The third approach might, be called
thp 'policy' approach because its criteria for resource
allocation are based upon policies developed by the
interaction of executive judgement and political action.

1C1

...It is likely that all three approaches contribute to
budget-making in most communities.
Overemphasis on any
one approach, with consequent neglect of the information
and insights provided by the others, may lead to budget
decisions that appear irrational in relation to community
development objectives.

These approaches are applicable to all aspects of financial planning as
is the Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS) developed

Department of Defence in the 1960's.

in the U.S.

The latter is an elaborate process

whose supporters assert that it results in

a

better, more rational

allocation of scarce resources among local governmental contenders.
is probable that this system will

20

It

be useful only to the larger units of

government because of the expertise required and the inflexibility involved in properly applying it.

21

The Public Improvement Program

This program is based on the general

land use plan and in particular

on the community facilities and transportation sections of the plan.

consists of:

It

"...broad evaluation and establishment of priorities for

capital projects essential for future development."

22

The capital

budget

which is usually only the first five or six years of the longer-range

program is much more detailed and immediately applicable.
The public improvement program and the capital budget, through the
control of public spending for the infrastructure necessary to private

development, influence the timing and location of that private development toward the implementation of the land use plan.

Further, the public

projects may be complexly interrelated and the public improvement program

together with the capital budget are

a

means of properly coordinating

the capital expenditures of the diverse departments and agencies in the

We are all

area covered by the process.

familiar with the waste in-

volved in such an instance as that of street resurfacing done in one

year only to be torn up the next for the replacement of utility lines.
Such unnecessary costs and inconveniences could be minimized through
careful coordination of public improvement programming in accordance with
land use stage development plans.

ment programming "...offers

a

decisions.

.

out.

that public improve-

better prospect for gettinq first things

first..." and "...it establishes
." 25

Webster points

a

sounder basis for long range
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The often extensive fragmentation of government at the local level

complicates the problem of coordinating public improvement programming
and makes it more important that a planning agency with jurisdiction

over the entire urbanized and urbanizing area concerned should be given
the task of putting the program together and analyzing it.

27

Before the public improvement program can be drawn up an immense

amount of information must be collected.

This responsibility may lie in

the planning agency or a budget department or be shared.

Each agency

or department making capital expenditures must submit to the program

assembling agency an itemized list of proposed expenditures for each
year of the years of the public improvement program together with a
suggested priority and written justification for each item.

'

An in-

dication of possible sources of funding for each item should also be included.

The function of the planning agency is both coordinative and

evaluative.

29

Although capital budgets and public improvement programs

are sometimes prepared without reference to long-range comprehensive plans
it 1s poor practice for the planning agency not to take maximum advantage

of the capital budgeting process for planning implementation, especially
in view of the tendency of other government departments and agencies to

accord the comprehensive plan lower status.

If there are

mid-range or

stage development plans in existence the task is made much easier.

30

As part of the review process the planning agency often prepares

a

procedures manual for the use of those from whom capital items are
solicited.

The procedures manual explains the budgeting process and how

to fill out the required forms.

On the forms each expenditure is de-

scribed by name, type, location, and purpose.

The need must be explained

with reference to the comprehensive plan where applicable.

The relation-

ship of the expenditure to other projects or expenditures must be ex-

plained where there is one.

Costs must be broken down into their

logical components and if they can be scheduled over several years

estimates for each year must be provided.

Expenditures for additional

staff, operational costs, and maintenance resulting from the capital

must also be estimated.

items

This enables coordination of the public improve-

ment program with the public service program.
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The listed items of all departments are reviewed for their practicality, their interrelationships in time, the validity of the priority

suggested for them, their conformance with short and longer range plans,
and the availability of funds to support them.

The assembled requests

together with planning staff recommendations are then forwarded with the
approval of the planninq commission, if there is one, to the chief

executive for his review and legislative adoption.

The Long-Term Revenue Program
If the public services program and the public improvement program are

to be carried out there must be sufficient money to fund them.

The

lona-term revenue program to establish fiscal policies to enable the
funding of these programs.
a

revenue program

i<;

The first step in this process of developing

to project the revenue which will

the locality's present fiscal

fiscal policies are explored.

policies are continued.

be available if

Next, alternative

The possibilities of obtaining

a

higher

yield from present sources are examined together with the possibilities
of developina new sources of revenue.
also analyzed.

Then

a

Various borrowing policies are

mutual adjustment between the revenue program, the

public services program and the public improvement program must be
made.

Urban governments are limited in their ability to choose between

revenue sources because of constraints put upon them by state constitutions, state and federal

policies and regulations.

laws, and by state and federal administrative
32

The principal sources of revenue at the local level considered in

developing the revenue program are property taxes, income taxes, sales
taxes, special tax assessments, user surcharges or service charges on

utilities and government services, licenses, fees, and intergovernmental
aids and revenue sharing.

Borrowing is also an important source of funds,

especially for public improvement projects.
REAL PROPERTY TAXES.

33

Historically the tax on real property has been

the primary source of revenue for local government.

It is criticized

as placing an inequitable burden on the owners of real

property,

especially in today's industrialized world where the ownership of real
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property does not fairly represent ability to pay.

35

The administration

of tax assessments and collection presents other problems such as lack of

uniform assessments, failure to assess at market value, and failure to
collect delinquent taxes.

Tax exempt properties such as those owned by

governmental, education, religious and charitable institutions, and
cemeteries if they constitute
area shift the real

a

large proportion of the jurisdictional

property tax burden to

a

disproportionally small

if

number of land owners.

Despite the inequities in the real proDerty tax the Institute for

Training in Municipal Administration concludes that it "...provides an
equitable method for spreadinq the cost of services that benefit

property owners... but the administration of the tax... should be improved,

especially with regard to the method of assessment and collection..., reducing the amount of exempt property, abolishing arbitrary tax limits,
and eliminating overlapping governmental units."

PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES.

37

Personal property, as opposed to real

property, is considered to be moveable and is classified in two categories:

tangible and intangible.

Tangible personal property consists of such

things as automobiles, household furnishings, and the merchandise in
stores.

Intangible personal property, on the other hand, consists of

such things as money in cash or bank deposits, stocks, and bonds.

Because personal property is easily moved or hidden, taxes on
personal property are subject to a high degree of avoidance and evasion,

especially if the tax rates are high.
in the administration of these taxes,

And because of the difficulties
the tendency is to place the

burden on those classes of property less easily hidden such as automobiles,
As a consequence of

machinery, store inventories, and other tangibles.

the problems of fairly administering this easily evadable tax, local

governments cannot and do not rely on it for much of their revenue.
INCOME TAXES.

Income taxes are increasingly being permitted to be

levied by localities.

state's income tax
of employment.

39

These may take the form of
or of

a

a

surcharge on the

direct gross income tax levied at the place

The latter has the advantage of capturing income at the

source which might otherwise be exported to other jurisdictions.
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The most common form of local

income tax is the gross income tax on

salaries and wages, often combined with

a

net income tax on businesses

and corporations because of the difficulties of administration of other

forms of income tax.

often produced

a

41

Where the local income tax has been used it has

significant portion of the locality's revenue.

also the most productive of any of the nonproperty taxes
44
the pressure to raise real property tax rates.

43
'

It is

and may lessen

The disadvantages of the local gross income tax are its regressivity,
the extra costs of administering it for both businesses and local

govern-

ment, and problems of the possibility of double taxation when home and
It also fails to tax income

work place are in different jurisdictions.

derived from intangible personal property and usually from rentals of
real

property when this is not operated as
SALES AND EXCISE TAXES.

a

regular business.

45

Sales and excise taxes provide high yields

even in adverse economic conditions but have the disadvantage of being

regressive, especially when items of necessity are not exempted from
In the case of excise taxes such as cigarettes and alcoholic

taxation.

beverages these taxes may raise the objection that they are really designed to modify human behavior rather than simply to raise revenue and

therefore are an invasion of personal liberty.
as those on hotel

Other special taxes such

rooms, entertainment admissions, and airport landings,

although raising some revenue, are subject to various objections because
of their selectivity unless they are earmarked for special benefits to

those being taxed.

Further, many of these taxes can be evaded by making

purchases of the taxed items in neighboring jurisdictions which do not
levy them although this kind of evasion is not frequent if the rates are
kept low.

47

SPECIAL TAX ASSESSMENTS, USER SURCHARGES, AND SERVICE CHARGES.

A

form of the real property tax is the special assessment which may be levied

where specific public improvements benefit identifiable properties.

48

The

use of special assessments and the creation of assessment districts is

enabled by state legislation
charters.

or,

more rarely, embodied in local government

This mechanism is most commonly used for street, sidewalk,

and utility improvements, and most recently for funding improvements in

central business districts such as pedestrian malls and attendant parking

facilities.
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The drawbacks to the use of special assessments lie in the danger
of default, the high cost of special assessment borrowing, and the

difficulties of administration and accounting involved.

50

The advantages

lie in that those not benefitting do not have to share the cost, that

they can reach properties exempt from general property taxes, and

in

some states they are not restricted by constitutional or statutory debt

or tax

SI

1

imits.^

LICENSES, FEES, AND FINES.

Licenses, permits, fees, and fines are

also sources of local revenue although in many cases the primary purpose
of them is regulatory or punitive.

The amounts involved are often es-

tablished or restricted by state legislation, thus limiting the freedom
of localities to use them as sources of revenue.

52

There is no clear distinction between licenses, permits, and fees,
but some loose generalizations can be made.
to public health or welfare,

Where it appears essential

licenses may be required as

a

means of con-

trolling and regulating occupations and businesses for stipulated interPermits, such as building, vending, and parade permits may be

vals.

required as

a

means of regulating specific activities usually over

limited period of time.

a

Fees, such as those related to filing applica-

tions of various sorts, are usually

a

means of recouping the costs of

processing them.
Fines and penalties, ranging from library fines and traffic fines
to penalties for late payment of taxes are all

clearly punitive and

designed to encourage conformance with the law.
The income from public services is

INCOME FROM PUBLIC SERVICES.

varied.

User surcharges and service charges from utilities and public

enterprises may include revenue from gas, electric and water supply.
Surcharges for sewage collection and processing are usually based on

water consumption because it would

be very difficult to use metering.

Garbage collection is usually charged on
to the land use classification.

a

flat rate basis according

Other revenues from user charges may

come from such sources as parking charges, airport landing charges,
port facilities charges and rental of space in public owned buildings or
leases of pub! ic lands.
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Service districts levying property or other taxes combine aspects
of the previously discussed methods.

They differ from utility sur-

charges and service charges in that the districts are rarely conterminous

with the boundaries of local governments and may include parts of more
than one jurisdiction.

However they do levy user charges and are directed

primarily at funding operational rather than capital costs.

School

districts, fire protection districts, utility districts, and mass-transit

districts are among the differing kinds of service districts.
The revenue from these varied sources is not insignificant and must
be taken into account in developing the long-term revenue program.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AIDS.

Intergovernmental aids are an important

source of money to be considered in the financial plan.
take the form of categorical grant programs, general

special revenue sharing.

54

Federal aids

revenue sharing, and

They are predictable only to the degree that

legislation continuing them in effect and funding them is predictable.
How these funds are permitted to be used will determine the flexibility
of their allocation in the financial plan.

State aid programs have

similar characteristics and problems of predictability.
Next to real property taxes, intergovernmental aids are the largest

single source of income for local governments.

55

Most of these funds

come from the federal government either directly or by way of the states.
The amount of general revenue sharing (unearmarked) as opposed to special

revenue sharing (earmarked for

a

limited number of purposes) and

categorical grant programs (earmarked for specific use) has been on the
increase in recent years.

56

Of special interest to planners in regard to the implementation of
physical development plans is the block grant program established by the

Housing and Community Development Act of 1974 which consolidates in one

programmatic grant the funding of urban renewal, model cities, neighborhood facilities, open space acquisition and development (including his-

toric preservation and beautification)

also includes public facility loans.

57

,

water and sewer facilities, and
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Except for federal general revenue sharing, most intergovernmental
aids are accompanied by conditions, restrictions, and obligations.

These

are generally aimed at encouraging administrative and financial responsi-

bility on the part of the recipient governments.

58

To the extent that

intergovernmental aids can be projected into the future with confidence
they must be taken into account in the long-term revenue plan.

BORROWING.

59

Many major public improvements are financed by borrowing.

The power to borrow is both enabled and limited by the state.

Usually

bonds are issued and sold as the principal method of borrowing.
are promises to repay the amount borrowed at

stipulated amount of interest.
a

a

Bonds

stipulated time with

a

The amount issued is often limited to

certain percentage of the locality's total assessed valuation of real

property.

Bonds may be backed by income from the improvements they

finance (revenue bonds) or backed by the locality's general tax and

revenue income (general obligation bonds).
The formulation of the locality's debt policy within the limits set
by law must be very carefully done.

Borrowing

hazards (e.g. New York City in 1975).

is

fraught with risks and

Certain kinds of capital ex-

penditures may be reasonably and safely financed through long-term
borrowing.

Self-supporting public utilities are an example.

very expensive projects which have

a

In general,

long life and are not frequently

recurring are legitimate subjects for bond issues.

Care must be taken

that the debt will be amortized before the bond-financed improvement

needs to be replaced.

Equipment with

a

short
irt life and operating ex-

penses should never be financed by borrowing.
A sound debt structure is crucial

policy.
to Funk:
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to the formation of a sound debt

The locality's borrowings for tax-supported purposes, according
64

...should be arranged so that there will be no pronounced
irregularities in debt service from year to year to cause
erratic gyrations in the tax levy, and that there will be
a downward trend in annual requirements which will make
room for new borrowings without pyramiding debt service
costs.
When new borrowing is undertaken it should be so
fitted into the existing structure that no irregularities,
actual or potential, will result.
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The long-term revenue program must carefully coordinate all of the

various

revenue resources in support of the long-term public services

and public improvement programs.

The Capital Budget
The capital budget is adopted each year for the projected budget

period of five to six years.

It represents in greater detail

part of the long-term public improvement program.

the early

Also it is usual that

only the first year is binding as part of the locality's annual budget.
Each year the budget is projected forward another year and the

first year of the reviewed and revised budget is again adopted.

This

procedure allows the budget to be flexible enough to take into account
changing circumstances and yet be firm enough to be an effective instru-

mentality for carrying out early programmed parts of the transportation,
community facilities, and open space portions of the long-range land use
plan.

In addition the capital

budget may contain unearmarked contingency

funds for unforseeable needs that may occur during the first budget year.
Each agency or department of local government must submit an

itemized list of proposed capital expenditures for each of the budget

years together with an indication of their priority of importance,

written justification for each item and
a

a

a

suggested source of funding in

more detailed way than was necessary for the long-term public improve-

ment program, as previously indicated (See Figures Two and Three).
Frank So suggests, it is also important that:

strive to be in

a

As

"The planning agency should

position whereby it is consulted when projects are in

the idea stage and in generalized form prior to the development of de66

tailed plans."

There must be careful coordination between the capital budget and
the operating budget in relation to the available revenue.

The pre-

paration of both operating and capital budgets provides information, in
turn, for revising the long-term financial

plan.

When all of the requested information is in, the planning agency
reviews each Item proposed for the capital budget in the light of develop-

ment plans for the budget period, the available funds, and the inter-

relationships between items in order to assign

a

revised set of priorities,
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This process may involve extensive conferences with all of the parties

concerned to clarify the meaning of the written materials and obtain

necessary additional information.

The budget is then assembled and sub-

mitted to the planning commission at

a

public hearing for their approval

or where there is no commission to the legislative body through its

executive officer.

If the budget passes through the hands of a

"strong"

executive he is likely to add another somewhat differing set of item
priorities before placing the budget in the hands of the legislative
body for final adoption, possibly with further modifications.

Conclusions
A major determinant in the location and timing of development is

availability of community facilities and urban services.

the

The provision of

new or additional facilities and expanded services is, in turn, dependent
on the availability of the necessary funds and the decision of local

government concerning where and how to spend them.
and capital

Financial planning

improvement programming are orderly methods for determining

both short term and long term local government income and expenditures.

They provide

a

mechanism for coordinating the funding and expenditures

of interrelated programs of the participant government agencies and

departments and for organizing the relevant expenditures in support of
the land use planning implementation program.

The linkage of capital

budgeting

to other planning implementation

techniques in growth guidance systems was mentioned in Chapter Two in
regard to Ramapo, New York and is an important feature of several of the

guidance systems described in Chapter Seven.
of financial planning and capital

It is clear that the value

improvement programming as an integral

component of land use planning implementation programs is increasingly
recognized by local governments.
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CHAPTER SIX:

SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND PUBLIC AUTHORITIES

General Characteristics
In the

previous chapter special assessment and service districts

were mentioned in connection with financial planning and capital pro-

gramming as devices for funding public or public-assisted development
and services.

This chapter will address itself to describing those

characteristics of these governmental entities which are of special
interest in regard to their usefulness in the implementation of land
use plans.

DEFINITION.

The terms "special district" and "public authority"

are not easily distinguishable; in this chapter the term "special

district" will usually be the term used and it will usually be construed
to include most governmental entities called public authorities.

They

are defined by the Bureau of the Census as being organized governmental

entities having substantial autonomy.

2

Because there are so many varia-

tions among them they are difficult to define.

For example, public

housing agencies and urban renewal agencies, usually independent agencies,
now increasingly occur as departments of local government and therefore
Special districts

no longer meet the criteria of "substantial autonomy".

may be wholly public or quasi -public; independent, partly dependent, or

wholly dependent in relation to local general purpose governments; they
may be single-purpose or multi-purpose; they may undertake land aquisition and/or construction of facilities and/or operate facilities and/or

deliver services or any combination of these things; they also may be
temporary or permanent in nature.

The broadest interpretation of the

Census definition will be employed here in order to avoid excluding forms
of special districts meaningful

in the implementation of land use plans.

REASONS FOR CREATING SPECIAL DISTRICTS.

The Committee for Economic

Development summarized some of the reasons as follows:

3

Most special districts were formed to provide urban services
in unincorporated areas.
Some were created to solve problems
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extending over several political jurisdictions. Others were
established coterminously with an existing unit, where legal
or financial restrictions prevented performance of a particular function by that unit.
Almost half of these special districts have taxing powers and many have the right to issue
bonds, but most of their revenues come from service charges,
sales, rents, and tolls.
The advantages of special districts in overcoming political
and financial limitations are generally offset by each disResulting
trict's preoccupation with a single function.
fragmentation complicates coordinated development of the
entire area.
Other obvious weaknesses are absence of broad
legal authority and lack of political responsiveness due to
appointment or ex officio composition of many governing
bodies.
Not typical are such examples as The Port of New York Authority or The Delaware River Port Authority, ranging
across state boundaries to solve regional problems. These
and some others within a single state - e.g., San Francisco's
Bay Area Rapid Transit District - are ingenious and creditable efforts to rise above or bypass the inherent weaknesses
of the prevailing patterns of local government. They provide
But a revitalized
useful services on a cost-benefit basis.
and reconstituted system of local governments would afford
alternative approaches to the desired ends, without the inherent disadvantages of the special district device.

They also describe the proliferation of special districts as "...stimulated by the failure of existing units to meet basic needs..."

4

and

governments"

as resulting "...in unprecedented overlapping among local

5

Urban service districts are created for such functions as providing for fire

protection, water supply, public housing, urban renev/al

,

sewage disposal,

parks and recreation, gas and electricity, and construction and/or opera-

Examples of districts created for per-

tion of water ports and airports.

forming mixed urban and nonurban functions are health and hospital districts

library districts, and highway and street lighting districts.

Other

districts are created to deal with natural resource functions such as
soil conservation, drainage, irrigation and water conservation, flood

control, and similar functions.

Still others may be created to serve

some combination of such functions.

Bollens asserts that there have also been political reasons for

assigning certain functions to special districts such as

a

feeling

that independent districts would be more responsive to those they serve,
a

general preference for small government entities as opposed to larger

governments,

a

desire for taking

a

given function "out of politics",

\tiZ

and a widespread mistrust of general governments.

Another reason for

creating special districts is that it is claimed they are more effective
and expeditious in performing their functions than are general purpose

governments because they attract better community leadership to serve on
their boards, attract better professional personnel by paying higher
salaries, and are relatively free from traditional local government
Q

personnel restrictions.
to this claim.

q

There is empirical evidence giving some support

Also national legislation has led to the formation of

such entities as housing authorities, urban renewal authorities, mass

transit authorities, and councils of governments.

Metropolitan and regional special districts are often
for politically impractical governmental reorganization.

a

substitute

They have the

advantage of having extensive precedents, ease of establishment, maintenance of the status quo, and general practicability.

In this

re-

gard the Commission on Intergovernmental relations quotes Professor

Zimmerman as commenting that:

12

...The creation of multipurpose State authorities to perform
what are considered by some to be "local" functions may appear
to be a violation of "home rule" and less democratic than the
creation of popularly controlled metropolitan government.
Nevertheless, political realities must be faced - metropolitan
governments will not be created by local initiative in most
areas.

Allen Manvel similarly observes:

13

Much of the growth of special districts is a response to the
which often, at
outward thrust of today's 'spread city
In
first, involves a scattered and patchwork urbanization.
governmost parts of the country, traditional general -purpose
ments have not kept pace with the needs arising from such
development.
In only a very few metropolitan areas has there
been a basic reordering of local government arrangements reflecting 20th century conditions.
1

,

THE FORMATION OF SPECIAL DISTRICTS.

The formation of special dis-

tricts generally requires state enabling legislation.

may be "...general legislation authorizing

a

Such legislation

wide range of functional

responsibilities; general legislation authorizing only one function;
special legislation authorizing multi-functions; and special legislation

for one function".

Such enabling legislation together with state re-

strictions on local general purpose governments encourage the creation
of special districts.

Also pressing local problems may lead to local

initiative in securing and using such enabling legislation.
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Sometimes state legislation mandates the creation of special districts but it is more usual that these districts are brought into existence
by petition or by a local government resolution which may have to be rati-

fied by referendum.

GOVERNANCE AND FUNDING.

Special districts usually have special

governing boards whose members are either elective or appointive or

combination of these procedures.

15

a

Elective members are most frequently

elected by the voters within the special district's boundaries.

Appointive

members are usually appointed by the local governments within or containing the special districts area of jurisdiction.

County governments are

the most frequent appointers of special district board members.

The powers and duties of special districts are set out in the en-

abling legislation and may be restated in the petitions or resolutions

or ordinances bringing them into being.

The powers may include eminent

domain, taxing, the power to float bond issues, exemption from local
taxes, the establishment of monopolies, and relative independence from

outside supervision.

The duties enumerated describe both required

and prohibited functions and their degree of dependence on other govern-

ments

in regard to approvals of their plans, activities, and budgets.
In addition to being funded by taxation and bond issues, special

districts may be funded by user charges, rents, or intergovernmental
aids as specified in the legislation creating them.
For the purposes of metropolitan

THE PROBLEM OF PROLIFERATION.

planning, those districts functioning within metropolitan areas are of

most interest.

In the decade between 1962 and 1972 special

districts

within Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas increased from 5,410
to 7,842 and these figures do not include state-wide authorities empowered
19
to act within metropolitan areas.

The proliferation of special districts has been of some concern

because most of them are single-purpose and, being relatively independent, are difficult to coordinate.

2f)

In 1964 the Advisory Commission

on Intergovernmental Relations recommended the establishment of bound-

ary

conmissions to control special district growth.

Subsequently five

states (California, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, and Washington) enacted

legislation providing for commissions authorized to review and control
the creation, consolidation, annexation, and dissolution of special

districts on

a

statewide or countywide basis.

21

la4

THE PROBLEM OF COORDINATION.

Because coordination of the development

activities of all governmental entities in

a

planning area is an important

function of the area's land use planning agency, the kind and degree of

dependence of special districts on local government in regard to their
developmental activities is important for the implementation of land use
plans.

This dependence may be organizational, fiscal, or administrative

or some combination of these.

The strength of the linkages between special district board members
and the local governments within the district's jurisdiction may. influence
the degree of coordination of plans and policies of the district with

those of the local governments concerned.

These linkages are determined

by the organizational makeup of the special

district's controlling board,

board members may be directly elected to it, elected officials of the

constituent local governments appointed to it, exofficio staff members
of the constituent local governments appointed to it, citizen appointees
of state or local government, or some combination of these.

23
'

Directly

elected board members are likely to have the weakest linkages with the

constituent local governments.

Citizen appointees may or may not have

strong linkages to their appointing bodies.

Elected officials and

exofficio staff members of constituent local governments would seem to
have the strongest linkages with local

governments and therefore the

strongest motivation to secure effective coordination between special

district plans and policies with those of the local governments concerned.
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However, even strong organizational

linkages may prove in-

effective in achieving the desirable coordination.
Fiscal controls usually involve review of the special district's

budget by the constituent local governments, control of grants to the
district, and/or approval of special district bond issues by referendum.
If this review does not

involve participation in the capital budgeting

process or item by item approval of the spending pattern it will not be

very effective in ensuring orderly development in accordance with the
land use plan.
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Administrative control involves required review of the special district's policies and proorams by the local general purpose government.
It

may also involve prior review and recommendations by the planning

agency in regard to planning issues.
of dependence

°

This is one of the strongest forms

but even this may be difficult to make effective if the

special district does not wish to cooperate.
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If local

planning purposes are to be served through making special

districts and authorities more dependent it is important that the form of

dependence be structured so that the land acquisition and developmental
activities of these entities be subject to review for conformance with the
long-range comprehensive plan and the shorter-range plans designed to im-

plement it.

Although planning recommendations are rarely binding they do

bring attention to the probable results of divergence from the adopted
plan.
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Functional Characteristics

Most special districts are single-function rather than multi -function
po
in purpose.

The most important purpose of these districts is usually

to provide services rather than to undertake physical development.
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The development they undertake, then, is usually that which is necessary
for providing their intended services.

However, it is the development

which is of primary concern in the implementation of land use plans
because of its effect on the timing, location, and quality of overall
development.
The relevance of special districts for land use plan implementation
varies somewhat by the type of function and the interrelationships between
functions.

Accordingly what follows is an examination of the functions

for which the special district device has been used or proposed to be

used in urban areas.

PUBLIC UTILITIES.

Utilities include water supply, sewerage and

sewage disposal, solid waste collection and disposal, gas, electric,
telephone, and cable TV services.

These services may be provided by

private corporations, special districts or departments of local government.

The delivery systems for these services are located subsurface

in public rights-of-way or in utility easements and frequently several

systems share the same corridors.
is essential

Coordination of these delivery systems

if they are to be efficiently and economically provided.

Together with the street and drainage systems and other public facilities
they form the infrastructure on which sound urban development depends.
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Historically water supply and sewage disposal systems grew up seperately and now are administered seperately in most cities.

However, it is

becoming increasingly obvious that they are but two aspects of water resource management.

30

In metropolitan areas where many independent local

governments are close together the quality of sewage treatment in some
of them may affect adversely the quality of water supply in others.
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Commonly located in the street rights-of-way, both services are essential
to development except in low density areas where septic tanks are per-

mitted for sewage disposal.

Where combined systems are permitted the

sanitary sewers may carry storm drainage water as well
of combined systems is
processing.
posal
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a

.

However, the use

poor practice because of its effect on sewage

It follows

that drainage, water supply, and sewage dis-

could be more easily coordinated if the responsibility for them

lay with

a

single multi-function authority or department of local govern-

ment in cases where watersheds and drainage areas are reasonably coterminous,
Alternatively, the responsibility for building water supply and sewage
disposal systems might remain the responsibility of individual local

government agencies if the responsibility for coordinating their planning
and policies were in the hands of an areawide authority.
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This situation

is

approximated in metropolitan areas where overall planning is performed

by

a

council of governments responsible for the coordination of the utility

plans of local governments into one unified comprehensive plan.

While

most such councils are voluntary and advisory to their component govern-

ments, they do exercise through the A95 review process de facto veto
power over the requests of local governments for federal funds for building utility lines and plants.

TRANSPORTATION.
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Transportation special districts may be established

to handle a wide variety of functions:

mass transit and rail facilities;

transport terminals and associated warehousing; public markets; highways,
bridges, and tunnels; street improvements, including street paving, maintenance, and street lighting; parking lots and garages; airports and air

terminals; waterways, dams, locks, port facilities and related functions.
Of course, these facilities and functions may also be built and carried
on by departments of local

empowered.

general purpose governments when they are so

Of the many reasons for choosing the special district device

the most frequent are those having to do with financing and geographic
35
flexibility.
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All of the transportation functions are closely interrelated.

Especially close relationships exist between the different modes of transportation, the corridors in which they operate, and their terminal facilities where intermodal transfer takes place.

Nonetheless, it often

occurs that these functions and facilities are managed by seperate private
or public entities.

This fragmentation of the planning and administration

of transportation functions makes their coordination very difficult and
may result in conflicts of policy and marked diseconomies.

For example,

planning highways seperately from mass transit may eliminate the savings
to be gained from corridor development for multi-modal use; parking poli-

cies in central areas designed to maximize revenues for

a

special dis-

trict may encourage undesirable all-day parking at the expense of short-

term parking badly needed for increased customer use of the central
business district and at the expense also of increased mass transit

ridership and possibly better people movement.

Multifunction transportation departments or authorities have the
potential for better coordinating intermodal plans and policies than

single-function districts.
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Two significant examples of such entities

are the Port of New York Authority and the Metropolitan Dade County

Department of Transportation.

Both of them have broad responsibilities

in regard to various modes of transportation and their respective terminal

facilities and in the case of New York port-related

office space (e.g.,

the Port Authority built World Trade Center) .A less common combination of

functions is found in the Louisville and Jefferson County River Port

Authority which combines development

of port and riverside facilities

with that of developing riverside industrial parks.
all

transportation functions in

a

But even combining

single special district or department

ignores the strong connection between transportation rights-of-way and

utility rights-of-way and raises the question of the need for even
greater integration of these functions and facilities.
PUBLIC RECREATION AND OPEN SPACE.

Recreational facilities include

the provision of "...major areas and facilities such as parks, water and

winter sports facilities, neighborhood playgrounds, recreation buildings,
athletic fields, indoor recreation centers, playfields, golf courses, and
reservations".
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Another aspect of the parks and recreation functions

may be the acquistion and preservation of open space as

a

tool

for the

control of sprawl, protection of conservation areas, and of flood plains.

40
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Because of the vast range of scale of recreation areas and facilities

geographic areas, the question of which

and the boundaries of benefiting

level of government is the appropriate one to handle parks and recreation
is difficult.

George Butler, the research director of the National

Recreation Association, in considering the need for reallocating recreational

facilites among the various levels of government concluded that

the responsibility for these facilities should be vested in

a

unit which

can establish an equitable relationship between the allocation of costs
and receipt of benefits; that an adequate financial capacity of the unit

should be achieved; and that the governmental units formed should be

willing to undertake the function.

He feels that areas and facilities

that benefit only local residents can be administered by municipalities;
and that only areas and facilities that serve a large number of nonresi-

dents should be administered by counties, joint city-county agencies or
special districts where the benefit areas cross city or county boundaries.
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Examples of area-wide special districts dealing with recreation cited
by Advisory Commission on Intergrvernmental

Relations included the Huron-

Clinton Metropolitan Authority in Michigan, the East Bay Regional Park

District in California, the Metropolitan District Commission in Massachusetts,
and the Hennepin County Park Reserve District in Minnesota.
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Another

'

significant example is the Cleveland Metropolitan Park District.
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The

use of the special district device for parks and recreation is usually

confined to regional park systems and most park and recreation functions
are handled directly by muncipalities or counties.
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However, some

major facilities such as sports arenas and stadiums may be built and
operated by single-purpose authorities.
At the local level a special coordination problem exists between
park systems and school systems in coordinating the use of school recreational facilities both by school

students and by the general public when

the schools are not using them.

The use of school recreational

facilities

by the public can eliminate the need for costly duplicate facilities.

main issues are cost-sharing and management.
and grounds out of school

Use of school

The

facilities

hours costs extra money for operation and main-

tenance which the school administrations can rarely afford.

Recreation

budgets are also usually tight and recreation departments do not like to
pay the school administrations what they want to charge for the shared
use.

-
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Park systems operating on the metropolitan level may undertake to

protect future park sites, scenic areas, and other open space by the

acquisition of land, the development rights in land, or scenic easements.
However to have the park system undertake the acquisition of land for nonrecreational development would seem inappropriate because of their limited
principal objectives and priorities.
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The experience and competence of

park departments in site selection is usually limited to looking at land

from

a

point of view of its potential for park and recreational uses.

For these systems to have the responsibility for acquiring land for other

urban purposes would require a much broader understanding of land use

capabilities for urban development.

district is the most feasible means of

If the creation of a special

implementing park and recreational development in
it is critical

a

given circumstance,

in the interest of land use planning that there be a re-

quirement for planning review of park and recreational sites for conformance
with land use plans and full participation of the district in the financial
planning process.

EDUCATION AND RELATED FUNCTIONS.

Schools, colleges, libraries,

civic theaters, public auditoriums, and convention centers all may be

established and/or operated by special districts instead of by general
purpose governments.

Although all might be combined in multipurpose

districts there appears to be no example of this and it is common for
each function to be handled by

a

separate single purpose district.

In

many cases there are formal or informal relationships between them.
Cultural centers may be organized to contain more than one of these

facilities (e.g. Lincoln Center in New York City) but with administration
by a single authority.

Another combination involves the incorporation

of school libraries into the library system as is the case in the Cuyahoga

County (Cleveland) Library System.
The location of educational, cultural and places of public assembly
are an integral part of comprehensive land use and redevelopment plans
and programs.

The accessibility of these facilities, the amount of

traffic they generate, and their influence on the timing of development
are critical considerations for effective land use planning.

The location of school sites and buildings is of particular concern
in residential

development.

Branch libraries, other than those in schools,
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need to be coordinated with nodal private development such as major

shopping centers.

Other educational and cultural facilities serving the

whole metropolitan area need to be located centrally where they are easily
Therefore, their locations

reached by private vehicles and mass transit.

need to be coordinated with transportation plans.

HEALTH FACILITIES AND SERVICES.

Hospitals, clinics, medical labora-

tories, nursing homes, convalescent homes, public health centers and

Whether in

medical office buildings are among the included facilities.

public or private ownership, health facilities are part of the community

facilities aspect of the comprehensive land use plan.

distribution and siting are

a

planning concern.

Accordingly their

Some facilities should

be clustered in medical centers for reasons of convenience, mutual

terdependence, and economies of scale.

in-

These include facilities which

are too specialized or require such expensive equipment that only one

such facility can be afforded by the community; they also include teaching

hospitals which, for convenience, need to be near as wide

a

spectrum of

health facilities as possible in order to give their students

a

maximum

exposure to all the differing kinds of health problems and methods of
In clusters of medical

treatment.

facilities the hospitals and clinics

by sharing each other's specialized service and equipment can avoid un-

necessary

duplication.

Medical services and facilities which can afford

to be duplicated should be located at carefully spaced points throughout

the community so they will

be more convenient to the people they serve.

Emergency centers, which are sometimes very expensive, need to be located

where they can be easily reached day and night by all those in the area
they serve.

According to the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Affairs,
in regard to public health facilities, there appears to be a trend

toward transfer of functional responsibilities from municipalities to

counties or consolidation in city-county health departments.

Commission also reports that there has been

a
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steady growth in health

facilities districts as there has been in special districts as
AIR POLLUTION CONTROL.
at the local

level

The

a

whole.

The control of air pollution was first begun

through the use of performance standards in zoning

ordinances, mainly in industrial zones.

The standards applied were local

in character although the problem often extended beyond the controlling

jurisdiction.

47
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Air pollution sources are varied and include emissions from vehicles
of almost all kinds, smoke from heating and power generation plants,

smoke from the burning of trash and leaves, smoke from waste incinerators, as well as from commercial and industrial enterprises.
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Control

of these sources was first attacked through nuisance suits, then through

zoning to control the location of pollution producers and in the case of
industrial areas by the imposition of performance standards
local

level.

— all

at the

These approaches have proven to be inadequate, primarily

because polluted air is no respecter of boundaries, prevailing winds

cannot always be relied on to carry polluted air away from inhabited
areas, and in many urban areas temperature inversions occasionally allow

pollution to build to levels that are hazardous to health.
lems

Other prob-

include those of poor administration and enforcement in the face

of resistance on the part of polluters expressed in stalling tactics,
the exertion of political pressure, and outright bribery.
In 1955 the Federal

49

government began to support state and local

governments in their efforts to control air pollution through grants to
these entities including local special districts.
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By 1963 most states

had adopted legislation for State air pollution activities.
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Their inter-

jurisdictional nature encouraged the use of interjurisdictional control

Washington is an example of

agencies.

a

state with mutli-county authorities

In 1967 with the passage of the Air Quality Act the previous Federal

legislation was expanded to include the designation of air quality control
regions, the development of air quality criteria for these regions by state
and local control agencies and implementation programs establishing

time-table for compliance.
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a

The Clean Air Amendments of 1970 gave the

states the option of considering the state as one air-quality region or

dividing the state into smaller multi-county air-quality districts.

For

convenience the boundaries of such smaller districts often follow county
lines and in some cases they may emcompass counties in more than one state.

Because of the nature of the problem, multi-jurisdictional special

districts have become the logical instrumentalities for air pollution
control.

Usually the localities are permitted to impose stricter standards

than required by state and federal guidelines but rarely do and the

economics
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and increased efficiency of control by "air-basin"-wide

entities has led local governments to collaborate through inter-local

agreements or turn the air pollution control function over to

5

]9Z

multi-jurisdictional special districts.

In shifting the responsibility to

higher levels, Crenson points out that: "...this upward movement has not
been produced by pressure from below..."
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pressure

but because of federal

in the absence of effective action by the lower levels of government
57

despite federal financial incentives.

Although air pollution often arises from polluting land uses, the air
pollution problem has as yet only indirectly affected land use plans and
their implementation.

Air pollution control goals are logically

of the policies expressed in comprehensive plans.
1970'

s

the Federal

a

part

Moreover, in the mid-

Environmental Protection Agency actively considered

intervening in local land-use planning with implementation of Section
110 of the Clean Air Act

especially directed at the location of pollu-

tion sources such as concentrations of automobiles in central cities
CO

and regional

shopping centers.

'

If carried through this

intervention by

way of funding air pollution programs could have disastrous effects on
the rehabilitation of central business districts and the establishment
of multi-purpose suburban nodal areas.

If coordinated with mass transit

planning, on the other hand, the effects of restricting downtown parking

might be somewhat mitigated, but the local objective of achieving high
turnover of automobile parking by customers and other users of central
business districts in off-peak hours as

a

resuscitation measure would

be in conflict with the EPA objective to reduce automobile concentrations.

SOLID WASTE COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL.

This service is usually

a

function of local government departments rather than special districts.
There are

a

number of different methods of disposal such as:

sanitary

landfills, central incineration, on-site incineration, garbage grinding,
sale of food wastes for animal feeding, composting, salvage and reclamation,
and open dumps.
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The location of most of these activities is controlled

by such provisions in the zoning ordinance as those for conditional uses

rather than being shown on the land use plan.
Increasing use of combination facilities which provide for salvage
and reclamation and incineration of the non-salvageable material

to pro-

duce district heating and/or electric power may mean that in the future
these facilities may show up on the community facilities plan as

ject for implementation.

a

sub-

Also, sanitary land fill operations may be

directed at the filling of low-lying land for recreation or other

yj

However, at present special districts or authorities

community facilities.

for solid waste disposal do not figure very significantly in the imple-

mentation of comprehensive land-use plans.
PUBLIC SAFETY.

Police protection, fire protection, and the handling

of emergencies are the major functional components of public safety.

These are usually handled by local government departments rather than
special districts, but where districts cross governmental boundaries the

services may be provided by intergovernmental agreements or special
districts.
The location of police and fire stations is usually an integral part

of the community facilities element of the comprehensive land use plan.
If the land and the stations built on it are developed by special

dis-

tricts, the extent to which they are located in conformance with the land
use plan aids in the implementation of the plan.

areas where

Especially in urbanizing

local governmental departments responsible for public safety

have not been established because of financial, legal or jurisdictional

inadequacies, the special district device is useful as
planning tool for providing public safety facilities.
HOUSING.

a

land use
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With the passage of the United States Housing Act in

1937 creating the United States Housing Authority, the federal govern-

ment entered into the housing business by lending money to local
housing authorities, both municipal and county, to build and annually

subsidize the rental of public housing for families otherwise unable
to obtain housing they could afford on the private market.

This legis-

lation mandated the use of the authority device and resulted in

a

widespread proliferation of local housing authorities.
Housing authority projects have often met with political resistance
resulting in their defeat or curtailment and it took over 20 years to
CO

meet the original national goal of 810,000 units.

More recently

clearance resulting from urban freeway projects has been displacing
more low income families than public housing has been able to

accommodate.

Furthermore, public housing is not available to some

lower and middle income people who can not afford federally-insured

middle income housing.

Accordingly many states (see Table One) and

some cities have used the authority device to finance and/or construct

housing for those

with

incomes too high for public housing and yet

too low for housing available on the open market.
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TABLE

VI -1

:

STATE HOUSING AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITIES DIRECTLY ENGAGING
IN DEVELOPMENT AND/OR PLANNING ASSISTENCE

CONNECTICUT HOUSING FINANCE AUTHORITY
YEAR ESTABLISHED

1971

PROGRAMS AUTHORIZED

(1)
(2)

To purchase mortgages;
To make construction and permanent mortgage
loans;
(3) To insure mortgage payments; and
(4) To make advances to non-profit corporations
for the planning and developing of housing
to be finances or insured by the Authority.

ILLINOIS HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
YEAR ESTABLISHED

1967

PROGRAMS AUTHORIZED

(1) To make mortgage loans;
(2) To make non-interest bearing development ad-

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

vances to non-profit corporations pursuing
low and moderate income housing programs;
To plan, acquire and develop land for low
and moderate income housing and new communities
To make housing assistance grants for the
benefit of residents of developments in order
to achieve lower rentals for some or all of
the housing units in such developments;
To make grants to local housing development
corporations for administrative and operating
expenses; and
To purchase mortgages from, or make loans to,
private lending institutions.

MICHIGAN STATE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
YEAR ESTABLISHED

1966

PROGRAMS AUTHORIZED

(1)

To make mortgage loans for multi-family and

single family housing;
(2) To make housing development loans and grants
to qualified recipients;
To
implement land acquisition and development
(3)

programs;
(4) To provide technical services and assistance to
sponsors of low and moderate income housing; and
(5) To undertake studies and analyses of housing
conditions and needs in the State and to develop
and implement programs to deal with such needs.

Source:

Paine, Webber, Jackson, and Curtis.
Summary of Financing by
State Housing Finance/Development Agencies, New York: P,W,J,&C,
1974, pp. 5-25 passim).
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TABLE

vi-l(Cont'd)

MINNESOTA HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY
YEAR ESTABLISHED

1971

PROGRAMS AUTHORIZED

(1) To purchase securities

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

issued by mortgage
lenders, the proceeds of which are utilized
to provide residential housing for persons
or families of low and moderate income.
To make or participate in construction loans
to sponsors of low and moderate income housing
developments;
To make or participate in permanent mortgage
financing of low and moderate income housing
developments;
To purchase, make or participate in loans for
rehabilitation of existing housing to persons
and families of low and moderate income;
To grant "see money" or development loans to
non-profit sponsors of low and moderate housing;
and

(6) To provide planning grants to local communities
to defray pre-development cost of low and moderate

income housing.

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

YEAR ESTABLISHED

1968

PROGRAMS AUTHORIZED

(1) To supply housing for low,

moderate and middle

income families;
(2) To redevelop blighted areas;
(3) To assist industrial and commercial development
in areas of unemployment and blight;

To provide needed educational, cultural, community
and other civic facilities; and
To
develop new communities through a combination
(5)
of the above activities.
(4)

TENNESSEE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
YEAR ESTABLISHED

1973

PROGRAMS AUTHORIZED

(1) To finance land

development and residential
housing construction;
(2) To make permanent mortgages;
(3) To purchase existing insured mortgages from
lenders; and
(4) To provide technical, consultative and project
assistance.
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TABLE ONE (Cont'd.)
WEST VIRGINIA HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FUND
YEAR ESTABLISHED

PROGRAMS AUTHORIZED

(1) To make mortgage loans to s ponsors of residential housing for perso ns or families of

low and moderate income;
(2) To make loans to private mo rtgage lenders for
the making of new residenti al mortgages to

persons or families of low and moderate income;
(3) To purchase from private mo rtgage lenders

mortgage loans on residenti al housing for
persons or families of low and moderate income;
(4)

and
To acquire, hold, develop a nd finance land
suitable for the constructi on of residential
housing for persons or fami lies of low and
moderate income.
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Most notable of the state housing authorities is the New York

Urban Development Corporation.

Created in 1968 with the primary

purpose of providing housing for low and moderate-income families it
was also empowered to assist industrial and commercial development
and to provide needed educational, cultural, and other civic facili64
ties.
It v/as given the power of eminent domain, the power to waive
local ordinances, independent financial

and

a

"full

resources, partial tax-exemption

range of development powers" including the right to set up

subsidiary corporations such as:

UDC Greater Rochester, Inc.; Roosevelt

Island Development Corporation; and the Harlem Urban Development Cor-

poration.
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The UDC has been plagued with economic and political problems.
In 1973 its power to override local

villages was stripped from it as

a

zoning ordinances in towns and

result of its attempts to build low

income housing in 9 suburban Westchester County towns.

More re-

cently the UDC found itself unable to pay off $104.5 million in one-

year bond anticipation notes and was forced to turn to the New York
legislature for help.

Nonetheless there is not yet reason to assume

that these problems are inherent in the use of the special district
device.
In an

analysis of state housing finance agencies Michael Stegman

observed that:

"...housing finance agencies have proved to be rea-

sonably effective instrumentalities in filling gaps or voids left
after the full arsenal of federal and urban development programs have
CO

been exploited..."

support
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He also observes that they need more state

and concludes that:

"...HFA's are unlikely to receive

greatly expanded mandates from their legislatures and are certainly
not about to be granted broad-based community development responsibi-

lites which they can initiate on their own accord.

Public housing, except for the aged with whom we all can sympathize,
has never received much public support.

be the poor who have little political

behalf.

The main beneficiaries should

power to exercise on their own

Also the locational policies of public housing authorities

bring the threat of racial and social integration when public housing
sites are sought outside of the poorest neighborhoods.

As a
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consequence, the proportion of public housing to private housing being
built is so small that it has no significant impact on the implementation of the residential portions of most long range land use plans.

The New York UDC in its new towns programs (Audubon, Lysander, Roosevelt
Island) is the only

authority carrying out most of the residential

development entailed in large scale land use plans.

On the other

hand the potential for the use of the authority device in residential

development inevitably increases in times when rising costs of land,
construction, and financing prevent private developers from satisfying
the housing needs of the community.

URBAN RENEWAL.

James Lash defines urban renewal as the "...total

of all private and public actions necessary for the continuous sound

maintenance and development of the urban area".

72
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Urban renewal is

a

continuous process which undertakes to maintain and renew the urban
physical fabric.

As such it is a powerful

tool for carrying out land

use plans in areas already largely urbanized.

Largely fostered by the housing acts of 1^49 and 1962 it is now
carried on as

a

The redeve-

joint Federal-local government activity.

lopment, rehabilitation and conervation programs of urban renewal

in-

volve the functions of urban planning, zoning, housing code enforcement,
housing rehabilitation, relocation of displaced persons and economic

activites, and the acquisition, clearance, and disposal of land and
buildings.
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The housing acts previous to 1974 provided that federal monies be

made available to "...any State, county, municipality, or other governmental entity or public body..."
pal
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The princi-

or combinations thereof.

participation of the states has been by way of enabling legislation.

Some states enabled the creation of local urban renewal authorities,

some combined renewal with housing in joint authorities, some permitted
the function to be located in departments of local general

purpose

governments, and others permitted more than one of these alternatives.
There were approximately 2000 housing and/or urban renewal authorities
in 1964, an indication of their widespread. creation.
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A more recent

survey by the International City Managers' Association shov/ed that almost half of the reporting urban renewal agencies did their own project
planning seperate

from the local planning agency.

This is

a

result

.
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of

a

number of factors stemming in part from their often relatively

independent status:
by keeping all

a

feeling that better project control

is achieved

planning functions in-house, distrust of the planning

agency based on poor experience, and the inability of the planning
agency to perform project planning because of the lack of experienced
personnel or the prior demand of other planning functions on

a

limited

staff.

Whatever the reasons for renewal agencies to go their own way, urban
renewal is such

a

direct and strong tool for the implementation of land

use plans that its separation from the planning function is likely to

affect land use planning adversely unless there are effective coordination arrangements between the functions.

George Duggar in research into organization for urban renewal comes
to the conclusion that "...no form of government can claim it has pro-

vided the only good foundation for pioneering in the field of urban
renewal".

On the other hand, he observes that urban renev/al

encourages the reorganization of some development activities in
line department or as an area of responsibility for

Jerome

L.

Kaufman
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'

a

new
78
coordinator".
a

points out that at least 20 cities reorganized

along the "department of development" lines in the mid

Figure One).

"...

1

960

'

s

.

(See

This form of agency structure encourages greater coopera-

tion and coordination between all developmental activiteis from planning
RD
to implementation.

The effect of block-grant funding under the Housing Act of 1974

which channels its renewal funds through the local general purpose
governments rather than directly to renewal agencies is yet to be
seen, but hopefully it will promote better planning coordination.

LAND BANKING AND DEVELOPMENT.
tion and development authorities of

81

Proposals for public land acquisia

general purpose nature as an al-

ternative to land-use plan implementation by public regulation have
been advocated in the United States at least as long ago as the
In 1937 the National

1

930

'

s

Resources Committee advocated "...a more liberal

policy of land acquisition by municipalities.

.

.in order to permit urban

authorities to acquire, hold, and dispose of land with greater freedom...'
for better control of urban development.

8?
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(Washington:
The International City Managers' Association,
1968), p. 508.
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More recently, in 1967, John Reps proposed a public or public-

private metropolitan authority in the form of

a

"Metropolitan

Land Corporation" to purchase and resell or rent land in urbanizing

areas for the purposes of controlling the form of development, citing

European and Canadian as well as earlier American examples.

83

Two

years later the National Committee on Urban Growth Policy recommended
that

a

national agency be established to aid state agencies that would

engage in urban development in urbanizing areas.

34

In

the same report

Henry Bain proposed urban development districts to undertake land
or

acquisition and multi-purpose development.

The Puerto Rico Land

OC

Administration

and the previously mentioned New York Urban Development

Corporation are examples of state land acquisition and development
agencies with broad development powers.

cently began

a

Fairfax County, Virginia re-

land banking program with two million dollars of revenue

sharing funds but, shunning the authority device, vested the program

directly in the county's Department of Housing and Community Development.
There are also more limited land banks engaging in industrial develop-

ment alone in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and Milwaukee.

Commenting on the difficulties of establishing
says:

a

land bank, Holbein

88

However limited a land-banking program, the chances are that
local government does not have the full legislative authority
to do the job.
Acquisition without a specifically advertised
purpose is prohibited by most states.
Even for permitted uses,
the local government may lack the ability to act directly.
Acquisition of sites for parks, schools, housing, water and
sewer lines, and economic development is often the rightful
function of a special-purpose authority.
These authorities
may or may not be committed to the local land-use plan or
show allegiance to the governing body itself.
Therefore,
local governments may be forced to approach land banking
somewhat indirectly.
To make land banking an effective
growth management tool, all branches of local government must
have a hand in the selection and acquisition of sites.
Bringing these separate authorities back under the direct
control of a local legislative body would be politically
and practically impossible in most cases.
One possible method
is for the governing body to be more specific about longrange goals and sites before granting approvals of budgets,
capital improvement programs, or bond issues.

87

,
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However, another approach is to make a loan to the specialpurpose authority for a specific site.
For example, many
state laws not only inhibit local governments from direct
general -purpose acquisition, but often fail to provide a
single comprehensive piece of legislation for local community development.
Due to the traditional conservatism
of most legislatures, the revision of existing legislation to give local government the power of direct acquisition or to create a land-banking agency can be a long and
arduous process.
An alternative is an administrative program built on existing legislation, such as the creation of
a revolving fund from which the governing body could make
loans to its various community development authorities.
In Fairfax County, this approach is based on the county's
authority to give financial assistance to any political
subdivision created by itself or the state.
In this way,
a grant can be given for the site at the time the site is
to be acquired.
The governing body is not committed to a
long-range acquisition program which may be out of focus
with local goals as circumstances change.
The location of the planning function in urban areas was

PLANNING.

discussed at some length in the first chapter.

Because most state plan-

nig legislation is modelled after the Standard Acts of the

1

920

'

s

planning in most municipalities and counties is vested in autonomous

advisory planning commissions which have some of the characteristics of
special districts and public authorities.

Multi-jurisdictional metro-

politan or regional planning responsibilities, because of federal grant

program requirements, have recently been vested in councils of government, which for the most part, have as their only implementation tool
the A-95 review process through which they influence the funding of
local

projects.

The lack of implementation powers has generally

weakened these agencies in their efforts to guide and control development.

There are, however, some significant examples of innovative

legislation in regard to state, regional and local planning agencies

which will be described in the next chapter along with proposals for
more effective land use guidance mechanisms.

Some of these employ the

special district or public authority device.

The question, however, is not the importance of special districts
and authorities in carrying out strategic portions of comprehensive

land-use plans; it is, rather, are they the best available tool for that
function from

a

planning point of view?

"yes" or "no".
/

The answer is neither

a

clear

203

A regular unit of government could do virtually everything an

authority could, were it so empowered, except where functions need
to be unified across local

governmental or state boundaries.

89

How-

ever, the problem of local governmental boundaries and restrictions
on the financial and legal

powers of local general purpose governments

often make the creation of

a

ternative.

90

public authority the only feasible al-

In fact, because of these problems and those of govern-

mental reform, Moore makes an especially persuasive argument for imme-

diate establishment of Metropolitan Planning and Development Authorities.

Although the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations
in its study of special

districts generally recommends: "...their aboli-

tion, consolidation, or subordination to general purpose units of govern-

ment,"

92

it also makes a strong recommendation that planning and plan-

implementation programs for substate districts involving federal funds
be vested in consolidated mul ti-jurisdictional umbrella agencies (UMJO)

or authorities having the power "...to resolve any inconsistencies

between...

[federal grant]

...applications and officially adopted re-

gional policies or plans..." and plan implementation powers where possible.

93

The umbrella agency would consolidate the planning and review

required for the following ten federal programs:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

94

0MB - A 95 Clearinghouse Areas
EDA - Economic Development Districts
HUD - 701 Metropolitan and Regional Planning Areas
USDA - Resource Conservation and Development Areas
HEW - Comprehensive Health Planning Areas
DOL - Comprehensive Manpower Planning Areas
DOJ - Law Enforcement Planning Areas
0E0 - Community Action Planninq Areas
EPA - Air Quality Control Districts
DOT - Metropolitan Comprehensive Transportation Planning
Areas

It would have the following basic functions:

95

-

adopt and publicize regional policies and plans along with
a program for their implementation;

-

provide planning and programming inputs into the State's
planning and budgeting process;

-

serve as the region's A-95 review agency;

-

assume the responsibility for implementing all Federally
encouraged areawide planning programming, coordination,
districting, or even servicing programs, as well as all
similar State undertakings;

91
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-

act as the basic policy board for multi-jurisdictional
special districts;

-

promote mutual problem solving among counties, cities,
and towns and provide such services as these units may
request singly or jointly;

-

resolve differences between regional policies or plans
and certain projects and actions of State agencies and
local governments having a spillover effect;

-

in certain instances, assume direct operating responsibilities under terms set in the State authorizing legislation, including the provision that at least a majority
of the member local units representing three-fifths of the
region's population must concur.

The UMJO then would be a comprehensive and functional
planning, coordinating, programming, servicing, and
implementating body - in short, a regional council with
some meaningful, but limited authority.

Conclusions
In general, special

districts, especially single-purpose districts,

contribute to the fragmentation of governments and their use should be
avoided where the same functions can be vested in general purpose governments.

The proliferation and independence of special districts makes

their coordination difficult in the implementation of plans and policies.
On the other hand, if special districts have many functions consolidated

within them and serve as umbrella agencies with the purpose of planning
for and coordinating the planning implementation programs of many seperate

governmental agencies whose political consolidation would be much more

difficult to achieve, they may be the best alternative for plan implementation purposes.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:

In

TOWARD MORE EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF LAND USE PLANS

previous chapters the traditional land use controls and other plan

implementation devices, together with some limited experimental reforms
in land use plan

implementation techniques have been described and evaluated

This chapter will deal with how these diverse Dlanning tools might be or
are being more effectively coordinated and systematically used.

Represen-

tative examples of proposed and existing land use guidance systems and
reforms will be examined as will the growing role of state governments in
the guidance of land use and new directions in state planning legislation.

Most of the tools now used for the implementation of land use plans

were created for other purposes and are not generally conceived as part
of an implementation system.

In fact

many of them have been exercised at

cross purposes and attempts at coordination of them have proven to be very

difficult.

These devices have in many cases developed adherents who

percieve any reform or modification of them as
interests.

a

threat to their personal

Consequently it is the problems and failures in land use

implementation that have given rise to both for proposals and experiments
in the development of "land use guidance" and

"growth management" systems.

3

Consideration of these systems has been spurred by the weakening of
the American growth ethic

urban sprawl.

5

and increasing realization of the costs of

The use of growth controls and land use guidance systems

has been experimented with most in areas undergoing rapid population

growth accompanied by problems of diminishing natural resources, of providing sufficient additional urban services and community facilities, and

various perceived threats to the local life style and/or the environment.
This chapter deals successively with the components of land use gui-

dance systems, an examination of selected proposals for such systems by
professional planners and other urbanists, the recommendations concerning

growth guidance by governmental and professional organizations, examples
of innovative federal

and related state legislation affecting land uses,

examples of innovative local land use guidance systems, and conclusions

concerning land use guidance.
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Components of

a

Land Use Guidance System

On the basis of the strengths and shortcomings of the already described

planning implementation tools and by inference it is possible to argue for
the following components as necessary to
1.

a

land use guidance system:

There must be an ongoing comprehensive land use planning program

for the area covered by the system having long-range, middle-range, and

short-range components in the form of both visual elements showing the
proposed geographic distribution of land uses and policy instruments including land use and financial policies.
a

The long-range plan is of necessity

very generalized statement of land use objectives and policies which

are subject to greater definition and specificity in the middle-range
and short-range plans.

The latter, sometimes referred to as stage develop-

ment plans, are necessary for the design of implementation programs and
for making land use control decisions.
2.

There must be available an array of implementation tools sufficient

for carrying out land use plans and policies.

Different arrays of tools

have been experimented with in guidance systems now in effect.

The study

by Einsweiler, et.al., which will be described later in this chapter shows

such differing combinations of planning tools and observes that few of
the systems have been studied or monitored sufficiently for

a

determina-

Q

tion of their relative effectiveness to be possible.

Based on the shortcomings of the planning implementation tools made
in the previous chapters it is asserted here that the tools used

in a

guidance system should at least be capable of achieving the following ends:
a.

The control of the location and timing of new development and

redevelopment and provision of the necessary infrastructure
for both in accordance with adopted land use and financial

plans

and policies.
b.

The control of the interrelationships of land uses to minmize

conflicts between uses (negative externalities) and maximize
interuse benefits.
c.

The control of community appearance in the interests of pre-

serving historic or esthetically significant structures and sites,

preserving the character of esthetically pleasinn old neighborhoods, and encouraging in new development or redevelopment

a
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richness of variety within the bounds of creating esthetically
and functionally harmonious relationships.
d.

The provision of

a

means of economic compensation v/here land

use controls inequitably restrict development or redevelopment;

that is, where use of the police power could reasonably be

construed as constituting
e.

a

"taking" without due compensation

The control of the physical design adequacy of new development
and maintenance of the built environment.

3.

There must be coordination of the implementation tools used into

an implementation program so that they will

and nonconflictinq manner.

This

requires

be used in a mutually supportive

sacrifices of political and

administrative independence as was pointed out at the beginning of this
chapter and is made more difficult by the failure of administrators in
some cases to perceive their implementation actions as part of

a

Although integration of the implementation tools into one program
in

itself

a

critieria for existence of

a

system.
is

g

not

land use guidance system, it is

likely to influence the degree of operational efficiency.
4.

Where the planning area, as it usually does, contains

a

multipli-

city of local governmental entities there must be an effective administrative

means for coordinating the plans, policies, and implementation actions of
these governmental entities to eliminate conflicts and in support of area-

wide plans, policies and implementation programs.
in the chapter on special

It

was pointed out

districts in the discussion of planning agencies.

That the evidence of the need for an administrative authority capable of
such coordination is both preponderant and convincing.
5.

The guidance system, in its implementation program, must take into

account the influence of federal, state, and substate regional plans,
policies and programs (if the planning area is not coterminus with the
region) in order to take maximum advantage of and minimize conflict with
these plans, policies and programs.

The often conflicting effects of

federal and state legislation and programs has already been noted at various places previously in this work and the Einsweiler et

concerning the systems examined there that:

aj_

study observes

"Most of the systems tend to

ignore levels of government other than the level of the aqency Droposinq
the system".
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If the guidance system is

6.

to receive the political

support neces-

sary for it to be effective it must provide for the full participation of
the planning area's political representatives, civic and professional

groups, citizens'

organizations, and individual citizens in the planning,

policy-making, and preparation of implementation programs.

For some time

federal legislation has been stressing citizen participation and the

planning legislation, in particular, has not only required citizen participation in connection with its programs but by vesting metropolitan planning in councils of governments made up largely of elected officials has

recognized the need to get elected representatives more extensively involved in the planning process.

13

Such participatory planning is essential

to the formulation of the goals and objectives upon which plans, policies,

and implementation programs must be based if they are to be in the public

interest.

14

The implementation programs must take full advantaqe of the plan

7.

and policy implementation tools which are available and acceptable to the

community; they must be carefully and subtly orchestrated for coordination
of the timing of implementation activities and achievement of the desired
result.

15

Guidance Systems Proposed by Professional Planners and Other Urbanists
In

the last two decades there have been

a

number of different land use

guidance systems proposed as being more effective than the generally piecemeal

and uncoordinated use of planning implementation tools currently the

practice in most communities.

They have been proposed both by individuals

and orgainzations interested in land use planning

implementation problems.

Those chosen for presentation and examination here are representative of
such proposals by individuals in both content and emphasis as they have

evolved since the mid-fifties.

They are presented in chronological order

so the evolution of ideas can be more easily perceived.

The first to be examined is

a

briefly sketched proposal for the timing

of development made by Henry Fagin in 1955.

He is currently a Professor

of Administration and Research Administrator in the Public Policy Research

organization of the University of California at Irvine.
made in 1963 by Stuart Chapin who is

a

The second was

Professor of Planning at the University

.
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of North Carolina at Chapel

The third was proposed in 1964 and

Hill.

elaborated on in 1967 by John Reps,

University in Ithaca, New York.

a

Professor of Planning at Cornell

The fourth was proposed to the National

'

Committee on Urban Growth Policy in 1969 (and incorporated in part in its

recommendations) by Henry Bain, then Senior Associate at the Washington
Center for Metropolitan Studies.

19

The fifth

was proposed in 1970 by

So, Deputy Director for Advisory Services of the American Society
20
of Planning Officials.
The last included is the proposal of Donald Canty

Frank

S.

when he was editor of City magazine in 1972,
HENRY FAGIN:

1955.

21

Referring to the (then) new emphasis on planning

action programs, Fagin asserts that the timing of development is in need
of attention equal to that paid by planners to the spacial
land uses.

distribution of

He adds that the programming over time of capital

improvements

made by local government is not enough and that programming of private

development must be done as well.

22

the tempo

He goes on to describe two aspects of coordination in time:

Both

or rate of development and the sequence or order of development.

aspects of the timing of development need to be controlled because of five

"...well-considered motivations..." of planning for the community.

23
'

A

description of these underlying reasons follows:
"The need to economize on the costs of municipal facilities and
24
services".
He explains briefly that efficient provision of urban services
1

and construction of community facilities, street systems, and utility

systems depend on keeping service areas compact and development coherently
contiguous.
2.

"The need to retain municipal control over the eventual

of development".

character

For example, premature development at low densities

may preclude redevelopment later at planned-for higher densities, creating
inefficiencies in the provision of public facilities and services through
their being designed for the larger planned-for population.
3.

"The need to maintain

uses of land".

a

27

desirable degree of balance among various

Fagin then points out that the economic viability depends

on tax income from a balanced mix of developed properties because different

types of uses give different tax yields.

All

land uses do not equally pay

the costs of providing them with urban facilities and services.

29

.

Z]b

"The need to achieve greater detail and specificity in development
30
regulation".
Here Fagin describes the increasing use of special permits
4

and "designed district"

31

controls as evidence of

a

growing awareness of

the need for more subtle and detailed land use controls than available

through conventional zoning districting.

He further observes that:

"With the current trend to specific changes for specific projects, however,

timing has become an integral element in zoning administration".

32

He

bases his argument that greater specificity is desirable on trends rather
than reasons.

These reasons have been discussed, however, in relation to

conditional uses and planned unit development in the chapter on zoning
and there are ample reasons to support his contention which need not be

repeated here.
"The need to maintain

5.

facilities".

33

a

high quality of community services and

Here Fagin discusses the ability of the community to

absorb new development and the necessary infrastructure, especially in
times of rapid growth.

In these periods

if the growth is scattered or

too rapid the community may not be able to afford all of the needed

ities;

facil-

some may be overloaded and others underused and service quality

very uneven.

eration

34

in the

As previously noted this problem was an underlying consid-

development of the Petaluma and Ramapo growth guidance

controls.

Having outlined what he felt were compelling reasons for controlling
the timing of urban development, Fagin then goes on to suggest land use

controls to achieve the desired growth guidance.
The first modification of controls he suggests is the creation of

"reserve districts" in which would be placed undeveloped land for which
it was not yet reasonable to assign specific, eventually allowable uses.

would presumably allow predominantly open space uses such as parks,
recreational uses, and agriculture or forestry in these zones although
he does not mention them.

Overlaying these districts would be building

sequence districts called "zones of building priority" which would indicate the order of priority in which development would be permitted.

The priority accorded each zone would express the sequence of development

most advantageous to the community from the point of view of economy and

achievement of the character intended for the development.

He
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From time to time the number of permits available would be derived
from findings concerning the current balance between types of development,
the status of private and public projects the local government especially

wishes to encourage, and the capacity of local government to assimilate
new development in view of its financial planning for public facilities
A
and
services.

37

exercising this development timing system the local government,

In

according to Fagin, should be obliged to relate its financial planning
to expected development trends,

thus expediting development, or if this

feasible because of lack of possible funding, give the developer

is not

the option of improving his priority rating by building the necessary

community facilities and/or providing the necessary community services
himself earlier than the local government plans to provide them
granting tax relief in cases of extreme hardship.

Evaluation
is

.

38

or by

39

Because the article in which Fagin makes these proposals

extremely brief it is difficult to judge from what is stated and implied

how complete

a

system is intended. An ongoing comprehensive planning pro-

gram is implied rather than specified.

The proposal

for "reserve districts"

takes into account the difficulties involved in translating
land use plan into

a

zoning map.

a

long-range

Whether short-range and middle-range

plans figure in the monitoring of development specified is in doubt.

Rather

a

process of detailed review of individual proposals within

a

framework of land use policies ("findings") is implied but not spelled out.
The crux of the problem of judging the completeness of the system is
in the review process which is not spelled out.

From the list of reasons

for justifying the timing of development it can be assumed that the review

would involve financial planning, the historic and esthetic character of

development, land use interrelationships, effective control of the details
of development, and the presence or absence of an adequate infrastructure;

economic compensation is also taken into account.

It v/ould

appear also

that by implication an adequate array of tools is involved if it is also

assumed that all of the usual planning implementation tools would also be
in use.

again

a

The description of the implementation program is rudimentary but

definite system is implied by the program described.

Fagin's system is designed for

a

single local all-purpose government

and so the question of intergovernmental coordination does not arise;
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failure to deal with this issue limits the applicability of the system.
It would have to be modified to provide for coordinating mechanisms

areas where multiple governments are involved.

in

The proposal also fails

to deal with cooperation with other levels of government,

the question of

political support and citizen participation, and the necessity of taking

advantage of all planning implementation and policy tools available and

acceptable to the government involved.

None the less it was

a

significant

early guidance system proposal and did involve most of the elements
essential to

a

complete land use guidance system.

STUART CHAPIN:

Chapin took

a

1963.

In

1963 in an article in the AIP Journal

look at our planning implementation tools and developed

proposal for better coordinating their use.

He observed that the land

use planning techniques were "...a curious Datchwork of devices
the mark of fragmented governmental

a

...

bearing

but that the growing

situations...

willingness to try new techniques should make the systemization of land
•

.

.

use implementation easier.

42

Chapin listed the elements of
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

land use guidance system as:

A general plan for the metropolitan region.
The urban development policies instrument.
A metropolitan area public works program.
An urban development code.
An informed metropolitan community.

The Metropolitan General Plan
ous criticisms of the general
a

a

Although taking into account the vari-

.

plan, Chapin contends that it is nonetheless

powerful concept especially when set forth in three levels of detail

having different time frames.

The first of these levels is the "horizon"

or final goals plan which is the most generalized, has no
and no price tag attached.

development over

a

time schedule,

The second is the more usual version envisioning

20-25 year period with

a

qeneral

financial program, and implementation program.

priority schedule,

The third is

a

short-range,

often 5-year plan representing the first period of the longer-range plans
and forming the basis of the capital
44
range implementation programs.
In regard to the

improvements program and other short-

short-range plan Chapin warns that studies of live-

ability and urban design must be

a

continuing part of such plans if they

are to be imaginative and gain public acceptance.

45
I

n

fact, at all

levels
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the effectiveness of the plan will
to inspire wide spread support,

depend on its imaginativeness and power

its technical

inspire wide spread support, its technical

practicability and power to

practicability and power to

inspire confidence, and the extent to which planning is an integral part
of the local decision-making process.

46

The urban development policies instrument.

The close keying of public

policies to the general plan can be an effective technique for implementing
land use plans.

This is especially true for infrastructure extension policies

involving transportation, utilities, and community facilities (including
schools and recreation).

Similarly state and federal policies affecting

housing, air and water pollution, reforestation, and other resource and

subsidy programs exert influences on development patterns.

48

Concerning the coordination of these policies Chapin says:

49

Clearly the effectiveness of policies as a means for shaping
urban growth is dependent on whether one modus operandi - a
framework for steering public policy - and whether such a
framework becomes a recognized basis of co-ordinated action
by all levels of government in policy decisions relating to
urban development.
He goes on to credit Henry Fagin for having advanced the notion of such a
50
policies instrument in 1959.
Further he contends that such a policies

instrument would need to be sufficiently specific and politically acceptable to the local governments involved to be adopted by them.

Chapin cited the Metropolitan Regional Council in the New York area
instrument seemed to be developing.

as an example of where such an

He

suggests further that federal aid could be made conditional on the adoption
of such an instrument.

The content of the instrument would vary from

area to area but would usually contain

statement of goals for urban ex-

a

pansion, policies for achievement of those goals, and
of development.

a

schedule for timing

52

A metropolitan public works program

the policies instrument.

All

.

This v/ould go hand in hand with

public improvement expenditures listed in

the chapter on public improvements programming would be included and would,
in turn, grow out of the general

An urban development code

.

plans.

Because of the lack of uniformity and

coordination of the various land use controls Chapin proposes that they be
integrated into

a

single regulatory code to be adopted by all jurisdictions
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within each metropolitan area, arguing that with the "...profusion of requlatoi

measures and the continual tinkering with these ordinances, even the most
imaginative metropolitan plan loses its organizing force...

53

The emphasis

in such a code should be on coordination, simplification, and positive
54

incentives.

An informed metropolitan community

system relies on

a

all

This element in the guidance

broad and continuing public education program focussed

on the persuasive power of
ment.

.

It would make

a

sound and logical approach to urban develop-

use of all available communications media directed at

segments of the community.

It would involve the dissemination of public

information, active citizen participation and demonstration projects as
well as using the schools to develop an awareness of urban planning among

students.

55

Chapin observes that civic education is

a

relatively underdeveloped

technique but feels that it is essential to make it more effective.
The guidance system.

55

The system consists of coordinated use of the

described elements so that the concepts developed in the general plan give
rise to the policies instrument and are implemented through the public works
program, the urban development code and the public information, education,
and participation programs.

Evaluation

.

Chapin

's

57

(See FIGURE

VII-1).

proposed land use guidance system is more de-

tailed than Fagin's and therefore easier to evaluate in the light of the

components specified at the beginning of the chapter as essential to
complete land use guidance system.

a

His system meets the requirement for

including an ongoing comprehensive land use planning and policy-making
process, including long, intermediate, and short range plans.
a

It

includes

broad array of tools of which the policies instrument including an

implementation program and the urban development code are the principal
new implementation tools.

As in Fagin's proposal
57

would include development timing regulations.

his development code
He neglects to say

whether the development code would include control of community appearance
and provide for historic preservation but nothing in his system precludes
this.

Also the question of compensation is not dealt with specifically

although tax policies and subsidies are mentioned.
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FIGURE VII-1: DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF AN URBAN
DEVELOPMENT GUIDANCE SYSTEM

Source:

AIP Journal, Vol. XXIX No.

2

(May 1963) p. 83.
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Chapin makes

a

"...emphasis has been placed

point that in his proposal

on a broadened approach and a fuller use of existing techniques".

59

The

thrust of his proposal is on the development of "urban development guidance
systems'

thus meeting another requirement for completeness. He also

takes into account coordination with federal, state and regional plans
and programs in the discussion of the policies instrument.

Although Chapin's proposal lays great stress on citizen education and
participation, including the participation of civic groups, it is strangely
silent about the participation of local elected politicians and the organizational and administrative framework necessary for the obtaining of mutual

aggrement on the plans, policies, and planning implementation program.

He

recognizes that his system would require "...some form of intergovernmental

collaboration within the metropolitan area and the surrounding region".
However, he does not spell

this out.

He does stress the need for taking full advantage

of the tools at hand

and the orchestration of "bundles" of policies into implementation programs

tailored to community acceptability and the particulars of the implementation
system.

Overall except for the shortcomings noted above, Chapin's proposed
,

guidance system has most of the components of

a

comDlete land use guidance

system as judged by it meeting the criteria previously set forth and
was

a

landmark proposal
JOHN REPS:

his

in the literature of the time.

1964, 1967.

The idea of

a

land use guidance system was

next furthered by John Reps in two addresses to annual conventions of the

American Society of Planning Officials which were widely discussed and

debated in the planning profession.
for Zoning",

*

The first of these addresses, "Requiem

was a major attack on the land use implementation tool that

planners have relied on most.

It was also a plea for a drastic overhaul

of existing implementation tools and direct public intervention in the
land development market.

He urged zoning reforms as part of

a

proposed

land use guidance system bearing the acronym "ACID" from the four groups
of proposed components:

advice, controls, inducements or incentives, and

direct public development.

Concerning planning advice he notes that the first public planning
agencies were Durely advisory and advice in conjunction with persuasion
and inspiration still

plays an important role in quiding urban development.
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Ill

of the various controls

All

-

zoning, subdivision regulations, official

maps, and building, housing and sanitary codes

-

influence development

patterns but their usefulness is limited by their neqative character.
Inducements and incentives such as subsidized financing, tax exemptions, direct subsidies, guaranteed loans, and direct subsidies have also

played

part in guidinn development.

a

Direct public development of the infrastructure necessary for private

development to take place has been most effective in urban renewal areas
but has

a

much greater potential for urban fringe development than con-

temporary American Cities have been able to utilize.

After outlining briefly the elements of the guidance system, Reps concentrated the balance of the lecture on the flaw: in zoning as now constituted.
He proposed,

instead, an integration of all

land use controls into

a

set

of "Development Regulations" involving the granting of much more discre-

tionary power to the administrative agency within the framework of

a

plan

for community development and related set of development objectives and

standards both of which would be mandatory and adopted by the legislative
The plan and objectives and standards would be subject to review

body.

and approval by

a

state agency which would also hear appeals from those

apposing details of the plan.
and development control
a

69

This would be more like European planning

procedures which Reps praises as having produced

high quality of urban development.

He further proposes that the local

"discretionary administration review body" be metropolitan area-wide in

jurisdiction rather than
tions.

a

function of the constituate, smaller jurisdic-

An alternative to interlocal

delegations of power would be direct

intervention by the state in the exercise of planning controls.
Several years later in another address before the 1967 ASPO Convention,

entitled "The Future of American Planning -- Requiem or Renascence?"
Reps dealt

more extensively with the public development aspect of his

land use guidance system.

He summarized his proposal

as follows:

I
propose that land at the urban fringe which is to be developed for urban uses should be acquired by a public aqency.
Acquisition, in fact, should run well ahead of anticipated

need and include the purchase or condemnation of idle or agriThe
cultural land well beyond the present urban limits.
public agency, therefore, should be given territorial jurisdiction which includes not only the present central city and^
the surrounding suburbs but a wide belt of undeveloped land.
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The MDA would have the powers of eminent domain and supercession of local building and land-use regulations.
Specified powers would be reserved to the community districts.
Both the areawide and district offices would have interdisciplinary professional staffs.
The federal government would seek to induce the states to
create the MDAs through energetic use of fiscal carrots
and sticks.
Rut where the states did not do so, the flDAs
would be created directly by the federal government.
The first step in an MDA's creation would be establishment
of a metropolitan commission composed of local elected
officials, federal representatives, and citizen members
(plus state officials if the MDA were being created by the
state).
The citizen members would be chosen through areawide general elections.
In recognition of the differences between areas, many decisions
about the MDA's structure would be left to the commission,
but within overall federal guidelines containing such strings
as those cited above.
Included in these decisions would be
such crucial matters as the size of the community districts,
the distribution of powers between the district and areawide
levels, and the powers of the areawide officers vis-a-vis the
board of district delegates.

The federal guidelines, in each case, would have to be sturdy
enough to protect the presently powerless.
In the matter
of district vs. areawide MDA powers, for example, no district should be allowed to veto the development of lowerincome housing allotted to it through an areawide MDA plan.
And the areawide officers should have sufficient checks on
them to prevent their becoming "metropolitan czars".
Once created, the MDA would be reguired to consult with local
general -purpose governments on the impact of its activities
within. their boundaries, and to coordinate its plans and
activities with theirs.
The original commission would remain in existence (renewed by periodic areawide elections)
to act as a fact-finding and arbitration board on disputes
between the MDA and local jurisdictions.
The MDAs would contain a "self-destruct" mechanism in that
they would become agencies of general purpose metropolitan
governments as such were formed in their areas.
The strings
on their federal funding would remain, however, including
the requirement that decisions about its use be effectively
decentralized.
He describes the role of the MDA as

He then goes on to elaborate.

involving programs to generate new jobs for the unemployed in the central
cities, assisting in the development of low cost housing near existing

employment centers where there is

a

shortage of it, and creating new,
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Land scheduled for early development should he desiqned in
detail, conforminq to a general
comprehensive, and lonqThe public agency, directly
range metropolitan growth plan.
street and utility iminstall
all
or indirectly, should
and
retain all sites needed
provements and should identify
for such public facilities as parks, schools, and other
neighborhood and community needs. The remaining land should
then be disposed of to private builders by sale or lease,
the aggregate price to reflect full acquisition and improveThe terms of the sale or lease
ments costs but no profit.
should include adequate safeguards to insure development
only in conformity to the detailed plans prepared for the
area.
In short, I am suggesting that a municipal, metropolitan,
or state agency enter the field of land development in
suburban or rural locations in a manner similar to that
used in central city redevelopment projects. 73
,

Reps goes on to elaborate that his proposed metropolitan development

agency, which might be whooly public, or semi-public like Comsat,

operate primarily

in

the fringe areas.

74

would

Development in central areas would

be undertaken through urban renewal where necessary and control

of the

land use in the in-between, mostly-developed areas would be manaqed by
the reformed zoning controls he proposed in his earlier lecture.

The major control devices available to the proposed agency would be

detailed deed or leasehold restrictions, similar to those used currently
in urban renewal

areas, and the withholding of land from the market until

the infrastructure had been provided in

a

pattern consistent with the lo-

cations of uses and timing of development indicated in the metropolitan
land use plans.

This proposal goes further than most land-banking proposals in that all
of the infrastructure of streets, utilities, parks, and schools would be

provided by the development corporation or other public agencies and
therefore the building developers would have little
to overall
el

1

attitude in regard

plans, traditional subdivision-control procedures having been

iminated.
In

order to avoid monotony much of the site planning would be farmed

out to private practitioners through design competitions rather than being
done in-house by the development corporation.
The benefits envisioned from this process include overcoming the land
use pattern distortions caused by speculation, acquisition of land for

public use in the right locations, providinq an even flow of publicly

2*5

Improved bui Idinq sites to the construction market, promoting more efficient,

contiguous development rather than sprawl, providing land for relocating
families displaced by urban renewal and improving the building process
for private builders.
In support of his

proposal Reps cites the effectiveness of large

scale advance purchase of land in achieving

a

high quality of design in

Stockholm, Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Oslo, Helsinki, The Hague and Utrecht in
Europe.

In

America the device was used in the late

1

700

'

s

and early 1800's

in New York, Washington, Detroit, San Francisco, and Savannah but only in

Washington and Savannah was municipal ownership of land used to control
the design of development.
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Reps's proposal combines land banking with development powers similar
to those of the New York Urban Development Corporation, both of which re-

ceived comment in the chapter on Special Districts and Public Authorities.
He contends this kind of control

mental political

is

"...wholly compatible with our funda-

beliefs and ... economic system..." and "...absolutely

essential to the satisfactory control of urban growth..."
is

71

His argument

persuasive, his examples compelling, and it seems certain that more

cities and counties will experiment in this direction as Fairfax County,
80
Virginia
is doing and as is provided for in the American Law Institute's
Model Land Development Code.

Evaluation.

Review of Reps' proposed land use guidance system reveals

that it does have its basis in an ongoing comprehensive land use planning
QO
shorter-range
process having as elements a long-range land use plan,

more detailed plans for areas scheduled for early development,
prehensive development objectives and standards.

84

In fact

33
'

and com-

the land use

plans are the central elements by which the planner guides his enlarged

discretionary decision-making.

Clearly

Reps'

system meets the initial

criteria concerning the planning process.
He proposes the rejection or placement of less reliance on zoning

districting, especially in urbanizing areas, in favor of

giving the planner
o

more discretionary power over land use and other development considerations.
His proposal meets all

the criteria for having an adequate array of imple-

mentation tools and for integrating them into
dance program.

He would consolidate all

a

coordinated land use gui-

land use controls in one set of

development regulations controlling land uses, and use mixes, quality of

1'lb

development including esthetic and historic preservation considerations,
for just

subdivision of land and the timing of development, and provision

qe

compensation where the planning decision has been severely restrictive.
He goes beyond the previous proposals in the amount of discretionary

authority he would give to the planner and introduces the concept of

metropolitan land acquisition and development corporation.
In

discussing

a

87

the problem of coordinating the development activities

of many governmental entities he proposes that it be done by

authority or an agency of the state.

'

a

public

He does not deal directly with

the coordination of metropolitan planning with the plans and policies of

higher levels of government, (although he discusses the utility of state
coordination) with political, or witn civic group and citizen participation

except through required public hearinqs and the normal political processes.
He would place the responsibility for the implementation propram,

efficiency and local acceptability firmly

in

With the exceptions noted above this is

its

the hands of the planner.
a

complete guidance system
Furthermore,

with more potential strenqth than those previously described.

he argues ^ery persuasively for giving the planner added flexibility through

giving him more discretionary power within the constraints of adopted plans
and policies and for increased involvement of local government in all

aspects of urban development.
HENRY BAIN:

I960.

Two years after the second Reps lecture Henry

Bain, in the previously cited chapter of The Mew City by the National
90
Committee on Urban Growth Policy,
proposed an urban growth guidance strategy

somewhat similar to Reps proposal.

He proposed the use of "Urban Develop-

ment Districts" to be created under state enabling legislation.

These

districts would be special districts created to plan and undertake develop-

ment in largely undeveloped metropolitan urban fringe areas which are
ripe for development.

91

As an alternative to sprawl

high quality of planned, contiguous development.

they would insure

a

They would assume all

the development powers of local governments within their boundaries until

development was complete after which the districts would be dissolved and

...

their development powers would be returned to the general purpose governor

ments within their districts.

"

They would not operate or maintain services;

these functions would remain in the hands of the local governments.

93
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These districts would be administered by the state,

county,

or local
q4

governments as provided for in the establishing enabling legislation.'
Bain also suggests the alternative of

ation as did Reps.

a

public-private development corpor-

95

The districts would employ "...new and improved

stimulate and guide development.
densities were planned.

96
.. "~

zoning techniques to

of areas for which low and medium

Wh^re plans call for high density development the

districts would acquire the land for resale or lease to private developers
with the appropriate restrictions designed to ensure the execution of the
land use plans.

97

The districts would prepare and carrv out

ment

a

coordinated public improve-

program in cooperation with the local agencies which

,

in

turn, would

operate the completed facilities.
The level of government establishing the agency would provide it with

adequate capital to finance land acquisition and development.

This capital

would be reimbursed by the operating agencies in the case of public facilities and by the sale or lease of land to private developers.
no

The development process would involve the following steps:'
1.

Designation of the development district. The area to be
developed would not necessarily follow jurisdictional
lines but might be larger, smaller, or interjurisdictional.

2.

Declare a temporary moratorium on development in the
districts to forestall anticipatory development and
allow time for planning.

3.

Ascertain predesignation land values to avoid paying
speculative prices for land acquisition.

4.

Prepare

5.

Prepare detailed plans for the district stage by stage.

6.

Prepare

a

private development program.

7.

Prepare

a

public improvement program.

8.

Prepare

a

development schedule.

9.

Undertake the construction of public improvements.

a

district general plan.

10.

Secure the construction of private development.

11.

Administer the development program.

12.

Provide public services through the responsible agencies.

13.

Dissolve the urban development district.

1T6

Evaluation

,

Bain's proposal provides for an ongoinq comprehensive

land use planning program with long-range and

stage development plans

but this program appears to be limited to the area within the development

district(s) rather than encompassing the entire metropolitan area.

In

fact, the problem of metropolitan area planning coordination is not raised.

Bain does not go into detail about the array of land use controls to be

used by the development districts except to specify new and improved

zoning techniques, programming of public and private development, and the
use of the district to carry out these programs directly or indirectly.

Use by the district of all
than stated.

the usual

land use controls is implied rather

No mention of integrating the controls into a system is made

but the use of the district powers for land banking and direct development

would seem to be enough for detailed development design control.

Again,

control of community appearance and historic preservation are not mentioned.

ment

is

Compensation

incases of severely restricted control of develop-

also not mentioned.

The same is true for taking into account the

plans, policies, and programs of other levels of government and the question of providing for involvement in the planning process of the local

elected officials, civic groups, and citizens except for the final approval by the affected local governments of district development plans.
The main thrust of Bain's proposal

lies in the use of the special

district device for planning and development in urban fringe areas.
such it is less complete as

a

As

land use guidance system than those pro-

posed by Reps and Chapin or those discussed previously in the chapter on
special districts and elsewhere.

Too many questions were either not

addressed or were treated vaguely such as the responsibility for initiating
the districts, for controlling them, and the question of ongoing urban

growth in relation to setting up and dismantling the districts.
1970.

FkAflK SO:

In

a

Planning Advisory Service report of the American

Society of Planning Officials, entitled Metropolitan Planning Policy
Implementation

,

Frank So examined the various strategies for metropolitan

planning agencies to use in the imolementation of metropolitan policies
and plans and devised the conception of an implementation Drogram for more

systematically using the available implementation tools.

He observed that
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metropolitan planning agencies are "...still relatively
and possess very few strong implementation powers..."

weak,

institutions

and therefore

have to rely on "...more indirect and persuasive techniques..."

carrying out their plans, policies, and programs.

for

Accordingly, So argues

that if the available techniques are to be used more successfully, they

must be used more systematically.

102

This is essential, he believes, because

in examining existing metropolitan planning agencies

he found

"...a serious

imbalance between policy development and policy implementation."
He states that because for metropolitan planning agencies "implementation
as a concept must be broad, the objective of these agencies must be planning

and policies implementation involving the whole planning process rather than
plan implementation and that

the former is far more difficult and subtle

a

process than plan implementation, being concerned with the exercise of

influence and power in the interest of guidinq development in accordance
with the policies of the metropolitan planning agency.

further that plans or plan-making are not
because of the interaction between them.
level

He argues

separable from implementation

Accordingly, at the metropolitan

policy guides have increasingly been prepared rather than detailed

plans because of the uncertainty concerning implementation opportunities.
He concludes this introductory part of the report by describing the com-

plexity of the metropolitan development process as follows:
The growing metropolitan area is continuously being transformed
from a rural into an urban area as a result of a conglomeration
of public and private development decisions:
decisions of
state government affecting the area's capacity to grow,
budgetary decisions of county and special district governments;
decisions by government agencies, private corporations, and
others to build or invest in something, to initiate a program
of service, and so on.
At times these decisions are complementary, and at other times they are in conflict.. .Not all such
decisions are of equal importance.
The most important decisions from a metropolitan development standpoint are those
affecting major utilities, transportation, open space, and
major economic activity centers.
From there he goes on to examine the major persuasive strategies

which he classifies as:

(1)

"the classic", (2) gaining and strengthening

allies, (3) information, (4) cooperation, (5) coordination, (6) ad hoc

problem solving, and (7) education and indoctrination.

He criticizes

each of these techniques and concludes none is adequate in and of itself
and many contain possible hazards.

1

05
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After that he examines three legislative reforms:
institutional change, and development power.
Where there is mandatory referral to

a

mandatory referral,

108

metropolitan planning agency

of specified planning and development questions it is usually not manda-

tory to follow the advice of the metropolitan planning agency.

Metropolitan Council in the Twin

Only the

Cites area (Minneapol is-St. Paul) was

cited as having enforcement powers in regard to some mandatory referrals.
In

109

discussing institutional change So lists, without comment the

following possible types of change:
(1)

Combining a metropolitan planning agency with a metropolitan transportation planning agnecy (or, combining with a
health facilities planning council).

(2)

Changing the MPA from a planning commission with appointed
members to a council of governments represented by government officials who themselves have been elected as chief
executive officers of their own respective governments.

(3)

For those MPAs which do not have it, obtaining mandatory
referral powers; strengthening mandatory referral so
that denial by the MPA means something.

(4)

Having the governing body of the MPA elected rather than
appointed.

(5)

Establishing a greater degree of financial independence
through, for example, obtaining non-earmarked funds from
state government, or having the power to impose a tax
levy to support the MPA's programs.

(6)

Removing certain land-use control powers from local
governments and placing them within the MPA.

(7)

Obtain power to either indirectly or directly plan and
operate certain regional facilities and systems and the
power to raise taxes to operate and maintain them.
(See next section).

(8)

Combining several regionwide special purpose authorities,
and the MPA, into a metropolitan development government.

In

the discussion of development power So cites the Twin Cities Metro

Council as having planning and development control jurisdiction over, land
use within three miles of the new regional airport and appointive power

over the members of two seven-member boards, one of which would develop

metropolitan sewer system and the other an areawide openspace and

a

zjI

He also cites the Maryland-National

recreational program.

Park and

Planning Commission as having development powers over parks and recreation and the power to administer zonino and subdivision regulations
112
within most of its jurisdictional area.
In the third section of Metropolitan Planning Policy Implementation,

So proposes that metropolitan planning agencies should develop an instru-

ment called an
I.

it as follows:

1

13

A review of the MPA's past performance

The policy base
Implementation strategies that have been used.

A.
B.

IV.

He outlines

review of the MPA's field of action
Identifyinq key decision-makers
Examining constraints

B.

III.

mplementation program.

A critical
A.

II.

i

Developing

a

new implementation strategy

Assessinq the implications of carrying out the program
A.
Staff and budget considerations
B.
Establishing a monitoring system

Rather than

a

single detailed strategy it is an outline of a program to

be tailor-made for each metropolitan area taking into account the local

resources and constraints.
The critical

review of the metropolitan planning agency's field of
•

action involves:
of all

local

study of the land development process;

a

114

an

inventory

governments and agencies to determine their relationship to

and influence on metropolitan development; consideration of how the plannig agency might best be related to these governments and agencies in

influencing development; identification of constraints on the planning

agency including lack of adequate enabling legislation, distrust of the
planning agency as

a

possible stepping stone to metropolitan government,

and assessment of the degree of political
115
to how it might be ameliorated.

fragmentation with

a

view as

The review of the past performance of the metropolitan planning

agency starts with an analysis of the adequacy of the agency's policy
base to determine if policies are clearly spelled out, sufficiently com-

prehensive, consistent, being carried out(or if not, why not?), and an

assessment of their usefulness.

This is followed up with an appraisal

of the implementation strategies used by the metropolitan planning agency

with an emphasis on critical evaluation.
should be determined.

Reasons for successes and failures

.
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After the review of past planning implementation comes the task of

devising

a

new implementation strateoy.

to determine which past strategies were
as opposed to those which were

Cased on the review it is necessary
successful and should be continued

unsuccessful and should be discontinued.

With as much precision as possible the strategies should be identifed which
will

be directed at the earlier identified decision makers.

The constraints

which cannot be changed must be identifed as well as those the metropolitan
planning agnecy has

a

reasonable chance of altering or removing.

question of desirable institutional changes must be examined with

making such reform proposals

The
a

view to

are both reasonable and possible.

as

And

finally the agency's work program should be reviewed for determining the
necessary changes in the liaht of the proposed new implementation strategy.
The new implementation strategy must be adequately staffed and funded
if it is to be put into operation and some form of monitoring implementation

must be developed if the program is to become an effective part of the

continuing planning process.
Evaluation

.

So's proposal assumes an ongoing comprehensive planning

program including stage development plans whose implementation elements
are the focus of his concern.
the metropolitan level

119

Because he is dealing with planning at

there is less emphasis on small scale planning

than on plans and policies having areawide impact; he is less concerned

with detailed physical planning than with policies planning directed at

guiding all development decisions.
So's proposal

is

120

for the establishment of

a

process whereby an array

of available planning implementation controls and strategies usually used
in piecemeal

programs

fashion can be organized into more effective

i

mplementation

He does not propose one specific set of controls and strategies

.

as being the most desireable but lists a variety of arrays which could be

coordinated.

The programs would be carefully tailor-made to fit individual

situations and be monitored with
1

warrent.

21

a

view to revising them as conditions

He also does not go into detail

about what the programs

should accomplish beyond their being designed to carry out the adopted

metropolitan planning policies.
into an implementation program as
122
proposal

Coordination of the implementation tools
indicated above is the core of his
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In

dealing with the problem of coordinating the development activities

multiplicity of local governments he suggests alternative organization-

of

a

al

reforms and grants of power to the metropolitan planning aoency which

would improve its implementation ability.

1

23
lie

also adequately takes

into account cooperation and coordination with hiqher levels of aovern-

ment.

12-1

He provides for full

participation of the planninq area's politi1

cal

representatives, civic and professional groups, and citizens generally.

Except for its lack of detail about small scale and planning controls because of its focus on metropolitan planning, So's land use guidance system
proposal

is

quite complete and is

a

significant contribution to the liter-

ature on the subject.
CANTY:

1972.

Donald Canty in 1972 proposed the creation of elective

Metropolitan Development Agencies (MDA's) to guide and/or undertake physical

development and the provision of areawide services in and for metropolitan
areas.

These instrumentalities would do metropolitan planning, undertake

urban renewal, undertake and/or guide peripheral urban development including
the construction of satelite communities.
In
a

constructing his proposal Canty first set out four criteria that

land use guidance instrumentality for metropolitan areas should meet:
1.

It must be a multipurpose instrument, capable of dealing
with the relatedness of metropolitan problems.

As one-by-one the areawide nature of some metropolitan problems
has become evident, the response has been to create a special
district or authority to deal with them - one-by-one. These
entities add still more overlapping strands to the metropolitan
web.
Dealing individually with such matters as airports, highways, parks, and mosquitoes, they often fall over one another.

Right and left hands work busily at cross-purposes.
2.

It must be democratic instrument.
That is, it should be
politically accountable on an areawide basis. The special
districts or authorities typically are not accountable at
all.
Their behavior to date is testimony of the danger of
vesting great power in remote appointive officials.

Another widespread form of quasi -metropolitanism are the Councils
of Governments, comprised of local elected officials who attempt to coordinate planning and action on area wide concerns.
When it comes to difficult decisions, local officials serving on
the COGs are likely to vote local rather than areawide concerns.
How could it be otherwise, since their constituencies are purely
local?

OC
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The elective leaders of the new instrument must have and serve
an areawide constituency.
3.

At the same time, the new instrument must be decentralized
in terms of both decision-making and administration.
It
must widely share the new power that it creates.

Otherwise those in the central cities already pained by their
remoteness from local government will be still further from
influence over the public aspects of their lives.
4.

The final specification for the design of the instrument
is that it should not replace existing municipalities.

Many aspects of metropolitan problems are best left in local
hands.
These include curriculum design and staff selection
in the schools and most aspects of law enforcement.
Also, many municipalities, large and small, are held together
by cultural traditional
or geographical ties.
There is
little enough sense of community in any modern society.
It should be encouraged, not disrupted.
,

,

Canty then goes on to examine city-county consolidation, the CED's
proposal for two-tiered, federated metropolitan governments, and Burton's

proposed metropolitan states.
then advances his own.
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He rejects all

His initial
1 28

of these alternatives and

presentation of it

is

brief enough

to quote almost in its entirety:

It would be an elective metropolitan development agency (MDA).
Since it would be an instrument of national strategy, it would
be entirely financed by the federal government.
The federal
money would be tied in some strong and sizable strings relating to such matters as representativeness, environmental protection, and priority attention to the widening of options
and opportunities for the poor and minorities.

The MDA would be the primary delivery mechanism for all federal
programs in the following categories anywhere in its area:
housing and community development, transportation, environIt would supplant
mental protection, and economic development.
such present mechanisms as local housing authorities and reIt would
development agencies as federal funding channels.
function as a secondary delivery system for federal employment and service programs aimed at helping localities meet
needs generated by its development decisions.
The MDA would be comprised of population-equal community districts smaller than the central cities and larger than the
smaller suburbs.
Each district would elect its own governing board and officers.
And these district boards, in turn,
would choose delegates to form the areawide MDA governing
board.
Officers of the MDA would be chosen in an areawide
general election, and would serve on a full-time basis.
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relatively self-contained communities of various scales on open land
within its jurisdiction.

129

Having the power of eminent domain, the MDA

could undertake land banking as

a

means of guiding development.

1

30
It

could do detailed planning for the land under its control, undertake the

provision of the infrastructure necessary for development to take place
and resell the land to private developers or public agencies willing to

carry out the plans.

131

The MDA would also administer federal

"subsidy

packages" providing funds to constituent local governments to help defray
the extra costs of their providing services to their low income families.

Evaluation.

1

3?

Canty's proposal assumes an ongoing comprehensive land

use planning process with an emphasis on short and intermediate range

plans and policies keyed to detailed urban development and redevelopment
133
programs.
The emphasis is on solving the problems of the poor through

increasing the supply of physically well related low cost housing and
places offering appropriate employment opportunities.

The planning

process would be directed at carrying out national goals within
institutional framework responsible to the local electorate.

135

a

local

Stage

development planning is implied rather than explicitly stated.
His array of planning tools is narrow but powerful.

Although the

traditional planning controls would remain in the hands of the local

governments within the MDA's jurisdiction it could override them in
1

regard to development it undertakes.

k

The central tool is the control

of development through the acquisition of land, planning for it in detail,

providing the infrastructure necessary for development or

redevelopment

and the resale of land to public or private developers subject to con137
formance to the MDA's plans.
Also important is the MDA's carrot and

stick control of the dispersal of federal funds to its constituent local
1

governments.

38

Because local planning controls remain in the hands of

the constituent governments there is no reference to compensation in

restrictive situations.
The instrumentality Canty proposes would be charged with the coordina-

tion of Its planning implementation tools in its development and redevelopIt also would be charged with coordinating its plans and
139
programs with those of the local governments within its jurisdiction.

ment programs.

Z3b

The proposal also adequately takes into account the programs of
Its directly elected council would satisfy

higher levels of government.
the requirement of local

political support although it doesn't rule out

conflicts between the MDA and the local governments within its jurisdicCitizen and civic group participation is implied rather than spelled

tion.
out.

Presumably it would be most effective at the MDA subdi strict level.
Finally, Canty's proposal meets the requirement of making full use of

the available planning tools and acceptability to the community in the

sense that the necessary planning legislation would have to have popular

support in order to be passed.

The MDA's elective council would further

guarantee that its developmental and other activities would be politically
accountable.
Canty's proposal seems to grow out of the ideas proposed by Reps and
Bain, both of which use the public authority device.
of them in taking over the urban renewal
local governments and in the proposal

It goes beyond both

function from its constituent

that it be federally funded and act

as an administrator for disbursing federal

funds to local governments

within its jurisdiction and an instrumentality for carrying out federal
urban development policies.

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY.

The guidance systems selected for examination

on the preceedinq pages will

be briefly reviewed here for

a

comparison of

their major features, their major emphases, and for their contribution to
the evolution of growth guidance system concepts.

Fagin argued for the need to control the timing of development:

tempo and sequence.

He assumed the existence of a unit of local

its

govern-

ment capable of exercising land use controls over urbanizing areas.

He

proposed modifying zoning to include reserve districts in which the options
for future land uses would be left open until

they were ripe for develop-

ment as determined by overlay zones establishing priorities for development according to which building permits would be issued or denied.

The

highest priority districts would be planned in detail and requests for
building permits issued if the proposed development met the requirements
of the plan.

Land owners having low development priorities would receive

tax relief as part of the guidance system.

Four years later Fagin pro-

posed integrating the development policies aspect of land use planning
into

a

single "policies plan", an idea which Chapin incorporated into his

guidance system.
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Chapin took

a

broader approach based on

a

metropolitan general plan,

an urban development policies instrument (after Fagin), a metropolitan

public v/orks program, an urban development code consolidating zoning
and subdivision controls, and

public information program for gaining

a

public understanding and support for carrying out the plan.
proposal, Chapin'

s

Unlike Faqin's

does not rely on new implementation techniques or on

tax relief but strives to organize planning and plan implementation into
a

systematic land use guidance system.
Reps though dispairing of zoning also proposes that existing techniques

of planning and controlling land use continue where appropriate in the

community but that they be supplemented by the more powerful tools of
using economic incentives and through direct public involvement in land

acquisition and development through

a

metropolitan development agency (to

which local land use controls would not apply) which would go beyond land
banking to provide the whole infrastructure necessary for development
and then dispose of land for development rhough sale or lease subject to

discretionary review of public and private development proposals.
Bain, like Reps, proposes

a

land acquisition and development agency

or agencies to plan and undertake development in urbanizing areas.

Bain's development districts would preempt local land use controls and

would exercise them within district boundaries until dissolved rather than

simply having the override powers of Reps' agencies.

The difference be-

tween the two proposals is in the details rather than in basic concepts.

The significance of Bain's proposal lies rather in its influence on the

recommendations of the National Committee on Urban Growth Policy for

whom it was prepared and on Canty who edited Th e Ne w City in which it
appeared.
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(The relevant parts of the Committee's recommendations

will be presented and discussed in the next part of this chapter).

So's proposal, like Chapin

policies implemented through
program

.

a

's

is aimed at metropolitan planning and

systematically organized implementation

He does not propose new land use controls but he examines the

possible strengthening of metropolitan planning agencies by giving them
the right of mandatory referral of local

plans and development proposals,

strengthening them through institutional change (including as
lity conversion to

a

a

possibi-

development authority as proposed by Reps, bain, and
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However, the principal emphasis of So's proposal

Canty).

is on

making

more systematic use of existing land use guidance techniques while attempting to strengthen metropolitan planning agencies through improved
state legislation.

Canty's proposal is built around the establishment of metropolitan

development authorities like those proposed by Reps and Bain and discussed
that their governing

alternativeby So but with the requirement

as an

boards be elective, their funding come from the federal government, and
that they be empowered to undertake urban redevelopment and the develop-

ment of satelite new communities as well as the development of the urban
fringe.
All

of the guidance systems examined show

concern for more systematic

a

organization and use of planning implementation techniques.
Reps'

proposal

the idea of

a

Starting with

metropolitan planning and development agency

capable of guiding new development through land acquisition, improvement,
and resale or lease under stipulated planning requirements has been in-

creasingly proposed as the major element necessary for land use guidance
systems to be effective, especially in metropolitan areas.
The next section will examine the recommendations of selected govern-

ment and professional

organizations concerning land use guidance.

Recommendations of Government and Professional Organizations Concerning
Land Use Guidance
.

The recommendations selected to be examined here are those of the

National

Commission on Urban Problems in 1968,

on Urban Growth Policy in 1969,
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the National

American Institute of Architects in 197?,
the Environment of the International

^

th<*

the National

Committee

Policy Task Fore- of the

Committee on Growth and

City Management Association in 1973,

147

140
and
the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations in 1973,
1 49
which will be reviewed in relation
the American Law Institute in 1975
to the relevant national

Planners.

planning policies of the American Institute of

These proposals were chosen because they were made by

organizations deeply concerned with land use and development and have been

widely circulated and commented upon.
Members of the American Institute of Planners participated in the
AIA Task Force study and the drafting of the ALI Model Land Development
Code and AIP responded to the ALI Code with an analysis and

239

recommendations for modification of it.
information

1

51

AIP has also disseminated

about land use quidance systems through its periodicals.

The quasi-professional American Society of Planning Officials,

while not proposing

a

specific guidance system, has become interested

in developing policy positions and has widely disseminated

information

concerning land use guidance systems and innovative legislation affecting the implementation of land use plans through its various publications.

1

The Urban Land Institute also disseminates information concerning

guidance systems and as previously mentioned has published
work on the subject.

a

three-volume
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NATIONAL COMMISSION ON URBAN PROBLEMS: 1968.

This Commission, chaired

by Senator Paul Douglas, was appointed by President Lyndon Johnson in 1967
to carry out the purposes defined in section 301

Development Act of 1965.

In this

of the Housing and Urban

report to the Congress and President, the

National Commission made recommendations among which were several affecting urban growth guidance.

These are quoted and commented on here.

The

recommendations are pursuant to the following Commission findings concerning which levels of government should have assigned to them particular

governmental functions:

1
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initiative - Local governments - i.e., governments
below the State level-- should bear primary responsibility for detailed guidance of urban development.

(1)

Local

(2)

Larger local governments - So that local governments can
take effective initiative in guiding urban development,
the size of local governments in many metropolitan areas
must be substanitally increased.

(3)

Stronger local governments - Local governments must be
strengthened through the grant of additional powers and
through substanital financial and technical assistance.

(4)

Stronger voice for neighborhoods .- In recognition of the
special interests of property owners and residents in
their immediate surroundings, increased efforts must be
made to enhance the ability of neighborhood residents to
effect changes and protect desirable features of their environment.

52
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(

5

)

Effective implementation of State and National
policies - The range of local actions must be effectively limited by the States and the Federal Government
both to assure fair treatment of property owners and
minorities in each locality and to assure that local
decisions will not place unfair, uneconomic, or unrealistic burdens on people who live outside a given local
jurisdiction.

Interim reallocation of regulatory powers. - Substantial
be required to achieve major changes in governmental
structure of the kind recommended in part IV of this report.
During this time, continuing development will determine the
quality of urban environment in large areas for decades to come,
The Commission therefore believes it appropriate to recommend
interim measures which, though insufficient to secure the
full local initiative which is the Commission's objective,
may nevertheless be partial steps in that direction and may
reduce certain abuses associated with the present regulatory
system.
time will

The first relevant recommendation is:

Recommendation No.

-

1

1
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Enabling competent local governments
to guide urban development effectively

The Commission recommends that State and Federal agencies take
steps to assure that local governments bear primary responsibility for the guidance of urban development, and they they are
capable of effectively performing this function.

Recommedation 1(a)

County or regional authority in small
municipal itiesl56

-

The Commission recommends that State governments enact legislation granting to counties (or regional governments of
general jurisdiction, where such governments exist) exclusive authority to exercise land-use control powers within
small municipalities in metropolitan areas.
Althouqh conditions vary from State to State, it appears that municipalities within metropolitan areas should not have regulatory
powers if (1) either their population is less than 25,000
or their area is less than 4 square miles, or (2) in the
case of a municipality hereafter incorporated or not now
exercising regulatory powers, their population is less
than 50,000.

Recommendation 1(b)

-

State requirement of a local develop'"
ment guidance program.

The Commission recommends that State governments
lation denying land-use regulatory powers, after
period of time, to local governments that lack a
guidance program" as defined by State statute or
tive regulations made pursuant to such statute.

enact legisa reasonable
"development
administraPowers denied
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would be exercised by the State regional, or county agencies
The existence and enforcement
as provided in the statute.
by the States of such local development guidance program
requirements should, after a reasonable period of time,
be made a condition of State participation in the Federal
701 planning assistance program.

Recommendation 1(c)

-

Study of Government structure ip
relation to land-use controls.

r)

The Commission recommends that the Department of Housing
and Urban Development require as a condition of Federal 701
grants to States for local planning assistance, the submission of a comprehensive State study of (1) the allocations
of planning and land-use control powers and other decisionmaking
activities significantly affecting land use within metropol itan
areas, (?) the need for regional decisionmaking or
regional review of local decisions within such areas, (3)
the need for State action to redistribute control powers,
and (4) such other matters as may be required to assure
Such study should be submore orderly urban development.
mitted within a reasonably short period after promulgation
of the Secretary's requirements and should be published and
distributed within the State.
Revisions of such studies
should be undertaken not less than every 5 years and should
report progress made toward implementing recommendations
contained in previous studies.

Recommendation 1(d)

-

Restructuring local planning and
development responsibilities. '•>"

The Commission recommends that State governments enact legislation
authorizing but not requiring local governments
to abolish local planning boards as traditionally constituted.

Recommendation 1(e)

-

State recognition of local
controls.' 60

The Commission recommends that
lation granting to large units
same regulatory power over the
public agencies that they have
opers.

land-use

State governments enact legisof local government the
actions of State and other
over those of private devel-

This group of recommendations is concerned with makinn land use

guidance programs mandatory and putting land use controls in the hands
of local governmental units capable of making them effective yet close

enough to those affected to be responsive to local needs.

Recommendation 1(a), by denying land use controls to small local
governmental units would simplify the problem of coordinating planning

implementation in metropolitan areas.

It would, as the Commission

points out, make sure guidance programs are exercised by local units
large enough to recognize their land use problems, large

enough

MZ

to be able to solve them, and large enough to be able to coordinate

their guidance programs with other governmental units at all levels.

Recommendation 1(b), making land use guidance programs mandatory for
local governments exercising land use controls, is in line with criticisms

by the American Institute of Planners of the ALI Model Land Development
Code.

Oregon is an example of

into effect.

a

state which has put this recommendation

Both the ALI Code and Oregon legislation will be dealt with

later in this chapter.

Recommendation 1(c) addresses itself to the dynamic aspects of
planning and the exercise of land use controls in metropolitan areas.

It

would require monitoring of local government structure in relation to
land use controls as

a

means of maintaining or improving the effectiveness

of land use guidance systems.

Recommendation 1(d) would enable local governments to abolish independent planning commissions in favor of placing the planning function in
local

government departments directly responsible to the executive of the

local

government and through him to its elected representatives.

intent of this proposal

is

The

to make the planning agency more directly ac-

countable to its constituency and facilitate the coordination of the

planning-related activities of local government departments.
Recommendation 1(e)
ities

is

intended to ensure that the development activ-

of higher levels of government do not run counter to the local

guidance program.
The second recommendation concerns the establishment of state agencies
for development planning and review:
The Commission recommends that each State create a State agency
for planning and development guidance directly responsible to
the Governor.
The agency should exercise three types of functions:
(1) research and technical assistance to localities in
land-use planning and control; (2) the preparation of State and
regional land-use plans and policies and (3) adjudication and
supervision of decisions by State and local agencies affecting
land use.

Implementation of this regulation would establish

a

state and regional

planning 8nd policies framework within which local guidance programs would
have to be organized.

Together with the previous recommendation it would

ensure two-way coordination of developmental plans and policies of all
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levels of government.

The technical assistance provision would strengthen

the planning efforts of the smaller units of government as well
a

resource for all plannina activities.

as being

The adjudication provision, also

proposed by Reps, would help develop state-wide uniformity of administrative policies and interpretation of land use regulations.

Recommendation

3

has to do with housing policy.

Only subrecommenda-

tion 3(d) has to do with guidance systems:

Recommendation 3(d)

-

Public acguisition of housing sites.

The Commission recommends that State governments enact legislation authorizing State, regional, and local agencies to
acguire land for present or future use or disposition to provide sites for low- and moderate- income housing..

Implementation of this recommendation would enable land banking for housing.
This would be

a

more limited use of land banking than that proposed earlier

by Reps and subsequently proposed by Bain and Canty.
The fourth recommendation is concerned with the unified planning and

design of new neighborhoods:
The Commission recommends that States enact legislation enabling
localities
to encourage unified planning and design of new
neighborhoods and to prevent wasteful and unattractive scattered
development.
Specifically, the Commission proposes the following actions:

Recommendation 4(a)

-

Restriction of development through
holding zones.

The Commission recommends that State governments enable local
governments to establish holding zones in order to postpone
urban development in areas that are inappropriate for development within the next 3 to 5 years.
Local governments should
be authorized to limit development within such zones to houses
on very large lots (e.g., 10 to 20 acres), agriculture, and
open space uses.
The State legislation should require that
localities review holding zone designations at least every
5 years

Recommendation 4(a) is similar to Fagin's proposal

for reserve districts.

Recommendation 4(b) and (c) deal with planned unit development.
Recommendation 4(b)

-

Regulatory process
development.

for planned unit

The Commission recommends that State governments enact enabling
legislation for, and local governments adopt, provisions establishing a regulatory process for planned unit developments.
Such legislation should authorize provisions to vary according
to size of projects (e.g., to permit high-rise buildings or
light industry only in projects of more than a specified size).

1
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Recommendation 4(c)

-

State authorization for planned development districts.

The Commission recommends that State governments enact legislation enabling local governments to classify undeveloped land
in planned development districts within which development
would be allowed to occur only at a specified minimum scale.
Such statutes should make clear that sucn minimums could be
sufficiently large as to allow only development which
created its own environment.

This important rpgulatory tool was discussed in the chapter on zoning.

What is new here is the proposed regulation establishing
for all development in undeveloped areas.

Downs

and is often

classification.

a

minimum scale

a

This has also been proposed by

precondition for the "industrial park" zoning

The purpose is to prevent piecemeal unplanned peripheral

development.

Recommendation

5

deals with the fair allocation of infrastructure

costs and is usually covered in subdivision regulations.
Three).

Recommendation

'

(See Chapter

deals with strengthening land use controls in

6

developed areas and is generally

a

recommendation for improved zoning

regulations.

Recommendation

7

is

concerned with the use of land purchase and com-

pensative technigues for development control
The Commission recommends that States and localities with the
assistance of the Fedrral Government, use public land purchase
and compensation techniques for the control of development in
situations where such approaches would accomplish better results
than traditional police power regulations.

Recommendation 7(a)

-

Compensative regulation.

The Commission recommends that the States enact legislation
enabling property-owners to compel the purchase of property
rights by regulating governments when regulations (or certain
types of regulations specified by the statute) would constitute
an unconstitutional "taking" of property without just compensaLand so purchased would then be placed in a public retion.
serve of urban land for present or future disposal and use in
accordance with approved plans.
This recommendation goes beyond Fagin's tax relief proposal and Reps'

just compensation proposal to tie compensation in with

program which is described in 7(b):

a

land banking

24b

Recommendation 7(b)

-

State authorization for land banking.

The Commission recommends that State governments enact legislation enabling State and/or local development authorities to
acquire land in advance of development for the following pur(a) assuring the continuing availability of sites
poses:
needed for development; (b) controlling the timinq, location,
type, and scale of development; (c) preventing urban sprawl;
and (d) reserving to the public gains in land values resulting
from the action of government in promoting and servicing development.
At a minimum, such legislation should authorize the acquiAt such times
sition of land surrounding highway interchanges.
as development of such land is deemed to be appropriate and
in the interests of the region, such land could be sold or
leased at no less than its fair market value for private developWherever feasible,
ment in accordance with approved plans.
long-term leases should be the preferred method of disposing
of any public land, and lease terms should be set so as to permit reassembly of properties for future replanning and development.
Legislation should specify a maximum period that such
land may be held by the public before lease or sale.

This recommendation expands that of 3(d) to include land banking for all
forms of development as proposed by Reps, Bain, and Canty.
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The final recommendation is as follows:

Recommendation 7(c)

-

Provision of Federal assistance for land
acquisition.

The Commission recommends that the Congress enact legislation
establishing a Federal revolving fund to facilitiate the purchase of land by local governments in owner-initiated compensation proceedings and as part of direct-purchase programs, with
the Federal contribution to be returned to the fund upon disFurthermore, the Congress should
position of the property.
enact legislation authorizing the Department of Transportation
to assist States in acquiring land surrounding federally assisted
highway interchanges.
Federal funding of the land banking aspect of local

land use guidance

systems is an option under Reps' proposal and the sole source of funding

under Canty's proposal.
C ommentary

.

The recommendations of the National Commission on Urban

Problems follow in time the guidance system proposals of Fagin, Chapin,
and Reps and seem to have been influenced by them in the respects pre-

viously mentioned.

They also foreshadow some of the elements of later

guidance system proposals.
ic

Rather than being

a

description of

a

specif-

guidance system, they are directed toward encouraging action on the

part of the federal, state, and local governments to bring into being

effective local land use guidance systems.
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They place heavy reliance on land banking and improved land use
controls as the major guidance tools.

Though the use of these tools

to be vested primarily in the larger scale local

is

governments, they intend

that local planning and development be required to be coordinated with the

plans and policies of higher levels of government.

They also provide for

the compensation of land owners whose use of their property is so restricted
as to approach being confiscatory.

They do not specify the elements of the local planning process or the
extent of citizen involvement but otherwise
all

they address themselves to

of the concerns experssed in the seven criteria for guidance system

completeness previously set forth.
NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON URBAN GROWTH POLICY:

chaired by Albert Rains, undertook

a

1969.

This committee,

study directed by Laurence Henderson

under the joint sponsorship of the National Association of Counties, The
National League of Cities, The United States Conference of Mayors, and

Urban America, Incorporated.

About half of the Committee members were

drawn from the Congress and most of the rest were elected officials from
state and local government.

They examined first hand the European countries

noted for their sucessful urban growth policies and heard statements from
an

impressive array of urban planning and development experts, many of

whose papers are included in The New City along with their recommendations.
These recommendations are strongly directed at new community development
and the creation of development agencies to undertake both peripheral

new community development as follows:
The Committee recommends that there be in the Executive branch a
mechanism to serve as a focal point of policy-making on matters
It should annually report to
dealing with urban growth policy.
the nation and the Congress on the status of urban growth in
America, and make recommendations for dealing with urban growth
problems.
It should be sufficiently staffed and have adequate
power to reconcile, among Executive branch agencies, interagency
and inter-program differences.
The Committee further recommends that the Executive branch and
the Congress, with the assistance of the new mechanism, mold a
national policy which coordinates a range of programs designed
to assure more rational patterns of urban growth and development in the United States. These programs should include new
measures to further assist existing cities to redesign and rebuild, to organize new growth on the peripheries of metropolitan
areas, and to strengthen and expand smaller communities in rural
areas designated as "accelerated growth centers".

and
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As still another essential component of that program, the Committee recommends that financial assistance be extended from
the federal government to enable the creation of 100 new communities averaging 100 thousand population each and 10 new communities of at least 1 million in population.
The British experience shows that only new communities approaching this size
This dimencan be an effective instrument of urban growth policy.
sion
of community building, while it may seem ambitious, will
accommodate only 20 percent of the anticipated population
The
growth in the United Stated by the end of this century.
cost of this program, as seen by the Committee, will be small
compared to the cost incurred by the inefficiencies in the current approach to development and the lack of coordination among
existing programs.
The Committee finds that building of new
communities at this scale will produce efficiencies and returns
to the national economy which dwarf the direct outlays involved.

The Committee recommends that a national program of this magnitude, established to promote and assist new community development, be predicated on the following principles.
1.

New communities developed under this program must significantly contribute to an increase in housing, education,
traininq, and employment in the area in which it is built,
with particular attention to the needs of central cities.

2.

New communities under this program should result in socially
Special account
and economically adjusted communities.
should be taken of the needs of low and moderate income
families.
Special opportunities should be provided to
afford gainful, varied, and satisfying employment to such
They should not, however, be induced to migrate
families.
to new towns without the assurance of having there employment, adequate housing, recreation, and like facilities.

New towns should be attractive to all classes, creeds, and
races; to all types of businesses and industries; to a mix
of citizen talent that will insure new town success.
3.

New communities developed under this program should be
carried out in accordance with the announced planning
objectives of the state and local governments of the reThey must be
gion in which the development is located.
objectives
national
consistent with existing and future
development.
and
and policy for orderly urban growth

4.

New community developments under this program must provide
full opportunity for the private sector to be engaged in
both long-term financing and construction within the larger
planning objectives established by the governments involved.

5.

New community developments assisted under this program
should not encourage the proliferation of special service
districts, and should, to the maximum extent possible, build
upon the powers of general purpose state, county, and local
governments.
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communities developed under this pronram should encourage
the use of the latest technological advances in construction.

6.

Flew

7.

New communities developed under this program should follow
the highest standards of planning and urban design.

The Committee recommends that the Congress enact a program of
long-term loans or loan guarantees to assist agencies empowered
under state law to assemble land, install public facilities,
These loans
and plan for large-scale new community development.
or loan guarantees should provide for deferment of payment of
principal and interest for no more than 15 years, or at such
time within 15 years as revenue of the agency allows repayment.
The Committee recommends to states that they authorize the
creation of agencies at the state, county, or local level
The
power to use federal financing tools mentioned above.
agency - the key development instrument of an urban growth
policy - should have authority to operate in at least the
following kinds of areas:
1.

In existing metropolitan areas, including central cities
where sprawling suburban development is the norm, or where
inefficient design has seriously retarded growth, and
where such agencies can operate as an arm of state or local
governments for the purpose of ordering metropolitan development in accordance with the development objectives of
Thus, in these areas, the function of the
the region.
agency would be to utilize the existing dynamic of growth
to bring about a stronger ordering of the forces of growth
thereby making the development more efficient and opening
new opportunities to all the people of the region.

2.

Outside of metropolitan areas, these agencies would operate
as new community builders with the ability to assemble
large quantities of land and install the public facilities
These agencies would be empowered to
systems required.
create genuine new communities away from the increasingly
congested metropolitan centers of the country thereby
bringing about greater balance in the nation's development.

3.

In smaller communities designated as "accelerated growth
centers" these agencies should be empowered to stimulate
growth through the acquisition of large quantities of land,
the orderly installation of new public facilities, and the
inducement of business and industry to locate in these
areas.

Thus, the Committee is recommending federal financing for development corporations, authorized under state law, which
could stimulate needed large-scale development in and out of
existing metropolitan areas and would have ample authority to
bring about genuine balance in urban growth.

Without specifying a specific organizational mechanism to implement this program, the Committee recommends that an appropriate federal aqency be established to administer the program
and to coordinate with other federal agencies in the administration of their respective programs which relate to and have a
bearing upon new community development.
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In recognizing the urgency of the problem, the Committee recommends that the federal agency proceed immediately to develop model state enabling legislation under which new community development agencies could be established and operate
at the city, county, or state level.
These agencies should
be public corporations with powers of condemnation and eminent
domain and with an authority to bring about genuine balance in
urban growth.

Without specifying a specific organizational mechanism to implement this program, the Committee recommends that an appropriate
federal agency be established to administer the program and to
coordinate with other federal agencies in the administration of
their respective programs which relate to and have a bearing
upon new community development.
In recognizing the urgency of the problem, the Committee recommends that the federal agency proceed immediately to develop
model state enabling legislation under which new community development agencies could be established and operate at the city,
county, or state level.
These agencies should be public corporations with powers of condemnation and eminent domain, and with an
authority to issue bonds and develop other financial instruments
as may be required to carry out their purposes.

The Committee recommends that the appropriate federal agency
provide a substantial and positive program of technical assistance to state, county, and local governments and to agencies
empowered under state law to engage in new community development.
The federal agency should also establish a program of research
into the latest advances in building technology.
The first set of recommendations is concerned with the establishment
of

a

national growth policy of which the development of an extensive new

communities program would be

a

key part.

Subsequently Congress passed the

1970 Housing Act, Title VII of which required the Executive Branch to re-

port biennially, rather than annually as recommended, on national growth
and development.

1

75

However, in regard to the establishment of

a

national

growth policy, the reporting Committee on Community Development in its 1972
and 1974 reports agreed with the three principles asserted in the national

Goals Research Staff's 1970 report as follows:

That the process for formulating growth policies in long
term, expansive, and evolutionary.
That our social, economic, and governmental systems are
not conducive to the establishment of a single
national policy on growth.
That it is essential to achieve greater policy coordination.
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The New Communities Act of 19G8 provides for the recommended assist-

ance to the developers of new communities and implements several others
of the recommendations in that regard.
a

It does not, however, establish

new communities development program within the framework of coordinated

national, state, and local growth plans and policies.
The second set of recommendations is concerned with the establishment
of development agencies at the state and local

levels with the power to

"...assemble land, install public facilities, and plan for large-scale
1

...development".

7^

This mechanism, similar to that proposed by Reps

earlier and that of Bain in the same volume, would be used for urban
renewal, peripheral development, and/or building satelite new communities
in

metropolitan areas.

federally funded under

The further recommendation that these agencies be
a

federally administrated program finds its way

into the later proposal of Canty, the editor of the Committee's report.

Commentary
the details of

strong tool

Although this set of recommendations does not provide

.

a

complete land use guidance system, it does propose

in the

a

establishment of local development agencies with adequate

power to plan and undertake urban development and redevelopment in the
interests of land use guidance.

The recommendations concerning existing

cities lack the thoroughness of consideration given to those concerning
new communities.

NATIONAL POLICY TASK FORCE OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS:
The AIA Task Force Recommendations for

1972.

a

"National

Growth Strategy"

1

deals with both planning/policy issues and proposed mechanisms for land use
1

on

guidance, summarized as follows:
A.

The building and rebuilding of American
Scale and Form:
communities should be planned and carried out at neighborhood scale (ca. 500-3,000 residential units along with
a full range of essential facilities and services) and in
a form appropriately called a "Growth Unit".

B.

Priorities: The value most to be respected is free choice.
First concern should be given the condition of those trapped in the poverty and deterioration of older neighborhoods, especially of the central cities.

C.

Changes in the Ground Rules of Community Development:
Free choice should be expanded:
(1)

by ensuring open occupancy throughout the entire development in central and peripheral areas of the metropolis.
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by directing needed housing subsidies to people rather
than to structures.
by
providing locational options, especially by linking
(3)
development in central and peripheral areas of the metropolis,
(4) by providing for diverse living styles, through Growth Units
of varying densities, housing types, and service patterns;
also, less restrictive buildinq and zoning codes.
(5) by expanding the possibilities and scope of citizen participation in the design and governance of neighborhoods.
(2)

Financing patterns should be revised:
less reliance should be placed on the local property tax.
state and federal governments should assume a greater
share of:
a.
infrastructure costs, and
b.
costs of social services, especially health, education and welfare.
(3) the appreciating value of land benefited by public investment should be recaptured and recycled into community
facilities and services.
(4) categorical aids should be broadened - especially the
Highway Trust Fund which should be expanded into a more
general fund in support of community development.
(1)

(2)

Government structures should be reshaped and adapted:
Private-public ventures should be encouraged.
Development corporations should be created by federal
state and local governments.
(3) Metropolitan planning and development agencies should be
encouraged.
(4) State governments should participate more directly in
planninq and regulating the use of land, especially in
areas defined as "critical" (e.g., flood plains, coastal
regions, areas of acute housing shortages, and areas in
the path of rapid development)
(1)
(2)

,

Capacity to build at neighborhood scale
vate - should be strengthened:
(1)

-

both public and pri-

Financial, legal, and other constraints should be reviewed
and eased.

steady flow of mortgage money at low and stable rates
should be ensured.
b.
"Front money" for Growth Unit development should be
made available.
c.
Public investments in infrastructure should be properly phased and coordinated.
(2) State governments and metropolitan agencies should take
a more assertive role in acquiring and preparing land for
development - and in building a network of utility corridors to accommodate and give shape to Growth Units.
(3) Tax and other incentives and disincentives should be revised
to encourage high quality urban development.
(4) Environmental controls and design standards should be
strengthened.
a.

A

:
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New patterns for the delivery of critical services should
be encouraged.
(6) Industrialized building processes should be encouraged.
(5)

D.

Special Program for Areas Impacted by Rapid Growth and

Deterioration
Priority should be given to the 65 metropolitan areas
over 500,000 population.
Within these areas, the public should acquire and prepare
one million acres for Growth Unit development.
This development should be explicitly designed to benefit
not detract from, the improvement of the quality of life
of those now residing in the older and deteriorating sections.
At average densities of 25 per acre, this special program
should accommodate one-third of the expected growth of the
U.S. population between 1970 - 2000

Only those elements of the recommendations pertaining to land use guidance
will

be elaborated on and discussed.

The "growth unit" concept.

The task Force goes on to say that the

"growth units" might vary in size from 500-3,000 dwelling units and could
be applied to renewal

communities.

areas as well as to peripheral development and new

They would be the basic building blocks for all development

and would be large enough to contain

a

good range of community facilities

and to "...realize the economies of unified planning, land purchase and

preparation, and the coordinated design of public spaces, facilities, and
transportation".
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In

proposing the establishment of

a

minimum scale of

development this recommendation is similar to those of the National

Commission on Urban Problems (1958) and Downs (1970).
Changes in the ground rules of community development.
of free choice

,

recommendation (5) concerning citizen participation is an

important guidance system element.
proposal

Under expansion

It was a

key element in Chapin's

and meets one of the tests for guidance system completeness pre-

viously set forth.

The proposals for the creation of development corpora-

tions and for metropolitan planning and development agencies, (2) and (3)

under government structures are consistent with the earlier proposals by
Reps, Bain, and So and partially meet the criteria for completeness con-

cerning an ongoing comprehensive planning process, an adequate array of
implementation tools, and for coordination of local plans, policies, and
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implementation programs.

Furthermore, in the detailed elaborations of the

recommendations the Task Force covers fully the considerations necessary for
meeting the criteria concerning guidance systems.

Stengthening capacity to build

.

18?

Recommendation (?) unrler this head-

ing further expands on the role of state and local

agencies in initiating

development through land acquisition and provision of the infrastructure
of utilities and community facilities necessary for development.

Recom-

mendations (3) and (4) under the same heading call for providing economic
incentives and disincentives and strengthened land use controls in the interests of ensuring high quality urban development.

Carrying out this

recommendation would add to the effectiveness of the array of land use

guidance tools.
Mechanisms.

The elaboration on the mechanisms for carrying out

metropolitan growth guidance plans and policies
tion

is

and comparison with the previous proposals.

worth further

examina-

The relevant sections

of the Task Force's suggestions concerning mechanisms are as follows:

Execution of the Growth Unit concept requires governmental
mechanisms or institutions.
Their creation requires federal
incentive legislation and state-enabling or institutioncreating legislation.
These mechanisms can be in several
forms.
Those discussed below are examples.
At the metropolitan scale, one needs a metropolitan planning
and development agency to deal with the rebuilding of the
wornout portions of the metropolitan area, with control
over the direction and form of peripheral growth, and with
building of the interstices, in-filling those areas leapfrogged
by development.

The metropolitan planning and development agency should be
responsive, in an electoral way, to the residents of the
metropolitan area. Methods of election and representation
would be determined by the interests of the individual
state.

Although such a metropolitan planning and development agency
should exercise the metropolitan planning function, it must
also have authority, with teeth, to see that its development
plan is actually carried out.
Development follows urban
umbilical cords - transportation, communications, and utilities.
To direct growth, one must control the infrastructure
Thus, this agency must have authority over the location and
and timing of major infrastructure development - major roads,
mass transit, major water and sewer lines, airports, open
space, state and federal office buildings, publicly owned or
financed hospitals, and any other public investment that influences economic development and determines the pattern and
character of future urbanization.

1
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The metropolitan planning and development aqency must also have
the authority of eminent domain to do the following
(1) acquire vacant, or quasi-vacant, land in the urbanized portion of the metropolitan area to encourage in the building
of growth units in these areas.
This is the in-filling
process.
(2) acquire land in the deteriorated portions of the metropolitan area at a scale to enable the building of Growth
Units redevelopment.
(3) acquire land in the path of development to at least
diminish speculation in land and to establish the character of future development.
(4) acquire raw land on the somewhat removed periphery of
the urbanized area in order to build Growth Units or
multiples of Growth Units.

Once such land is acquired, the planning and development agency
should prepare broad-based plans for its development, install
the necessary utilities and public facilities, and then lease
or sell the land to those developers who agree to build in accordance with the prescribed plan and who also agree to provide
housing for a specified spectrum of economic groups.
The rate
of land disposition should be geared to the rate of urban growth
for the metropolitan area; and the metropolitan planning and
development agency would, by this method of land acquisition
and disposition, determine the pattern and character of future
growth.
A metropolitan planning and development agency should be able
through this process to acquire sufficient land so that the prices
of its offerings keep in line the speculative land values of
private holdings in other portions of the metropolitan area.

The metropolitan planning and development agency should also
be given the authority over the location of housing for lowand moderate-income families.
Real freedom of choice requires not only that there be housing for all races and income groups throughout the metropolitan area, but that it
be in sufficient quantity to assure the actual availability
of housing units.

Within the inner city, the metropolitan planning and development agency should concentrate on relatively long-range (15-20
years) Growth Unit development plans, recognizing that the
transformation of inner-city areas takes time and that housing
must be available prior to displacement if large-scale land
acquisition and development are to take place.
Emphasis should
be on early installation of good public facilities, particularly schools, to improve the area's public investment character.
When rebuilding takes place, it must be for all income groups
and all

races.

order to maintain control over development, the metropolitan planning and development agency should have control over
all major (relatively larqe and large-scale) zoning decisions
in the metropolitan area.
There should be a uniform building
code for the metropolitan area.
In
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Such a metropolitan planning and development agency would
not serve as a municipal government, carrying out normal
municipal services such as police, fire, street repair,
library services, etc.
Existing political jurisdictions
would continue their municipal, governmental functions,
but they would be relieved of the functions previously
itemized.
In fact, one would hope for the establishment
of some form of neighborhood, quasi -governmental institutions, within the central city, to deal with neighborhood
municipal functions on a neighborhood (Growth Unit) scale.

And finally, but still most important, is the necessity of
equalizing the property tax throughout the metropolitan
area so as to remove locational bias for economic development.

The Task Force goes on to say that the public determination of where

development takes place is essential and that while citizen participation
is

important it should not be translated into

veto power by the local

a

citizens in renewal areas or suburban areas; that is,
citizens in an urban area should not be put in

a

a

minority of the

position where they can

prevent development which is in the general public interest.

It also

calls for better coordination of federal, state, and local development
184
,.
policies.
.

Commentary
for

a

.

The AIA Task Force recommendations constitute the basis

very complete land use guidance system whose emphasis is on the con-

cept of

a

basic unit of development having

a

minimum area, thus assuring

more coordinated development, and on an elective metropolitan planning and

development agency as the major implementation tool.

Although having

different emphases, these recommendations are similar to those of the
National Commission on Urban Problems but more detailed.

On the other

hand they are less detailed than Reps' proposal, especially in the area

of economic incentives and compensation.
THE COMMITTEE ON GROWTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL CITY

MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: 1973.

This Association has been wery active in

the field of urban planning as well

as urban management.

It has published

the most comprehensive description of all aspects of the planning process,

Principles and Practice of Urban Planning

previously cited here many times.

,

The recommendations to be examined here were first published in the Association's monthly magazine, Public Management

,

in

September 1973 and have just

recently been reprinted in the Urban Land Institute's three volume work,

Management and Control of Growth

.

2b6

Only those recommendations bearing directly on urban growth guidance
will

be examined.

They are directed at planning and growth guidance

at the various levels of government as follows:
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To the profession:
1.
Managers and administrators should work with their governing

bodies in assessing their communities' growth program
which includes a set of goals, directives, and objectives
and a set of companion environmental standards.
Assessment
of needs should include peoples' attitudes toward the desirability of various levels of population growth as well
as population projections, and the present and future capacities of city and county services and infrastructure
(e.g., sewer and v/ater systems, solid waste disposal
facilities, transportation systems, recreational facilities, etc.).

Assessment also should include the cost of anticipated
future growth in terms of higher levels of services and
improvements of physical facilities.
Further, assessment should consider peoples' physical and psychological
tolerances for congestion and technical development designed to cope with pollution.
From the assessment,
managers should guide their councils in the adoption of
a community growth program.
The program should include
desirable levels and rates of growth, ways to guide
growth to those levels, and programs for meeting the
cost of further growth.
2.

Managers should see that desirable levels of growth are
defined in terms of both the timing of growth and the
Community
area to be covered by future development.
comprehensive plans often are expressed in terms of the
population levels and land to be used at a given point
in time, for instance the year 2000.
Few plans explain
Few plans are timed
how a community gets to year 2000.
or staged in any sense.
Few say what the population and
land use will, or should, be in 1975... or 1980, 1985 and
so on.

Managers should ensure that in the process of setting growth
goals the goals are expressed first in terms of the timing
of growth - the levels desired in 1975, 1980, 1985 and so
on.
Managers also should see that growth goals are expressed
in more than aggregate numbers, but also in terms of the
specific land on which the additional population and inSpecific areas for future growth
dustry will be located.
also should be timed.
3.

In preparing community growth programs, managers should
thoroughly investigate and utilize the available techniques of land use control or create new ones as tools for
limiting growth.
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4.

Managers and administrators should recognize the critical
interrelationship between capital projects and growth in
communities.
People follow sewers, roads, and other community facilities. The existence and location of these
facilities should be an integral part of any growth program.
The absence of water and sewer facilities, for
instance, will greatly retard growth, especially high
density growth where septic tanks are ineffective.
Growth programs should not end with land use plans; they
should be accompanied by capital programs and plans, which
extend for at least five years and, if possible, longer.
And, they should specify the phased development of capital facilities within a locality.

5.

Managers should create within the municipal attorney's
office a division devoted to land use, the environment,
and other growth related issues.

6.

Managers should propose policies that cause local land
developers to pay the secondary costs of their development and construction.
Programs which facilitate correct identification and
apportionment of secondary growth costs include
(a)
growth impact statements much like (but not necessarily
as extensive in smaller communities) environmental impact statements, prepared by developers and city officials before construction is approved to determine secondary costs and effects; (b) public education programs
to create greater awareness of the real cost as well as
benefit of growth and development; (c) planned unit developments, an especially effective concept that requires
inclusion of infrastructure as well as open space costs
along with land use planning in new developments; (d)
use privilege charges for utility tap-ins, to assure that
new developments pay their fair share of the costs of
existing and future community infrastructure; and (e)
construction taxation on new buildings, as a percent of
the cost of buildings, designed to reimburse cities and
counties for secondary costs.
:

7.

It is the responsibility of administrators to see that
programs directed toward controlling or influencing growth
do not erect barriers to equal access to community resources and amenities because of economic status, race,
ethnic origin, or religion.

One of the greatest objections to local control of growth
policy nationally has been that land use controls and other
growth control programs tend to discriminate against persons because of race or economic status.
Zoning ordinances
have been struck down by the courts for this reason.

Zbo

To regional organizations:
8.

9.

10.

In order to deal with growth, it is especially
important
that regional bodies be constituted as umbrella,
multijurisdictional organizations, made up of at least a majority of locally elected officials, as recommended
by
the ICMA Committee on the Problems of Regionalism.
The
emphasis on multifunctional, multi jurisdictional
locally
,
controlled regional bodies permits local officials
to have
a major role in regional
decision-making, not only in land
use, but in many others areas related
to growth regionally.
It is important that regional planning
organizations encompass entire urbanized areas and their
surrounding corridors for possible growth.
Any smaller region will tend
to diminish the effectiveness of regional
planning and the
input of local officials.
In nonmetropol itan areas, it is
anticipated that local officials will be working
more closely
with state officials in making growth-related
decisions
because of the greater state interest in the recreation
facilities, roads, natural resources, and other
statewide
land uses in rura] areas.

Regional bodies should seek to coordinate area
development
and local policies and programs related to
growth and land
use that have regional significance.
Coordination should
include determination of the implications of development
in
a given locality for the whole
region, and the ability to
recommend or reject such development depending upon its
impact on the region.
Coordination also should extend to the
uniformity of utility service charges.

Regional organizations should provide local governments
with
information and technical assistance that will enable them
to make informed and rational growth decisions.

To states:
11.

States should act to protect the overall interests of
citizens in the state with regard to land use, conservation
of
resources, and protection o^ the environment by the issuance
of standards and guidelines for land use development and
other aspects of growth.

12.

States should delegate growth policy coordination and development in urban regions to the umbrella, mul ^'jurisdictional organizations charged with land use and growth planning nnd policy development in the region.
In urban areas,
the major locational decisions of concern to states have
either been made or are precluded because the land is already used.
The remaining land use decisions relate to
the use of the small amount of land available for development and the improvement of existing structures on the
land.
These decisions should be left to local determination
with regional coordination.
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13.

States should provide local government with funds for planning and management, technical assistance, and information
relevant to growth.
The role of states should be one of
overall guidance and support for essentially local decisions.

14.

States should enact legislation that permits local governments to assume a strong role in land use regulation.
In
many states, the failure of local government to control
growth is due in part to a dearth of authority to act.
Land use and taxation laws are too restrictive to permit
local innovation.
It is important that states provide
local governments with maximum flexibility in terms of
legislation to control growth effectively and in an innovative fashion.

To the federal government:
15.

National concerns related to growth should be cared for
through federal growth programs.
Many needs are national
when it comes to growth policies and the needs should be
dealt with nationally.

16.

Existing and future federal programs should be consistent
with efforts of local officials to manage growth.
The
inadvertent national growth policies, expressed through
mortgage guarantees, transportation networks, environmental protection, and tax laws, must be reviewed seriously
to remove their undesirable effect on local growth.

17.

Funds should be provided to assist local planning and management of growth policy.
The role of providing overall
direction and support extends to the federal government as well as to the states.
In this role, the federal
government must seek to direct its funds to support local
growth planning and implementation.

The first two recommendations deal with most of the essential elements
of an ongoing comprehensive planning program.
the emphasis on stage development plans.

Especially noteworthy is

The third recommendation is

directed toward ensuring full use of planning implementation tools and
the fifth is

a

related one directed toward ensuring adequate legal help

in determining which implementation techniques are or would be likely to

be viable in the courts.

The fourth recommendation prescribes capital

budgeting as one of the necessary planning tools.

The sixth deals with

requiring the developer to share in the costs of the infrastructure nec-

essary for development to take place.

This is usually set forth in sub-

division regulations as was pointed out in the chapter on subdivision
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regulations.

The sixth also deals with such other implementation tools

as growth impact statements, public education programs, planned unit

development, and with financial features designed to help defray local

government secondary costs in relation to new development.
recommendation is

a

The seventh

policy against guidance programs being misused to

maintain racial or economic status exclusivity.
The next group of three recommendations, 8-1 D, have to do with the

establishment and function of elective regional umbrella agencies to
undertake regional planning and the coordination of growth guidance.
These agencies would be limited to dealing with development of regional

significance over which they would have

a

veto power, to coordinating

planning within their areas together with coordinating it with the plans
and policies of higher levels of government, and to providing planning

assistance to their constituent local governments.

This proposal

falls

short of the previously discussed proposals involving regional agencies
in that the umbrella agency would not have land acquisition and develop-

ment powers.
The next four recommendations, 11-14, are directed at state govern-

ments calling on them to prepare standards and guidelines for development,
to delegate the power necessary to coordinate growth policies and develop-

ment in urban areas to the proposed umbrella agencies, to provide local

governments with economic and technical assistance for planning and growth

management, and to strengthen the local planning implementation controls
together with allowing for more innovative techniques.

ommendations

is

This group of rec-

consistent with all of the previously examined land use

guidance system proposals and recommendations to the extent that they deal
with action on behalf of the states.
The last three recommendations examined (ICMA recommendations to its
own organization are omitted here because they do not deal directly with

growth guidance) are directed to the federal government and call for
national growth programs internally consistent at the federal level and
also consistent with local growth guidance efforts.

Federal financial

assistance for and overall direction of local planning and growth guidance
is also recommended.

The content of the "national growth programs" called

for is not specified nor is the extent of the federal government's
"overall direction

1

;

so it is difficult to compare these recommendations
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for federal

involvement in urban growth quidance with those of Canty,

the National Commission on Urban Problems, the National Committee on Urban

Growth Policy, and the AIA Task Force except to say that the ICMA Committee does not seem to ask for as strong

a

role for the federal government

in growth guidance as do the others.
C ommentary

Under this proposal the growth guidance activities would

.

be divided between regional multifunctional, mul ti jurisdictional

agencies

whose directing boards, like councils of governments, would be composed
What functions other than regional planning

of local elected officials.

This proposal

would be undertaken by these agencies is not made clear.

for urban growth guidance meets the criteria for completeness in regard
to planning.

It implies an adequate array of implementation tools withIt does require the tools to be integrated

out specifying them in detail.
in a growth guidance program.

It provides for coordination of local

govern-

ment guidance activities by the regional agency and for coordination with
the plans and policies of higher levels of government.

It does not deal

with citizen participation but provides for local political
regional, agencies.

input to the

And, finally, it calls for taking advantage of all

implementation means available through

a

carefully coordinated program.

Except for the indicated omissions the recommendations, if followed,

would bring about fairly complete growth guidance systems in view of the

criteria set forth earlier in the chapter.
ADVISORY COMMISSION ON INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS: 1973.

The key

aspects of the ACIR recommendations were introduced in the previous chapter

The recommendations themselves are too lengthy to quote in their entirty
but the central

ideas will

be presented and examined here.

The first recommendation deals with federal assistance programs of
all

types which "...encourage or mandate areawide planning, programming

coordination, and/or districting..."
grams rely on

It

would require that these pro-

an officially designated multi-jurisdictional

umbrella organi

zation (UMJO) in each substate regicn as the basic policy-developing,

comprehensive and functional planning and,

where empowered, implementing

institution for reviewing federal grant applications and guiding and/or

undertaking urban development.

'

Funding areas for the ten federal

programs listed in the previous chapter would be brought into boundary
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I

oq

Funding of the

conformance for areawide planning and development.
seperate grant programs would be combined into
for each of the UMJO's.

189

a

single support grant

The regional agency would also review and

resolve differences in the plans and policies of local governments, the
region, and state agencies in regard to grant applications before sub190
mitting them to the federal agency or agencies concerned.
The second recommendation begins as follows:

191

The Commission recommends that the governors and legislatures of all applicable States, after appropriate and adequate consultation with representatives of units of general
local government and their respective State associations,
develop and enact a consistent, comprehensive statewide
policy to provide a common framework and a clear set of
State and local purposes for existing and future substate
regional planning, programming, coordination, and districting undertaking.

This is then elaborated, describing the minimum set of objectives.

These

include developing methods of determination and procedures for establishing
and revising UMJO district boundaries, requiring the involvement of UMJO's
in

connection with state administered programs, establishing

state conference of legal status on UMJO's, adopting

a

a

process for

membership formula

for UMJO governing boards requiring state representation on them with at

least sixty percent of the board members being elected officials from the

constituent local governments, devising an equitable voting procedure taking
into account when appropriate the size of population represented by the

various board members, requiring each UMJO to adopt and publish regional
plans and policies including implementation programs, requiring systematic

regional

inputs to the state planning and budgeting process, designation by

the state of its UMJO's as the A-95

clearinghouse for their respective

areas, endowing UMJO's with the power to review state plans, policies,
and projects directly affecting their respective areas, assigning to

UMJO's

a

policy controlling role in respect to multijurisdictional special

districts within their respective boundaries, provision of state financial

assistance to the UMJO's, and establishment of gubernatorial veto power
over UMJO actions found to be in conflict with official state plans and
policies having statewide impact or in conflict with the plans and policies
of other affected UMJO's.

192

This recommendation takes into account that

the states are in a key position in regard to the establishment of adequate
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mechanisms for planning and development at the substate regional level and
regardless of federal policies must take the initiative in creating the

necessary institutions.

193

Recommendation three is directed at local governments urging that they
support the formation of UMJO's as

a

vehicle for local participation in

areav/ide planning, programming, and coordination of development, that they

make regular financial contribution to these institutions, that they make

maximum use of them for regional policy making, that they fully recognize
their officially adopted plans and policies in guiding their own local

planning and policy making, and that local governments through their rep-

resentation

on UMJO boards should seek to have the UMJO's designated as

the official policy making bodies for their respective areas.

and effective participation of all

local governments in the work of the

regional planning UMJO is the general
is

Active

purpose of this recommendation.

recognized here that state mandating alone cannot cause
•

planning and policy making process to come into being.

a

It

regional

useful

105

Recommendation four deals with local and federal action to create
UMJO's if the states fail

to take the iniative in creating them.

It

provides for local governments representing at least two thirds of the

population in

a

proposed substate region joining in

regional agency to be enabled under federal

a

petition for such

a

policy to designate their

own UMJO and be granted the same rights and benefits which are conferred
by state-adopted districting systems.

196

The Commission observed that at

the time of making its recommendations at least six states had not yet

adopted substate districting legislation and that most of such legislation
passed was less comprehensive than they proposed in their second recommendation.

Their proposal would not pre-empt state iniatives and would be

in accord with the provisions of such federal

legislation as the Water

Pollution Control and Coastal Zone Management statutes of 1972.

197

Recommendation five is concerned with joint federal -state-local
strategies in regard to UMJO's in interstate metropolitan areas because

after studying the situation the Commission concluded that the unique
problems of these areas had been given inadequate attention by the states
and federal government.

that all

The recommendation proposes the following:

198

three levels of government join in an agreed strategy leading to

the establishment of

a

single interstate UMJO in each interstate metropoli-

tan area; that the affected states "...recognize in their substate district199
ing the existence and integrity of interstate metropolitan areas..."
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when delineating the boundaries of these districts; that the President
initiate changes in the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-95

review requirements so that in interstate metropolitan areas the officially
designated UMJO's boundaries and its policy review would be recognized
for all

federally assissted planning, pronramming, coordination, and

districting programs; that "...the affected states initiate and Conqress...
approve amendments to all

interstate compacts..."

in

interstate metro-

politan areas conferring on the UMJO the power to review and approve all
capital programming and projects of interstate compact bodies within its

boundaries; that the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968 be amended
to give the interstate UMJO's the power to approve or disapprove all

eral grant applications from all

fed-

units of local government including

special districts within their respective boundaries; that all three

levels of government join in drafting interstate compacts defining the
legal

status, membership formula, functions and powers of interstate UMJO's;

and that the federal

government and affected states make adequate provi-

sion for the financial

Commentary

support of interstate UMJO's.

The recommendations of the Advisory Commission on Inter-

.

governmental Affairs are directed toward the coordination of regional

planning, policies, and implementation programs.

achieving integrated areawide development.

201

They are directed toward

The instrumentality recommended

for planning and development guidance at the substate regional
the umbrella multi jurisdictional organization (UMJO),

special district (public authority)
to affect coordination of all

a

level

is

multifunctional

having the power at the regional level

plans, policies, and implementation programs

significance of local governmental entities within its jurisdic-

of regional

tion and state or federal

programs as they affect the region, within the

context of officially adopted regional plans, policies, and implementation
programs.

Also

the regional

a

level

complete, continuing comorehensive planning process at
is

recommended with nlans, policies, and programs, in-

L
202
range of time horizons.
The array of planning tools recommended includes the organizational

eluding implementation programs, with

tool

a

of the UMJO itself, the review of all

local grant applications for

state and federal funds with the power to approve or disapprove them,
the right to review state and local capital expenditure programs as they
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affect the region for conformance with regional implementation programs and
the responsibility for resolving conflicts between them and the right (where

enabled by state) to regulate development of regional significance and to

deliver various substate services.

203

This array of planning tools, being

directed only at regional planning is not complete enough for detailed
land use guidance, the latter function being left in the hands of the
local

governments.

the regional

In

this respect the ACIR would accord less control

to

agencies than would the organizations whose recommendations

have been previously examined here.

Unlike ACIR the other organizations

discussed explicitly recommend that the regional agency directly engage
in land acquisition and development activities as

a

principal guidance

technique as also recommended by Reps, Bain, and Canty.

Implementation programs are central to the ACIR recommendations and
it is made clear that taking full

advantage of the tools available and

acceptable to the community would be necessary.
The ACIR recommendations are ^ery strong in the areas of coordination
of the planning and development activities of all

levels of government.

205

Although participation in the planning process of citizens and civic groups
is not dealt with

explicitly the participation of local elected officials

through their membership on the directing boards of the UMJOs is an essenOC\f

tial

part of the proposals.

The ACIR recommendations provide for most of the guidance system ele-

ments described at the beginning of the chapter but they lack explicit pro-

visions for detailed control of development and provision for direct public

participation in the development process as do the other proposals cited
previously.
THE AMERICAN LAW INSTITUTE MODEL LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE:

1975.

Not

since the Standard Zoning Enabling Act and the Standard City Planning Act

prepared by the United States Department of Commerce in the 1929's has
there been

a

nationally promulgated and accepted model act to serve those

revising the largely outdated state planning and land use controls enabling
acts until

the present effort by the American Law Institute in cooperation

with planners and others interested in the guidance of land development.
Begun in the 1960's and adopted by the ALI in May 1975,

207

the latest

draft available at this writing, which is the draft adopted, is organized
as follows:

it is divided into twelve articles dealing with general
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provisions, power to regulate development, local land development planning,

discontinuance of existing land uses, acquisition and disposition of land,
land banking, state land development regulation, state land development

planning, judicial review, enforcement of land development regulations,
public records of development regulations, financing and coordination of

governmental development and transitional material.'"'"
Because of the complications of including consideration of social
and economic planning, building codes,fire codes, housing codes, health

codes, taxation, and the effects of federal environmental

legislation of

land development this code confines itself to "...that part of the whole

which seems to have most directly the objective of coordinating physical

development
Article

.

General Provisions, starts with
210
purpose as follows:
1

,

a

statement of

It is the legislative purpose to protect the land, air, water,
natural resources and environment of this state, to encourage
their use in a socially and economically desirable manner,
and to provide a mechanism by which the state may establish
and carry out a state land use policy, including,
(1)

the designation of the local governments of this State
the primary authorities for planning and regulating
development in this State according to a system of uniform statewide procedural standards;
as

(2)

authorization of the acquisition and disposition of land
development having a significant impact beyond the boundaries of a single local government or affecting an area
of critical state concern;

(3)

provision for state review of decisions involving land
development having a significant impact beyond the boundaries of a single local government or affecting an area of
critical state concern;

(4)

encouragement for the adoption of local and state Land
Development Plans to guide the use of land, water, and
natural resources of this State;

(5) establishment of a system of administrative and judicial

review of local and state land use decisions which encourages
both effective citizen participation and prompt resolution of disputes;
(6)

provision of fair and efficient means for enforcement of
land development regulations including the discontinuance
of existing uses;

(7)

establishment of a system for permanently recording development regulations and decisions in a manner that will enable
the most efficient and accurate dissemination of this information;

2
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(8)

the encouragement of cooperation among governmental
to help achieve land use policy goals, and

(9)

provision that financial support for capital improvements
be made in accordance with state and local land use policy.

agencies

This statement is intended to make clear that the Code is concerned with
the process by which public purposes within the concept of "general

welfare" are brought to bear on land and people.
Article

authorizes each local government as defined by the Code to

1

plan and regulate or undertake land development in accordance with the
Code,

it also provides a

list of definitions for use in interpreting the

rest of the Code precisely.

Here the most significant definition is that

of "development" as meaning "...the performance of any building or mining

operation, the making of any material or land, the division of land into
two or more parcels, and the creation or termination of rights of access

or riparian rights".

21

This definition is more in line with the language

of British planning laws than with our legislative use of the term.

21

It brings zoning and subdivision regulation together in dealing with a

common subject and paves the way for "development permission" to be concerned with either or both, and broadens it to include esthetics among

other things.

Article

2

,

entitled "Local Land Development Regulations"

the enactment by local

governing bodies of

a

,

enables

"development ordinance" com-

bining most of the features of zoning end subdivision ordinances.

It pro-

vides for the granting of "development permits" for all uses permitted as
a

right in given areas and for "special development permits" where the

Land Development Agency (LDA) in accordance with specified criteria may

exercise discretionary powers in granting such permits to which the

Agency may attach conditions designed to make the development compatible with adjacent development and in conformance with the Land Develop-

ment Plan.

21 ?

The conditions for granting "special development Dermits" include

compliance with approved plans, land subdivision, time limitations for
starting and completing development, hours of use, intensity of use,

sequence of development, duration of use and removal of structures

(non-conforming uses), assurance of proper maintenance, location and
nature of use, the supplying of detailed records (maps, plats, specifications, drawings), deeding of land for streets, utilities, parks and
open space, or monetary equivalents.

214
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The Article allows "special development permits to be used for

historic and esthetic preservation, for planned unit development, for
"specially planned areas (for LOA planned fringe development and urban
renewal), for handling exceptions involving minor variations for exceptional parcels, for minor incremental revisions of district boundary

lines, for necessary community service facilities, and for other speci215
*
r- a special1 circumstances.
fied
The Article provides for the administration of development regula-

tions, including organization of the Land Development Agency,
tion of its powers,

a

.

descrip-

description of its procedures and functions, pro-

vison for hearings and citizen participation, and

...
decision-making

a

.

process.

a

description of its

216

Donald Hagman observes that the Code's first two articles owe an

unacknowledged debt to British planning law and represent "...a highly
desirable wedding of Anglo-American practices".
Article

3

217

entitled "Local Land Development Planning", deals with

,

the process of land use planning and natural

resource conservation.

Al-

though it requires that social and economic effects of land use plans be
taken into account, the emphasis is on land use.

The Article specifies

that the Local Land Development Plan include "...information concerning

present problems and conditions, ...future probabilities if present
trends continue, and statements of objectives, policies, and standards
to solve the stated problems

velopment.

and to set forth desired patterns of de-

...The Plan must also include

a

specific 'short term' pro91 Q

gram of public action to move in the direction of long term goals".
Also the Plan must "... be prepared to withstand

a

test in court in re-

gard to its reasonableness or its appropriateness and completeness in

relation to any particular governmental action which may later be
taken..."

Further, the interagency review and adoption is outlined

and the preparation of periodic reports of progress on plan implementation
220
and effects is mandated.

Article 4
vides

a

,

entitled "Discontinuance of Existing Land Uses", pro-

means of eliminating uses which

ble in any particular district.

are clearly harmful or incompati-

The Article covers the designation of

land uses to be discontinued, the grounds for requiring discontinuance,

and enforcement procedures.

The conceot in conventional

zoning of
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"nonconforming uses" has been dropped as questionable and, in any case,
221

ineffective."

In its

place this Article starts with

a

new premise:

"...that existing uses of land should be encouraged to conform to new
land development regulations only if those regulations embody

a

policy that

a

specifically defined neighborhood character should be maintained over

a

substantial period of time..." and "...the power to eliminate existing

uses for failure to comply with development regulations should be limited
222
intir
The order to discontinue
to situations where such a policy exists".
977.

land uses must be based on careful

land use planning to be valid.

Payment of compensation need be made only "...where the agency feels
that the elimination of existing uses would impose too great a burden on
224
Offensive uses in areas for which there is no
the property owner"."

detailed plan may be required to be discontinued if not permitted as new
uses and no official plan or policy indicates that the uses would be com225
patible with adjacent uses.

Article 5, "Acquisition and Disposition of Land", gives consideration
to "...the use of the power to acquire land for the purpose of securing

land development in the manner proposed by the development objectives of
ope
the community ."
It consolidates in one article the grants of eminent
'

domain usually scattered among

a

large number of state stututes.

The

Article describes the powers and purposes for land acquisition, the
acquisition of land for large scale development, procedural requirements
for land acquisition, and the disposition of land held for planning pur228
poses.

New among the purposes for using eminent domain is its use to en-

courage large scale development in the interest of overcoming the lack
of coordination and costs of sprawl

development.

involved in incremental piecemeal

(As previously indicated this was suggested by Anthony Downs

in his book, Urban Problems and

Prospects

299
)

230
to
Land could be acquired for the discontinuance of existing uses,
232
231
facilitate development.
for conservation of "Specially Planned Areas'
233
and for preservation of landto provide replacement land or facilities"
234
marks and "Special Preservation Districts".
Eminent domain also may be

exercised extraterritorial ly subject to specified limitations.
The section on "Land Acquisition for Large Scale Development" spells
out the public purposes for which this may be done, the eligibility of

.

t/U

repurchase applications, and related administrative procedures.^ 35 The
next section covers qeneral procedural requirements including the effect
of local

regulations in condemnation, application of the law of eminent

domain, assumptions regarding development permission, valuation of tem-

porary interest and acquisiton of land from public employees.
The last section on "Disposition of Land Held for Public

Purposes"

defines planning purposes, describes the provisions for land disposition,

discusses the conditions regarding covenants, disposal price, methods of

disposition, and other restrictions regarding disposition.

Article

6

,

Land Banking, provides for

sets forth its general

a

237

"State Land Reserve Agency",

powers and obligations, deals with the acquisition

govern-

and disposition of land, and describes the participation of local

ments in the "Land Reserve System".
Rather than vesting the land reserve function directly in

a

pop

and others
240
to vest land acquisition in the state.

government or metropolitan agency as suggested by Reps
it follows Abrams proposal

local
239

'

'

The public purpose outlined for the agency includes the "...purpose
of achieving the land policy and land planning objectives..." of the state
and authorizes various means of financing land acquisition as being

"...valid public purpose".

241

The organization of the agency as

a

a

part

of state government and the authorization of one or more advisory committees are dealt with.

policy which

is

The agency is required to adopt

not inconsistent with

a

a

land reserve

"State Land Development Plan".

242

Under the part concerning powers and obligations "...the land reserve agency is treated for administrative purposes as an office within
a

general

state

gous to those of

powers granted under this Article are analo243
large public corporation".
In addition the manage-

agency.
a

Its

ment of land holdings, the agency's tax status is delineated.
The part of land acquisition sets forth the purposes of acquisition,
the methods of acquisition, the method of payment for land acquired and
244
the grant of condemnation powers to the agency.

The part on land disposition also outlines general provisions re-

lating land banking to state law and other parts of the Model Code and

prescribes legal procedures including required public notice and limitations on legal contest of the actions of the agency.

245
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The part on participation of local governments in the land reserve

system details the powers of local government participation as including
the power to raise funds for making land purchases through the state
246
It also
agency, and the power to contract with the state agency.

describes the process for local governments in requesting and securing
and disposal of agency land holdings in the interest of the local govern247
ments concerned.

Article

7

,

State Land Development Pegulation,

sist the states in finding

"...is designed to as-

workable method for state and regional in-

a

volvement in land development regulation".

It

is

not intended that

the state become involved in that detailed local development control which

more properly is of local concern but only to "...those decisions involving important state or regional

interest..."

249

The Article is di-

vided into parts dealing with general provisions, areas of critical state

concern, development of regional impact, analysis of overall

development, and appeals to
The general

a

state land adjudicatory board.

impact of
250

provisions deal with the subordination of local develop-

ment regulation and procedures to the state regulation and procedures in
the cases where state control
251

Article."

is

superimposed in accordance with this

They also set standards for exempting regions or develop-

ment from state control.
The part dealing with areas of "critical

state concern" establishes

criteria for designating critical areas, requirements for puhlic notice
and public hearings in connection with designating critical areas, the

establishment of interim control of development while regulations for designated areas are adopted, adoption of local land development regulations

consistent with state plans and policies for critical areas, the adoption
of state regulations binding on local government for critical areas where
the local governments fail within six months after designation to adopt

adequate regulations, the amendment of regulations and notification to the
State Land Planning Agency by the local Land Development Agency of develop252
ment applications in areas of critical state concern.
An area of critical state concern may be designated only, if according
251
to the Code, it is:

272

(a)

an area significantly affected by, or having a significant effect upon, an existing or proposed maj^r public

(b)

an area containing or having a significant impact upon
historical, natural or environmental resources of re-

facility or other area of major public investment;

(c)

(d)

gional or statewide importance;
a proposed site of a new community designated in a
State Land Development Plan, together with a reasonable amount of surrounding land; or
any land within the jurisdiction of a local government
that, at any time more than (3 years) after the effective date of this Code, lias no development ordinance
in effect.

Because many areas may need protection before the State Land Development
Plan can be properly prepared, designation can be justified by the other

reasons cited above.
of the state plan

a

Only in the case of new communities is the adoption
prerequisite.

254

impact" requires the

The part dealing with "development of regional

State Land Planning Agency to adopt rules

-

defining"

...

categories of

development which, because of the nature or magnitude of its effect on
the surrounding environment,

is

likely in the judgment of the Agency to

present issues of state or regional significance".

°55
An

'

in

adopting

256

these rules the Agency must take into consideration:"
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

The extent to which the development would create or
alleviate environmental problems such as air or v/ater
pollution or noise;
The amount of pedestrian or vehicular traffic likely
to be generated;
The number of persons likely to be residents, employees,
or otherwise present;
The size of the site to be occupied;
The likelihood that additional or subsidiary development will be generated; and
The unique qualities of particular areas of the state.

These rules may vary from area to area according to differing local condi'
tions.

This part also provides for "Development of Regional Benefit" allowing developers to proceed under the same rules as for development of re257
gional impact if their development qualifies as:
(a)

development by a governmental agency other than the
local government that created the Land Development
Aqency or another agency created solely by that
local government;

LIZ

development which will be used for charitable purposes, including religious or educational facilities, and
which serves or is intended to serve a substantial number
of persoms who do not reside within the boundaries of
the local government creating the Land Development Agency;
development by a public utility which is or will be
employed to a substantial degree to provide services in
an area beyond the territorial jursidiction of the local
government creating the Land Development Agency; and
development of housing for persons of low and moderate

(b)

(c)

(d)

income.

Development may be undertaken under this article only if within

a

local jurisdiction having adopted a development ordinance in accordance
258
with the Code
or the developer by notifying the State Land Planning
'

Agency has "...given it an opportunity to appoint
Agency..."

a

Land Development

259

This part goes on to describe "Special Development Procedures for

Development
lent of Regional Impact"
permits.

o r1 r\

and standards for granting development

261

The fourth part deals with the "Analysis of Overall

Impact of Develop-

ment" including the balance of benefits and detriments, the consideration

of other relevant factors and the character of related geographic areas,
and the requirements for reportinn the results of the analysis.

The ex-

ternalities generated by the development and its relationship to the
oro

State Development Plan are among the factors to be considered.
Part five deals with "Appeals to State Land Adjudicatory Board".

It

sets forth the requirements and procedure for the establishment of such
a

board, describes how appeals to it must be made, what decisions must or

may be made, and the procedures for the Board making rules or issuing
orders.

By establishing an appeals board at the state level

this Article

would create

a

developing

more consistant and informed body of land use decisions

a

board dealing exclusively with land use with the hope of

than result now from appeals to the regular courts.

Article 8

ment of

a

,

State Land Development Planning, deals with the establish-

state land planning agency, the enumeration of its powers,

official mapping for the reservation of land for governmental agencies,
the content of state land development plans, local planning assistance,
264
and the establishment of a lonn range planning institute.

274

The part concerning the state land planning agency prescribes its

creation and organization within the executive office of the Governor,
provides for the establishment of regional planninn divisions where deemed

desirable and provides for the establishment of state and regional advisory
265

committees at the Governor's option."

The part concerning general powers grants the aqency the power to

adopt rules and issue orders, the power to engaqe in land use educational

programs, the power to intervene in judicial and administrative procedures
in

issues related to the Code, the power to issue rules concerning local

administrative procedures, the power to regulate fees and forms for required public recordation, the power to appoint and establish training
for hearing examiners, the power to appoint

a

local

land development

agency under the conditions specified in the Code, the power to engage
in interstate planning,

and the requirement that the agency publish

a

weekly land development notice listing applications for permits concerning development proposals or regulations.

The part about official mapping provides for the adoption of an official map under specified conditions, for the granting of development

permission in designated areas under specified conditions, and the expiration of designation of reserved land not covered by the short-term program
of actions in the state land development plan.

The part concerning state land development plans describes the state
plan and its regional components, requires statements of objectives,

policies, and standards for such plans, requires consideration of local
and agency plans in their formulation, requires a short-term program and

provides for the adoption of state land use plans.
The local

planning assistance part of the Article authorizes the

state land planning agency to furnish planning assistance to local govern-

ments and other government agencies.
review and comment on local

It also provides for state agency

land development and for the promulgation of

rules specifying the date, projections, and forecasts which must be used

.

in the preparation of plans reviewed by the state agency

The last part of this article provides for the creation within the

state planning agency, or affiliated with

a

state university, of

a

inde-

pendent long range planning institute to undertake or contract for research
in support of the state's

long range planning activities.

269

m
Article

9

Judicial Review of Orders, Rules, and Ordinances, describes

,

the necessary circumstances and elegibility of persons for seeking relief
in the courts concerning land development decisions.

scribes

a

The article "...pre-

method of judicial review of all actions that may be taken under

this Code:

legislative ordinances, administrative rule making, and adminisr

)

1 '\

trative orders issued with or without an adjudicatory type of hearing.
It also describes

the basis for relief and the type of relief available

and provides for appeals from court decisions.

Article 10

,

271

Enforcement of Local Land Development Regulations, con-

tains general enforcement provisions and procedures for giving notice and

ordering enforcement.

It outlines

the procedures for local

for enforcement by other qualified parties.

It

government and

outlines the issuance of

enforcement notices, the holding of hearings, provisions for entry on land
to correct violations, and provisions

Article

11

,

for noncompliance fines.

27?

Public Records of Development Regulations, deals with

orders, rules, and ordinances affecting specific parcels, with generally

applicable plans, rules, and ordinances, and with the duties of the state
land planning agency in regard to public records.

This Article is de-

voted to the details of maintaining adequate public land development records.

273

Article 12

,

Financing and Coordination of Governmental Development,

deals with the undertaking and coordination of governmental development.
It authorizes governmental

expenditures for land development, enables

joint and cooperative action between government agencies, requires compliance with local development ordinances and conformance with state land

development plans, establishes conditions on capital grants, and establishes
the basis for governmental agencies and
274
gulated public utilities to estimate future service needs.
the State Land Development Plan as

In

addition to the twelve articles the Code has

the transitional

a

section concerning

problems of implementing the Code including the effective

date, relationship to existing law, and repeal of enactments it replaces.

Commentary.

re-

275
c

This Code, the first attempt in nearly fifty years to

draft comprehensive state enabling legislation affecting land use planning
and management, is deserving of careful evaluation.

?7fi

The committee of

the American Institute of Planners which reviewed it observed that:

276

"While the Code does suffer some deficiencies.

point for those legislatures considering
serve as

and "It could well

stituent parts of

a

it does

offer

a

starting

state level land use program",

useful compilation of some of the basic con277
standard land use act..." "
However, because it is
a

limited to establishing aframework for
local

a

..

a

new relationship for state and

participation in the land use decision-making process, it does not

offer "...a comprehensive state land use program responsive to all the
needs of the human enviornment".

97°
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1

"

This commentary on the ALI Model Land Development Code consists of
a

summary of the AIP review of the Code followed by general conclusions

concerning the Code potential for the establishment of land use guidance
systems.

(SUMMARY OF AIP REVIEW)

279

AIP national

planning policy is much broader

than the Code and addresses all of the main issues raised by it with the
230
exception of Land Banking.
Otherwise, AIP Planning policy is
'

considered by the reviewers as

providing guidance for the issues raised

by the Code in the drafting of state land use legislation.
282

discussion deals with:

"1)

The AIP

what development is controlled; 2) who

manages the development; and 3) what comprises the decision-making prOcess under the Code".
1.

The "development" to be managed is comprised of tangible and

intangible activities including most (tangible) land uses except agriculture (a shortcoming in view of AIP policies regarding the best develop-

ment for rural lands) and (intangible) development activities such as
The Code includes

land subdivision and the creation of access rights.

regulation of private and public development not including unimproved
public lands.
trol

285

Except for reducing or eliminating the ability to con-

wildlife preserves under the Code, this provision

the AIP policy.

is

consistent with

286

The ALI Code provides for coordination of public facilities related
to the development of land acquired

in Specially Planned Areas

renewal areas) and for Large Scale Development.
287
AIP policies for these kinds of development.

(e.g.

urban

This is consistent with

277

Under the Code, land development regulations must be supported by

necessary studies and programs, but the Code is deliberately limited to
dealing with regulatory devices and land acquisition.
AIP policies this may pose the problem that

"

In view of

broader

...in adopting the ALI model

and repealing the existing broadly constructed statutes.

..

sup-

the legal

OQQ

port for contemporary development guidance systems...

."

may be eliminated.

Although providing for state and local land development plans, the
lack of

a

more comprehensive planning requirement going beyond "functional"

planning has the effect of limiting the scope of considerations on which
land use planning will

be based at the expense of concern

for social,

economic, cultural, and environmental factors.

Such limitation is contrary
239
to AIP policies in regard to the scope of comprehensive planning."
2.

"Management" of land development under the Code is based on the

premise "...that total localism in land use control is no lonner possible
290
or desirable".
Although under the Code most land use decisions would
be made by local

governments, the state, "...under

sets standards to which local

a

State Planning Agency,
201

regulations must conform""

Critical State Concern" and "Development of Regional

in

"Areas of

Impact" and provides

an administrative appeals board for settling controvercies concerning

these areas.
909
policies.

These provisions are in conformance with relevant AIP

The management functions of the state under the Code may be exercised

directly or through unspecified types of regional divisions of the state
planning agency which excludes the Council of Governments type of regional
planning agency and is contrary to AIP poltcies calling for flexibility in
forms of regional organization.

293

The Code would substitute administrative decision-making based on

legislative standards for the case by case legislative decision-making
now prevalent in accordance with AIP policy.

This, of course, presupposes

the existence of adequate legislation dealing with the competence and
294
ethics of administrative personnel.

Planning is optional at the state and local levels under the Code
but it grants certain extra land use control powers where there is
land use plan.

a

This is contrary to AIP policy which specifies both
205
mandatory planning and land use regulation.
The failure of the Code

278

to make land use planning mandatory is the most important issue raised

by AIP which presented its case stronqly to ALI but was unable to obtain
296
There is also a failure in the Code to clearly
the proposed changes.'
fix responsibility for coordinating functional and comprehensive plans as
297
called for by AIP policy.

"Decision-making" under the Code entails many significant changes

3.

from prevailing practices.

Those aspects of decision-making under the Code
that

which are in accordance with AIP policies include the provisions:
require most local land use controls to be consolidated into

a

single

ordinance document incorporating the standards for making land use decisions; that potentially reduce the level of political land use decision-

making in favor of professionally administered, legislatively determined
general

standards (except, possibly, where the local governing body

declares itself under the Code to be the "land development agency"; for
flexible procedures and standards for large scale development; that state
and local

public development shall be subject to the same standards and

procedures as private development; that recognize the state has

a

legiti-

mate interest in land use decision-making in large scale developments
having significant impact beyond the local jurisdiction(s) within which
they are located.

Those aspects of decision-making under the Code not in accordance
with AIP policies are as follows:
tion of

a

plan as

a

the failure of the Code to mandate adop-

prerequisite for any level of government exercising land

use controls except for planned unit developments and specially planned

areas; the failure of the Code to make planning an integral part of the
land use decision-making process except as noted above; and the failure of
299
the Code to be truly comprehensive.
The AIP Code reviewers go on to point out some of the "dramatic

shifts" in the Code away from prevailing land use decision-making standards and procedures such as: the abandonment of much of traditional

land

use terminology, including the terms variance, special exception, non-

conforming use and permitted use; the new procedures with their emphasis
on professionalism in decision-making; the avoidance of defining the role

of local governing bodies in individual

land use decisions except when

made under specified conditions "special amendment"; the local

"land

279

development agency" being not only
but

a

a

planning and administrative body

quasi-legislative body with the power to make rules and

a

quasi-

judicial body with the power of review; the vesting in the "land develop-

ment agency" of the authority to exercise wide discretion in making
decisions concerning development; the procedures for designated neighborhood organizations to participate in administrative hearings; the

provision for joint hearings where multiple permits are required, and
the recapture for the state of previously deleqated land used decision3G0
making power in areas of state and regional concern.

(GENERAL CONCLUSIONS)

.

The AIP review of the

RI

Model

Land Develop-

ment Code comparing its provisions to adopted AIP planning policies indicates it strengths and weaknesses from the professional nlanning point
of view of the reviewers.

The concern here, however, is with the extent

to which the Code provides for or would inhibit complete land use guidance

systems at the local and regional levels meetinq the criteria established

previously.

Although planning is not mandated by the Code, it is both enabled
and encouraged at the local, regional, and state levels.
level

At the local

land use planning is intended to be comprehensive, taking into

account the social, economic, and enviornmental factors necessary for

establishing the desired "...sequence, patterns, and characteristics of
future development", together with
program.

301

a

short range plan and an implementation

Although the prescribed planning studies are primarily

physical and demographic, the phrases "or other appropriate characteristics"
and "any other matter found to be important to future development" would

seem to enable

a

broad planning endeavor provided the studies undertaken

had some input for land use planning.

3D?

The state and regional develop-

ment planning is similar in scope both in regard to the breadth of studies
as they affect land use and the requirement of long and short plans.

Social and economic planning unrelated

3(13

to land use would probably require

seperate enabling legislation because they are beyond the scope and intent
of the Code.
The land development regulations together with land bankinn provide

for a wide array of land use guidance controls and techniques meeting the

criterion for implementation controls.

The integration of controls in

iloO

a

single set of Development Regulations and the coordination of imple-

mentation in

a

single program satisfies two other guidance system

criteria.

Under the Code the state, directly or through its regional agencies,
has the power to coordinate the plans, policies, and implementation programs

of local

.105

governments'

programs of all

and take into account the Dlans, policies, and

levels of government.

Except for provision for the participation in local planning of the

previously mentioned neighborhood organizations and for required public
hearings the Code is weak in regard to the participation of elected officials,
civic and professional groups, citizens organizations, and individual
citizens.

The means for achieving local acceptibil i ty for implementation

programs is in doubt under the Code.

Although the Code is in many ways

a

great improvement over the Standard

Acts on which most state planning enabling legislation is based, it has
some serious shortcomings.

Its provisions for state and regional

inter-

vention in the planning process are salutory as are the provisions for
land use controls and land banking but the provisions for regional
local

and

planning lack appropriate political accountability and adequate

citizen participation.

The provisions for giving more discretionary

authority to professional planning administrators within the limits of
legislated standards would increase the flexibility of the decision-making
process and, hopefully, expedite it, but the elimination of planning com-

missions or other advisory bodies, especially those composed of elected
officials, might make securing support for planning and the implementation
process more difficult.
As the AIP review committee observed, the Code is a good beginning

for

a

basic revision of the land development guidance process and as will

be seen in the next seciton, some states have already adopted variations
on those parts of the Code dealing with state and regional

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY.

Although there

is

planning.

considerable variation in

emphasis and detail among the organizational recommendations just examined,
there are many common threads running through them.

Except for the American Law Institute whose Code is directed only at
the state and lower levels of government, all of the organizations recom-

mend continuing or accelerated federal financial assistance for planning

281

at the state, regional and local

levels.

Most of them also call for the

establishment of national growth policies and more effective coordinaprograms as they affect regional and local development.

tion of federal
All

of the organizations

for increased participation by the

call

states in regional and local development through local planning assistance

programs, the establishment of state plans, policies, and guidelines for

development, state intervention in regional and/or local planning and
plan implementation where specified circumstances warrent, and the passage

of state planning enabling legislation strennthening and allowing for

more flexible regional and local development controls and other implementation techniques.

Regional umbrella organizations for coordinating planning and de-

velopment are called for by all of the cited organizations.

The employ-

ment of public land acquisition for conservation and the guidance of

development

is

also recommended by all of the organizations except ACIR

and ICMA, usually to be exercised for a variety of purposes by state,

regional, and local units of government.
The major feature of the recommendations by the National Committee
on Urban Growth Policy is the large scale development of satelite and

independent new communities after the British example.

This would also

be possible under the recommendations of the AIA Task Force and the ALI

Code though not central

to them.

Proposals for

a

minimum scale of new

development are salient features of the AIA and National Commission on
Urban Problems recommendations

also implied in some of the others.

This body of recommendations represents the significant attempt of

major professional and governmental organizations to come to terms with
the pressing need for strengthening and improving public control of land

uses and the coordinated guidance of physical development.

Innovative State Reforms in Land Use Legislation
In recent years there has been

much innovative state legislation in

the field of land use controls, some of which was prompted by related

national legislation.

The Council on Environmental Quality reported in

late 1974 that "...forty-eight states have now enacted legislation or
are seriously studying proposals to expand the previously limited role

1\M

one

of state government in the regulation of land use.

Some states have

enacted broad state control over land use decisions in coastal zones,

wetlands, and other areas of ecological importance.

Some have concern-

trated on "areas of critical state concern" and "development of regional

impact" as proposed in the ALI Model Land Development Code.

Still others

have established regional bodies to deal with the problems of land use
307
in particular areas within their states.

The state lenislation to be described here was selected for its

pioneering innovation, its range of differing concerns (as described in
the previous paragraph), and its contrasting legal

approaches.

and administrative

A comparison of the examnles should reveal

their signifi-

cance in making contributions to the improvement of land use guidance
systems.

Examples of state-wide legislation preceed

that affecting part-

icular regions where this is distinguishable.
HAWAII: 1961.

The rise of development pressures, scarcity of build-

able land, desire to protect agriculture and avoid urban sprawl, and the
need to conserve its scenic aspects all combined to produce

political
308
There
situation in which the Hawaii Land Use Law was passed in 1961.
a

was a tradition of strong, centralized government which contributed to
the passing of this act which vested strong land use control
309
state which are usually vested in local government.

The Law sets up

a

powers in the

State Land Use Commission consisting of seven

citizen members and both the Director of the Department of Land and
Natural Resources and the Director of the Department of Planning and

Economic Development.

As specified in the statute,

divided all of the state into four districts:

the Commission has

urban, rural, agricultural,

and conservation.
Urban districts include most of the already urbanized land plus
serve sufficient to accommodate an additional

a

re-

ten years of urban growth.

Rural districts include low density residential development of the rural

non-farm type.

Agricultural districts include crop and grazing lands

and associated industrial

(processing)

uses.

In

addition, lava flow areas

and other land unsuitable for agricultural uses are included in this zone

when they are not deemed necessary for conservation.

Conservation dis-

tricts include state forest and water reserve zones and

a

substantial

7

1

2ci3

amount of private land, especially land in steep mountainous areas.
also include
coastlines.

They

40-foot strip of shoreline around all of the state's

a

31

The uses in urban districts are controlled in more detail by the

counties through their own zoning regulations which are not necessarily

confined to providing for urban uses.

Because of this dual authority

development permission in urban districts must be obtained from both the
county and the state.

31 2

Uses in rural and agricultural districts are controlled by the Land
Use Commission.

Changes in zoning district boundaries in these areas may

be made only by the Commission on petition or on its own initiative.

In

addition the Commission must review district boundaries comprehensively

every five years.
In

conservation districts the Department of Land and natural Re-

sources is the sole administrator of land use controls.

These districts

are subdivided into two subzones, the Restricted Watershed Zone and the

General Use Zone, plus three special

subzones for colleges, cemeteries,

and nursing homes.

Although the Department of Planning and Economic Development has proposed plans and revised them periodically they are not considered binding

because "...the State Land Use Plan may be identified at any moment with
313
the district boundaries established under provisions of the Land Use Law.'"

This is reminiscent of court declarations in zoning cases which declare the
zoning map to

be_

the general plan as was discussed in the chapter on zoning

and curiously enough the Hawaii Supreme Court has insisted that county
314
zoning be based on a comprehensive plan.

Bosselman and Callies observe that there appear to be three basic
policies guiding the Commission's administration of the Land Use Law:
land should be preserved for agri-

(1)

Prime agricultural
cultural use.

(2)

Tourist-attracting development should be encouraged without disturbing the attractions of the natural landscape.
Compact and efficient urban areas should be provided
where people can live at reasonable cost.

(3)

315

They further observe that the internal conflicts between these policies
inevitably lead to public controversy over the Commission's decisions.

They conclude, however, that in spite of its imperfections almost no one
would advocate more than moderate changes in the system.

31
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1969/CALIFORNIA:

N.E.P.A.:

The National Environmental Policy

1970.

Act passed by the National Congress has led to direct and indirect intervention by various federal agencies in local

development requiring environmental

development, in regard to

impact statements under the Act.

The

Department of Housing and Urban Development, the Department of Transportation, the Corps of Engineers, and other agencies must consider environ-

mental

impact statements for certain types of development they fund,

sponsor, or otherwise are involved in.

The Environmental Protection

Agency, for example, is requiring environmental

impact statements for such
11 o

attractors of automobiles as "indirect sources".
include:

Such indirect sources

highways and roads; parking facilities; retail, commercial, and

industrial facilities; recreation, amusement, sports and entertainment

facilities; airports; office and government buildings; apartment and

condominium buildings; education facilities; and other unspecified indirect sources.
sources set up

319
a

The decision of EPA to require control of indirect

four-way tug of war between the agency, local govern-

ment, developers, and environmentalists.

The review of environmental

3 '0

impact statements is carried out by the

federal agency(s) concerned excepting where review authority has been

delegated to state or local agencies.

If the required environmental

pact statements are approved (possibly subject to conditions)

a

im-

permit is

issued without which the development cannot legally be undertaken.

321

This constitutes the federal government's most direct and pervasive inter-

vention in local development and growth decision making and, as such,
has been widely controversial.
In

1970 California passed and Environmental Quality Act.

Council on Environmental Quality said that:

322

The

"It has become one of the most

important tools for land use control in California, mainly because of the
court ruling that the law applies to private as well as public projects."
The law requires that environmental

impact statements be prepared and

considered in the process of making decisions concerning their carrying
out or approving projects "...which may have

environment".

324

323

a

significant effect on the

Criteria and procedures for determining whether an

environmental impact statement is necessary for

a

particular class of

project is the responsibility of the Resources Agency with the assistance
of the State Office of Planning and Research.

325

'

285

Rather thin exerting state land use control
act to "...require governmental agencies at all
tive factors as well as economic and technical

it is the purpose of this

levels to consider qualita-

factors and long-term bene-

fits and costs, in addition to short-term benefits and costs and to consi-

der alternatives to proposed actions affecting the environment.'
This act is not as strong as the Florida act hut it may prove to affect

more development decisions because the Florida act limits state intcrvention to 5% of the state's total

land area

at any one time.

3?7
TOO

California has also passed coastal zone legislation (1072),
the San Francisco Ray Conservation Commission (1965),
bi -state

3?9
"'

created

and entered into

arrangements with Nevada creating the Tahoe Regional Planning

Agency (1970) for planning and protecting the environment of the area around
Lake Tahoe.
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MASSACHUSETTS: 1063, 68, 71.

In a

series of legislative acts

Massachusetts has sought to protect its coastal and inland wetlands from
the adverse effects of development.

The value of wetlands for the fishing

industry, wildlife preservation, flood protection, and recreation had been

established by the state's Department of Natural Resources.

33

Under the Coastal Wetland Act of 1965 the Department of Natural Resources is empowered to issue coastal protective orders which cover entire
33?
wetland areas after extensive local hearings.
These orders may regulate, restrict, or prohibit "...dredging, filling, removing or otherwise
333
altering, or polluting coastal wetlands."
After notice is given, owners
'

have

a

time limit of 90 days in which to appeal

to the courts and the

courts, on appeal, are restricted to confirmina or vacating the orders.
The Department may use eminent domain to condemn and acquire sites where

their orders have been vacated.
The Hatch Act of 1965 concerning inland wetlands requires developers

wanting to alter inland wetlands, other than agricultural land and seasonally wet flood plain areas, to obtain permits from the Department of
Natural Resources.

Bosselman and Callies believe this act is much weaker than the coastal
act because there is no system for informing owners of the protective

orders and the permits must be granted and cannot prohibit or severely restrict the uses applied for.

They conclude that the coastal program

has been a qualified success but that the success of the inland program
335
is

highly questionable.
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1971

In

enacting

a

Massachusetts attacked the problem of exclusionary zoning by

Zoning Appeals Law which provides

a

mechanism whereby qualified

low-income housing developers can apply for the grantinq of

a

"comprehensive

If the locality denies

permit" consolidating all required local approvals.

this decision to

the permit request the developer can then appeal

State

a

Housing Appeals Committee which is empowered to overturn the local denial
C

or modify conditions attached to

granted permit.

a

The developer on appeal must show that local denial of the permit or
337
conditions attached were not reasonable and consistent with local needs.

Because of the cost involved developers have been reluctant to make
338
appeals and the effectiveness of the law remains to be demonstrated.
FLORIDA:

The Florida Environmental Land and Water Managemen t

1972/75.

Act of 197? attempts to deal with "critical areas" and "developments of
regional

impact" through modifications of traditional

techniques and

signif-

339^

icant

innovations.

Development Code.

It
It was

implements Article

passed in response to

growing problems resulting from

development resulting

in

7

a

of the A.L.I. Model Land
a

number of serious and

high rate of insufficiently controlled

adverse effects on the natural environment.

the time of passing the Act it was estimated that

49"'

At

of the state's

estuaries were polluted, 50" of the coastal shellfish were unsafe for
harvest, and filling operations destroyed 262 square miles of estuarine

habitat in the previous decade.

Despite high rainfall several major cities

were suffering from freshwater shortages and about

experienced air pollution problems.
The critical

a

dozen major counties

349

areas" portion of the Act empowers the state to designate

specific areas as of "critical state concern" and to guide development of
those areas according to newly established principles and standards.

These areas can include:

historical, environmental or archeological

re-

sources of state-wide or regional concern; areas of major public investment
or proposed public development; or areas having

tential.

a

major development po-

The Act gives an opportunity to local governments and regional

planning agencies to propose critical areas within their purview.
the Act limits state designation of critical

However,

areas to no more than 5% of

the State's area at any one time, as previously mentioned.
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After designation the local government(s) within whose jurisdiction
located has six months to develop land use controls

the critical area is

which would implement state principles and standards.

If they fail

to

develop adequate controls and administer them, the state must implement
the controls itself.

Administration of the critical areas provisions was

contingent on Florida voter approval of
in areas of environmental

a

bond issue for land acquisition

concern to the state and in November, 1972 the

required bond issue referendum was overwhelmingly passed.
The second major element of the Act empowers the state to adopt guidelines and standards for determining whether certain land developments are

"developments of regional impact (DRI's)".

Before being applied these

criteria had to be reviewed and approved by the state legislature.

went into effect on July 1st, 1973.

They

343

As in the case of critical areas, regional

planning agencies and local

governments may suggest kinds of development for designation as DRI's.
issuing permits for

a

take into account:

"...(1)

DRI

the local government having jurisdiction must
the conformity of the proposed project to

state land development plan, and (2)

analyzed in

In

the project's regional

a

impact as

report to be prepared by the designated regional planning

a

agency for the area in which the project is located.

344

The Division of State Planning has under the Act the responsibilities
for devising

a

state land development plan, making recommendations to the

governor and the cabinet in regard to areas of critical concern and the
criteria for determining DRI's, approving local development controls in
critical areas, and giving technical assistance to local government

agencies which fail

to devise suitable regulations.

345

The Act also created an Environmental Land Management Study Committee
to serve temporarily as a major advisory body to the Division of State

Planning in the areas of land resource management and the development of
additional

legislation to achieve

a

pattern of sound, economic, and well-

planned development, and protection of the environment.

Another body created by the Act is

a

Land and Water Adjudicatory

Commission which has the responsibility for hearing and ruling on appeals
relating to both the areas of critical concern and development of regional
* 347
impact.

The Act creates

a

partnership between state and local government in

the management of land resources.

Zbti

In

1975 Florida strengthened its planning legislation even further by

passing the Local Government Comprehensive Plannino Assistance Act of 1975
which requires all municipal and county governments to adopt comprehensive
plans and gives them legal
the state's environmental

status; also it passed "...a bill reorganizing

agencies, and

a

New Communities Act providing

for special districts having implementation and enforcement powers for the
-4.-

i
new communities.
purpose of develooing

OREGON: 1973.

,.343

1973 Oregon passed new legislation strengthening

In

and broadening its 1969 compulsory planning and zoning law.

establishes

a

The new Act

Land Conservation and Development Commission having three

basic functions:

to establish goals and guidelines;

to decide whether

land use activities of statewide significance should be allowed; and to

review local land use plans and controls for conformance with L.C.D.C.
goals and guidelines/

Under the Act three types of goals and guidelines are to be established:
those for land use activities of statewide significance; those for

specified priority areas such as estuarine areas, flood plains and lands

adjacent to freeway interchanges; and those for use in relation to the

comprehensive planning process.

These goals were to he adopted by the

1^75 and all city and county olans and land use
350
controls brought into conformity with them within the following year.

Commission by January

1,

The Legislative Assembly named five land use activities as being of

statewide significance:

"...public transportation facilities, public

sewerage systems, water supply systems, solid waste disposal sites and
facilites, and public schools."

Permits for planning and development

of these activities are required from the Commission in conformance to
the goals and guidelines adopted for them.

351

The Commission reviews city and county land use plans and land use

controls for conformance to their guidelines with the power to bring
them into conformance when they are not and the power to develop, adopt
and administer land use plans and land use controls where they are lacking

The Act also mandates greater citizen participation and the Commission
has held hearings all over the state in order to obtain recommendations on

specific land use problems related to the formation of its goals and guidelines.

The Commission also was required to create

a

State Citizens

Involvement Advisory Committee to review the local citizen participation

352
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plans required under the Act.

354

That the Oregon Act has teeth was

strated when the Oregon Supreme Court ruled in 1075 "...aqrinst

government which allowed development not

a

demon-

local

355

conformance with its plan."'

in

addition to the 1973 Planning Act Oregon, has some other innovative

In

land use legislation.

1971

In

the Legislative Assembly established the

Oregon Coastal Conservation and Development Commission (OCC

!'<

DC), and

four regional coordinating committees which are "...charged with submitting
findings and

a

proposed plan for the preservation and development of the

natural resources of the coastal

zone..."

356

to provide standards for

evaluating proposed uses in the coastal areas.

And in the previous year

the voters aoproved scenic waterways legislation which now protects all or

portions of seven rivers and the adjacent land from deleterious development
through differing regulations according to their classification as
"...natural river areas, scenic river areas, recreational river areas,

scenic view areas, accessible natural river areas and river commu-

natural

mty

areas.

357

VERMONT: 1970.

Faced with

a

second home and ski-resort boom with

attendant commercial and industrial expansion and concerned about the effect
353
of this growth on the character of the state,
Vermont in 1970 passed
350
an Environmental Control Law.
This law created a State Environmental

Board to issue development and subdivision permits through seven district

commissions and to adopt

a

statewide comprehensive land use plan to be

prepared in three stages and designed as
360
commissions in making decisions.
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

a

guide for the Board and district

.

Under the law "developments" for which

a

permit is necessary include:

commercial or industrial improvements on land exceeding 10 acres and under
one ownership or control, residential development involving 10 or more

units within

a

radius of five miles, developments by state and local govern-

mental agencies and all development above the elevation of 2500 feet.

361

Applications are processed by the Protection Division of the State

Agency of Environmental Conservation which insures that all interested
agencies hear about each application and review it for conformance to
departmental requirements.

After all comments and recommendations are in,

the application is taken before the ^gencv 250 Iteview Committee (named

after Act 250).

This Committee is made up of representatives of various

state departments having an interest, in and expertise concerning development,

290

It

the Committee's

is

.job

to

consolidate with their recommendations the

information in each application and forward them to the district Commissions.

si

A district commission may grant

a

permit only if it finds that the

tr^

proposed land use:
(1)

(?)
(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

In making
Will not result in undue water or air pollution.
the elevathis determination it shall at least consider:
tion of land above sea level; and in relation to the flood
plains, the nature of soil and subsoil and their ability
to adequately suoport waste disposal; the slope of the land
and its effect on effluents; the availability of streams for
disposal of effluents; and the applicable health and water

resources department regulations.
Does have sufficient water available for the reasonably
foreseeable needs of the subdivision or development.
Will not cause an unreasonable burden on an existinq water
supply, if one is to be utilized.
Will not cause unreasonable soil erosion or reduction in
the capacity of the land to hold water so that a dangerous
or unhealthy condition may result.
Will not cause unreasonable highway congestion or unsafe
conditions with respect to use of the highways existing
or proposed.
Will not cause an unreasonable burden on the ability of a
municipality to provide educational services.
Will not place an unreasonable burden on the ability of the
local government to provide municipality or governmental
services.
Will not have an undue adverse effect on the scenic or
natural beauty of the area, aesthetics, historic sites
or rare and irreplaceable natural areas.
Is in conformance with a duly adopted development plan,
land use plan or land capability plan (the statewide plans
required by the Law).
Is in conformance with any duly adopted local or
regional plan under Chapter 91 of Title 24.

District commissions may also consider additional criteria but

Bosselman and Callies comment that they do not appear to have done so.

364

Appeals from the decisions of these commissions are made to the Environmental Board which may open the case for
+ a u
v
by any party.
quested

a

rehearing on any issues re-

365

The three kinds of state plans to be adopted by the Board under the

Law are an interim capability plan indicating current land uses and use

capabilities,

a

capability and development plan, and

a

land use plan.

These are intended to provide criteria for issuing development and

;
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subdivision permits, to guide state and regional agencies and local governments in planning and plan implementation, and to serve as
or

a

means of

r

communicating public goals and policies to the public.
Bosselman and Callies point to "...ambiguities in the lines of authority
and the different interests represented at all

levels..." as "...examples

of the problems which were faced in creating

state plan".

1C 7
a

There have

also been funding problems for the regional planning commissions which
368
The subhave had to rely strongly on federal and foundation sources.
stantial number of exemptions also weakens the effectiveness of the law.

Nevertheless

,

369

the administration of the law seems to be going smoothly

and it is an innovative attempt at the coordination of planning and develop-

ment on

a

statewide basis.

U.S. WATER RESOURCES PLANNING ACT:

COMMISSION: 1967.
at the federal

1%5/NEW ENGLAND RIVER BASINS

The Mater Resources Planning Act of 1965 established

cabinet, level

a

Hater Resources Council made uo of the

Secretaries of the Army, Agriculture, H.E.W. and the Chairman of the
Federal Power Commission

371

"...for guiding the Nation's planning effor

field and keeping the President and the Congress
372
Tin's Council has adop
informed on the water needs of the Nation...'"

in the water resources

'

procedures for the creation of interstate river basins commissions on
state gov
governor with the concurrence of not less than
373
half of the affected states
the iniative of

a

The fourth to be created under this act,

the New England River

Basins Commission, is singled out here as an example because of the

availability of information conerninn it.
the Commission

includes all

The area of jurisdiction of

the New England States plus New York.

375

Represented on the Commission are ten federal departments, state agencies
from seven states, six interstate commissions, and
by the President.

a

chairman appointed

The Commission's daily work is carried on by an

eight-man staff, aided by the staffs of member agencies.
There are eleven river basins within the Commission's jurisdiction.
0"70

Its responsibilities for these areas are to:
(1)

(?)

Serve as the principal agency for coordination of water
and related land use plans in the region, including
federal, state, interstate, local and non-governmental plans;
Prepare and keep up-to-date a comprehensive, coordinated
joint plan for use in development of water and related
land resources (the plan may be prepared in stages, is to
identify alternatives, and is to be directed at specific
action projects)
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(3)

(4)

Recommend long range schedules of priorities for collection of needed basic information, for planning, and
for action projects;
Foster and undertake studies.

The Water Resources Council

views all
.

.

states.

their plans.

supervises the Commission's work and re-

Implementation

of the plans is up to the constituent

379

The Commission has planned or is planning

river basin plans.

Tt has

a

number of comprehensive

participated in or conducted studies of many

smaller problems involving the sitinn of power plants and small dams and
3 OQ

the preparation of flood plain regulations.'
is

the "...creation of

a

Its primary goal,

however,

comprehensive plan for coordinated federal -state

management of water and related land resources in the

flow

England region."

381

A weakness of the Commission is that its plans are only advisory

and it has no implementation powers but it is nonetheless influential

be-

cause of the parent Council's control over the funding of state water resources programs.

38?
'

The Commission also depends on the publicizing of

its proposals to create
public pressure within the states for their
383
"Without
implementation.
But, Bosselman and Callies conclude that:

authority to truly regulate land use... river basin commissions will remain yet another form of regional

planning agency which... will

have

minimal effect on the actual use of land within their regional jurisdictions.

384

TWIN CITIES METROPOLITAN COUNCIL: 1957/69, 1974/76.

In

1967 the

Minnesota Legislature created the Metropolitan Council of the Twin Cities
Area as an agency to coordinate the planning and development of the Minrrea385
Concerning this the Advisory Commispolis-St. Paul metropolitan area.
sion on Intergovernmental Affaris observes that:

"the really innovative

and significant development was the creation by the legislature of

a

truly

representative and politically responsive general-purpose, policy-making
3°6

body at the areawide level".

'

3°7
'

ACIR goes on to comment:

The central purpose of the Metropolitan Council is to provide
the general framework of regional policy for. .. implementing
agencies.
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Further, by providing representation directly from the
citizenry and by structuring the Council explicitly on an
equal-population-district basis., the legislature was
making a conscious effort to design into the Council
a system of representation and votinn genuinely able
to resolve conflict and produce a consensus with a
political validity.
The

session Act directs the Council to make recommendations on the

19fi7

prevention and control of air pollution; to develop
parks and open spaces; to develop

a

program of major

pronram for the control and prevention

a

of water pollution; to make recommendations for long range planning programs
in the area;

to make recommendations concerning the tax structure and

ways to equalize tax resources and assessment practices; to develop

a

surface water drainage program; to study and make recommendations concerning
the advance acquisition of land for development purposes; and to make

recommendations concerning the organizational and financial aspects of the
TOO

proposed solutions.
With respect to

Act

a

broad

directs the Council

range of social and physical

problems the

specific proposals for action by all rele-

to make

vant public and private agencies.

These are set forth in the Council's

Development Guide which addresses such subjects as sewers, solid waste,
parks and open space, transportation (including airports), housing, health

care, criminal justice, and housing.

c

The 1969 legislative session was a "...triumph for the Council."
It passed a bill

establishing

a

390

seperate Metropol itan Sewer Hoard which

gave the Council control over the Board through its authority to appoint

board members, formulate the Board's plans, and provide for its financing.
This legislature passed an act directing the Council

to prepare a plan

and program for solid waste disposal in the Twin Cities metropolitan area
TO?
to be implemented by the counties.
It also established a board to

state zoo to be located by the Council and provided financing
393
metropolitan open space program through the Council's budget.

operate
for

a

a

In 1970 a

Metropolitan Health Board was established by the Council

which subsequenlty absorbed the pre-existing voluntary Metropolitan
Hospital Planning Agency.

394

In

this same year the Council

completed the

transportation and housing sections of the Development Guide and brought
First steps were also taken in 1970 to
395
begin development of the public transit system.
them to hearings in early 1971.

391
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The 1971 legislative session was less generous to the Council.

It

failed to get its metropolitan parks and housing programs approved and
to bring the Metropolitan Airports Commission under the Council.

It

also failed in its attempt to have the Council directly elected.

How-

ever, it obtained financing for the Metropolitan Transit Commission
and subordination

of transit plans to the Development Guide.

Watershed

districts were brought under the Council's planning controls, county
plans were made subject to the same review as municipal plans and the

commercial-industrial tax-sharing plan (see Chapter Four) was
approved.

396

Subsequent legislative acts of 1974 increased the powers and
responsibilities of the Council.

The Metropolitan Reorganization Act

of 1974 further clarified the role of the Council

coordination of development, established

a

in the planning and

consistent nlanning review

process, provided for planning assistance to local governments by the

Council, provided for

a

uniform reorganization of other metropolitan

agencies, and stipulated that the Council formulate policy plans for
all

metropolitan commissions.

This Act also established

a

Metropoli-

tan Waste Commission, modified the powers and duties of the Metro-

politan Transit Commission, and gave the Council veto power over the

construction of limited access highways within the metropolitan area.
The Metropolitan Parks Act of 1974 provided for

a

397

regional

recreational open space system to be planned and financed through
398
The
the Council but implemented the units of local government.
Council had been promoting the establishment of an independent

metropolitan parks commission but failed to receive sufficient support
from its constituent local governments.

399
*\

related act, the Pro-

tection Open Space Act of 1974, provided for the establishment of
standards for the protection on natural resources and the natural

environment in the regulation of subdivisions in the metropolitan
area.

400
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The Metropolitan Housing and Redevelopment Act of 1974 granted
the Metropolitan Council

the powers of

municipal housing and rede-

a

velopment authority in those of its constituent local governments
lacking such an authority with the limitation that all Council-proposed

projects would be subject to the approval of the units of government
in which they were to he located.

-101

The next legislative session added further to the powers and re40 9
sponsibilities of the Council through two acts in 1976.
The Metro-

politan Significance Act directs the Council

"...adopt and implement

to

regulations for reviewing major development projects proposed in the

Metropolitan Area..." establishing "...criteria that identify which
projects are subject to..."

403

review regulations and procedures.

other, The Metropolitan Land Planning Act, establishes

a

The

two-level

planning process with cities, towns, and counties mandated to prepare
land use plans v/ith functional elements which parallel

Metropolitan Functional Plans.

the Council's

This Act also specifies the contents

of the plans including programs for sequential

implementation.

In

addition to the Development Guide and related to it, the Council must
prepare Metropolitan Systems Plans for transmittal

to all

affected

units of local government to which local plans must conform.

405

One

important outstanding issue remaining in 1976 is that of making the
Council membership elective and the Metropolitan Significance Act

contained

a

provision for

a

joint committee of both houses of the

Minnesota Legislature to study this issue and report back to the
406
Legislature in 1977.
The Twin Cities Metropolitan Council

is

an innovative and in-

creasingly viable institutional solution to the problems of coordinating
planning and guiding development in

a

mul ti jurisdictional metropolitan

area where the establishment of metropolitan government minht be

much more difficult reform to achieve.

The Advisory Commission on

Intergovernmental Affairs in discussing the Council makes
point of its having been
federal

a

a

a

special

child of the state (in some cases reflecting

initiatives) rather than local government as have the other

reforms described in this section.

Although the Council has had its

setbacks, the overall record has been promising.
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Although the examples of state legislation just

COMPARATIVE SUMMARY.

examined were chosen for their diversity rather than their similarities
there is

a

considerable overlan in conceptual approaches to varying plan-

ning problems and all of them involve state intervention in local

use guidance.

The major important features of this legislation will

briefly reiterated here and
State Land Use Planning
as a guide

land

for regional

a
.

be

few additional examples mentioned.
The requirement of

and local

planning is

tion in Hawaii, Florida, and Vermont.

a

state land use plan

central feature of legisla-

a

California requires the state

planning office to prepare guidelines for the preparation of environmental
impact statements required to be considered in making local

planning de-

Oregon requires its state

terminations for specified types of development.

planning office to prepare both goals and guidelines for use in judging
the adequacy of local

plans and planning controls.

State-wide Zoning

.

This is unique to Hawaii and is supplemented by

more detailed local zoning in areas designated by the state as urban
zones.

Planning and Controls for Critical Substate Areas.

The more genera-

lized legislation of this sort reflects the concepts of the ALI Model

Land Development Code.

In

Oregon

it is directed to areas of statewide

significance and in Florida it is directed as well to development of
regional

impact.

both cases the state can adopt plans and controls for

In

these areas if the localities fail

dealing with

a

Vermont has legislation

to do so.

state-regional -local process for the planning and control

of development involving more than ten dwelling units or constructed on

Several states have legis-

mountainsides at elevations above 2500 feet.

lation dealing with coastal zones and coastal or inland wetlands some of

which was prompted by the federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.
The Massachusetts, California, and Oregon legislation has been discussed.
409
Rhode Island, Connecticut, and Georgia also have similar legislation.

State-wide Mandatory Local Planning

Both Florida and Oregon have

.

The Oregon act provides for

legislation making local planning mandatory.

the state to prepare and adopt plans for localities which fail

New Communities
in the

.

Florida has passed

a

to do so.

New Communities Act to assist

development of New Communities, and, as has already been discussed

the flew York Urban Development Corporation has

under construction as of 1976.

a

,

number of new communities

4
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Regional Planning and Development Organizatio ns

.

The Twi n Cities

Metropolitan Council is probably the most powerful of these but others
worth mentioninn are the Hackensack Meadowlands Development Commission
410
and the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development
in New Jersey
As an interstate example the Tahoe Regional

Commission.

Agency of the California-'Ievada border
Conclusions.

is

also of interest.

Planning
"

The recent legislation concerning land use controls

reflects an increasing concern for the impact of new development on the
natural and man-made environment, an increasing understand^- of the

interrelatedness of land uses, and

a

growing consciousness of the need

for the higher levels of government to assume more responsibility in this

regard because of the interjurisdictional nature of so many of the problems

arising from
ulary,

land use decisions at the local

level.

The states

,

partic-

are increasingly willing to experiment with new kinds of land use

controls.

This proliferation of approaches is likely to continue until

enough of this kind of legislation has been in effect long enough to enable
it to be evaluated for its relative effectiveness.

there have been
a

national

a

Although recently

number of bills put forward in Congress for establish

framework for state and local planning and to establish

stronger support for statewide planning, none had succeeded in securing
a

sufficient number of votes to be enacted as of mid-1976.

Innovative Local Guidance Systems

Recently

a

few local governments have been developing innovative

implementation programs for land use plans and policies.

Those most

widely written about have been the previously described Ramapo, Coca
Raton, and Petaluma growth guidance controls.

Few of these programs

have been systematically described and analysed, mostly for the lack of

sufficient information.
this area.

It was

There has, however, been

a

landmark study in

financed by the National Science Foundation and carried

out at the University of Minnesota School of Public Affairs and reported
in two volumes

in 1974.

41

Portions of this study were published by

The Urban Land Institute in their work on Management and Control of Growth
The University of Minnesota

study which compares and analyses thirteen

selected growth guidance systems will be briefly described here.

415

^98

The number of cases selected for the comparative study was limited to

those reflecting

a

the United States.

range of approaches being used in different parts of
416

The cases chosen vary in relation to such criteria

as "...time of beginning, stage of evolution, actors initiating the system

sophistication of the decision and management process and capacity to
+ „
execute

417
.

The cities and counties initially selected for study were:

Boca Raton,

Florida; Ramapo, New York; Fairfax County and Loudon County in Virginia;

Montgomery County and Prince George's County in Maryland; Boulder, Colorado;
Petaluma and Sacramento County in California; and Salevi, Oregon.

Before

the study was completed Brooklyn Park, Minnesota and Pinellas County,
A

1

°

A summary of the major features of each system

Florida were included.
follows:

BOCA RATO'I, FLORIDA.

Briefly, the objective of this previously de-

scribed system (Chapter Five) system is the limitation of the city's ultimate developed population to that which can be housed in

40,000 dwelling units.

a

The elements of the system include

maximum of
a

charter pro-

vision specifying the maximum number of dwelling units, planning moritoria
and interim development controls embodying density limitations more re-

strictive than those under the previous controls, the granting of special
approval

for minor variances, recreational

tion of new minimum lot sizes.

land acquisition, and the adop-

As of September,

1^74 the system was still

being cnallenged in the courts.

BOULDER, COLORADO.
growth rates placing

a

The objectives of this system are to reduce heavy
strain on the ability of

tiie

city to provide the

necessary related community facilities, to reduce the impact of growth on
the environment by restricting or preventing development of the scenic

mountainous areas and the flood plains and by creating
to reduce the costs of development by keeping

a

it compact.

of the system include acquisition of all or partial

greenbelt, and
The elements

rights in land, in-

fluencing the timing and location of development through the scheduling
and location of community facilities, environmental

controls, provisions

for planned unit development and flexible zoning, height restrictions,

mandatory dedication of land and/or capital facilities or the making of

299

payments in lieu thereof,

a

low and moderate income housing requirement,

the payment of user and benefit foes, provision for annexation and timed

boundary adjustments, capital
420
T
landA use plan.

improvement programming, and

a

comprehensive

1

The city is
is
a

the source of the area's urban services but because

completely built-up all development must take place

in

it

the county.

As

consequence developers have to negotiate with the city or have their

development annexed by the city in order to obtain the necessary services.
The acquisition of open space and scenic easements is supported by

sales tax and community facilities are financed on
As of June,

l°7fi

a

a

VI

pay-as-you-go basis.

court test of Boulder's refusal

local

and water services to

a

a

to

extend sewer

developer whose development did not conform to the

comprehensive plan's growth projections was decided against the city and
this decision unheld on appeal.

BROOKLYN PARK, MINNESOTA.

The ohiectives of this system are to guide

development so that already constructed sewer and storm drainage facilities
come to be fully utilized before the city is forced to construct additional
ones in the unserved, agricultural, largely undeveloped northern two thirds
of the incorporated area.

The system elements include land acquisition,

influencing growth through the location of facilities, agricultural zoning,

minimum lot sizes, subdivision regulations having provisions relating
approval

to the adequacy of off-site facilities, mandatory dedication of

land and/or capital
land use plan with

facilities, preferential
a

taxation,

a

comprehensive

development timing schedule, and administrative

processing.
Since 1962 the system has been successful

in

restricting development

to those areas provided with adequate community facilities.

422
"

As of

September, 1974 the system had not been challenged in the courts.
DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA.
a

423

Motivated by widespread piecemeal rezoning,

very rapid growth rate, and fear of environmental depredation, especially

in the coastal

areas of Dade County, the objective of the system devised

there is to restrain or prevent development where the 1965 comprehensive
plan and/or current zoning are outdated or inappropriate.

The elements of

3UU

the system include moritoria on the issuance of building permits and on the

qrantinq of 7onino changes in specific portions of the County together with
studies to update the plans and zoning ordinance for the affected areas.

424

The system was initiated in 1972 when the inoratoria were put into

effect and planning and zoning studies got underway.

As these studies are

completed and adopted the inoratoria for the areas replanned and rezoned
are repealed.

As of September,

l

there had been no definite test of

q 74

the system's constitutionality although
425
portions of it.

FAIRFAX COUNTY, VIRGINIA.

there had been attacks on

This rapidly growing suburban county just

west of the District of Columbia found itself faced with the problem that
over three quarters of its area, the largely undeveloped part of the
County, was either unsewered, under

a

state Water Control Board sewer

moratorium, or had soil conditions constraining development.

Also the

provision of community facilities and the infrastructure necessary for

development were lagginq behind the rate of growth and there developed

a

public concern for controlling growth, improving the quality of life, pre-

venting environmental degradation, and improving the quality and quantity
of publ ic services.

426

The growth guidance system evolved for coping with these problems con-

tained the following elements:

control of access to existing facilities,

planning and environmental moratoria with interim development controls, the

updating of land use controls and both large and small scale plans, land
banking, capital

improvement programming, environmental impact review, and
/)

monitoring systems with improved methods of analysis.

27

The system was initiated in 1973 with the oassing of an interim develop-

ment ordinance which was struck down by the Fairfax County Circuit Court
.

in

1974 after which the County was planning an appeal

LOUDOUN COUNTY, VIRGINIA.

.

of the decision.

428

This predominantly rural county west of

Fairfax County, Virginia and south of

v

'ontgomer.y County, Maryland was

concerned with its potential for largp scale suburban growth in view of
its lack of an adequate tax base to support the construction of the necessary

related public facilities.

Determined to protect the area's economy and

way of life, to prevent environmental degradation, and keep public expenditures within the limits of what the County could afford, it evolved in 1972
429
a growth guidance system based on a policy plan and zoning ordinance.

301

The elements of the system include the policy plan delineating the

areas of the County to remain rural and those to he urbanized,

a

new zoning

ordinance with provisions for two large lot zones (three acres and ten
acres), the location of public facilities to influence the location of new

development, controls relating development permission to the adequacy of
off-site facilities, the mandatory dedication of land and/or capital facilities, the payment of money in lieu of land and/or capital

ferential

taxation, and capital

improvement programming.

The system was put into operation with

1972 based on

a

facilities, pre'

zoning ordinance adopted in

a

previously adopted plan, with

premature-subdivision

a

ordinance adonted in 1^73, with state legislation passed in 1^73 enabling
taxation to be based on current land use and

adopted 1974.

a

capital

improvement program

Under the system developers are required to share in the

cost of or provide the public facilities necessary for their developments
if they are not already in existence or included

program or shown on the comprehensive plan.
in a court test

in

1972.

in

the capital

improvement

These requirements were upheld

Rural areas are protected from development

pressures both by large lot zoning and preferential

MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MARYLAND.

4?1

taxation.

Just north of the District of Columbia,

Montogomery County has for some time come under the same development pressures
as the two Virginia counties just described.

It has

the same problems in

providing the necessary public facilities and urban services for new

development.

This was recognized in the 1964 plan for the County which

dealt with the desireabil i ty of controlling the timing and location of
development.

There was also

income housing in the County.

a

concern for providing more low and medium

43?

addition to the plan, the elements of the growth guidance system

In

include influencing the timing and location of development through the

location of public facilities, controlling access to existing public
facilities, pollution controls, both conventional and incentive zoning,

establishing minimum lot sizes, controls relating develooment to the
adequacy of off-site public facilities,

a

low/moderate income housing

requirement, preferential taxation, capital improvement programming,
locational restraints in relation to serviced ar^as, and environmental
433
.

moritona.

302

The system was put into effect throuqh

a

series of actions beginning

with state legislation in 1966 requiring the County to have
sewer and water plan.

This was followed by capital

a

ten-year

improvement programming

and sewer moritoria in 1970, and other actions activating the other elements

through 1973.
,

,

.

involved in

1074 the adequate public services requirement became
434
court tost.
In

.

a

.

This system, briefly described in Chapter Two,

PETALUMA, CALIFORNIA.
is

concerned with controlling the rate of growth in order to prevent

environmental degradation, limit the cost and improve the quality of public
services, preserve the city's character, achieve orderly and attractive

development and establish

permanent surrounding qreenbelt of hills,

a

marshes and recreational open space.

'

First proposed in 1971, the growth guidance system includes the

following elements: open space land acquisition, the location of public
facilities to influence the pattern of growth,

a

system of special

permits,

controls relating development permission to the adequacy of off-site

facilities, mandatory dedication of land and/or capital facilities, pay-

ments in lieu of land and/or capital facilities,
housing requirement,

a

a

low/moderate income

program of annexation including timed and conditional

boundary adjustments and servicing, locational development restraints tied
to the serviced area, and annual

building permit limits.

Based on an adopted General Plan and an Environmental Design Plan

delimiting the area to be urbanized and locating the greenbelt, an annual
quota of building permits

is

developed with approvals taking into account

the plans, the impact of the proposed development on public facilities,
A competitive point system is used

design and other factors.

determining

As previously mentioned this sytem was chal-

the awarding of permits.

lenged in the courts all
438
its validity.

in

the way up to the U.S.

PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA.

Supreme Court which upheld

The County-owned and operated water

The

system supplies water to 18 of 24 municipalities within the County.
largest city, St. Petersburg, has its own water system.

These systems are

drawing water from the Floridan Aquifer with production limited by drawdown
of the water table to sea level after which there would be saltwater

intrusion into the aquifer.

A

shortage of water because of several years

of drought and increased consumption prompted the County to declare

a

303

45-day ban on new water connections in mid-1973, followed by putting into
effect

a

managed growth policy and water allocation system.

"

The elements of this growth guidance system include control of access
to existing facilities, pollution controls, minimum lot sizes, mandatory

dedication of land and/or capital facilities, user and benefit fees,
annual

permit limits, and information, monitoring, and technical assistance.

The County Water Department reviews all
A

building permit applications.

water allocation from the County based on the County Water Allocation

Plan or an arrangement to use

a

non-County water system is necessary before

building permits will be granted.

Similarly,

M ie County Department of

Pollution Control reviews building permit applications for approval of

connection into the County sewer service or agreement to use
sewer service.

a

private

If sewer capacity is not available, no permit is granted.

Agricultural zoning is used also to limit orowth.

As of September 1974

there were no court tests of this system.
PRINCE GEORGE'S C01MTY, MARYLAND.

An urban county just east of the

District of Columbia, Prince George's County has been under development
pressure similar to those of the other suburban counties in the Washington

metropolitan area.

The impact of sprawl

and rapid development on the

environment and the cost of providing public facilities prompted the County
to consider undertaking the carefully staged development proposed

1964 General

Plan.

4

^

in

the

The elements of the growth guidance system include the location of

facilities to influence the timing and location of growth, conventional
zoning with minimum lot sizes, planned unit development, controls relating

development permission to the adeguacy of off-site facilities, preferential
taxation, capital

improvement programming, locational restraints, and
.

environmental moritona.
The capital
on annual

443

improvement program and extension of services are based

targets for growth of population

aid

employment, coupled with the

channelization of growth into areas programmed for or already provided with
adequate facilities and services.
The system was put into effect starting with

a

state required ten-year

water and sewer plan in l%f>, followed by capital improvement programming
in

1967,

a

state health department ban on new construction and passage of

the adequate public facilities subdivision ordinance in 1970, initiation

440

of the growth staging policy in 1972, and adoption of

map amendment procedure in 1973.

As of July,

a

sectional

zoning

1976 there had been only

one unsuccessful challenge of the adequate public facilities ordinance.

RAMAPO, MEW YORK. This system,

briefly described in Chapter Two

445

,

concerned with improving the management of growth problems resulting

is

form its location in the northwester part of the burgeoning

politan area.
and

a

'lew

York metro-

The issues were the increasing costs and character of sprawl

lack of needed low-income housing.

The objectives were to control

the character of development, minimize the costs of providing

a

satisfactory

quality of public facilities and services, and to establish and maintain
a

desirable mix of land uses.
acqui-

Initiated in 1965, the system includes the following elements:

sition of less than fee simple rights in land, location of public facilities
to influence the timing and location of development, conventional
a

zoning,

system of special permits, provision for variances, conventional subdivi-

sion controls, controls relating development permission to the adequacy of

off-site facilities, mandatory dedication of land and/or capital facilities
of monetary payments in lieu thereof, preferential

mapping, capital
and locational

taxation, official

improvement programming, comprehensive land use planning,

restraints in relation to public services.

The system was put into effect through

a

447

series legislative and admin-

istrative actions ranging from the adoption of the Master Plan in 1966 through
the adoption of the point system in 1969.

of two or more lots require

a

special

Under the point system developments

permit from the Town Board as

quisite for obtaining building permits.

The awarding of special

dependent on acquirinq "...fifteen development points

prere-

permits is

based on readiness

public facilities in

of the site for development with respect to..."

place or scheduled in the eighteen-year capital

a

improvement program.

The

permit gives the developer the right to apply for building permits as of
the date when the necessary facilities are to be completed.

However, this

date may be advanced through the developer furnishing enough of the required

facilities at his own expense to increase his points to the required number.

Variances are obtainable for public and low-income housing and specified
public uses which are in conformance with the plan.

Tax relief is avail-

able for properties whose development is to be long delayed under the
450
system.

449

.

M'j

As noted in Chapter Two,

by a decision of the

flew

the legal

validity of the system was upheld

York Court of Appeals which the U.S.

Court refused to rehear on

further appeal

SACRAMENTO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA.

4

Supreme

r

)l

Sacramento County, northeast of San

Francisco Bay, is an extremely productive agricultural county, part of
which is being urbanized even as the area beinq intensively farmed increases.

It contains

infrequent flooding.

important mineral lands and some lands subject to
The location of growth as it affects the economical

provision of public facilities and the protection of prime agricultural
land are more important issues there than the rate of growth.
459
states its goals as being to:

The County

'"

Develop a diversified economic base for the county; maintain
and enhance the agricultural environment; protect and manage
the use of land, water, other resources of the county; develop
and maintain a balanced ecological system, promote the distinctive character of each community, and a wide range of urban
livinq alternatives; and provide a wide range of recreational
opportunities, safe and adequate housing, safe and efficient
transportation, public services and facilities.
First proposed in 1070, the growth guidance system includes the fol-

lowing elements;

land acquisition, location of facilities to influence

the timing and location of development, environmental
and flexible zoning including agricultural

controls, conventional

zoninn and minimum lot sizes,

planned unit development, preferential taxation, comprehensive planning,
453
and locational restraints.
The strategy involves usinn the system to direct growth exclusively
to planned areas adjacent to existing development thus preserving prime

agricultural land and natural resource areas from development.
was initiated by

a

regional plan in 1969 and

year embodying, respectively,

a

County plan in the following

the concepts of timing development and

establishing urban limit lines outside of which
permitted.

The system

urbanization would not be

Subsequently, detailed community plans were prepared and the

state took action providing for preferential taxation for agricultural
land, prohibited the use of septic tanks in 109-vear-flood areas, re-

stricted the location of septic tanks with respect to property lines,

made central sewage disposal plants mandatory for large developments (over
99 units), required that zoning be consistent with land use plans, and

limited the frequency of amending land use plans.

306

Two court challenges in

were dismissed,
455
and the other for insufficient evidence.
197,?

one for lack of cause

SALEM, OREGON is located between Portland and Eugene in the Willamette
Valley.

This valley produces about half of the state's agricultural

output, is predicted to be where

three quarters of new residents will

settle, and is identified by the Environmental Protection Agency as one
of two areas in the nation with the greatest potential

pollution problems.
Marion Counties.

for serious air

The city is bisected by the border between Polk and
'156

The obiectives of its growth guidance system are:

"...to preserve valuable agicultural

lands, reduce fragmentation in the

provision of public services and prevent environmental damage".
First proposed by the Governmental

Coordinating Committee of the

two-county Mid-Willamette Valley Council of Governments, whose staff
serves as the planning staff for Salem and Polk County, the system includes
the following elements:

location of facilities to influence the timing

and location of development; control of access to existing facilities;

pollution control; conventional and conditional zoning including the control
of minimum lot sizes, exclusive agricultural

zoning, and flood plain

zoning; conventional regulation of subdivisions; controls relating develop-

ment permission to the adequacy of off-site facilities; urban and rural
service areas; user fees; special assessments; preferential taxation;

annexation involving timed, conditional boundary adjustments and servicing;
capital improvement programming; comprehensive planning; locational re-

straints; and education, monitoring, information, and technical assistance.
The development management concept (guidance system) was proposed by
the local council of governments in 1970 following the 1969 action of the

Local

Government Boundary Commission halting annexation of areas not shown

to be serviced in the Salem Sewer Plan and the formation of additional

special districts.

Among other actions forwarding implementation of the

system were the adoption in

l

n 72

by Marion County of

a

Rural

Policy, the signing in 1973 by Salem and both counties of

a

Development
letter of

intent to undertake the development of plans and policies consistent with
the Urban Growth Boundary Concept, and the adoption in 1974 by Salem of
458
As of September, 1974 there
a three-year capital improvement program.
had been no court tests of the system

457
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COMMFNTARY.

The University of Minnesota study qroup comes to the

following tentative conclusions concernino these growth guidance system:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Most development management systems have a problem
solvinq orientation and qive little consideration to
In contrast,
the side effects of system operation.
criteria
for monitorwith
its
two
Prince George's County
ing, one dealing with tax base per capita, and the other
dealing with the ratio of jobs to homes, can "observe"
whether or not operation of the system is producing
certain desired effects.
There is relatively little research on the effects of land
use controls in operation.
Therefore, the choice is to
delay action until exploratory research can be completed,
or to proceed and monitor for desired and undesired effects
and to alter the controls as the negative effects emerge.
The former is not politically practical in most instances, but the latter is rarely being followed, either,
flo body of knowledge or insight is being recorded for future use by the operating agencies themselves, and no comparative evaluations across systems have been made.
In virtually all of the systems examined, the emphasis is
on regulation or restraints.
Very few systems incorporate
or are considering emphasis on incentives.
There is little
doubt that the trend is court decisions over the last
several decades has been to significantly increase the
scope of police power restraints on individual use of
land.
Furthermore, the scope of eminent domain is expanding as the interpretation of what constitutes a
public purpose continues to be broadened.
Transfer of
development rights and bonus and incentive systems are
examples of responses to the need to achieve public purposes without the levels of restraint supported in some
recent court cases.
Most of the systems tend to ignore levels of government
other than the level of the agency proposing the system.
For example, none mention or take into account the effect
on development of federal income tax policy on capital
gains and depreciation.
A few do include metropolitan or
state agency participation in "fair share" housing, environmental controls, or annexation.
(See items marked
- for intergovernmental
1
on the table which follows).
From the very limited selection of cases reported here, it
appears that early involvement of elected officials,
citizens, and a staff team consisting of administrator,
planner, and lawyer is important.
Because of a general
lack of thoroughly documented evaluations on development
management sy:tems, the current requirement for high
caliber staff people is critical.
In examining the various community approaches, it became
clear that many described their systems as a public decision process in which plans and programs are major support
elements.
This process and program orientation is central
-

3oa

their control! inq the timinq and location of development.
Schemes sued as those in Hamapo, Petaluma, Boulder,
Prince George's and Montgomery Counties place heavy
emphasis on plan elements as policy and as a rationale
for the operation of a program-oriented control system.
The use of absolutes, whether in geographic area or numbers,
appears to be an early approach that is heing set aside.
Sacramento's original scheme defined a specific geographic
area and referred to it as bounded by an urban limit line.
It has now adopted the now terminology "urban service area".
This new term relates the concept directly to its purpose
and achieves a greater rationale for its existence.
to

7.

3.

9.

Another observation is that exclusionary effects by and
large have received little attention.
The provision of low
and moderate income housing, if mentioned at all, is something which is enabled but not pressed.
The exceptions ^r<i
Boulder, ,'lontoomery County, and Petal uma.
Fairfax County
previously tried such an approach and lost in court.
Itoca
Raton has no such provision and the strategies it is purtend to work further against any provision of low
suing
and moderate income housing.
Perhans the key conclusion in this examination is that the
truly unique contribution many of these systems have made
is in integrating control elements.
One of the most common
linkages is to combine the programming of canital improvements (41) with physical location of facilities (5), and a
requirement for adequate public facilities {30) as a precondition to building or development permits.
This approach
puts the errmhasis on programming and shifts the system from
private initiative to public investment initiative as a
basis for permitting private development.

A detailed description of the elements composing growth guidance

systems as listed in Table

V

1 1

-

1

and mentioned in connection with the in-

dividual case descriptions is to be found in Section III of the University
of Minnesota study.

They are not described here because most of them have

been described elsewhere in this chapter or in previous chapters.

The study also makes the point that the elements involved in

a

growth

guidance system must be integrated by means of specific linkages into
planning implementation program if they are to be considered part of

a
a

system.

Despite the shortcomings of the described systems as pointed out in
the study's conclusions, it is both remarkable and salutory that many
local

governments are taking steps to develop and carry out organized

growth guidance systems in what seems now to be

a

political environment

more favorable to the active implementation of land use plans.
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Conclusions
The last two decades have bean

a

time of increasing concern for improving

the means and effectiveness of implementing land use plans, especially
in

systematically controlling the timing and location of development

through what are increasingly being called growth guidance systems.
have been proposals by prominent professional

Tiiere

planners and other urbanists,

recommendations by commissions and committees of the national government
and national

professional organizations, pioneering and experimental state

planning legislation often influenced by the above mentioned individual
and organizational

proposals, and the formulation by

a

number of localities

of systems for guiding development (linking plans to various implementation
tools and techniques) which have been adopted and put into effect.
No single theoretical

or practical approach to land use olanninn

implementation programs is predominant in these proposals and experiments,
but as was previously observed, there has not yet been enough experience

with such growth guidance systems to enable evaluation of their relative

effectiveness in regard to alternate courses of action and combinations
of techniques.

The formulation of the American Law Institutes
Code, for all

its possible defects,

is

'

s

Land Development

Model

probably the most significant one

event in the period because of its immediate influence on the planning

legislation passed in several states and the likelihood of it being

a

major point of departure for legislation in many other states which wi

1

!

want to update obsolete planning enabling legislation based on the Standard
Acts of the 1920's.

There is ample reason to suppose that the experimentation with and use
of growth guidance systems will continue, if they prove to be effective,

because of the difficulties which will continue to he brought on by environmental .energy, local government financial, and housing problems, especially
in areas

where growth rates tend to remain high.
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CHAPTER EIGHT:

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The previous chapters have dealt with the context in which urban

planning takes place, the conventional American land use planning imple-

mentation tools and techniques, reforms and innovations in these tools and
technigues, proposals for additional or new tools and techniques, and

finally with both proposals for and experiments with integrating various
implementation tools and technigues into organized implementation programs,
often described as growth guidance systems.
This chapter will

summarize these findings and suggest the most

likely and most potentially valuable directions for future reforms and

innovations in the means for carrying out land use plans in urban areas.

Context
The intergovernmental context in which urban land use planning takes

place is extremely complex, especially in the larger metropolitan areas

with their many, often overlapping, units of government.

The seemingly

intractable problems of central cities and tensions between them and
their suburbs also serve to complicate the planning process and contribute
to the difficulties of implementing area-wide land use plans.

and technigues for carrying out plans often have individual

The tools

shortcomings

and are difficult to integrate systematically into implementation programs.

Even where such programs have been put together there may be organizational

,

administrative, and/or political problems

in

carrying them out.

Nevertheless professional planners, other urbanists, and governments at
various levels are actively working toward the improvement of the tools,

techniques and processes for carrying out land use plans.

In

these

endeavors they are supported by increasing public concern about both the

quantity and quality of urban development, especially
growth or threats to the natural environment.

in

areas of rapid
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Zoning
Zoning, originated primarily as

a

means of controlling nuisances and

protecting property values, has proven to be difficult to adapt as

a

tool

for carrying out land use plans, especially in newly developing areas.

Nevertheless it

is

a

powerful tool

and recently there has been

a

prolifera-

tion of zoning innovations designed to make it more flexible and responsive
to the needs of the land use planning implementation process.

The problems of conventional

zoning include the difficulty of re-

lating it to long range land use plans, its relative ineffectiveness in

securing the removal of non-conforming uses, its nenative character and

inflexibility, its inability to encourage desired development, its lack
of provisions for economic compensation when its provisions Rre so severe
as to approach being confiscatory,

its lack of coordination with other

implementation means, and its misuse to perpetuate or promote socioeconomic segregation and monotonous development patterns.
Some of the more significant innovations of recent years endeavoring
to overcome zoning'

s

shortcomings have been tieing zoning to short range

stage development plans based on long range land use plans, the amortization of non-conforming uses, more reliance on density and design controls
the introduction

as opposed to the segregation of uses and building types,

of special

planned
a

permits and individual

project review for conditional uses and

unit developmentihe introduction of esthetic controls involving

design review board in historic and other special zones, the introduction

of transferable development rights and tax incentives as

a

means of

compensation for severe use restrictions, and the introduction of density
bonuses conditional on the developer providing specified amenities.

Subdivision Regulations
Subdivision regulations are another important tool for the implementation of land use plans in urbanizing areas.

Usually intended primarily

for the control of single family residential development, thev often need

extensive modification to apply to other types of land uses for which

Well-written regulations

subdivision is increasingly taking olace.
based on adeguately high standards can no

a

long way to insure

a

high

33[

quality of new development.

To be effective in carrying out the inten-

tions of land use plans their use must be careful ly coordinated with the

community facilities plan, the major street plan, the official map, the
capital

improvement program, and any other relevant controls affecting

land use.

As part of such an

integrated planning implementation progranin

they can serve to help influence the location and timing of development
and keep the financial

impact of new development on local government

resources manageable.

The single most significant recent innovation in

subdivision regulations has been that of tieing development permission to
the adequacy of off-site facilities as

in

several of the growth guidance

systems described in Chapter Seven.

Supplemental Regulations and Tax Poli cies
Because this miscellany of controls and devices does not readily lend
itself to generalization as

a

whole it will be summarized in

a

series of

statements by individual topic.

Building codes are intended to insure safety of buildinns as they are

constructed so these codes only indirectly affect land use.

The lack of

uniformity of building codes from jurisdiction to jurisdiction has had
the effect of limiting the market for manufactured housing and the intro-

duction of new building products.
in

This has prevented possible savings

construction costs and affected the planning for low and medium cost

housing.

Recently, however, the states have taken action toward unified

statewide codes and the federal government has undertaken new building
product research designed to enable more frequent and uniform updating
of building codes.

Housing codes apply to existing housing and are intended to require

substandard housing to be brought up to standard and sound housing to be
well maintained.

These codes

are.

difficult to administer and enforce,

especially when the costs of bringing

a

building un to code standards

cannot be recouped throuqh increased rentals and this often leads to
housing abandonment.

This problem has been relieved in some places by

scheduling repairs over lonqer periods, the use of tax incentives and
throuqh urban homesteading programs.

The use of housing codes for up-

gradinn and maintaining housing quality has heen more successful

in
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residential areas where housing is not severely deteriorated.
Health and sanitary regulations, especially those affecting sewage
disposal and water supply, may be very important tools for dctering de-

velopment in unserviced areas or areas unsuitable for the use of wells
and/or septic tanks thus contributino to guiding the location and timing
of development.

Sewer or water moritoria based on such regulations are

an important feature of many of the local
in

growth guidance systems described

the previous chapter.

Licensing of businesses does not have enough effect on the location
of uses to be of significance as

a

planning implementation tool.

Tax policies do not lend themselves very easily to planning purposes

but they are not all without having an effect on land use patterns.

In-

come tax policies have nonerally favored hone ownership and hence single

family residential development and just recently condominiums.

The

effects of real proporty taxes on land use oatterns ^r^ neither consistent
nor clear.

Lower tax rates in the suburbs may have contributed to the

flight from the central city but there were many other factors.

planners and other urbanists favor the land tax as

a

Many

deferent to specula-

tion and leapfrogging of development but studies of places where it is in

use are generally inconclusive.

agricultural

Preferential

taxation, particularly of

land and historic sites or districts, is now being more

frequently used and may prove to be an effective way of preserving low
density uses as experience with it accumulates.

There are persuasive

arguments for selective taxation based on planning goals and purposes but
the proposals made raise serious and possibly insurmountable questions

of legality and the achievement of fair administration.

Tax base-sharing

as being tried out in the Twin Cities and Hackensack Meadows areas would

seem to have great potential as

a

mnans of making more rational area-wide

planning possible by reducing interjurisdictional comnetition for
commercial and industrial development in mul
areas.

ti

jurisdictional metropolitan
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Financial Planning and Capital
Financial

Improvement Programming

planning and capital

improvement programming are increasing-

ly being recognized as providing an orderly and more effective way of

managing local government finances and scheduling public expenditures so
as

to keep expenditures within public financial

the related spending activities of
in

an area.

capacity and coordinate

various units of local government

tfie

Private and public developmental expenditures can be made

to be mutually supportive through the scheduling of development in a land

use planning implementation program which carefully links financial

planning and capital

improvement programming with stage development plans

and other land use controls as is now exemplified by some of the

experimental growth guidance systems described in Chapter Seven.

Special Districts and Public Authorities

While the use of special districts, especially single purpose districts, should be avoided as contribution to the fragmentation of govern-

ments and compounding the difficulties of coordinating the implementation
of area-wide land use plans and policies.

consolidated area-wide government, mul
established to serve as umbrella mul

ti

ti

However, in the absence of

purpose districts, such as those

jurisdictional organizations

charged with the responsibility for and empowered to coordinate the

planning-related activities of many otherwise independently acting units
of local government, can be

a

very useful organizational

tool

for carrying

out area-wide plans, an example of which is the Twin Cities Metropolitan
Council.

Also useful are state multipurpose authorities empowered to

participate directly in the urban development process at various scales
as are the Puerto Rico Land Administration and the flew York Urban Develop-

ment Corporation which have been previously cited.

Growth Guidance Systems and Innovative Legislation
During the last two decades there has been an increasing concern
among citizens, planning-oriented professionals, and many of those in all
levels of government for systematically improving the means for and

effectiveness of implementing land use plans and policies.

This concern
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has been expressed through growth guidance system proposals, organizational

recommendations, and innovative legislation for controlling the timing,
location, and quality of urban development, especially at the state,

regional, and local

levels.

the federal

At

level

there has been an in-

creased effort to coordinate federal programs which affect development.
This has taken the form of interagency coordination agreements, interagency

groups such as the Council on Fnvironmental Quality, and

legislative

proposals to strengthen state and national planning.
It

is a

time of trying out new legal

and organizational

tools and

techniques for the implementation of land use plans and policies.
political climate

is

The

such that this kind of experimentation is likely to

continue until the effectiveness of the various innovations can be

properly evaluated.

Conclusions
The foregoing examination anJ evaluation of the tools and techniques
for implementing land use planning and policies, current practices in

their use, current attempts to strengthen their ability to influence land
use and physical

development decisions, innovative planning legislation,

and the organization of integrated implementation programs

(growth guidance

systems) has shown that the limitations of the prevalent, currently

available tools and techniques are beinn more widely perceived and
remedied.

Based on the information developed in the previous chapters and

summarized in this one, recommendations for affirmative action by the

appropriate levels of government toward the continued improvement of the
legal

and organizational

tools and techniques necessary for more effective

land use planning and policies implementation are listed as follows:
1.

At the national

level

there is

a

need for the formulation and

adoption of national land use and physical development

objectives as part of

a

continuous planning process concerned

with encouraging development where additional growth would be

most beneficial to the nation, curtailing growth where it would
contribute to overburdening natural and human resources, and
preserving from development areas where the natural environment
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should in the national
The national

interests he left relatively undisturbed.

plans and policies so formulated should serve as

a

broad framework within which state and local plans and policies

could be evaluated for the purposes of allocating federal

planning and community development funds.
serve as means of judging federal
local

They should also

programs affecting state and

land use and development for the purpose of coordinating

them and resolvinn conflicts between them.
At the state level

there is

a

need in most states for increased

planninn efforts toward the formulation nf state land use and
physical

plans and policies as

a

framework for coordinating

state programs affecting Datterns of land use and development
at the state, regional, and local

levels.

Pursuant to these

plans and under new state planning enabling legislation the

states should more actively guide planning at all

levels of

government in matters of statewide public concern,
'lost

state planning enabling legislation

is

in need of updating,

preferably along the lines of the American Law Institute's
Model

Land Development Code, especially as affects state inter-

vention in "areas of critical state concern" and "development
of regional

impact", the integration of zoning and subdivision

controls in one unified document specifying coordinated

administrative procedures, and provisions for land banking.
However, modification of this Code

is

urged to require that

development controls be based on long ranoe comprehensi ve planning
and stage development plans indicating the seguence of develop-

ment as reflected in the existence of or scheduling of the construction of community facilities in both short and long range
capital

improvement programs.

Further, permission to subdivide

and develop should be made conditional on the adequacy of

community facilities, i.e. access roads, utilities, and drainage
which may be provided by the developer if he

wait until

is

not willing to

the government is scheduled to provide them.

The

states should also consider enabling the use of transferable

development rights as

a

means of compensating owners for
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specified added amenities in their develonmp.nt or for restrictions such as those imposed on landmarks or for historic
preservation.
4.

In

metropolitan areas where the creation of metropolitan

general purpose governments as

a

means of coordinating urban

development is not politically feasible, the states should
create elective multi jurisdictional umbrella agencies to undertake metropolitan planninn which have the power to review, amend,
and coordinate the planninn and development controls of all
local

governmental units within their jurisdictions and also

undertake to construct and operate or coordinate such area-wide
services as mass transit, sewage lines and processing plants,
or other functions approoriate to the individual metropolitan

situation.
5.

Local and regional

planning agencies need to out more effort

into formulating and carrying out systematic land use planning

and policies implementation nrograms using the tools and

techniques at their disposal.

Where these are inadeguate, they

should seek improved state enabling legislation and more compre-

hensive local

implementation ordinances.

If these recommendations are imolemented more effective control

land use development will be possible, but the important goal of

achieving

a

better total physical environment also depends on both

strong public support and skilled professional endeavors.

of
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